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ABSTRACT 

The Romantic Reinvention of Imperial China, 1759–1857 

by 

Jennifer L. Hargrave 

The Romantic Reinvention of Imperial China argues that Romantic literature 

shaped nineteenth-century interimperial exchanges between Britain and China. This 

project bridges two bodies of literary scholarship immersed in Anglo-Sino discourse: 

eighteenth-century scholarship, which reveals British perceptions of China as the 

embodiment of political stability and economic prowess; and nineteenth-century 

scholarship, which situates China in a British imperial context following the first Opium 

War (1839–42). The minimal scholarship on Anglo-Sino relations between the 

Enlightenment and Victorian periods suggests a lull in these exchanges during the 

Romantic era. On the contrary, British interest in China increased exponentially 

following the first Anglo-Sino diplomatic exchange in 1793. Yet the popular demand for 

information about China exceeded British knowledge of the Qing Empire. China’s 

historical isolation had resulted in two substantial gaps in Western knowledge of the 

Middle Kingdom: the first between Marco Polo’s thirteenth-century travelogue and 

seventeenth-century Jesuit scholarship; and the second between the Kangxi Emperor’s 

1721 ban on Christian missions and the end of the second Opium War in 1860. From the 

mid-eighteenth century up to the first Opium War—a period in which British imperialism 

escalated—Britons tackled these gaps in cultural knowledge with myriad visual and 

textual publications regarding China. These publications—broadly categorized as 

Sinology—included dramas, satires, travelogues, vernacular textbooks, poems, Chinese-
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English translations, cultural studies, and political essays. Through analyses of these 

archival and canonical materials, Romantic Reinvention establishes Sinology’s role in 

formulating nineteenth-century British imperial ideology. Romantic Sinological texts—

often dismissed by scholars as ancillary to Britain’s contentious economic relationship 

with China—actually challenge narratives that depict nineteenth-century representations 

of foreign spaces as unequivocally imperialist. Romantic Sinologists often represented 

China as a self-sufficient, culturally sophisticated empire while simultaneously 

expressing an imperial desire for its subjugation. Their inconsistent depictions of China 

subverted popular imperialist attitudes, thereby problematizing modern linear accounts of 

British imperial history. Ironically, Romanticists’ tempered admiration for Chinese 

culture compelled their Victorian successors to develop new modes of representation that 

asserted China’s inferiority. The Romantic Reinvention of Imperial China demonstrates 

how Romanticism’s multifaceted literary representations of China unwittingly 

inaugurated the discourses that condoned British imperial expansion. 
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INTRODUCTION 
“The Circulation of Chinese Knowledge” 

 
“[T]he Xi-Obama confab [in June 2013], which comes at what the Chinese leader calls ‘a 
critical juncture’ and could, he says, signal ‘a new type of great-power relationship,’ is 
being regarded in China as a meeting of equals. From the Chinese perspective, the 
Middle Kingdom dominated the globe for all but a few unfortunate centuries. Why 
shouldn’t the 21st century bring a return to the planet’s natural state of affairs? ‘Xi 
Jinping is the perfect embodiment of the China Dream,” says Liu [Mingfu]. ‘He will help 
China compete with the West and advance to its former glory as the most powerful and 
civilized country on earth.’”—Hannah Beech, TIME (2013)1 
 
“These Chinese, to whom we have made voyages among so many dangers, these people 
of whom we have with so much difficulty obtained leave to carry them the money of 
Europe, and to come and instruct them, are yet ignorant that we are their superiors: they 
are not enough advanced to dare only to try to imitate us.” —Voltaire, The Orphan of 
China, 17552 
 
 In her 2013 article “How China Sees the World,” TIME’s East Asia and China 

Bureau Chief Hannah Beech argues that contemporary Chinese leadership is fixated on 

establishing its global preeminence. Despite her acknowledgement of China’s accelerated 

economic growth and increased global presence—particularly in the form of financial aid 

provided to developing countries—Beech challenges China’s perception of itself as an 

emerging world power. Instead she perceives China as a country that “wants to be treated 

as a world power” without, in her view, due justification.3 Throughout her article, Beech 

undermines Chinese aspirations and, in so doing, implicitly supports the idea of 

American dominance within global affairs. In the above passage, she repeatedly disavows 

Chinese ascendancy by implying that the Chinese worldview is just that, Chinese. Only 

the Chinese would perceive a summit between Chinese and American leadership to be “a 

meeting of equals.” Only the Chinese would believe that their country “dominated the 

globe for all but a few unfortunate centuries.” China’s “former glory as the most 

powerful and civilized country on earth” is depicted as a fiction of China’s own creation. 
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Popular historical narratives frequently overlook early modern China’s status as an 

empire on par with the widely studied European empires. According to Shu-mei Shih, 

this historical “misreading results from an uncritical acceptance of the nationalist 

historiography of modern China as victim.”4 Both Beech and TIME’s managing editor 

Richard Stengel claim that the June 2013 cover story demonstrates “how they [the 

Chinese] see things.”5 The portrait provided, however, is decidedly America–oriented. 

Beech’s ridicule of Chinese perspectives—ridicule that mocks the Chinese for thinking 

they might challenge Western supremacy—exhibits a rhetorical strategy long deployed in 

Western representations of China. 

 The escalation in European colonization during the eighteenth century brought an 

attendant increase in publications that reflected new European concerns with foreign 

people and countries that could thwart the rise of imperialism. Since the seventeenth 

century, various European nations—including England, France, Portugal, and the 

Netherlands—had pursued imperial endeavors in the Far East. These endeavors 

necessarily brought Europeans into contact with the Chinese. It is not commonly known 

that that the Qing emperors (ruling from 1636 until 1912), like their European 

counterparts, were also seeking to expand the Chinese empire. During the eighteenth 

century, Xinjiang, Mongolia, and Tibet were added to the Qing Empire. Early modern 

literature makes manifest European awareness of, and concerns regarding, China’s global 

ascendancy.  

In the preface to The Orphan of China (1755), Voltaire exhibits a common 

eighteenth-century European concern with both Chinese self-perception and Chinese 

worldview. He expresses particular frustration with the Chinese failure to recognize 
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European “superiority.” He asserts European superiority by enumerating the monetary 

and intellectual advantages that Europeans conveyed to the Chinese regardless of the 

dangers posed by extensive overseas travel. Voltaire conveniently fails to acknowledge 

the prevalent eighteenth-century demand for Chinese commodities that initiated and 

perpetuated European journeys to the Far East. He chooses not to understand European-

Chinese exchanges as mutually beneficial. Instead, Voltaire—like Beech some 200 years 

later—imagines the world from a Chinese perspective so as to attenuate the validity of 

the Chinese subject position. Voltaire’s and Beech’s rhetorical maneuvers, used to affirm 

Western supremacy, reveal a continuity across centuries of Western representations of 

China. However, the similarities end here. Voltaire’s critique of the Chinese is embedded 

within his preface to a fictional drama adapted from the fourteenth-century Chinese 

drama The Orphan of Zhao. The literary context in which Voltaire’s cultural assessment 

appears directly contradicts the French playwright’s negative assertions. This textual 

ambiguity typifies literary reactions to, and representations of, China during the British 

Romantic period, which I define broadly as reaching from the late 1750s to the mid-

1830s.  

The Romantic Reinvention of Imperial China narrates the historical development 

of Anglo-Sino relations through Romantic literature. I engage with the underexplored 

genealogies of Romanticism’s Chinese investments, which appear in diverse genres 

including travel narratives, translated novellas, satirical poems, and political essays. 

These texts present highly contradictory depictions of China that challenge modern linear 

accounts of the parallel development of Orientalism and British imperialism. By 

analyzing Britain and China’s geopolitical relationship through a literary lens, I argue 
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that Romantic literature did not merely reflect but rather actively participated in the 

shaping of new global contact zones. From Oliver Goldsmith’s invention of a Chinese 

philosopher in his satire Citizen of the World (1761) to John Barrow’s evocative 

descriptions of Chinese imperial gardens in his travelogue Travels in China (1804) to 

Samuel Taylor Coleridge’s fantastic depiction of sublime Chinese landscapes in his poem 

“Kubla Khan” (1816), Romantic-era writers constructed new portraits of China that 

mediated British travelers’ encounters with the Chinese. 

 This dissertation emerges from the tradition of postcolonial and imperial studies 

initiated by Edward Said’s seminal Orientalism (1978). Said’s reorientation of 

Orientalism—namely his assertion that it reveals more about the West than its supposed 

object of study, the Orient—encouraged many scholars of both eighteenth- and 

nineteenth-century British literature to assume a critical attitude toward textual 

representations of Britain’s global relations, which often turned imperial if not colonial. 

A decade later, scholars—including Said—expanded upon the arguments proposed in 

Orientalism. Most notably, Said broadens his argument, in Culture and Imperialism 

(1993), to acknowledge and give voice to the narratives of imperial resistance. In her 

work Imperial Eyes: Travel Writing and Transculturation (1992), Mary Louise Pratt 

similarly provides the critical term “contact zones” to define the “social spaces where 

disparate cultures meet, clash, and grapple with each other, often in highly asymmetrical 

relations of domination and subordination.”6 Following Said and Pratt’s re-theorization of 

the West’s contentious foreign exchanges throughout the nineteenth and most of the 

twentieth century, numerous literary scholars have considered the literary ramifications 
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of Britain’s imperial encounters in places as diverse as Australia, the Caribbean, and the 

Indian subcontinent.7  

Since the late 1990s, scholars of the long eighteenth century, including 

Romanticists, have challenged the applicability of Said’s “Orientalism” to literature 

produced prior to the Victorian period. Nigel Leask, for example, questions Said’s 

homogenizing assumptions about eighteenth-century travelogues as natural precursors 

contributing to the teleological rise of Orientalism in the nineteenth century. In his 

Curiosity and the Aesthetics of Travel Writing, 1770–1840: ‘From an Antique Land’ 

(2002), Leask credits Said with rejuvenating academic interest in travel writing while 

simultaneously encouraging Romantic scholars to “exaggerate the historical and 

geographical reach of European hegemony, and its power over different cultures.”8 In 

fact, Leask identifies the “vulnerability rather than self-sufficiency of European travelers 

in relation to the lands and peoples in which they travelled, and the instability rather than 

authority of their published narratives, in the eyes of metropolitan readerships.”9 

Romantic-era contact zones might indeed have exhibited asymmetrical power dynamics 

but not always in favor of Britain. My dissertation follows Said’s exhortation that 

scholars examine “the culture that nurtured the sentiment, rationale, and above all the 

imagination of empire” as a means of understanding the complexities of Romantic-era 

Anglo-Sino relations. At the same time, my archival research reveals a narrative of 

Anglo-Sino relations that challenges, like Leask, the inadequacy of Saidian precepts in 

understanding Anglo-Sino exchanges prior to the first Opium War (1839–42). To 

reiterate, China in the Romantic era was not simply another site of foreign exchange but 

rather a formidable empire in direct competition with British imperial interests. I argue 
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that Anglo-Sino relations were unique, especially in comparison with many of Britain’s 

other foreign encounters, because China and Britain were two metropoles interacting with 

one another. This was an interimperial relationship in which the British and Chinese were 

competing for Asian dominance, both economically and ideologically. One manifestation 

of this interimperial relationship was an inherently contradictory body of literature—such 

as Arthur Murphy’s The Orphan of China (1759), William Wordsworth’s The Prelude 

(1805), and John Francis Davis’s translated Chinese Novels (1822)—that oscillated 

between admiration for and hatred of the Qing Empire. 

To produce a history of Anglo-Sino relations via literary texts, I combine a new 

historicist approach with close readings of archival materials, historical events, and 

canonical literature from the Enlightenment, Romantic, and Victorian periods. 

Throughout my readings, I attend to the factual accuracy of the writer’s representation of 

China. While recognizing and appreciating that there are multiple historical realities, I am 

identifying and working with the distinction between texts that flatten China—making it 

indistinguishable from other oriental locales—and texts that engage with long eighteenth-

century Anglo-Sino discourses by drawing upon published scholarship and travelogues 

regarding the Qing Empire. Within the considerable modern scholarship that addresses 

China’s relevance to early-to-mid eighteenth-century intellectual thought in general and 

literature in particular, there is a methodological spectrum between scholars who focus on 

fictional representations of China across periods of literary history, and scholars who 

focus on literature’s contributions to our understanding of Anglo-Sino cultural history. 

 Scholars invested in constructing literary histories—such as Ros Ballaster and 

Srinivas Aravamudan—ground their scholarship in the myriad (often European-
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produced) Oriental fictions that flooded eighteenth-century European markets. The Qing 

Empire’s eighteenth-century prominence made it a frequent locale for these Oriental 

fictions. Accordingly, China often appears in eighteenth-century scholarship as one of 

many foreign locales drawn upon by European writers, including Daniel Defoe in The 

Farther Adventures of Robinson Crusoe (1719) and Eliza Haywood’s The Adventures of 

Eovaai (1736). In her Fabulous Orients: Fictions of the East in England, 1662–1785 

(2005), Ballaster examines how popular Oriental tales functioned twofold to encourage 

European advancement by stoking nationalist fervor and to imaginatively diminish the 

power of the world’s ancient empires (Persia, Turkey, China, and India) by depicting 

each as caught in cultural stagnation. Through an examination of eighteenth-century 

texts’ representations of these four oriental territories, Ballaster makes a formal argument 

that designates “narrative” as integral to the European construction of the Orient. 

Ballaster’s analyses of European-produced Oriental prose, drama, travelogues, and 

lengthy sequential tales demonstrates how England’s imaginative understanding of the 

Orient via Eurocentric histories shaped Britons’ national identity at home and abroad. 

Ironically, the early modern development of British national identity was premised on 

Oriental literature, the same literature that debased Oriental cultures through “‘fabulous’ 

construction[s] of the Orient” that effectively erased “national and geographical 

difference.”10 For Ballaster, China functions nonspecifically as an oriental location that 

contributed to the literary shaping of British identity.  

Aravamudan’s Enlightenment Orientalism: Resisting the Rise of the Novel (2012) 

similarly generates a history of Oriental fiction. He restores legitimacy to eighteenth-

century Orientalism, particularly Oriental fictions, as an institution producing 
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knowledge—though not devoid of cultural bias—that sought to produce “mutual 

understanding across cultural differences.”11 Aravamudan reexamines and restores value 

to a literary genre—the Oriental fiction—by demonstrating its ability to mediate cultural 

exchanges. Aravamudan’s stakes are grounded in the fictional, which allows him to 

proffer an alternative to traditional “rise of the novel” accounts that exceeds national 

boundaries. Therefore, although he acknowledges multiple foreign locales including 

China, Aravamudan is not concerned with location specificity. Nevertheless, I remain 

indebted to these surveys that importantly depart from Anglocentric literary histories by 

revealing the transnational literary networks that intersected with and influenced 

eighteenth-century British society.  

On the other end of the methodological spectrum, where I locate my own work, 

scholars attend to the historical specificity of literary allusions to China, thereby 

revealing how China functioned in the English imagination as more than a generalized 

Oriental locale. As Robert Markley and David Porter have convincingly demonstrated, 

early eighteenth-century Britons understood China as a site of economic prosperity, 

political stability, and social rectitude. For modern scholars, Sinocentric models of global 

economy have become a major touchstone for understanding early modern English 

literature. Similar to Aravamudan’s recovery of Oriental fictions to revise literary 

histories of the Enlightenment, Markley—in The Far East and the English Imagination, 

1600–1730 (2006)—uses an eco-materialist approach to undermine the narratives of early 

modern Eurocentrism that dominate literary studies. Aravamudan and Markley both 

restore Oriental literatures and cultures to their eighteenth-century prominence, thereby 

demonstrating that eighteenth-century Britons recognized—albeit reluctantly—their 
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inferiority in size, economic prosperity, and natural resources to many Eastern empires, 

most notably China. For Markley, literary texts reveal the ways in which early modern 

Europeans “deal[t] with Europe’s marginalization in a global economy dominated by the 

empires of the Far East.”12 English writers, he argues, grappled with the “recognition that 

the discourse of European empire was an ideological construct” that paled in comparison 

with the power and enormity of the Qing Empire.13  

Whereas Markley’s study provides insight into early modern global economies 

writ large, David Porter focuses on the particular influence of material commodities 

imported from China upon English culture as manifested in (or even produced via) 

literature. Porter, like Markley, challenges the modern assumption of Western dominance 

in the early modern period. He does so by revealing the directionality of cultural 

diffusion to be from East to West, rather than the reverse process that postcolonial 

theorists emphasize. Yet the inundation of European markets with Asian products did not 

correlate with unequivocally positive attitudes toward Asian countries. Instead, Porter 

reveals how Chinese objects—or chinoiserie—functioned as “a site of both imperial envy 

and imperial pride.”14 By demonstrating chinoiserie’s complex resonances for Britons—

from fashionable novelty to female transgression to aesthetic universality—he establishes 

Chinese culture as powerfully impacting British society via commercialism. However, 

the cultural power of Chinese objects changed, even diminished, by the latter half of the 

eighteenth century as the British transformed the exotic into the familiar. Porter attributes 

this transformation both to the increased British production of Chinese-styled objects as 

well as to the increasingly commonplace nature of the Chinese object in the British home. 

By the beginning of the nineteenth-century Chinese teacups were no longer foreign but 
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rather quintessentially British. Regardless of their positional differences vis-à-vis Qing 

China’s imbrication with British literature, Markley and Porter agree that historical 

narratives of Eurocentrism become increasingly valid in the latter half of the century. The 

laudatory eighteenth-century accounts of China yield to the Orientalist worldview 

associated with the nineteenth century. While I concur that British representations of 

China change from the early to late eighteenth century, I argue that this change did not 

preclude Britain’s continued admiration of the Qing Empire. During the Romantic era in 

particular, China successfully resisted British imperial incursions, thereby challenging 

British ideology that asserted Britain’s global supremacy. China’s impenetrability and 

consequent unknowability perpetuated ambiguous literary representations of the Middle 

Kingdom. I argue that these often contradictory representations are indicative of a 

disproportionate rise of Orientalism across British contact zones. 

 The narratives of Anglo-Sino exchange offered by eighteenth-century scholars 

suggest that Romantic literature falls under the rubric of Orientalism that is typically 

ascribed to the nineteenth century. While the recent surge in scholarship on eighteenth-

century Anglo-Sino relations has done much to challenge the traditional presupposition 

that early modern foreign encounters were merely precursors to imperial conquest, it has 

not resulted in a reconsideration of the Romantic literature and its contributions to the 

narrative of Anglo-Sino relations. In fact, eighteenth-century scholars proffer a narrative 

of productive Anglo-Sino relations that seemingly terminate in the late 1750s—with a 

decisive break that favors Britain’s burgeoning imperial interests in the Far East—only to 

be resumed via Britain’s contentious opium trade in the 1830s. Only within the last 

decade have scholars started to address China’s absence from literary studies of the 
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Romantic era. Romantic scholarship’s longstanding engagement with British imperialism 

notwithstanding, Chinese intersections with Romantic literature have been largely 

overlooked in favor of the historical narrative in which Anglo-Sino relations commence 

just after Romanticism’s traditional periodization with the first Opium War.  

While several journal articles and essays in edited collections have examined 

isolated Romantic texts within a Chinese context, only two monographs have seriously 

considered the Qing Empire’s influence upon British Romanticism.15 In Britain’s 

Chinese Eye: Literature, Empire, and Aesthetics in Nineteenth-Century Britain (2010), 

Elizabeth Hope Chang traces Anglo-Sino relations from the late eighteenth century to the 

early twentieth century with a focus on visual representations, including Chinese-styled 

gardens, willow patterned plate, cabinets of curiosity, and photographs. Through this 

confluence of literary and visual texts, she examines how the British defined themselves 

against and through a Chinese perspective throughout the long nineteenth century. To 

date, the most sustained study of the intersections between Romanticism and Anglo-Sino 

relations is Peter J. Kitson’s Forging Romantic China: Sino-British Cultural Exchange, 

1760–1840 (2013), a work to which my research is deeply indebted. Kitson’s work is first 

and foremost a recovery project that uncovers the vast archives of, what he terms, 

“Romantic Sinology,” produced from 1760 to 1840. He defines Romantic Sinology as “a 

wide-ranging, often conflicting, body of writing created by a group of contemporary 

British commentators on China, that claims validation by a personal knowledge of China 

and Southeast Asia.”16 This “body of writing” includes translated novellas, travelogues, 

cultural studies, and dramas through which Kitson demonstrates the complexity of Britain 

and China’s cultural encounters in a moment when “British confidence [was] increasing 
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and Qing power [was] on the wane.”17 Kitson—in the same vein as the aforementioned 

eighteenth-century scholars and as my own research—delays the rise of Orientalism 

within the Chinese context by noting Romantic-period writers’ ambiguous attitudes 

toward China. His temporal displacement of Orientalism allows Kitson to note Britons’ 

genuine intellectual curiosity in China. Nevertheless, Kitson focuses primarily on 

Britons’ instrumental amnesia, a term that he borrows from Porter’s Chinese Taste in 

Eighteenth-Century England. Kitson illustrates how this amnesia permitted Britons to 

ignore and to rewrite earlier Chinese scholarship, particularly laudatory seventeenth-

century Jesuit studies. By “forging” a new image of China in cultural and imperial 

decline, Romantic Sinologists relieved British anxieties regarding the Qing Empire’s 

physical size and cultural power in the Far East. Unlike many of the scholars discussed 

above, Kitson recognizes the importance of China as a geographical location. 

Nonetheless, Kitson remains more interested in the “kinds of knowledge transferred to 

Britain and the processes of cultural transmission” rather than with the accuracy or 

authenticity of his selected texts.18 The question of authenticity—both in literary 

representation and in the emergent field of Sinology—is the starting point for my 

dissertation.  

 The Romantic Reinvention of Imperial China offers an account of how ideas 

circulated between Britain and China in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. 

I am less interested in tracing material commodities, particularly the well-trodden trading 

routes for opium and tea, than in the British production and dissemination of scholarship 

of and on China. Whereas Britain’s dogged pursuit of an economic partnership with 

China shows evidence of imperial motivations, British Sinology reveals a decidedly 
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equivocal attitude toward the Chinese. Accordingly, I trace the circulation of knowledge 

through a network of archival materials and canonical texts of European and Chinese 

origin to demonstrate the literary impact on the formation of the nineteenth-century 

geopolitical relationship between the British and Qing empires. By reading this 

geopolitical relationship through a literary lens, I argue that literature did not merely 

reflect but rather actively participated in Britain’s understanding of the Far East. To this 

end, British writers developed techniques to embody political, economic, linguistic, 

philosophical, aesthetic, and social debates regarding this interimperial relationship. 

Literature of the Romantic era—including poetry, drama, translated novellas, satire, 

travelogues, vernacular textbooks, cultural studies, and political essays—largely 

vacillates in its representation of China as a self-sufficient, culturally sophisticated 

empire while simultaneously expressing an imperial desire for its subjugation.  

The contradictions found both across and within these texts have historical and 

literary significance. Historically, these texts, often dismissed by modern scholars as 

ancillary to Britain’s contentious economic relationship with China, challenge scholarly 

narratives that depict nineteenth-century representations of foreign spaces as 

unequivocally imperialist. From a literary standpoint, a focus on the textual 

manifestations of Britons’ ambiguous attitudes toward the Chinese illuminates the literary 

techniques used to manifest rather than deflate debate. Modern scholars often designate 

Romantic poetry as an autonomous literary genre within the period, a characterization 

that explains Romantic poetry’s often contradictory nature.19 Romantic poetry frequently 

incorporates self-critique. I argue that this notion of literary self-criticism is not restricted 

to the poetic genre. By demonstrating how myriad literary genres grappled with (and 
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rarely resolved) contradictory British attitudes toward the Chinese, I show how literary 

apparatuses—such as prefaces, footnotes, editorial emendations, and intertextual 

debates—rather than a particular genre—such as poetry—allowed Romantic writers to 

express simultaneous admiration for and jealousy of the Chinese. Romanticists’ tempered 

admiration for Chinese culture compelled their Victorian successors to look for new 

modes of representation that unequivocally asserted China’s inferiority. The Romantic 

Reinvention of Imperial China demonstrates how Romanticism’s multifaceted literary 

representations of China unwittingly inaugurated the very discourses that condoned 

nineteenth-century British imperial expansion. 

 In the following chapters, I situate my textual objects of study within their 

historically and culturally specific contexts. Contrary to most existing literary scholarship 

on China—Kitson excepted—I do not begin with the assumption that the majority of 

British representations of China were fabricated. However, distinguishing between 

imaginative and scholarly writing in the Romantic period becomes a rather arduous task, 

namely because the popular demand for accounts of China far exceeded British 

knowledge of China beyond foundational Jesuit scholarship. It is true, however, that 

China’s historical isolation had resulted in two substantial gaps in Western knowledge of 

the Middle Kingdom: the first between Marco Polo’s thirteenth-century travelogue and 

seventeenth-century Jesuit scholarship; and the second between the Kangxi Emperor’s 

1721 ban on Christian missions and the end of the second Opium War in 1860. During 

these periods, the Chinese government severely curtailed foreign entry into mainland 

China. From the mid-eighteenth century up to the first Opium War—a period in which 
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British imperialism escalated—Britons tackled these gaps in cultural knowledge with 

myriad visual and textual publications regarding China.  

These publications—often categorized as forms of Sinology—included dramas, 

satires, travelogues, vernacular textbooks, poems, Chinese-English translations, cultural 

studies, and political essays. Given Britons’ restricted access to Chinese culture, can any 

of these texts be regarded as authentic?  Is William Marsden’s annotated translation of 

The Travels of Marco Polo (1818), for instance, imaginative or scholarly? Marsden’s 

emendations are collated from diverse sources on China from the thirteenth to the 

nineteenth centuries and yet the editor never experienced Chinese culture firsthand. My 

research diverges from Kitson in its commitment to tracing the authenticity of Sinological 

representations. While I do not privilege genres of writing that proclaim objectivity, a 

text’s apparent authenticity, I argue, affected its reception and its ability to influence the 

geopolitical side of Anglo-Sino relations. Building upon the Sinological archive 

recovered by Kitson, I dispute modern assumptions that Britons primarily falsified 

information regarding foreign cultures. Instead, I trace the origins of literary tropes, 

motifs, and references typically associated with China as a means of parsing out an 

author’s creative license from knowledge derived from informed studies of China, such 

as Jean-Baptiste Du Halde’s compilation of Jesuit scholarship in The General History of 

China (1736). For example, how much of the Chinese philosopher Lien Chi Altangi’s 

character stems from Oliver Goldsmith’s imagination and how much derives from 

seventeenth-century Jesuit scholarship? These inquiries require an examination of 

historical documentation that marks China less as a figment of the British imagination 

and more as an authentic site of formidable physical size, cultural sophistication, and 
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political longevity. By examining the texts that comprised British knowledge of China 

and, in turn, by tracing these texts’ source materials, I illustrate how Anglo-Sino 

exchanges were informed by an amalgamation of imaginative and authentic 

representations of the Middle Kingdom that were anything but uniform. Furthermore, I 

argue that these textual representations played a significant role in shaping Britain and 

China’s tumultuous relationship throughout the nineteenth century.   

 My first chapter, “From Chinoiserie to Political Philosophy: The Eighteenth-

Century Reception of China,” documents the mid-eighteenth-century demand for Chinese 

intellectual commodities, rather than material goods, that would instruct Britons in 

Chinese moral and political philosophies. Authors Arthur Murphy and Oliver Goldsmith 

capitalized upon this new demand in their respective works The Orphan of China (1759) 

and The Citizen of the World (1762). These two texts reveal a mid-century revival of the 

seventeenth-century Jesuit understanding of China as a culture of exemplary moral 

standards that informed and sustained political governance. Although mid-century 

Britons were increasingly jealous of China’s global economic dominance, they remained 

respectful of and even admired the Chinese government’s ability to maintain national 

prosperity while expanding the empire and to engender fierce national allegiance while 

remaining politically resolute. Accordingly, Murphy and Goldsmith use China as a means 

to critique British culture, particularly the nation’s seeming lack of social and political 

rectitude. Moreover, I propose that the mid-century intellectual and cultural curiosity 

advocated by both writers shaped the attitudes of the first British emissaries to China and, 

consequently, affected the outcome of the first Anglo-Sino diplomatic exchange. 
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While my first chapter examines Britain’s peripheral engagement with China, my 

second chapter delves into the formal establishment of Anglo-Sino relations with the first 

British embassy to China. The textual repercussions of this diplomatic exchange 

constitute the focus of “Emergent Prospects: Anglo-Sino Relations of the 1790s.” In this 

chapter, I identify two types of Anglo-Sino travel narratives—journals of account and 

imperial memoirs—so as to demonstrate how British representations of China changed 

between the first (1792–94) and second (1816–17) British embassies. I reveal Anglo-Sino 

travel narratives’ incremental imperial complicity by marking the emergence of tropes in 

Ambassador George Macartney’s unpublished (though widely circulated) journal; by 

tracing these tropes’ development through the first Embassy narratives of Aeneas 

Anderson (1795), George Staunton (1797), and John Barrow (1804); and by showing 

how these imperialist tropes shaped Clarke Abel’s journal (1819) of the second Embassy. 

The diverse knowledge conveyed through these narratives not only initiated new 

discourses on Chinese culture (linguistic, religious, philosophical) but also revealed the 

scarcity of British scholarship on the insular Qing Empire. Through analyses of these 

travelogues, I trace the origins of British Sinology. 

Early British Sinologists, though residing predominantly in Canton, studied 

Chinese language and culture via literary and philosophical texts. In my third chapter, 

“Philological Studies of Chinese Culture,” I contend that Sinologists’ philological 

methods further complicated Britons’ contradictory perceptions of China by 

simultaneously affirming and critiquing China’s cultural capital using incongruous 

European aesthetic standards. In short, Romantic-era Sinology failed to generate a unified 

depiction of Chinese culture, thereby exposing the inapplicability of traditional imperial 
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models to Anglo-Sino contact zones. This chapter considers not only the muddled 

cultural representations embedded within Chinese-English translations—such as Joshua 

Marshman’s Works of Confucius (1809), Robert Morrison’s Horae Sinicae (1812), John 

Francis Davis’s Laou-Seng-Urh (1817), and William Milne’s The Sacred Edict (1817)—

but also the impetus behind these specific translations. Identified today as one of China’s 

greatest novels, The Story of the Stone (1792) depicts the philosophical and religious 

beliefs foundational to eighteenth-century Chinese culture. Nevertheless, Sinologists 

translated only snippets of this five-volume tome. Publishing The Story of the Stone in its 

entirety, I argue, would have revealed the self-interested motives undergirding 

Sinologists’ translations. 

My fourth chapter, “Romanticism’s Paratextual Representations of China,” reads 

William Marsden’s translation of The Travels of Marco Polo (1818) and Coleridge’s 

“Kubla Khan” (1816) as the instigators of domestic Sinology (distinct from the situated 

Sinology examined in chapter 3). As indicated above, prior to the Opium Wars of the 

mid-nineteenth century, foreign access to mainland China was highly regulated. To 

compensate for Britons’ circumscribed knowledge of China, domestic Sinologists 

manipulated extant knowledge into ostensibly cohesive narratives of Chinese history and 

culture, which gave the illusion of informational mastery. For example, through 1,529 

annotations, Marsden creates a comprehensive narrative of Chinese history and culture 

that suggests that British knowledge of the Qing Empire was far more informed than it 

actually was. Marsden’s scholarship establishes China as culturally stagnant and 

therefore knowable. Situating Marco Polo in Romantic Sinology lends new significance 

to contemporaneous Polo citations. In this context, Coleridge’s “Kubla Khan” should be 
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read through rather than against the poet’s prefatory Marco Polo reference via Purchas’s 

Pilgrimage. As is apparent in his poetry, marginalia, and notebooks, Coleridge perceives 

ancient Chinese history and modern Anglo-Sino relations as mutually informative. 

Through Marsden and Coleridge, I connect domestic Sinology with the imperialist work 

of imagining China as a knowable and therefore conquerable territory. 

The Romantic Reinvention of Imperial China concludes by revealing Romantic 

literature’s anachronistic participation in the polemical Opium Wars. In “Romantic 

Pretexts: Victorian Literary Appropriations in Anglo-Sino Discourse,” I contend that 

Romantic literature’s influence upon Anglo-Sino relations extended well into the 

nineteenth century. Mid-century writers appropriated Romantic texts by incorporating 

them into new reflections on Anglo-Sino conflict and using them selectively to bolster 

arguments favoring Britain’s imperial pursuits in China. Despite massive contextual 

differences, Romantic literature—particularly poetry—became an accomplice to British 

imperial expansion. Via the moral philosophies of Adam Smith and Immanuel Kant, I 

analyze three texts—the Chinese Collection’s 1842 exhibition catalog, Thomas Allom 

and G. N. Wright’s China, in a Series of Views (1843), and Thomas De Quincey’s essay 

China (1857)—all of which reflect the transformation of Romantic poetry within 

Victorian texts. In short, Victorian appropriations of Romantic poetry gave moral 

momentum to Britain’s militaristic imperial actions against the Qing Empire.  

The reverberations of the mid-nineteenth-century Anglo-Sino conflicts continue 

to be felt today. On any summer day, Yuanming-Yuan—the Summer palaces and gardens 

infamously destroyed by British and French forces during the second Opium War—are 

filled with Chinese tourists. Tour guides quickly point out the artistry of the Western-
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style palaces constructed during the eighteenth-century reigns of the Kangxi, Yongzheng, 

and Qianlong emperors. And just as quickly, they move to recall the violent history of the 

imperial garden’s destruction in 1860. These themes are perfectly consistent with two 

contemporary Chinese narratives—both reflecting vibrant Chinese nationalism—Qing 

cosmopolitanism on the one hand and imperial aggression on the other. What these local 

guides could not be expected to elaborate on, of course, is the seventeenth-, eighteenth-, 

and nineteenth-century histories of intellectual exchange between Europe and China 

made evident in not only the Western architecture found in Yuanming-Yuan but also the 

250-year-old pagoda tree imported from China to Kew Gardens. That is my project. The 

Romantic Reinvention of Imperial China recovers the long eighteenth-century intellectual 

exchange between the British and Chinese empires, showing how a literary examination 

of Anglo-Sino relations produces a new narrative of interimperial exchanges premised on 

intellectual curiosity as well as geopolitical gain. This perspectival shift encourages us to 

reexamine and to revise our assumptions about the historical rises of Western imperialism 

in general and the British Empire in particular throughout the nineteenth century.
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CHAPTER 1 
“From Chinoiserie to Political Philosophy: The Eighteenth-Century Reception of China” 

 
I. The Death of Sinophilia? 
 

Early in Citizen of the World; or Letters from a Chinese Philosopher (1762), 

Oliver Goldsmith’s eponymous character Lien Chi Altangi encounters an elderly British 

woman who voraciously collects chinoiserie. Upon meeting Altangi, she eagerly inquires, 

“Lord, have you nothing pretty from China about you; something that one does not know 

what to do with? I have got twenty things from China that are of no use in the world.”1 

Goldsmith’s simultaneous mockery of the collector and her collection reflects, what 

many scholars have noted to be, a mid-eighteenth-century turn away from the Sinocentric 

models of economy and language that dominated seventeenth- and early eighteenth-

century European discourse about Asia. While the British import of Chinese 

commodities—tea in particular—continued to rise, these same commodities experienced 

heightened social critique, which modern scholars attribute to a change in British 

attitudes toward the Chinese. In the early eighteenth century, Anglo-Sino discourse was 

dominated by a tradition of commendatory representations of the Chinese. This tradition 

derived from the seventeenth-century travelogues of Jesuit missionaries that depict 

Sinocentric models of political and moral virtue. In his analysis of seventeenth- and early 

eighteenth-century British encounters with the Far East, Robert Markley challenges the 

persistent Eurocentric historical perspective that anachronistically applies the 

presuppositions of nineteenth-century British colonialism to the early modern period. 

Markley argues instead that “the Middle Kingdom symbolized the very principles of 

sociopolitical stability and transcultural value on which European elites depended” owing 

to the perceived “continuity of China’s culture, language, and Confucian precepts 
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through millennia.”2 As the century progressed—many modern scholars have argued—

these admiring appraisals of China were largely supplanted by more denigrating 

depictions. David Porter, for example, contends, that “[p]revailing attitudes in England 

towards China began to shift noticeably in the eighteenth century, as the generally 

admiring accounts of Jesuit missionaries and their followers gave way before 

considerably more hostile discourses of trade and diplomacy.”3 I concur that a British 

attitudinal shift occurred in the mid-century but not toward a predominantly negative 

perception and certainly not toward an imperial construction of China.4 With Britain’s 

developing Asian assets, particularly in Bengal, came a consequent desire for more 

substantial knowledge of China, a country historically isolated from the European gaze.  

One motive behind Britons’ desire for cultural information was to secure the 

safety of British colonial enterprises that abutted Chinese territories. The British wished 

to assert unequivocally their new imperial position in Asia. However, this hunger for 

knowledge was also fueled by a genuine desire to learn. To mid-century Britons, the 

Chinese government not only appeared to be the epitome of political stability, ostensibly 

maintaining the same form of political governance for millennia, but also possessed the 

means to expand and protect their colonial possessions in Asia.5 China provided an 

example of national and imperial strength that Britons wished to emulate, not challenge.6 

Accordingly, while the popularity of chinoiserie decreased, the enthusiasm for Chinese 

ideas regarding government increased. Rather than understanding chinoiserie’s fading 

popularity as symptomatic of Britons’ increasing imperial jealousy of the Chinese, this 

chapter proposes that the ephemeral allure of chinoiserie was replaced by a more serious 
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engagement with Chinese philosophy, particularly regarding national morality and 

political governance.  

In the late 1750s and early 1760s, literary publications show evidence of British 

interest in Chinese culture that could not be encapsulated in material commodities, 

namely an interest in Chinese moral and political philosophies. Thomas Percy’s 

publication of Hau Kiou Choaan; or, the Pleasing History (1761)—the first Chinese 

novel translated into English—is often credited with initiating the rise of Romantic 

Sinology.7 Percy’s translation, though valuable for understanding the methodologies of 

subsequent nineteenth-century translators, demonstrates little about the mid-century 

reception of China with which this chapter is concerned. Nevertheless, the very 

availability of Chinese literature to the reading public is indicative of a new British 

demand for, what I call, Chinese intellectual commodities. Authors Arthur Murphy and 

Oliver Goldsmith capitalized upon this new demand in their respective works The 

Orphan of China (1759) and The Citizen of the World (1762).  

Upon first consideration, Murphy’s and Goldsmith’s texts appear to be diametric 

opposites. Murphy’s tragedy, an adaptation of a popular fourteenth-century Chinese 

drama, depicts the resilience of the Chinese people in the face of a violent Tartar 

invasion. Goldsmith, via the correspondence of his titular character, uses Chinese culture 

and philosophy as a means of satirizing British society. Both authors, however, use China 

as a means to critique British culture, particularly the nation’s seeming lack of social and 

political rectitude. Murphy uses a Chinese text to depict Chinese virtues to should be 

emulated by British citizens. Although Goldsmith’s depiction of China is decidedly less 

laudatory, he speaks from a Chinese subject position to launch not only a national but 
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also an imperial critique, a critique that challenges Britain’s burgeoning imperial projects. 

Through the juxtaposition of these two texts, we can see that mid-eighteenth-century 

British literature revived the seventeenth-century Jesuit understanding of China as a 

culture of exemplary moral standards that informed and sustained political governance. 

Although Britons were increasingly jealous of Chinese economic dominance globally, 

they remained respectful of, and even admired, the Chinese government’s ability both to 

maintain national prosperity while expanding the empire and to engender fierce national 

allegiance while remaining politically resolute.8 

This chapter begins with a delineation and examination of the eighteenth-century 

history of the fourteenth-century Chinese drama The Orphan of Zhao. Following the 

play’s translation into French and English in 1735 and 1736, respectively, the play was 

adapted by three prominent eighteenth-century writers: William Hatchett, Voltaire, and 

Arthur Murphy. Through analyses of these three dramatic adaptations, I make a twofold 

argument. First, I establish literature’s broadening cultural significance. During the first 

half of the eighteenth century, Chinese literature changes from being an example of 

Chinese cultural production to being the embodiment of Chinese cultural values. This 

augmentation of Chinese literature’s cultural importance grants it a pivotal role in 

defining European, especially British, perceptions of China. As Murphy’s Orphan of 

China exemplifies, Chinese literature is not propagated as simply another entertaining 

example of Oriental literature. Instead, it assumes pedagogical importance to Chinese and 

British audiences alike. The diverse adaptations of The Orphan of Zhao argue that strong 

political governance relies upon national rectitude, a rectitude that all three playwrights 

imply eighteenth-century Europeans lacked. Via Oliver Goldsmith’s review of Murphy’s 
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Orphan of China, I move to an analysis of The Citizen of the World. Unlike Murphy, 

Goldsmith does not establish China as the acme of cultural or political virtue. Nor 

however, does he bestow praise upon British society. Rather, China serves as the ideal 

foil to accentuate and expose British faults. By using China (and a Chinese spokesperson) 

as a literary device to satirize Britain, Citizen of the World—regardless of authorial 

intention—reaffirms China as a site of moral instruction for both the common man and 

political leaders. Moreover, Goldsmith uses his Chinese philosopher to advocate global 

exchanges premised on intellectual curiosity rather than imperial gain. I conclude this 

chapter by looking ahead to the first British Embassy to China in 1792–94. I argue that 

intellectual curiosity, as advocated by both Murphy and Goldsmith, shaped the attitude of 

the Embassy’s ambassador, Lord Macartney, and, consequently, affected Britain and 

China’s first diplomatic encounter. 

 

II. The Imagined Cultural Encounter: European Dramas’ Chinese Representations 

 Arthur Murphy’s 1759 staging and almost immediate publication of The Orphan 

of China emerged from a rich literary network spanning vast physical and temporal 

distances. Murphy’s drama was the latest eighteenth-century adaptation of the Yuan-

dynasty (1271–1368) dramatist Ji Junxiang’s The Orphan of Zhao (趙氏孤兒, Zhaoshi 

Gu'er) written around 1330.9 The enduring popularity of Ji’s play brought it to the 

attention of seventeenth-century French Jesuit missionaries to China. In 1731, Joseph 

Henri Marie de Prémare published the first translation of The Orphan of Zhao into a 

European language as L’Orphelin de la Maison de Tchao. But it was Jean-Baptiste Du 

Halde’s inclusion of Prémare’s translation in his 1735 Description de la Chine et de la 
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Tartarie Chinoise that catalyzed the play’s European success. In 1736, Du Halde’s work 

was translated into English as The General History of China, thereby prompting 

simultaneous dramatic adaptations of The Orphan of Zhao in English and in French. In 

England, William Hatchett published, though never staged, his Chinese Orphan (1741). 

In France, Voltaire staged his L’Orphelin de la Chine (1753), which was subsequently 

translated into English in 1755. Murphy’s adaptation—as he himself partially concedes—

is in conversation with three known eighteenth-century versions of the Yuan-dynasty 

tragedy—those of Du Halde, Hatchett, and Voltaire. This series of publications provides 

documented evidence of the play’s international popularity.10 However, what else of 

significance may be extrapolated from this literary history?  

Focusing on the eighteenth-century European genealogy of The Orphan of Zhao 

throws into relief a change in how and to what purpose Europeans studied and understood 

Chinese culture. In the following pages, I will demonstrate how this change is intimately 

linked with Chinese literature. Modern scholars often trace Europeans’ decreasing 

appreciation of Chinese culture throughout the century. In support of this linear 

deterioration, Ros Ballaster proposes that “writings on China became increasingly 

critical, especially of its apparent political and moral stagnation. What looked like 

security and ancient lineage to the Jesuits began to look like xenophobia, paranoia, and 

stultification to Protestant trading powers.”11 The narrative that I propose argues precisely 

the reverse. Although each successive adaptation of The Orphan of Zhao may have 

moved further away for the Chinese original, it does not follow that Europeans’ Chinese 

representations became uniformly xenophobic. While Prémare and Du Halde reproduced 

The Orphan of Zhao as merely a curious example of Chinese literary tastes, Murphy—by 
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the mid-eighteenth century—had established the text’s relevance to cultural studies. 

Rather than serving as an example of a single facet of Chinese culture, Murphy’s Orphan 

of China exemplified Chinese values more generally. I argue that by the latter half of the 

eighteenth century, translated Chinese literature emerged as the primary conduit by which 

Britons understood the whole of Chinese culture, regardless of the representation’s 

adherence to fact. 

 The basic premise of The Orphan of Zhao is the restoration of an orphan to his 

rightful place in Chinese society after he was violently separated from his family. The 

play opens, however, before the orphan’s birth. Within the Chinese imperial court, the 

Minister of War and the Minister of State are at odds with one another, the latter being 

favored by the Emperor. So as to upset the balance of power, the Minister of War 

contrives to have the Minister of State discredited. The Minister of War is so successful 

in the administration of his malicious plan that the Emperor condones the massacre of the 

Minister of State’s entire family (the Zhaos), numbering nearly 300 members. The only 

individuals spared this cruel fate are the Minister of State and his wife, who happens to 

be the Emperor’s daughter. The Minister of War, not yet satisfied, tricks the Minister of 

State into committing suicide and arranges for his widow to be placed under permanent 

house arrest within the imperial court. Nine months later, the imprisoned princess gives 

birth to a son, the titular Orphan of Zhao. This child represents, in the Minister of War’s 

mind, a potential threat to his recently acquired and ever increasing power over the 

Emperor and, by extension, the government. He accordingly orders the child’s execution. 

Before the Minister’s plan can be implemented, the princess smuggles her child out of the 

imperial palace in her doctor’s medical box. Still mourning for her lost husband and 
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family, the princess subsequently commits suicide. Through a series of bizarre plot 

twists, the doctor—having adopted the orphan and sacrificed his own infant son to protect 

the orphan’s true identity—earns the favor of the Minister of War. As a sign of his favor, 

the Minister ironically agrees to help raise and educate the orphan, the doctor’s supposed 

son, with particular attention to the arts of war. After twenty years, the aging doctor fears 

that his adopted son will never know his true parentage. He reveals the truth to the orphan 

via an elaborately illustrated scroll. With this shocking revelation, the orphan brings the 

truth to the Emperor’s attention. The Emperor, recognizing the insidious power that the 

Minister of War has gained over him, grants the orphan his vengeance. The orphan, after 

executing the Minister, sees his and his family’s reputation restored. The play ends by 

concluding that, after twenty years, China’s government has been successfully reformed 

and restored to the Emperor’s control. 

 While Prémare and Du Halde make some alterations to the primary text—namely 

the omission of the song lyrics that populated Yuan-dynasty dramas—they carefully 

preserve the play’s basic plot and thematic elements. Du Halde’s only shaping of the text 

comes in the form of an introductory “advertisement,” or preface. This advertisement 

contextualizes The Orphan of Zhao within Chinese history and Chinese dramatic 

traditions. Du Halde informs readers that the play not only stems from the Yuan dynasty 

but also appears in a Chinese collection of the 100 best plays of that era, thereby 

establishing the text’s canonical status in Chinese literature. Unlike later eighteenth-

century adaptations—which I will address shortly—Du Halde does not attempt to 

demonstrate the play’s relevance either to European readers or to a European 

understanding of contemporary China. Instead, he evaluates the play based on its ability 
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to convey the Chinese “Taste for Theatrical Performances.”12 Although Du Halde uses a 

comparative method—Chinese vs. Western dramatic traditions—he does so to make 

readers more amenable to the Chinese work rather than to suggest that Western literary 

conventions are superior. For example, Du Halde informs his readers that “the three 

Unities of Time, Place and Action are not to be expected.”13 He goes on to argue that 

readers should not “be surprised if the Rules of our Drama are unknown to the Chinese, 

who have always lived as it were in a World by themselves.”14 Upon first consideration, 

we might conclude that Du Halde’s statement serves to criticize China’s isolationist 

stance. However, I am more drawn to his simple inclusion of the possessive pronoun 

“our.” By the end of the eighteenth century, Europeans’ aesthetic tastes were increasingly 

understood as a universal standard. Enlightenment stadial theory, which established 

European societies as the pinnacle of civilized development, considered cultural 

deviations from European norms as backward. Here, however, Du Halde uses “our” to 

suggest natural differences between national literatures rather than a blanket application 

of stadial theory. Chinese drama cannot and should not be expected to adhere to 

European dramatic traditions. Moreover, Du Halde makes no attempt to mark Europe as 

the bastion of fine drama. Rather he acknowledges, “’Tis not above an Age since 

Dramatick Poetry amongst us has been brought to the Perfection it is in at present, and it 

is well known in more distant Times to have been very rude and unpolish’d.”15 Du 

Halde’s critical self-examination encourages readers to understand, rather than simply 

judge, Chinese theater. 

 Du Halde’s advertisement even provides useful guidelines for reading and 

understanding Chinese drama. First, he makes his readers aware of dramatic traits not 
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typically found in the Western tradition. For instance, characters often introduce 

themselves by name, and songs—though only parenthetically cited in Du Halde’s text—

fill Chinese dramas. Moreover, Du Halde not only identifies unusual elements of Chinese 

drama but also attempts to explain the rationale behind their inclusion. Characters’ self-

introductions occur because Chinese playscripts are usually devoid of dramatis personae 

lists. Singing, Du Halde explains, serves as the conduit “to express some great Emotion 

of the Soul, such as Joy, Grief, Anger, or Despair.”16 Du Halde also concedes, however, 

that Chinese drama may never be appreciated fully by the European reader, who will 

remain oblivious, for example, to allusions and unique figures of speech that augment the 

complexity and richness of the work for the intended Chinese audience. He therefore 

recommends that readers strive to appreciate the chief purposes of Chinese drama—

exemplified by The Orphan of Zhao—“to please [Chinese] Countrymen, to move their 

Passions, and to inspire them with the Love of Virtue, and a Detestation of Vice.”17 In the 

end, Du Halde’s advertisement instructs his readers in an appreciation of Chinese drama 

but it makes no larger claims on the play’s ability to offer broader cultural insight. 

 The subsequent dramatic adaptations of Du Halde’s translation vary drastically in 

their engagement with the play’s Chinese origins. By the latter half of the eighteenth 

century, European adaptations explicitly confronted the play’s supposedly unique 

Chinese attributes, thereby shifting focus onto the text’s cultural markers rather than 

simply its literary merits (or supposed lack thereof). Through her analysis of these 

dramatic adaptations (of Hatchett, Voltaire, and Murphy), Ballaster focuses on the highly 

“fictional nature of China’s representation,” which would have been “familiar and self-

evident” to eighteenth-century British audiences and readers. I do not contend the 
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“fictional nature” of each play, especially since Anglo-Sino exchanges remained at a 

minimum mid-century and since none of the playwrights had firsthand knowledge of 

China. Nevertheless, each playwright’s decision to adopt a Chinese play and to maintain 

elements of plot and context suggests the relevance of China to an understanding of the 

play. Each adaptation’s engagement with Chinese representation goes beyond a ploy to 

garner an audience with an exotic Oriental fiction. For example, William Hatchett’s The 

Chinese Orphan: An Historical Tragedy (1741), despite its immediately apparent satire 

of Robert Walpole’s government, also adheres closest (of the three adaptations examined 

here) to the original Chinese plot.  

Let us begin with the satirical side of Hatchett’s text. For the first time in 

translation, the orphan’s fate is linked explicitly with the nation rather than the family. He 

is no longer the Orphan of Zhao but rather the Chinese Orphan, a distinction that 

amplifies his royal lineage. While Hatchett’s adaptation focuses on the status of the 

nation, it is not the Chinese nation for which he expresses concern; it is the British nation. 

Hatchett’s textual alterations serve not as a critical commentary on China but rather as a 

critique of Walpole’s political corruption. Despite the title page’s seeming insistence that 

the play is a “specimen of the Chinese tragedy,” and that it is adorned with songs “after 

the Chinese manner,” this cultural association is made subordinate to the political 

message conveyed in Hatchett’s appended epigraph: “Oh! what a Mine of Mischief is a 

Statesman! / Ye furious Whirlwinds, and ye treach’rous Rocks, / Ye ministers of Death, 

devouring Fire, / Convulsive-Earthquakes, and plague-tainted Air, / All you are merciful 

and mild to him.”18 Hatchett deflects attention away from the orphan’s tragedy and 

refocuses it on the malevolent minister’s political machinations, indicating 
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metaphorically that the statesman is far more dangerous than any number of natural 

calamities.  

Within the text proper, Hatchett emends the plot so as to align the fictional 

minister Siako and the presumptive British Prime Minister Walpole. Accordingly, 

Hatchett’s fictional minister is no longer the minister of war but rather, according to the 

dramatis personae, the Prime Minister with the attendant “pow’r of China, and the 

purse.”19 Hatchett also produces new scenes that highlight Siako’s conspiratorial 

maneuvers to overpower the Chinese emperor, significantly called the “king” rather than 

the “emperor” throughout Hatchett’s adaptation. Among these new scenes are those in 

which Siako confides his treasonous plans to a subservient co-conspirator.20 Hatchett also 

introduces a host of mandarines (Chinese statesmen) who challenge the Prime Minister’s 

actions. Because of Siako’s self-interested conduct: “Glory is lost, and vice is epidemick! 

/ It seems so China’s honour lay a gasping; / Her vitals ebbing to a fatal period, / And 

virtue, valour, were to rise no more.”21 Unlike the Yuan-dynasty play, Hatchett’s 

rendition is not overly concerned with the orphan’s revenge. In fact, Hatchett even 

addresses the time unity problem present in Du Halde’s translation—namely the twenty-

year gap between the third and fourth acts—and concludes the play before the orphan 

surpasses infancy. In so doing, he focuses readers’ attention on the older generation 

whose concerns are for the state of the country’s “glory,” “honour,” and even its vitality. 

The vengeance that Hatchett’s characters demand is for China. The loyal mandarines 

exhort, “Our country is the mother of us all, / Who calls aloud for Bowels of compassion, 

/ And shall we not unite in filial vengeance, / Against th’invader of her fair-born 

freedom?”22 Hatchett appropriates the Orphan of Tchao’s filial piety to his massacred 
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family for decidedly more patriotic purposes. Ballaster argues correspondingly that 

Hatchett’s play is akin to “so much other chinoiserie, a kind of ‘false import’ to which he 

attaches his own import or set of meanings.”23 For Ballaster, then, The Little Orphan of 

the Family of Tchao is a mere conduit for Hatchett’s political agenda to encourage the 

national exposure of Walpole’s devious government. Although I agree with Ballaster that 

Hatchett’s adaptation is first and foremost a satire, I want to make a small shift to explore 

how China is integral to his satirical critique. 

Despite Hatchett’s evident investment in satirizing Walpole, his play’s Chinese 

representation is not merely an inconsequential trapping. Similar to Du Halde’s claim that 

Chinese drama exists “to inspire them [the audience] with the Love of Virtue, and a 

Detestation of Vice,” Hatchett applauds Chinese governance and suggests that Chinese 

literature teaches the general population to be politically wary: 

As the Chinese are a wise discerning People, and much fam’d for their Art 
in Government, it is not to be wonder’d at, that the Fable is political: 
Indeed it exhibits an amazing Series of Male-administration, which the 
Chinese Author has wrought up to the highest Pitch of Abhorrence, as if 
he had been acquainted with the Inflexibility of your Grace’s [the play’s 
dedicatee, the Duke of Argyle] Character in that respect. It’s certain, he 
has exaggerated Nature, and introduced rather a Monster than a Man; but 
perhaps it is a Maxim with the Chinese Poets to represent Prime Ministers 
as so many Devils, to deter honest People from being deluded by them.”24 
 

Hatchett simultaneously praises Chinese literature for its political astuteness and uses it 

as a scapegoat for his contentious political critique of the Walpole government. Although 

Hatchett does not claim that this Chinese tragedy epitomizes all Chinese cultural 

practices, he does suggest that art in general and literature in particular are conveyors of 

truth. To this end, he retains the original structure of the scene wherein Siako’s deception 

is revealed by means of visual history—in Hatchett’s version an embroidered imperial 
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robe rather than a painted scroll. It is through the combination of history—here depicted 

as factual—and “art’s perfection” that truth is produced.25 Similarly, Hatchett bleeds his 

contemporary understanding of corrupted British government (history) with the original 

play containing “certain Strokes of Nature … scarce to be equall’d by the most celebrated 

of the European Drama” (art) to produce a ostensibly honest critique.26 In essence, the 

playwright assumes the role of the physician who exposes Siako’s “Male-administration” 

to the Chinese emperor; Hatchett seeks to underscore Walpole’s political wrongdoings to 

government leaders, particularly his dedicatee, the Duke of Argyle. Rather than reading 

Hatchett as simply attaching his set of meanings to the play, I understand Hatchett as 

working through the Chinese original to derive, not attach, meanings relevant to British 

readers. He relies intimately upon Jesuit notions of the Chinese government’s intertwined 

rectitude and longevity to advocate British political reform. China’s example, regardless 

of its authenticity, is ancillary to Hatchett’s satirical project. 

 Unlike Hatchett’s English adaptation, Voltaire’s 1753 L’Orphelin de la Chine 

(translated into English as The Orphan of China in 1755) exhibits a marked shift in 

European attitudes toward the Chinese. Voltaire, unlike his English counterparts Hatchett 

and Murphy, presents an image of China that, by comparison, reinforces the British 

appreciation for Chinese values. Whereas Hatchett uses the Chinese values already 

embedded in The Orphan of Zhao to critique the English government, Voltaire uses the 

Yuan-dynasty original as merely the idea behind his text, which seeks to enhance the play 

based on eighteenth-century dramatic standards. The French dramatist works 

deliberately, according to Adrian Hsia, to bring the Chinese original into “accordance 

with the roles of classical French drama” and to advance “the Chinese play from dramatic 
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infancy to maturity.”27 Voltaire uses his preface to explain the motivation behind his 

extensive revision. He begins rather innocuously by praising both Chinese government 

and culture. For example, he commends the Tartars (i.e., the Mongols and the Manchus) 

who, both in the thirteenth and seventeenth centuries, “did not change the manner of the 

vanquished; they protected all the Arts established in China; they adopted all its Laws.”28 

On the surface, this assertion serves merely to demonstrate one of the Tartars’ positive 

attributes. However, Voltaire has also subtly promoted the concept of colonial 

governmentality, as defined by David Scott.29 It is this turn toward an imperial world 

view that shapes the remainder of Voltaire’s preface.  

Voltaire moves from a discussion of government to one of culture by implying 

that China’s political stability allowed dramatic poetry to germinate in a period much 

earlier than Western Europe. Similar to his valorization of Chinese government stability, 

Voltaire’s praise of Chinese drama is not effusive: “It is true, that that piece [The Orphan 

of Zhao] is quite barbarous, in comparison of the correct works of our age; but at the 

same time it is an absolute master-piece, if we compare it to those of ours written in the 

fourteenth century.”30 Voltaire praises the Yuan-dynasty drama only as far as it surpasses 

its dramatic contemporaries in Europe. By modern eighteenth-century standards, 

however, The Orphan of Zhao lacks the necessary dramatic accoutrements. From 

Voltaire’s perspective, “unity of time and action, opening of sentiments, painting of 

manners, eloquence, argument, passion are all wanting.”31 As Voltaire moves into the 

contemporary moment, his seeming appreciation of Chinese culture morphs into explicit 

critique. In particular, he claims that the rise and development of Chinese culture 

plateaued in the fourteenth century. With this assertion, Voltaire dismantles any residual 
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illusions—as promulgated by the Jesuits—that Chinese culture surpasses eighteenth-

century European civilizations: 

Yet the Chinese, who in the fourteenth century, and so long before, 
composed better Dramatic Poems than all the Europeans, have always 
remained in the mere infancy of the art, while by time and diligence our 
Nation has produced about a dozen pieces; which, if they are not perfect, 
are yet infinitely beyond any thing that all the rest of the world has 
produced in that kind. The Chinese, like the other Asiatics, have stopt at 
the first elements of Poetry, Eloquence, Physicks, Astronomy, Painting, 
known by them so long before us. They begun all things so much sooner 
than all other people, never afterwards to make any progress in them. They 
have resembled the ancient AEgyptians, who having first instructed the 
Grecians, were afterwards incapable of being their disciples. These 
Chinese, to whom we have made voyages among so many dangers, these 
people of whom we have with so much difficulty obtained leave to carry 
them the money of Europe, and to come and instruct them, are yet 
ignorant that we are their superiors: they are not enough advanced, to dare 
only to try to imitate us. We have gone into their history for subjects of 
Tragedy and they are ignorant that we have an history.32 
 

Voltaire imagines China as culturally stagnant, having “remained in the mere infancy” of 

not only dramatic poetry but also “Eloquence, Physicks, Astronomy, Painting” rather 

than “mak[ing] any progress in them.” As Ballaster aptly notes, “The wheel has come full 

circle: Chinese absolutism admired by seventeenth-century French Catholic 

commentators is now seen as regressive and stagnant by progressive Enlightenment 

thinkers.”33 Voltaire extends this notion of stagnation to encompass all of eighteenth-

century Chinese culture, particularly art. Furthermore, he claims for “our Nation 

[France]” the dramatic flair that Du Halde was unwilling to bestow. But Voltaire takes 

his critique beyond a simple depiction of China as an antiquated civilization suspended in 

a modern era. He criticizes the Chinese for failing to recognize their global inferiority: 

“These Chinese … are yet ignorant that we are their superiors.” Moreover, he suggests 

that Europeans are superior, in part, because they have acquired knowledge of Chinese 
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history and culture, whereas the Chinese remain “ignorant that we [Europeans] have an 

history.” In essence, Voltaire conceives of knowledge as a tool of global command and 

power. 

 Having read Voltaire’s disparaging preface, it seems curious that he would 

associate his work with its distant Chinese ancestor at all. It is even more curious 

considering that Voltaire’s work can only be called an adaptation in the most general 

sense. L’Orphelin provides an essentially new narrative, one that depicts Gengis Khan’s 

conquering of the Chinese capital, his execution of the royal family (save an infant son 

stolen away by a loyal subject), his attempt to institute Tartar rule over the Chinese, and 

his final conversion to a Chinese (rather than a Tartar) world view.34 The myriad 

differences between the original Orphan of Zhao and Voltaire’s L’Orphelin de la Chine 

force us to consider the motivation behind Voltaire’s inclusion of the original historical 

and literary Chinese context. What purpose does The Orphan of Zhao serve within 

Voltaire’s work? I contend that Voltaire’s reconfigurations are indicative of Europe’s 

reshaping of its continental identity as superior within an increasingly global context. 

However, this self-constructed superiority contradicted cultural studies just thirty years 

previous, such as the Jesuit scholarship on China, that would have challenged the stadial 

model of history emerging from Enlightenment philosophy. Early eighteenth-century 

thinkers, Peter Kitson contends, recognized that the “differences between China and 

Europe [were] fewer than imagined as both these nations [had] achieved a state of 

civilization.”35 Voltaire’s L’Orphelin reflects this emerging conflict between an earlier 

conception of China’s global supremacy and European countries’ increasing desire to 

assert their sense of national superiority.  
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Through L’Orphelin, Voltaire preserves an image of China as civilized and 

cultured while simultaneously maintaining his national loyalties. His depiction of a 

cultured society pervious to conquest and relatively easy submission satisfies both of 

these conflicting commitments. Voltaire’s character Gengis Khan becomes the 

embodiment of these contradictory desires imposed upon China. He wishes to possess 

China yet wants to maintain its culture: “Let the kings die, the subjects all shall live. / 

Cease to destroy those noble monuments / Respect those sacred prodigies of art, / And let 

them stand as the rewards of valour. / Cease to commit to flames and desolation / Those 

learned scrolls, the Archives of the Laws, / And all those works of genius, you despise.”36 

Gengis, through the execution of China’s leaders, assumes absolute control but not to the 

detriment of the country’s culture or history. He advocates the preservation of—though 

not the intellectual advancement of—the “noble monuments,” the “learned scrolls,” and 

other “works of genius.” The Mongol Khan seems to understand how best to assume 

control and maintain stability across his growing empire. In fact, Gengis’s closing 

remarks in the play convey that his encounters with and understanding of Chinese culture 

have transformed him: “I was but Conqueror, you have made me King.”37 The Tartar 

conqueror’s acquiescence to Chinese cultural standards demonstrates, says Kitson, how 

“the role of the Chinese [is] to soften and civilize the rough Tartars and assimilate them 

into the mores of the empire.”38 And yet China’s easy assimilation of the Tartars also 

conveys Chinese culture’s resistance to change, a resistance that severely curtails cultural 

development and leads to cultural stagnation.39 To a French, and eventually an English, 

audience, this play conveys an imperial ideal. While I do not believe that Voltaire is 

advocating the imperial subjugation of China itself, I do believe that he uses China’s 
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history of foreign conquest to illustrate ideal imperial expansion. In closing his preface, 

Voltaire justifies his extensive rewriting of the original Chinese drama because, 

“Adventures the most interesting are nothing, unless they paint the manners; and that 

painting, which is one of the great secrets of the Art, is also a mere frivolous amusement, 

unless it inspires virtue.”40 Voltaire has depicted not merely a violent national invasion 

but rather has focused on the morality necessary to guide and to shape successful imperial 

expansion.  

 Regardless of their many differences, Hatchett’s and Voltaire’s texts do possess a 

commonality. Each author uses the text to highlight an aspect of Chinese culture or 

history that Europeans might emulate. Hatchett uses the overthrow of a corrupt Chinese 

minister to inspire changes within the British government; Voltaire uses China’s imperial 

takeover to teach the French a successful means to imperial expansion. In Murphy’s 1759 

The Orphan of China, the text conveys knowledge in a slightly different way. Although 

the play’s prologue—written by poet laureate William Whitehead—still contends that 

Chinese ideas may be of use to Britons, the play itself—not simply the prologue as seen 

in Voltaire’s text—acts as a conduit for understanding Chinese culture. Rather than 

reading the text as an example of Chinese culture, the text encapsulates Chinese culture. 

Let us first address the degree of continuity that the prologue establishes between early 

and mid-eighteenth-century appraisals of China’s potential value to Britain. Whitehead 

suggests that the Chinese offer an example of cultural virtue that the British might follow. 

Murphy’s play, according to Whitehead, provides an interesting alternative to the already 

“exhausted store” provided by ancient “Greece and Rome:” “On eagle wings the poet of 

to-night / Soars for fresh virtues to the source of light, / To China’s eastern realms, and 
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boldly bears / Confucius’ morals to Britannia’s ears.”41 Whitehead thrice associates 

China with moral rectitude through the phrases “fresh virtues,” “source of light,” and 

“Confucius’ morals.” Whitehead’s use of “source of light” holds multiple connotations. 

The most apparent meaning is that the poet simply locates the source of inspiration in the 

east where the sun rises. However, “source of light” could also be read as synonymous 

with China as Whitehead has established a parallel structure between “to the source of 

light” and “[t]o China’s eastern realms.” This alignment establishes China as civilized by 

drawing on the common literary dichotomy of light/civilization and dark/savagery. 

China’s grammatical association with “the source of light” recalls early eighteenth-

century perceptions of China as a site of linguistic, cultural, and political virtue. In 

particular, Whitehead focuses on the lessons conveyed through Confucian teachings. In 

the 1750s, Confucius was still regarded as a religious thinker; his transformation, by the 

British, into a philosopher would not occur for another fifty years.42 In his role as a 

spiritual leader, Confucius is positioned to offer lessons in ethical behavior. China, as 

portrayed by both Whitehead and Murphy, proves more than a source for petty 

chinoiserie; it offers Britons lessons in ethics. More significant, however, than his 

affirmation of Chinese virtue is Whitehead’s suggestion of an interimperial relationship. 

China is depicted as not merely an isolated country but rather a vast conglomerate 

encompassing multiple “realms.” The virtuous knowledge of this eastern empire is 

conveyed not to England but rather to Britannia, the figure representative of the emerging 

British Empire.43 Yet even within this interimperial relationship, Whitehead imposes a 

subtle hierarchy that surprisingly favors the Chinese. The female figure Britannia is 

learning from the Chinese patriarchal figure Confucius. In addition to this admittedly 
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misogynistic hierarchy, Whitehead associates the Chinese with the age and wisdom 

embodied in the figure of the fifth-century BCE sage, whereas Britain’s youth and 

inexperience are represented in the relatively recent seventeenth-century figure of 

Britannia.44 Moreover, this interimperial relationship is unidirectional; Britannia offers 

nothing to China. Via Murphy’s play, “Confucius’ morals” are conveyed to “Britannia’s 

ears.” Britannia’s only role is to listen to the “fresh virtues” embodied within Confucian 

teachings. While this passage reaffirms much early eighteenth-century scholarship on 

China, it makes one marked change. Literature, in this case drama, is no longer merely 

evidence of China’s highly developed culture. Instead, literature bears the onus of 

cultural representation. It is this play, Whitehead’s prologue suggests, that will instruct 

Britons in the practice of Chinese virtue. 

 Murphy conveys Chinese virtues through a narrative that depicts China and its 

culture on the cusp of annihilation. Throughout the play, characters repeat the sentiment 

that “China totters on the brink of ruin.”45 Akin to Voltaire’s version, Murphy stages the 

invasion of China by the Tartar Emperor Timurkan. Timurkan’s complete domination is 

thwarted by his inability to locate the last of China’s imperial line, the eponymous 

Orphan of China. Twenty years earlier, we learn, the royal heir was hidden in plain sight 

by the loyal Mandarine Zamti, who raised the heir as his own son while sending his 

biological son to live with friends in Korea. Murphy’s narrative, like the Chinese original, 

culminates with the restoration of the “last of China’s race” and his quick revenge upon 

the conquering Tartar.46 The play concludes with the reinstitution of the Chinese 

monarchy. However, the successful overthrow of Timurkan’s short-lived despotic regime 

is not an outcome anticipated by the Chinese. Despite their loyalty, the central Chinese 
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characters recognize that they may very well die in their attempts to restore Chinese self-

governance. Through this outwardly pessimistic narrative, Murphy positions himself to 

convey the stakes in rescuing China from the Tartar invasion. Murphy, in essence, 

defines Chinese virtues by depicting the negative consequences of China’s colonization 

by Timurkan. Murphy depicts three interconnected losses that he anticipates upon 

China’s demise: the loss of a religiously devout people, the loss of an intellectually well-

developed and cultured civilization, and the loss of global peace, particularly in the Far 

East. 

 Upon Timurkan’s entry into the Chinese capital, the educated Chinese elite 

despair not only at the potentially catastrophic loss of life but also the seemingly 

inevitable destruction of China’s ancient and civilized culture. Zamti elaborates most on 

the latter loss: “In vain the plan / Of sacred laws, by hoary elders taught, / Laws founded 

on the base of public weal, / Gave lessons to the world—In vain Confucius / Unlock’d his 

radiant stores of moral truth; / In vain bright science, and each tender muse, / Beam’d 

ev’ry elegance on polish’d life— / Barbarian pow’r prevails.”47 This passage may be 

broken into four parts, each separated by a long dash or a semicolon. In the first section 

(or the first four lines), Zamti establishes China’s ancient spiritual history, which has in 

turn shaped other countries. He credits China’s wise elders—who presumably include 

Confucius given the direct reference later in the passage—with having established 

“sacred laws” that emerged not from any ethereal inspiration but rather from a desire to 

protect public welfare. Moreover, these sacred laws not only provided wisdom on a local 

scale but also “[g]ave lessons to the world.”48 In the second and third parts of the above 

passage, Zamti goes on to elaborate that China leads Asia in morality, science, and art. 
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Identifying one of the aforementioned “hoary elders,” Zamti credits Confucius with 

enlightening China with “his radiant stores of moral truth,” an assertion that echoes the 

prologue’s sentiments. The “polish’d life” of the Chinese has been achieved through 

additional, complimentary intellectual pursuits, namely “bright science” and art (as 

synecdochically represented by the “tender muse”). And yet, as repeated threefold by 

Zamti, all these pursuits have been “in vain,” as the successful Tartar conquest suggests 

that “Barbarian pow’r prevails.” In short, China’s subjugation by the Tartars seems to 

signal the destruction of Chinese religion, scientific progress, and artistic achievement. 

Murphy furthers the growing dichotomy between Chinese and Tartar by depicting 

Timurkan’s mockery of Chinese piety. He ridicules Chinese loyalists not for their false 

hope that the Chinese imperial family may be restored but rather for their Confucian-

guided principles. The Chinese whom Timurkan questions refuse to surrender their 

religious and national loyalties despite Timurkan’s martial victory, thereby inciting the 

Tarter emperor’s condemnation. He accordingly chides various loyalists for being “pious 

false one[s]” or “false hoary moralist[s].”49 Timurkan censures the entire Confucian 

foundation of Chinese society.  

Yet, Timurkan’s threat is not purely local; Murphy depicts the global 

consequences of the Tartar invasion. The specific destruction of China signals a more 

universal downfall: “The eastern world is lost—this mighty empire / Falls with the 

universe beneath the stroke / Of savage force—falls from its tow’ring hopes; / For ever, 

ever fall’n!”50 Murphy’s depiction of China’s demise could be read from a British 

imperialist standpoint. For example, the ease with which China succumbs to Tartar rule 

could suggest the ease with which Britons might push their burgeoning economic 
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interests in the Far East. Or the play might indicate how the establishment of an Anglo-

Sino relationship is key to furthering British pursuits in Asia. However, Murphy 

forecloses a possible Orientalist reading of the text with the unanticipated restoration of 

the Chinese orphan to his imperial throne. Murphy does not merely restore Chinese 

sovereignty but does so through the violent execution of Timurkan, thereby dismantling 

any impressions of China as “a feminine culture” unable to assert its autonomy.51 

 After Timurkan’s death, the Chinese orphan Zaphimri and his loyal supporters 

reflect upon the factors that contributed to the conqueror’s eventual defeat. Zaphimri 

closes the drama by concluding, “Howe’er Oppression stalk the groaning earth; / Yet 

heav’n, in its own hour, can bring relief; / Can blast the tyrant in his guilty pride, / And 

prove the Orphan’s guardian to the last.”52 A clearly religious tone dominates this final 

passage. Zaphimri expresses faith that “heav’n, in its own hour” will always see fit to 

restore order and suppress tyrannical pride. Despite the reference to heaven, Murphy 

probably does not intend a Christian overtone but rather capitalizes on the depiction of 

Confucianism throughout his play as China’s national religion. Loyal Chinese, for 

example, are witnessed praying in “holy shrines, by great Confucius’ altar.”53 However, 

regardless of the specific religion invoked, it is Murphy’s coupling of religion with 

national prosperity that deserves our attention. Heaven, argues Zaphimri, will “prove the 

Orphan’s guardian to the last,” an argument that affirms the so-called Mandate of Heaven 

(Tianming) in Chinese politics—the idea that the throne is destined to be occupied by a 

moral person. This entanglement of political governance and religion actually constitutes 

the morals that Whitehead initially promised would be conveyed to “Britannia’s ears.” It 

is the Chinese characters’ combined religious faith and national allegiance that 
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successfully defeat Timurkan. Early in the play, as Zamti gathers loyal followers for his 

rebellion, he queries of one, “Does thy poor bleeding country still remain / Dear to thy 

heart? … dost thou still revere / That holy pow’r above … whom our fathers / 

Worshipp’d in happier days!”54 These paired questions seek to determine the 

steadfastness of the individual. The Confucian notion of piety (invoked in Zamti’s second 

question) was foundational to the concept of national allegiance (invoked in the first 

question) developed by the Kangxi Emperor (1654–1722) and his son the Yongzheng 

Emperor (1678–1735).  

In their dual-authored Sacred Edict, which consists of sixteen aphorisms written 

by the Kangxi Emperor and elaborated upon by the Yongzheng Emperor, the two leaders 

assert the importance of adhering to the Confucian notion of filial piety through the 

imitation of one’s ancestors and the honoring of one’s parents. This piety, the emperors 

argued, should also be extended to the nation, as it is through filial piety that the emperor 

might peacefully “govern the empire.”55 In short, the peaceful unification of the 

sprawling Chinese population into a governable empire relies upon the universal practice 

of filial piety to one’s ancestors, one’s family, and one’s emperor. Knowing how 

Confucian teachings shaped Qing-dynasty governance can inform our reading of other 

Orphan of China scenes that would appear to function on only a religious or a political 

scale. On several occasions, loyal Chinese offer their lives in exchange for the orphan’s 

preservation. Hamet, Zamti’s biological son, boldly argues, “But in his [the orphan’s] life 

/ Are wrapp’d the glories of our ancient line, / The liberties of China!—Then let him / 

Live for his people—Be it mine to die.”56 Hamet’s exhibition of extreme national 

devotion stems from a practice of Confucian virtue. Within the body of the displaced 
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emperor are contained both China’s past (“the glories of our ancient line”) and hoped-for-

future (“[t]he liberties of China”). To the displaced emperor, Hamet owes the allegiance 

due to ancestors and to parents. Note the possessive pronouns used in Hamet’s 

declaration. The orphan—though biologically unrelated to Hamet—nonetheless 

represents “our ancient line,” thereby implying that China acts as a familial unit. Within 

this family, the orphan serves as father to “his people.” Hamet’s sacrifice stems from a 

filial obligation that extends to the nation’s ruler. In the end, with Timurkan slain by 

Zaphimri’s hand, Murphy asserts the superiority of China’s interlocked religious virtue 

and national loyalty over Tartar violence and despotism. The memorial that Zaphimri 

commissions to commemorate China’s salvation reinforces religious virtue’s essential 

contributions to national preservation. At the memorial—which also serves as Zamti and 

his wife’s tomb—Zaphimri proposes that he and his subjects practice the ancestral rites 

of a son to a father while also offering a “tributary verse” that will “teach mankind, / 

Howe’er Oppression stalk the groaning earth; / Yet heav’n, in its own hour, can bring 

relief … And prove the Orphan’s guardian to the last.” As “China again is free,” Murphy 

leaves viewers (and readers) with the image of a resilient nation made strong by the 

people’s active practice of religious virtue.57 The image of resilience and national 

perpetuation despite massive turmoil would resonate for mid-eighteenth-century Britons 

still grappling with the lasting ramifications of both the English Civil War and the 

Glorious Revolution, the recent Scottish resistance to unification in the Jacobite rising of 

1745, and the revolutionary grumblings emerging in the American colonies. China, as 

depicted by Murphy, offers a compelling example to be emulated. 
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 Murphy’s Orphan of China was performed to great acclaim. Between 1755 and 

1787, the drama was performed thirty times at the Drury Lane, Covent Garden, and 

Haymarket theaters. Nine of these performances occurred in 1759 alone.58 In his May 

1759 review of Murphy’s drama, satirist Oliver Goldsmith bestows lavish praise on a 

work that, he believes, exhibits “a strength of thought, a propriety of diction, and a 

perfect acquaintance with the stage.”59 But the strength of Goldsmith’s praise lies in the 

fact that he claims he is able to bestow this praise despite of, rather than because of, its 

Chinese influences. Goldsmith quickly categorizes Chinese literature as simply the 

newest instantiation of Britons’ amusement with the exotic exhibited in “gardens laid out 

in the eastern manner” and “rooms stuck round with Chinese vases and Indian pagods.”60 

Goldsmith in no way critiques Murphy’s capitalizing upon the popular demand for “a 

piece formed upon Chinese manners,” a demand that Goldsmith himself seems to satiate 

through his serial publication of The Citizen of the World in The Public Ledger from 

1760–61.61 Instead he praises Murphy for having transformed the Chinese original into a 

“more European” play that is “more perfect.”62 Goldsmith extends his critique of The 

Orphan of Zhao to criticize all Chinese literature—verse and prose—for making “not a 

single attempt to address the imagination, or influence the passions.”63 Despite the 

Chinese drama’s distant fourteenth-century origins, Goldsmith holds the text to the 

emerging eighteenth-century British taste for sentimental fiction, epitomized by Henry 

Mackenzie’s The Man of Feeling (1771). Murphy succeeds, according to Goldsmith, in 

providing such a narrative: “Mr. Murphy has given us a play, if not truly Chinese, at least 

entirely poetical.”64 Yet, as my preceding analysis demonstrates, The Orphan of China 

remains imbued with a distinctly Chinese ideology, namely the preservation of national 
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wellbeing through popular religious devotion. Rather than acknowledging Murphy’s 

apparent admiration of Chinese virtue, Goldsmith quickly dismisses this aspect of the 

play as its one fault, a fault that he attributes to the Chinese original rather than to 

Murphy’s conscious decision. He accuses the playwright of an oversight, “of having too 

frequently mentioned the word virtue,” so as to cause the term to “[lose] its cabalistic 

power, and at last [degenerate] into contempt.”65 In summarily dismissing both Murphy’s 

and even Whitehead’s effusive commendations of Chinese virtues, Goldsmith diminishes 

China’s very relevance to Murphy’s play.66 From Goldsmith’s perspective, China serves 

only as an exotic locale that will amuse, though not instruct, British audiences. It is this 

ostensibly unfavorable impression of China that we might expect to shape Goldsmith’s 

satiric Citizen of the World. 

 

III. The Ideal Cultural Encounter: Traveling in Citizen of the World 

Goldsmith’s rather vitriolic critique of Chinese literature in The Critical Review 

would seem to suggest the author’s general aversion to Chinese culture in general. On the 

contrary, Goldsmith’s publication of Citizen of the World—first as serialized letters and 

second as a two-volume novel—attests to his interest in Chinese ideas. Similar to the 

dramatists examined in the preceding section, Goldsmith capitalizes upon mid-century 

Britons’ generally positive understanding of Chinese culture as well as their nascent 

imperial envy of the Qing Empire’s economic prosperity. In particular, he uses prevalent 

notions regarding Chinese political stability and moral order to satirize British 

government and society, thereby advocating reform. But while Goldsmith identifies many 

admirable aspects of Chinese culture, he also acknowledges Britons’ rejection of 
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knowledge in favor of cheap commodities. Read against his Citizen of the World, 

Goldsmith’s negative depiction of Chinese literature, then, is actually a critique of the 

rampant British taste for anything “Oriental”—be it chinoiserie or Oriental fictions—

regardless of its artistic merit. I argue that, via his Citizen of the World, Goldsmith 

advocates the establishment of global exchanges—an Anglo-Sino relationship in 

particular—premised on an intellectual rather than economic network. 

As the complete title of his 1762 epistolary text—The Citizen of the World; or 

Letters from a Chinese Philosopher, Residing in London, To His Friends in the East—

suggests, Goldsmith’s primary point of comparison is between British and Chinese 

culture. Much of the eighteenth-century satirist’s text, as the following pages reveal, does 

indeed revolve around these two cultural focal points. However, Goldsmith’s eponymous 

philosopher, Lien Chi Altangi, also possesses a global perspective that is not restricted to 

the potentially narrow comparison between China and Britain. This global perspective 

helps to confirm Altangi as a reliable narrator, thereby giving weight to his subsequent 

critiques of both British and Chinese culture.67 The text’s very first letter goes far in 

establishing Altangi’s educated, honest character. Although most of the text is comprised 

of Altangi’s letters, the first letter is one of introduction written by a Dutch merchant on 

Altangi’s behalf, which assertively claims that Altangi is “honest” and that this quality is 

“his best recommendation” (CW 1.2). More substantial information regarding Altangi 

may be deduced from the letter’s seemingly simple description of the relationship 

between the merchant and the traveler: “He is a native of Honan in China, and one who 

did me signal services when he was a mandarine [sic], and I a factor at Canton” (CW 1.1). 

Altangi’s designation as a mandarin indicates that he is one of China’s educated elite.68 
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Moreover, his being assigned as a civil servant to Canton (modern-day Guangzhou) 

indicates a position of trust within the Chinese government. He he can be relied upon to 

negotiate with Western merchants or factors through the only Chinese port open to 

foreigners throughout the eighteenth century. Moreover, Altangi’s service in Canton 

would have exposed him to representatives of numerous Western countries, most notably 

the Netherlands and Portugal. It is significant that Altangi must be introduced to future 

British acquaintances via a letter from a Dutch merchant, a fact indicative of the 

Netherlands’ favored position with the Chinese imperial court over the British in the mid-

eighteenth century. In fact, by opening his text with a letter from a Dutch merchant, 

Goldsmith intentionally incites readers’ cultural jealousy. Goldsmith sprinkles critiques 

of the Dutch throughout the text, thereby reflecting the prevalent British hatred for their 

European neighbors.69 And yet, the Dutch are given a position of privilege in opening the 

text and introducing the primary narrator. Altangi, accordingly, does not travel to Britain 

because of a favorable past experience with British merchants (at least none that he 

acknowledges); rather, his general lack of knowledge of the British has piqued his 

curiosity. His initial impressions of the British metropole, therefore, are of paramount 

importance. 

 Prior to his arrival in London, Altangi bases his understanding of the British on 

their manifest desire to establish empires overseas. The seeming commonplace of 

Europeans in general and Britons in particular to travel vast distances by sea captures the 

Chinese philosopher’s imagination: 

You men of Europe think nothing of a voyage by sea. With us of China, a 
man who has been from sight of land is regarded upon his return with 
admiration. I have known some provinces where there is not even a name 
for the ocean. What a strange people therefore am I got amongst, who 
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have founded an empire on this unstable element, who build cities upon 
billows that rise higher than the mountains of Tipartala, and make the deep 
more formidable than the wildest tempest. (CW 1.3–4)  
 

Altangi’s description exhibits simultaneous admiration and ridicule for the European 

imperialist. The ocean, especially to a landlocked Chinese, possesses a sublime character. 

Europeans’ willingness to traverse “this unstable element” demonstrates both courage 

and absurdity. These are “strange people” who have chosen to build empires dependent 

upon safe passage across thousands of miles of ocean. In contrast, the eighteenth-century 

Qing emperors were expanding their empire into Asia with the acquisition of Tibet in 

1720 and Xinjiang in 1759. Given Britons’ willingness to risk their lives and fortunes by 

“build[ing] cities upon billows,” Altangi assumes the British metropole will be a beacon 

of enlightenment. He is accordingly induced “to undertake a journey of seven hundred 

painful days, in order to examine its opulence, buildings, sciences, arts and manufactures 

on the spot” (CW 1.4). As we might expect from a Goldsmith text, the Chinese traveler 

finds himself sorely disappointed as he confronts “a gloomy solemnity in the houses, the 

streets and the inhabitants; none of that beautiful gilding which makes a principal 

ornament in Chinese architecture” (CW 1.4). Moreover, as Altangi forms acquaintances 

in England, his initial negative impressions are only further confirmed through his 

observation of pervasive British vices. Goldsmith’s primary concern, therefore, appears 

to be to employ China and a Chinese traveler as a convenient frame through which to 

satirize British culture. However, Goldsmith’s invocation of China functions in a more 

complex fashion.  

Throughout Citizen of the World, China serves as a foil to Britain, so as to 

highlight British foibles. In accentuating British shortcomings, Goldsmith reflects the 
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laudatory perceptions of China that typified seventeenth- and early eighteenth-century 

Jesuit scholarship on the Chinese. Though not presented as irreproachable, China and 

Chinese culture appear to have avoided many of the vices prevalent in eighteenth-century 

British society; Altangi himself quickly becomes, then, “the prototype of Enlightenment 

morality, curiosity, and impartiality on the model of Confucius”—more so than any of his 

British acquaintances.70 One of the primary points of comparison between China and 

Britain centers on government: what factors contribute to political stability? How does 

each culture define freedom or liberty? What is the relationship between the political 

leader and the people? What does the enactment of just punishment look like? Altangi 

does not launch a unilateral attack on British government, but rather presents a more or 

less balanced description of Chinese government against which British practices may be 

compared and judged: 

The disadvantages of an Asiatic government acting … by precedent are 
evident; original errors are thus continued, without hopes of redress, and 
all marks of genius are levelled down to one standard, since no superiority 
of thinking can be allowed its exertion in mending obvious defects. But to 
recompense those defects, their governments undergo no new alterations, 
they have no new evils to fear, nor no fermentations in the constitution 
that continue, the struggle for power is soon over, and all becomes tranquil 
as before; they are habituated to subordination, and men are taught to form 
no other desires, than those which they are allowed to satisfy. (CW 2.228) 
 

If the form of government that Altangi praises is judged by a democratic standard, it falls 

woefully short. There is no sense of popular representation and, instead, “subordination” 

to the dominant government is inculcated in the people. Nevertheless, statements 

throughout the remainder of Goldsmith’s work suggest that the “tranquil” Asiatic 

governments are preferably to the raucous observed in Britain’s constitutional 

monarchy.71 In particular, Altangi’s observations often demonstrate a disconnect between 
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British ideas and actions. For example, he observes that Britons generally abide by a 

social contract wherein “[e]very people, how free soever, must be contented to give up 

part of their liberty and judgment to those who govern, in exchange for their hopes of 

security; and the motives which first influenced their choice in the election of their 

governors should ever be weighed against the succeeding apparent inconsistencies of 

their conduct” (CW 2.145). Yet, he often observes a general attitude that assumes the 

reverse. Again, Altangi resorts to a comparative model: “But as in ours [China’s], the 

emperor endeavours to instruct his people, in theirs [Britain’s] the people endeavor to 

instruct the administration” (CW 1.12). Goldsmith, ever the Tory quietist, uses China to 

admonish Britain precisely because of China’s seemingly successful adherence to cultural 

traditions exemplified in the longevity of its strong monarchical rule. 

 Goldsmith traces problems at the national level back to the vices of the general 

population. Similar to Murphy’s conjoining of individual piety with national prosperity, 

Goldsmith depicts how the vices of common individuals affect national policies, most 

notably Britain’s economic stability and cultural capital. One of the most common British 

faults that Altangi observes is what he perceives to be an irrational obsession with the 

exotic. The female collector of chinoiserie, with whom I opened this chapter, is only one 

of several examples through which Goldsmith mocks British consumer trends, which 

encompass material as well as intellectual consumption. For instance, Altangi attends a 

dinner party where he quickly deduces that his female host, though not surrounded by 

chinoiserie, has “collected all her knowledge of eastern manners from fictions everyday 

propagated here [in England], under the titles of eastern tales, and oriental histories” (CW 

1.135). While the lady’s practice of deriving cultural knowledge from fictional texts is 
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flawed, it is not an inherently immoral practice. Rather Goldsmith critiques the use to 

which this knowledge is put. Throughout the dinner party, the lady and her similarly 

educated guests summarily dismiss Altangi’s attempted contributions to the conversation 

because Altangi has “nothing of the true eastern manner in [his] delivery,” which should 

be devoid of sense but replete with “sublimity” (CW 1.137). One guest in particular 

proceeds to “harangue” falsely on Chinese topics without acknowledging Altangi’s 

presence, much less his attempts to correct the erroneous representations of China 

promulgated (CW 1.136). In fact, Altangi’s attempts to converse rationally and 

reasonably quickly place him out of favor with his fellow guests who find it “impossible” 

that one who “received his education at such a distance from London, should have 

common sense” (CW 1.135). Altangi, the text’s presumptive “Enlightenment 

cosmopolitan,” is rejected by the very society that prides itself on being “a reasoning 

philosophical people” (CW 2.226).72  

In addition to highlighting the hypocrisy practiced by Britons, this scene 

underscores the potential dangers associated with Britons’ uncritical and rapacious 

consumption of the exotic. While Oriental literature appears to hinder rational thought, 

Oriental commodities threaten national stability: “Here [in Britain] every great exotic 

strikes root as soon as imported, and feels the genial beam of favour; while the mighty 

metropolis, like one vast munificent dunghill, receives them indiscriminately to her 

breast, and supplies each with more than native nourishment” (CW 2.11). Altangi labels 

the liberal practice of importing the “exotic,” rather than the imports themselves, as 

immoral. Britons’ irreverent consumption of exotic paraphernalia infects the very heart of 

the empire. British markets are flooded with foreign commodities—regardless of their 
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artistic merit or value—that suppress the demand for “native nourishment.” In short, the 

excessive British trade in the exotic not only diminishes consumers’ artistic discernment 

but also threatens domestic manufactures.  

 Goldsmith expands upon his critique of British domestic behavior to challenge 

burgeoning British imperialism. In fact, Goldsmith develops a decidedly anti-imperial 

argument, an argument that he sees as applicable to both China and Britain. Upon first 

leaving China proper, Altangi traverses several of China’s inland Asian colonies wherein 

he observes “intolerable exactions” demanded by colonial governors who have been 

permitted “unlicensed stretches of power” without the knowledge or permission of the 

Emperor (CW 1.32). Altangi attributes colonial misrule to the fact that “these provinces 

are too distant for complaint, and too insignificant to expect redress” (CW 1.32). While 

this problem might be ameliorated through the appointment of a more honest governor, 

Altangi criticizes more than imperialism’s implementation; he condemns the very 

practice of imperialism. He perceives not only the difficulties inherent in colonial 

governance but also the potential dangers that empire building poses for the metropole, 

namely: 

… that extending empire is often diminishing power, that countries are 
ever strongest which are internally powerful, that colonies by draining 
away the brave and enterprizing, leave the country in the hands of the 
timid and the avaricious, that walls give little protection, unless manned 
with resolution; that too much commerce may injure a nation as well as 
too little; and that there is a wide difference between a conquering and a 
flourishing empire. (CW 1.98) 
 

Through the reference to “walls [that] give little protection,” Altangi makes slight 

allusion to China’s Great Wall, which failed to protect China from conquest by the 

Mongols and the Manchus. Nevertheless, his argument addresses all imperial practices, 
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including Britain’s. Given Goldsmith’s aforementioned catalogue of British vices 

throughout Citizen of the World, the British metropole fails to prove “internally 

powerful.” For example, Goldsmith’s critique of Britons’ frivolous import of ephemeral 

chinoiserie shows evidence of a commerce that “may injure a nation,” both economically 

and ideologically. Goldsmith, via Altangi, advocates government policies that favor 

national, rather than global, enterprises. Accordingly, Goldsmith/Altangi supports those 

politicians who understand, “that to keep their present conquests, would be rather a 

burthen than an advantage to them, rather a diminution of their strength than an encrease 

of power” (CW 1.61). However, Goldsmith’s evaluation of imperialism does not merely 

focus on the “burthen” placed on the parent state. He also notes the ethical issues 

underlying imperial conquest. Goldsmith conveys imperialism’s unethical nature via 

Altangi’s confusion regarding the French and Indian War (1754–63): “The pretext of the 

war is about some lands a thousand leagues off; a country cold, desolate, and hideous, a 

country belonging to a people who were in possession for time immemorial” (CW 1.59). 

Altangi reprimands the Qing Empire for attempting to maintain distant colonies that lie 

on the metropole’s border. Here, he lambastes the British and the French for warring over 

land not only “a thousand leagues off,” but also separated from Europe by an ocean. 

Furthermore, Altangi fails to perceive the appeal of “a country cold, desolate, and 

hideous.” Most importantly, these disputed North American territories are already 

possessed by Native Americans. The British and the French are in conflict over land to 

which neither is entitled. Despite his attack on imperialism, Goldsmith still advocates 

global exchanges, but exchanges antithetical to Britons’ burgeoning imperial desires. 
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 Early in his British sojourn, Altangi is introduced to British literary societies, 

whose members, he quickly observes, “are divided into almost as many factions as there 

are men; and their jarring constitution, instead of being stiled a republic of letters, should 

be entitled, an anarchy of literature” (CW 1.73). Upon this occasion, Altangi offers 

readers some Confucian wisdom: “Confucius observes that it is the duty of the learned to 

unite society more closely, and to persuade men to become citizens of the world” (CW 

1.73). As the title of Goldsmith’s book would suggest, this concept of a “citizen of the 

world” runs throughout the text, as Altangi’s experiences and reflections seek to define 

this concept and to advocate Britons’ adoption of the ideals it encompasses. To this end, 

Goldsmith depicts Altangi’s repeated reflections upon his role as a traveler, and how this 

subject position affects his understanding of and relationship to the cultures he 

encounters. Moreover, Altangi is not a static character; rather he exhibits an increasing 

self-awareness of how his initial travels beyond China were colored by cultural biases 

and prejudices. Altangi arrives in London after two years of traveling across Asia and 

Europe. So by the time of his British encounters, he is already able to reflect upon how he 

has changed as a traveler: 

When I had just quitted my native country, and crossed the Chinese wall, I 
fancied every deviation from the customs and manners of China was a 
departing from nature. I smiled at the blue lips and red foreheads of the 
Tonguese; and could hardly contain when I saw the Daures dress their 
heads with horns. The Ostiacs powdered with red earth; and the Calmuck 
beauties tricked out in all the finery of sheep skin appeared highly 
ridiculous; but I soon perceived that the ridicule lay not in them but in me, 
that I falsely condemned others of absurdity, because they happened to 
differ from a standard originally founded in prejudice or partiality. (CW 
1.6–7) 
 

This passage opens with a seeming critique of China’s historical isolation as Altangi 

makes the ostensibly momentous crossing of the Great Wall. The first sentence seems to 
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reaffirm the British understanding of the Chinese as a generally haughty and proud 

people. And yet, as the passage proceeds, Altangi provides descriptions of diverse 

Siberian customs, descriptions that do not sound inherently Chinese. In fact, Altangi’s 

attitude is rather reminiscent of Lemuel Gulliver’s travels, and his subject matter overlaps 

with Scottish diplomat John Bell’s Travels from St. Petersburg (1763).73 Within this short 

passage, Goldsmith implicitly critiques the British for possessing the same narrow 

perceptions of other cultures that characterize the Chinese traveler’s initial encounters 

beyond his native country.  

But what makes Altangi’s initial impressions of other cultures narrow or “founded 

in prejudice or partiality” is his failure to see beyond sensual observations, which are 

rarely interrogated and frequently used to characterize an entire people. Accordingly, he 

proceeds to justify—to his Chinese correspondent—his excessive attention to details of 

manner and behavior. Rather than generalizing about a culture, he advocates travelers to 

record in detail “those minute circumstances which first influenced their opinion,” so that 

the “genius of a country should be investigated with a kind of experimental enquiry” that 

will produce “more precise and just notions of foreign nations, and detect travellers 

themselves when they happened to form wrong conclusions” (CW 1.119). In essence, 

Altangi adopts Enlightenment notions supporting new avenues of scientific inquiry, and 

he uses this scientific precision to interrogate not only other cultures but also the possible 

prejudices of the traveler. Detailed travel narratives, rather than simplified definitions or 

summations of foreign cultures, will permit a more objective global perspective, one less 

likely to be colored by national prejudices. And yet these objective travelogues would not 
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be limited, as Altangi’s initial accounts of Russia were, to the physically observable. It is 

on this count that Altangi explicitly critiques his European counterparts: 

Let European travelers cross seas and deserts merely to measure the height 
of a mountain, to describe the cataract of a river, or tell the commodities 
which every country may produces; merchants or geographers, perhaps, 
may find profit by such discoveries, but what advantage can accrue to a 
philosopher from such accounts, who is desirous of understanding the 
human heart, who seeks to know the men of every country, who desires to 
discover which result from climate, religion, education, prejudice, and 
partiality. (CW 1.23)  
 

Once again, Goldsmith’s critique is rooted in anti-imperial sentiment. The information 

published in European travelogues typically serves only the “merchants or geographers,” 

who fuel imperial expansion. Altangi, as a philosopher, desires a different global 

perspective, one that does not attend to the country’s economic or agricultural potential. 

Instead, he proposes a more holistic approach that examines the intersections between 

human behavior and “climate, religion, education, prejudice, and partiality.”  

 As Altangi’s letters draw to a close, he begins to address a specific traveler: the 

potential Western traveler to Asia. He describes the typical traveler, critiques this model, 

and provides his vision for the ideal European traveler. In the preceding decades, even 

centuries, he tells us, European travelers to Asia fell primarily into two categories: 

merchants and missionaries. Despite their obvious differences, Altangi perceives both 

types as ideologically similar, as evidenced by their travel accounts, which “are such as 

might reasonably be expected from men of very narrow or very prejudiced education, the 

dictates of superstition or the result of ignorance” (CW 2.169). Altangi writes that the 

economic and/or religious convictions of European travelers to date had inhibited their 

ability to view Asian cultures without immediately situating Asian cultures within a 

Eurocentric global model. Altangi substantiates his argument by demonstrating the nature 
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of European resistance to Asian knowledge or learning: “The power of the Asiatics in 

producing winds, or bringing down rain, the Europeans are apt to treat as fabulous, 

because they have no instances of the like nature among themselves, but they would have 

treated the secrets of gunpowder, and the mariner’s compass, in the same manner, had 

they been told the Chinese used such arts before the invention was common with 

themselves at home” (CW 2.169–70). This example encapsulates Europeans’ 

contradictory perceptions of China, already addressed in part by the national desire for 

Oriental tales and chinoiserie. Those objects or ideas for which Europeans perceive no 

equivalent at home are relegated to the entertainment sector of European culture, being 

merely “fabulous” inventions of little practical merit. For those inventions—such as 

gunpowder, the compass, and even the printing press—that had already been 

incorporated thoroughly into a European base of knowledge, Europeans either chose to 

ignore the object’s Chinese origins or begrudgingly admitted its Chinese provenance 

while simultaneously crediting the invention to an ancient Chinese society, rather than a 

contemporary one. In short, the “typical” European traveler imported an idea of China 

that reaffirmed Europe’s cultural and intellectual superiority.  

Altangi’s personal transformation, as depicted in his correspondence, indicates a 

growing cross-cultural understanding, something lacking in most Western encounters. 

While Altangi’s earliest letters show a persistent disappointment with British society, his 

later letters demonstrate his willingness to think outside a Chinese intellectual 

framework: “I have interested myself so long in all the concerns of this people, that I am 

almost become an Englishman, I now begin to read with pleasure of their taking towns or 

gaining battles, and secretly wish disappointment to all the enemies of Britain” (CW 
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2.85). This is not, however, a simple example of the foreigner’s cultural indoctrination, 

which would reaffirm British assumptions of cultural superiority. Instead, by the text’s 

conclusion, Altangi eagerly looks forward to his departure from England. Despite his 

recently acquired intimacy with the British people and his enhanced understanding of and 

appreciation of British culture, his perspective remains critical and he expresses no 

intention of disavowing his Chinese allegiance. Instead, it is his responsibility as a 

traveler to temporarily put aside any national prejudices that might preclude an insightful 

depiction of British culture, both positive and negative. Altangi asks European travelers 

to approach Asia with a similar intellectual openness.  

 Given the risks and expenses associated with European voyages to Asia, Altangi’s 

suggestions appear overly idealistic. Rather than sending merchants or missionaries to 

Asia—individuals whose commercial and evangelical goals justify their global 

journeys—Altangi proposes the philosopher as the ideal traveler: 

To send out a traveller, properly qualified for these purposes, might be an 
object of national concern; it would in some measure repair the breaches 
made by ambition, and might shew that there were still some who boasted 
a greater name than that of patriots, who professed themselves lovers of 
men. The only difficulty would remain in chusing a proper person, for so 
arduous an enterprize. He should be a man of a philosophical turn, one apt 
to deduce consequences of general utility from particular occurrences, 
neither swollen with pride, nor hardened by prejudice, neither wedded to 
one particular system, nor instructed in one particular science; neither 
wholly a botanist, nor quite an antiquarian, his mind should be tinctured 
with miscellaneous knowledge, and his manners humanized by an 
intercourse with men. He should be, in some measure, an enthusiast to the 
design; fond of travelling, from a rapid imagination, and an innate love of 
change; furnished with a body capable sustaining every fatigue, and an 
heart not easily terrified at danger. (CW 2.172–3) 
 

Altangi’s ideal traveler seems just that, ideal. Nevertheless, this seemingly endless list of 

qualifications is itself qualified by phrases and words that indicate this description is 
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rational and even attainable. Altangi’s ideal traveler possesses exceptional intellect 

without the typically adherent character flaws of pride and prejudice; he is intellectually 

curious, being willing to travel far and to encounter diverse customs and belief systems 

and to withhold automatic judgment. He is not, however, an image of a purely altruistic 

traveler. By putting aside a patriotic identity, Altangi argues, travelers would ironically 

accomplish a great deal for their nation by augmenting its global image and opening new 

avenues for intellectual and economic development.  

Interestingly the first British ambassador to China, Lord George Macartney, tried 

to resist the East India Company’s insistence that Britain’s first diplomatic entourage to 

the Chinese imperial court not only obtain extensive trading rights but also establish a 

permanent embassy in Peking (modern-day Beijing). Macartney, known for his extensive 

library collection, appears to embrace the “philosophical turn” of Altangi’s ideal traveler. 

In his correspondence with Secretary of State Henry Dundas, Macartney negotiates the 

precise terms of the first Embassy to China: 

But it [the Embassy] may be presented under a more dignified form, as 
extending to more elevated Views. For as Our own Sovereign is so justly 
celebrated in Foreign Countries on account of the Voyages projected 
under his immediate auspices and direction for the acquisition and 
diffusion of knowledge, it might be made to appear as a natural 
consequence of the same system and disposition that among other 
purposes, he should have been desirous of sending an Embassy to the most 
civilized as well as most ancient and populous Nation on the Globe, in 
order to observe its celebrated institutions, and to communicate and to 
receive the benefit which must result from an unreserved and friendly 
intercourse between that Country and his own. An Embassy introduced on 
such a ground, might not only prevent all possibility of alarm or 
opposition, but would be particularly flattering to the Court of Pekin; and 
such a Philosophical Spirit might easily ally Itself to and greatly assist the 
progress of mercantile arrangements of which the object to supply the 
mutual wants and increase the happiness of Mankind, is itself included 
among the principles of the soundest Philosophy.74 
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Macartney advocates establishing the groundwork for Anglo-Sino relations via 

intellectual exchange that will, as Altangi had also argued, defuse mutual mistrust and 

benefit each society through the mutual “acquisition and diffusion of knowledge.” In 

effect, Macartney proposes to present himself as both scholar and diplomat to the 

Qianlong Emperor. In the following chapter, I move away from how British 

representations of China affected the development of British nationalism and focus on 

two related issues: (1) how eighteenth-century literature shaped the formative years of the 

geopolitical Anglo-Sino relationship, and (2) how this relationship was represented 

textually, via travel narratives, to domestic British readers.
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CHAPTER 2  
“Emergent Prospects: Anglo-Sino Relations of the 1790s” 

I. Proliferating Publications 

 Toward the end of the eighteenth century, the establishment of official diplomatic 

relations between Great Britain and China became a matter of paramount importance to 

the British government as the nation sought to establish and solidify their imperial 

holdings in Asia, particularly in Hindostan. According to George Leonard Staunton’s An 

Authentic Account of an Embassy from the King of Great Britain to the Emperor of China 

(1797), the first attempt by the British to send an envoy to China in the 1780s was 

“interrupted by [the ambassador’s] premature decease in the course of the voyage out,” 

an event that “retarded, but did not prevent, the prosecution of the measure originally 

intended.”1 Consequently, in 1792 the first British Embassy, led by the ambassador Lord 

George Macartney, departed on a two-year journey to China. Unfortunately, the 

Macartney Embassy, despite successfully arriving in China and participating in a 

seemingly amicable audience with the Qianlong Emperor, was unsuccessful in obtaining 

either increased trading rights in ports other than Canton or a permanent residence for 

British diplomats within the Chinese capital. Two decades later, the British attempted, yet 

again, to increase their economic foothold within the Qing Empire with a second 

diplomatic visit. The new British ambassador, Earl William Pitt Amherst, was even less 

successful than his predecessor in acquiring any economic concessions from the Chinese. 

In fact, the Amherst Embassy was summarily refused an audience with the Jiaqing 

Emperor and the entire British retinue was denied entry into Beijing. Subsequent to each 

of these failed attempts at establishing productive Anglo-Sino relations, numerous travel 

narratives emerged on the British market with a variety of purposes and a corresponding 
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range of attitudes toward China. Significantly divergent attitudes toward the Chinese 

appear in these narratives despite the authors’ similar prefatory knowledge of China and 

shared, if not identical, experiences throughout their Chinese journeys. The differences 

reveal how literature participated in, and even manipulated, Britain’s imperial 

reconstruction of Chinese knowledge and China itself. 

 Despite the myriad differences between these travel narratives, one common 

characteristic emerges—a desire to establish a new body of knowledge that replaces or, at 

the very least, complements earlier seventeenth- and eighteenth-century accounts of 

China. Permeating late eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century British discourse on 

China is a shared body of historical knowledge including, but not limited to, Johannes 

Nieuhof’s An Embassy from the East-India Company of the United Provinces, to the 

Grand Tartar Cham, Emperour of China (1669), Louis Le Comte’s Memoirs and 

Observations Typographical, Physical, Mathematical, Mechanical, Natural, Civil, and 

Ecclesiastical, Made in a Late Journey Through the Empire of China (1697), Jean-

Baptiste Du Halde’s The General History of China (1736), Jean-Baptiste Grosier’s A 

General Description of China (1788), and John Bell’s Travels from St. Petersburgh in 

Russia, to Various Parts of Asia (1788). Read against this existing body of knowledge, 

the British travel narratives of the Macartney and Amherst Embassies are united in their 

attempts to replace information produced primarily by seventeenth-century Jesuits in 

residence at the Chinese imperial court. Amongst the aforementioned texts, Du Halde’s 

General History of China was the foundational text for eighteenth-century British 

knowledge of China as evidenced in its frequent citation in most Enlightenment texts 

about China. Du Halde’s text provides a compilation of scholarship—translations of 
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Chinese literature, observations of Chinese botany, discussions of Chinese philosophy—

produced entirely by French Jesuit missionaries residing within the Chinese imperial 

court during the seventeenth century. In the wake of the French Revolution, Du Halde’s 

perspectives became suspect on both national and religious grounds. Macartney similarly 

discredits the opinions of missionaries in residence in 1793. In reference to one such 

missionary, Macartney decides, “from the great difference and veneration which the 

Chinese have long paid to [the missionary’s] acknowledged virtue and abilities, he may 

have insensibly contracted too great partiality for them and may view their Government 

through a flattering medium. His apostolic zeal, too … may tend to render him 

sanguine.”2 Macartney dismisses the French missionary’s experiences, despite his having 

lived in China for over fifty years, because he is treated favorably and is swayed by his 

religious—distinctly not Protestant—convictions. However, the similarities across travel 

narratives end here. While British Embassy members embarked on their diplomatic 

missions with shared book knowledge, how they chose to engage with this material and 

accordingly use their prior knowledge to inform their Chinese encounters becomes one of 

several markers that divide the large genre of Anglo-Sino travel literature into two 

distinctive categories. 

Clarke Abel’s Narrative of a Journey in the Interior of China (1819) provides an 

account of the 1816–17 British Embassy that leaves readers with little doubt of the 

author’s extreme distaste for the Qing Empire and its inhabitants. Upon first traveling via 

river into China en route to the Chinese imperial court, Abel asserts, “No country in the 

world can afford, I imagine, fewer objects of interest to any species of traveler, than the 

banks of the Pei-ho … The land is marshy and sterile, the inhabitants are poor and 
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squalid, their habitations mean, dirty, and dilapidated, and the native productions of the 

soil are few and unattractive.”3 Within the scope of nineteenth-century accounts of 

Anglo-Sino encounters, Abel’s tone of disgust and his assumption of British cultural 

superiority seem unremarkable. However, within the context of Romantic texts 

addressing Britain’s developing relationship with the Chinese, Abel’s text falls within 

one of two diametrically opposed categories of travel narratives published between 1795 

and 1820. Only twenty years prior to the Abel’s account of the Amherst Embassy, 

George Leonard Staunton, also recollecting his travels along the Hai River as a member 

of the first British Embassy to China in 1793, proclaims that “a general sentiment 

prevailed, that it was well worth while to have travelled to such a distance to behold a 

country which promised to be interesting in every respect” (Authentic 1.17). The drastic 

transformation of British attitudes toward China might be explained by the persistent 

refusal of the Chinese government to acquiesce to any of Britain’s diplomatic requests. 

However, the purpose of this chapter is not to map a series of travel narratives upon 

particular historical events or to explain why British attitudes, as they appear in these 

travel narratives, change. Instead, I will explore different types of travel narratives, 

primarily those emerging from the first British Embassy to China, to extrapolate how 

British representations of China develop over a twenty-year period, a period that not 

coincidentally witnesses the rise of high Romantic literature. Furthermore, this chapter 

examines how these travel narratives progressively establish literary tropes for 

understanding China that will repeat themselves throughout the Romantic and early 

Victorian eras as an imperial shorthand. 
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This chapter begins with an exploration of Macartney’s unpublished China 

Journal and Observations as the primary source material for most of the subsequently 

published accounts of the first British Embassy. His text functions as a control case 

against which I juxtapose the two categories of travel narratives that emerge at the end of 

the eighteenth century. The first category of travel literature occurs primarily before the 

turn of the century and strives to produce professedly objective accounts of the 

Macartney Embassy. These journals of account, as I term them, provide detailed reports 

of the Embassy’s progress through China, often refraining from personal judgments in 

preference for sensory observations, such as weather reports, descriptions of local 

costumes, textual reenactments of theatrical performances, architectural notes, and details 

of government regulations. It is amongst these journals of account that I locate George 

Leonard Staunton’s Authentic Account as well as Aeneas Anderson’s A Narrative of the 

British Embassy to China in the Years 1792, 1793, and 1794 (1795). The key 

characteristic that distinguishes the journals of account from the later imperial memoirs is 

the author’s commitment to depicting a mutual encounter between two cultures rather 

than providing a condescending view of an inferior, despotic nation. Beginning with John 

Barrow’s Travels in China (1804), however, travel literature moves away from the detail-

oriented documentation found within the journals of account. Instead, Barrow’s narrative, 

alongside Abel’s Narrative of a Journey, focuses less on visual descriptions and more on 

the cultural significance and morality (or lack thereof) that may be deduced from their 

personal observations, rather than from interpersonal encounters. The clear editorializing 

of these imperial memoirs firmly establishes not simply the development of British 

imperial consciousness, but rather a commitment to a reimagination of the Qing Empire 
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that initiates the development of an imperial mindset within the Chinese context. I reveal 

Anglo-Sino travel narratives’ incremental imperial complicity by marking the emergence 

of tropes in Macartney’s journal; by tracing these tropes’ development through the 

journals of Anderson, Staunton, and Barrow; and by showing how these imperialist 

tropes shaped Abel’s journey. The diverse knowledge conveyed through these narratives 

not only encouraged new discussions of Chinese culture (linguistic, religious, 

philosophical) but also revealed the scarcity of British scholarship on the Qing Empire. 

Through analyses of these travelogues, I trace the origins of British Sinology. 

 

II. Narrative Development in Lord Macartney’s China Journal 

The first British Embassy to the Chinese imperial court of the Qianlong Emperor 

departed England in 1792. Led by Lord George Macartney, the Embassy was tasked with 

two primary objectives—to increase trading rights in China beyond the port of Canton 

and to establish a permanent diplomatic residence in the Chinese capital. Unfortunately, 

despite the Embassy’s several-month stay in China, with forty-seven days spent in 

Beijing alone, the delegation returned to England in 1794 having accomplished neither 

objective. While the reasons for the Embassy’s failure are numerous and complex, one of 

the primary, or at least popular, explanations suggests that the Qianlong Emperor refused 

to acquiesce to any British requests because of the ambassador’s refusal to perform the 

traditional kowtow ceremony. While the kowtow incident and the other contributing 

factors behind the Embassy’s failure provide substantial fodder for historical debate, my 

critique of the Macartney Embassy will focus on the myriad textual representations 

published subsequent to the Embassy’s return. 
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Following the first British Embassy to China, several Embassy members, 

regardless of their literary qualifications, published their journals of the historic 

expedition, simple evidence of popular British demand for new knowledge of the eastern 

empire. Aeneas Anderson, personal servant to Lord Macartney, published A Narrative of 

the British Embassy to China, in the Years 1792, 1793, and 1794 (1795); Sir George 

Leonard Staunton, secretary and minister plenipotentiary, published An Authentic 

Account of an Embassy from the King of Great Britain to the Emperor of China (1797); J. 

C. Hüttner, tutor to George Leonard Staunton’s twelve-year old son George Thomas 

Staunton, published Nachricht von der Brittischen Gesandtschaftsreise durch China und 

einen Theil deir Tartarei (1797); Samuel Holmes, a soldier in the Light Dragoons, 

published The Journal of Mr. Samuel Holmes, Serjeant-Major of the XIth Light 

Dragoons, During his Attendance, as One of the Guard on Lord Macartney’s Embassy to 

China and Tartary (1798); and finally John Barrow, Lord Macartney’s private secretary, 

published Travels in China (1804). Of course this list does not include the several 

unpublished manuscript journals of William Alexander, one of the Embassy’s 

draughtsmen; Dr. James Dinwiddie, the Embassy’s official astronomer; Sir Erasmus 

Gower, Captain of the Lion; or George Thomas Staunton, page to the ambassador.4 

Perhaps most notably missing amongst the numerous published narratives is the journal 

of the Embassy’s figurehead, Lord George Macartney. Incontestably his textual specter 

haunts the published narratives, especially those of George Leonard Staunton and John 

Barrow. Both Staunton and Barrow credit Macartney as their primary source material and 

quote extensively from his unpublished manuscript.5 Given the diametrically opposed 

attitudes expressed toward China in Staunton and Barrow’s narratives, an exploration of 
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the original source material will elucidate the liberties each writer took when constructing 

and polishing their ostensibly objective and authentic accounts. More specifically, 

Macartney’s manuscript, especially when juxtaposed with Barrow’s imperial memoir, 

reveals and accentuates the narrative cohesion artificially constructed within the later 

publications.  

First, a quick prefatory note explaining the structure of Macartney’s text is 

necessary. His Chinese notes are divided into two distinct sections. The first, hereafter 

referred to as the Journal, provides dated entries recorded during the Embassy. The 

information detailed in the Journal strives to represent Macartney’s immediate reactions 

to his Chinese experiences. The second section, hereafter referred to as the Observations, 

compiles scholarly notes on specific topics (i.e., “Manners and Character,” “Religion,” 

“Arts and Sciences,” etc.) written subsequent to and in reflections upon his journal 

entries. While there exist multiple overlaps in information between these two sections, 

the different modes of composition play an integral role in determining the narrative tone 

and purpose of each section. 

Notably unlike the later publications of Staunton and Barrow, Macartney’s 

Journal does not present a consistent or, much less, unified understanding of China or the 

Chinese. However, Macartney, while eschewing a cohesive vision, does not embrace 

deliberate ambiguity, a characteristic that more aptly describes Staunton’s Authentic 

Account. Macartney’s cultural perspectives are legible; they simply transform in response 

to his first-hand experiences and observations within the Middle Kingdom. For example, 

Macartney commences his journey, and consequently his Journal, as highly receptive to 

Chinese cultural differences. Nonetheless, as Macartney begins to recognize that his 
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diplomatic endeavors face impending failure, his perspectives become increasingly 

negative and heavily clouded by his admitted frustration and disappointment. Even to 

Chinese officials, Macartney expresses “concern on account of the ignorance [he] had 

been kept in with regard to many things which [the Chinese official] now told me, adding 

that [he] had endeavoured to do, as were equally [his] wishes and duty to do, everything 

which [he] imagined could render [him] agreeable to the Emperor and his Ministers, and 

that if anything were omitted, it was not [his] fault” (Embassy 160). Yet, despite the 

linear trajectory of Macartney’s recorded attitudes—from being cultural receptive to 

employing cliché imperialist rhetoric—he does not propose that an imperialist agenda be 

imposed during future Anglo-Sino encounters. In fact, Macartney occasionally uses his 

Observations to rectify assertions made in his journal.6 Often these corrections include 

the modification and diminution of Macartney’s misplaced imperialist assumptions. 

Accordingly, these corrections demonstrate the degree to which Macartney’s journal 

unabashedly reflects his emotional states, positive and negative, during the Embassy. The 

conversion of Macartney’s attitudes from intellectually curious to imperialistically 

critical establishes a baseline against which the subsequent travel narratives may be 

weighed to reveal the imaginative component within claims of authenticity. Most 

importantly, the cohesive tone that each of the published narratives imposes upon the 

author’s observations and/or experiences belies authorial claims to authenticity. A lack of 

tonal development bears evidence of an editorialized and, in part, fabricated account. 

 In his journal, Macartney promises honesty and attempted objectivity not as part 

of a tacit agreement with potential readers, whom Macartney did not expect or anticipate, 

but rather as part of an agreement with himself as ambassador to produce an account that 
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reflects his attempts at sincere cultural engagement with the Chinese.7 He begins with a 

decision not to rely upon the knowledge produced in earlier eighteenth-century texts, 

namely Jean-Baptiste Du Halde’s The General History of China (1736) or Abbé 

Grosier’s A General Description of China (1783), after his arrival in China. While 

Macartney admits to having consulted these texts in preparation for his diplomatic 

journey, he expresses a preference, despite the risk of misunderstanding or 

misrepresentation of the Qing Empire, to reproduce “the result of what I saw and heard 

upon the spot, however imperfectly, not of what I had read in books or been told in 

Europe” (Embassy 221). When Macartney does cite earlier scholarship, he does so with 

the purpose of discrediting that “which we had been taught to believe constituted a part of 

the Chinese character” (Embassy 80). This insistence upon acquiring new knowledge 

may be indicative of a widespread British antipathy toward French scholarship and 

culture, a position developed as a direct consequence of French political turmoil 

throughout the late 1780s and 1790s. The ubiquitous repercussions of the French 

Revolution were manifest, according to George Leonard Staunton, during British 

diplomatic negotiations with the Chinese. Staunton asserts that the “new French 

principles, no where more detested and dreaded than in China by the members of the 

government, coming, as well as the Embassy, from the west, was a circumstance which 

disinclined them from the enlargement of any communication with that quarter of the 

globe; and the neighborhood of France had a tendency to injure England, at a distance 

from it” (Authentic 2:133). Therefore, Macartney’s reliance on personal observations 

both supplants archaic French scholarship with updated British research and figuratively 

distances the British Embassy from the chaos of revolutionary France. Notwithstanding 
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this possible interpretation of his actions, Macartney’s decision to record without reliance 

upon a predetermined scholarly lens has an ulterior and less nefarious purpose. 

Macartney commits himself to immediate writing, believing that “observations ought 

always to be written upon the spot; if made afterwards upon the ground of recollection 

they are apt to vary their hue considerably” (Embassy 86). Macartney strives to preserve 

tonal accuracy. In fact, a comparison between Macartney’s Journal and his appended 

Observations reveals the tendency to construct grand narratives in retrospective writings 

rather than in a journal that more clearly delineates cause-and-effect relationships 

between cultural experiences and any resulting attitude modifications.  

Accordingly, Macartney’s manuscript foregoes both tonal unity and outmoded 

French-produced scholarship in favor of textual representations that reflect, with a greater 

degree of authority and authenticity than the later published narratives, how British 

attitudes toward China were monumentally impacted and negatively reconstructed in 

response to the 1792 Embassy’s failure. Whereas the later published accounts construct 

cohesive explanations of the Embassy’s failure with blame being leveled primarily at the 

seemingly despotic Chinese, Macartney expresses varying degrees of anger and 

frustration with the Chinese and, more importantly, resists a totalizing narrative that 

situates China within European cultural and historical models. Even toward the end of his 

travels in China, Macartney refrains from vehemently attacking the Chinese. When asked 

by a Chinese Viceroy how he intends to report the Embassy’s experiences to the British 

monarch, Macartney responds, “…though what I solicited was refused, yet in every other 

respect I had no reason to complain, as the Embassy had been very honorably received 

and entertained, and that the Emperor had sent presents to the King as marks of his 
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friendship in return for those sent by the King to the Emperor. … As to matters of 

business, they stood on a different ground” (Embassy 184). While clearly frustrated with 

a general Chinese refusal to comply with British requests, Macartney does not highlight 

these moments of frustration as the defining characteristics of the Embassy, nor are these 

moments coupled with pre-existing European knowledge of China. Instead, he 

enumerates the ways in which the Embassy was favorably accepted through the generous 

bestowal of gifts and entertainment. Macartney dissociates, or at least attempts to do so, 

himself from blatantly imperialist representations of the Far East by resisting the 

temptation to generalize about his Chinese experiences or to corroborate his personal 

experiences with anachronistic accounts from seventeenth-century French Jesuit 

missionaries, a trait that typifies Clark Abel’s 1819 account of the Amherst Embassy. The 

overall effect of the journal is that of mapping development, primarily of the burgeoning 

Anglo-Sino relationship, rather than arguing for a unilateral social, cultural, or political 

position vis-à-vis the Chinese. 

 Macartney’s purportedly good-intentioned journal is, however, significantly 

undermined by his post-journal Observations that synthesize his journal notes into broad 

generalizations of Chinese society, generalizations that utilize recognizable imperialist 

rhetoric. In short, whereas his Journal provides only visual observations—snapshots, as it 

were, of Chinese culture—Macartney’s Observations contain primarily cultural 

commentary that situates China within British imperial discourse. The distinction 

between Macartney’s Journal and his Observations demonstrates, in miniature, the 

transformation that occurs between the unpublished journal and published travel 

narrative. Unlike his Journal, Macartney prefaces his Observations with a disclaimer that 
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demonstrates both an awareness of a potential audience as well as an intention to 

characterize the Chinese nation despite his rather dubious qualifications. In short, his lack 

of extensive knowledge does not preclude Macartney from producing critical social 

commentary that invokes imperialist discourse. In fact, the immediate juxtaposition of the 

Journal and Observations reveals which Chinese images emerge at the fore of imperialist 

arguments against the Qing Empire. In particular, the transmogrification of simple 

images of Chinese women and the Great Wall into complex, imperialist representations 

of Chinese patriarchy and history, respectively, is both dramatic within the context of 

Macartney’s writing and central to imperialist rhetoric spouted in the later published 

narratives. Barrow’s 1804 publication exemplifies a new literary dependency upon 

canned imperialist discourse. Macartney’s text, specifically his Observations, geminates 

the images and ideas that will culminate in the tropes fundamental to the nineteenth-

century moral justification of British military maneuvers against the Chinese. 

 Within the development from Journal to Observations, Macartney’s 

representations of Chinese women expand dramatically to encompass commentary the 

patriarchal structure of Chinese society. Commonly accepted amongst postcolonial critics 

is the notion that the female Other is frequently cast, within imperial discourse, as the 

victim in need of Western, specifically male, salvation. Throughout the nineteenth 

century, Chinese women are included within this classification. The image of foot 

binding, in particular, functions as the primary marker of gender inequality within 

despotic Chinese society. This practice, knowledge of which was already widely 

circulated throughout Europe, becomes the focus, as I shall demonstrate throughout this 

chapter, of elaborate tirades by British visitors directed toward general Chinese morality. 
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However, Macartney’s less polished Journal makes only passing reference to foot binding 

or Chinese women in general. The extent of Macartney’s observations of Chinese women 

is limited to three brief sentences: 

Among those who crowded the banks we saw several women, who tripped 
along with such agility as induced us to imagine their feet had not been 
crippled in the usual manner of the Chinese. It is said, indeed, that this 
practice, especially among the lower sort, is now less frequent in the 
northern provinces than in the others. These women are much weather-
beaten, but not ill-featured, and wore their hair, which is universally black 
and coarse, neatly braided, and fastened on the top of their heads with a 
bodkin. (Embassy 74) 

 
Macartney’s depiction not only discredits the European assumption of the widespread 

prevalence of foot binding by asserting its declining, “now less frequent,” status, but also 

dismantles broad generalizations that Chinese women are significantly restricted in their 

public freedoms. Instead, these are women who are flocking with “agility” to observe the 

British Embassy and are noticeably “weather-beaten,” both attributes that contradict 

reports of Chinese women’s forced indoor seclusion. This description focuses primarily 

on the women’s physical appearance and only briefly speculates, based completely on 

Chinese hearsay, on the status of foot binding practices. Macartney’s depiction does not 

prompt any immediate reflection on either Chinese social structures or morality. While a 

subtext may be extracted, it would challenge, rather than perpetuate, traditional concepts 

of Chinese society.  

However, within his reflective Observations, Macartney recollects a conversation 

with one of his Chinese companions that delves into the possible cultural reasons behind 

the practice of foot binding: 

The Tartar ladies have hitherto kept their legs at liberty, and would never 
submit to the Chinese operation of crippling the feet, though it is said that 
many of their husbands were desirous of introducing it into their families. 
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I made many inquiries relative to this strange practice, but with little 
satisfaction. Cho admitted that no very good reason could be given for it. 
Its being an ancient custom was the best he could assign, and he confessed 
that a religious adherence to ancient customs, without much investigation 
of their origin, was a principal feature in the Chinese character. He added, 
however, that it possibly might have taken its rise from oriental jealousy, 
which had always been ingenious in its contrivances for securing the 
ladies to their owners; and that certainly a good way of keeping them at 
home was to make it very troublesome and painful to them to gad abroad. 
(Embassy 228) 

 
Although a cursory reading of this passage might suggest merely a report of traditional 

beliefs, the construction of this passage in contrast with the earlier journal account reveals 

a new imperialist undertone. While foot binding has Chinese, not Tartar, origins, 

Macartney’s suggestion that Tartar husbands desire their wives to subject themselves to 

physical mutilation demonstrates the moral degradation of the Tartars, the current ruling 

class, by virtue of their cultural integration with the Chinese. Furthermore, the practice is 

cast as having “ancient” origins. By characterizing a contemporary Chinese practice as 

“ancient,” Macartney implicitly argues for Chinese cultural stasis. Furthermore, it is an 

“ancient custom” followed with “religious adherence.” Chinese religion is likened, 

elsewhere in the Journal and Observations, to Roman Catholicism and is, accordingly, 

cast as superstitious and false. Foot binding, being a practice followed with “religious 

adherence,” acquires an additional veneer of ridicule. Finally, whereas Macartney’s 

earlier observations contradicted European assumptions of male jealousy, Macartney 

firmly reestablishes, through Chinese corroboration, the practice as evidence of 

patriarchal mismanagement that confines the female body through the infliction of pain. 

In fact, Macartney continues his patriarchal critique by expressing dismay at the lack of 

female involvement within Chinese religious practices. Despite his Journal assertion that 

“nothing could be more fallacious than to judge of China by any European standard,” 
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Macartney’s Observations critique Chinese gender biases through precisely such 

comparative analysis (Embassy 219). Accordingly, Macartney asserts, “The earliest 

stages of Christianity received no small support from female agency and example; and 

for what show of religion still appears in our churches, we are surely not a little indebted 

to the piety and attendance of the women” (Embassy 231). Macartney establishes a clear 

hierarchy wherein European attitudes toward women far surpass Chinese traditions that 

deny female social participation. This specific practice of exclusivity mirrors the general 

Chinese practice against foreign inclusivity. Accordingly, Macartney’s reconfiguration of 

the deformed female body implicitly connotes imperialist discourse.  

However, Macartney’s expanded commentary on ancient Chinese history 

recontextualizes his journalistic notes on the Great Wall in explicitly imperialist 

rhetorical terms. His new commentary reconfigures the Chinese Empire not merely in a 

moment of cultural stasis, but rather in decay or, perhaps worse, in regression. The 

decline of the Chinese state makes it, accordingly, more vulnerable to foreign influence 

and/or manipulation. Within his Journal, Macartney bestows lavish praise upon the Wall 

and the powerful empire responsible for its construction: 

… it is certainly the most stupendous work of human hands, for I imagine 
that if the outline of all the masonry of all the forts and fortified places in 
the whole world besides were to be calculated, it would fall considerably 
short of that of the Great Wall of China. At the remote period of its 
building China must have been not only a very powerful empire, but a 
very wise and virtuous nation, or at least to have had such foresight and 
such regard for posterity as to establish at once what was then thought a 
perpetual security for them against future invasion, choosing to load 
herself with an enormous expense of immediate labour and treasure rather 
than leave succeeding generations to a precarious dependence on 
contingent resources. (Embassy 112) 
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Unlike his later usage of the word “ancient” in reference to foot binding, Macartney’s 

description of the Wall speaks of a “remote,” but distinctly not an “ancient” period. 

Whereas the word “remotes” connotes an implied comparison between time periods in 

Chinese history and acknowledges distance from a past event, the word “ancient” bears a 

more negative connotation that designates the modified subject as old-fashioned, time-

worn, and distinctly not modern. Therefore, Macartney’s speculations on past Chinese 

dynasties do not suggest a negative understanding of either the distant or the current 

Chinese Empire. In fact, the foresight of China’s previous rulers casts them, in 

Macartney’s opinion, as “wise and virtuous”—an opinion of China widely held 

throughout much of the eighteenth century. Accordingly, while the Wall is noted as 

quickly falling into disrepair, Macartney does not immediately perceive the ruins as 

indicative of the empire’s decay. Instead, he reflects upon the Wall as irrelevant, 

especially in light of eighteenth-century land acquisitions by the Qing Empire, 

acquisitions that ostensibly diminish the threat of “future invasion.” Macartney even 

speculates that the Qianlong Emperor “has extended his territory so far beyond it [the 

Wall] that I doubt whether his dominions without the Wall are inferior to those within it” 

(Embassy 113). Just as Macartney frequently equates George III and the Qianlong 

Emperor as “the greatest Sovereign in the West” and “the greatest Sovereign of the East,” 

respectively, he does not hesitate to acknowledge the imperial reaches of the Qing 

(Embassy 120). 

Conversely, Macartney’s Observations depict the Qing Empire in dire 

circumstances, especially in comparison with China’s historical past. The “remote 

period” in Chinese history is cast as the pinnacle of Chinese civilization from which the 
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nation has only degraded in subsequent years. Whereas the Journal creates an implicit 

and undeveloped comparison between thirteenth-century and eighteenth-century China, 

the Observations create an overt comparison that unapologetically denigrates 

contemporary Chinese to the level of “barbarians.” Macartney claims an inverse 

relationship between Chinese and European civilizations: 

A little before that period [of Kublai Khan] the Chinese had reached their 
highest pitch of civilization, and no doubt they were then a very civilized 
people in comparison of their Tartar conquerors, and their European 
contemporaries, but not having improved and advanced forward, or having 
rather gone back, at least for these one hundred and fifty years past, since 
the last conquest by the northern or Manchu Tartars; whilst we have been 
every day rising in arts and sciences, they are actually become a semi-
barbarous people in comparison with the present nations of Europe. 
(Embassy 222) 

 
An era previously associated, in the Journal, with the construction of the Great Wall is 

valorized for the purpose of accentuating China’s demise into despotism. Not 

coincidentally, Macartney identifies the moment of Tartar and Chinese unification and, 

accordingly, the birth of the Qing Empire as the beginning of the Empire’s move toward 

a “semi-barbarous” state. While Macartney feels comfortable in bestowing praise upon 

ancient China, he demonstrates an inability, at least within his Observations, to 

acknowledge the Chinese as anything but a vastly inferior nation, one in need of 

European molding. 

 The narrative development through the ambassador’s Journal and accompanying 

Observations reveals how the revising and editing process morphs the British experience 

of China into a travel narrative that responds directly to social pressures and expectations 

of the Embassy to produce cohesive and comprehensive cultural knowledge, particularly 

of countries previously swayed by other European nations and with the potential of 
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benefitting the expanding British Empire. Whereas his Journal reproduces sensory 

observations and personal conflicts, Macartney uses his Observations to extrapolate, 

though rather implausibly, from the barebones Journal tidy summations of Chinese 

morality, ideology, and historical development. In creating these broad strokes of Chinese 

culture, Macartney increasingly relies on imperialist rhetoric to encapsulate neatly and 

concisely his understanding of the Qing Empire and its relationship vis-à-vis the British 

Empire. Significantly, Macartney’s role within his Journal and Observations varies 

dramatically. His Journal, a more personal record of the Embassy, requires Macartney to 

be accountable to himself only. However, with his opening disclaimers to his 

Observations, Macartney situates himself as the interpreter of and as the interlocutor 

between his experiences and a possible British readership. Through his Observations, 

Macartney effectively disconnects himself from his immediate impressions of China and 

immerses himself in familiar imperial discourses. While the tonal changes exhibited in 

the Journal correlate directly to diplomatic negotiations throughout the Embassy, the 

heightened imperialist tone apparent in the Observations does not have a similar 

antecedent. Rather, the impetus behind this drastic change in attitudes stems from the 

new parameters established in the Observations, parameters dictated by the intended 

reader. As I will explore in the following section, the writer’s perception of his intended 

audience influences directly the published narrative’s content. In fact, it is often the 

author-reader relationship, frequently established within the travel narrative’s front 

matter, that serves as the initial marker distinguishing journals of account from their later 

incarnation, imperial memoirs. 
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III. Journals of Account: Documenting the Anglo-Sino Diplomatic Encounter 

Journals of account, within the Anglo-Sino context, dominated travel publications 

of the 1790s. Similar to Macartney’s Journal, these narratives largely sidestep immediate 

inclusion within burgeoning imperial discourses in favor of “objective” accounts that 

reveal the Anglo-Sino relationship as nothing less than ambiguous. In this section I 

delineate the characteristics that distinguish the journals of account—namely the limited 

author-reader relationships, specific authorial definitions of truth, authorial commitments 

to sensory observations, and authorial avoidance of imperialist rhetoric. Through this 

delineation I uncover, nonetheless, the seeds of the imperial memoir and reveal the 

developing tension in textual representations of China that typify early Romantic-era 

illustrations of and attitudes toward the Middle Kingdom. 

One crucial determinant of the travel narrative’s tone is the writer’s delimitation 

of the relationship, if not contract, with the intended audience. In journals of account, 

readers’ existence and possible judgment are acknowledged, usually in the author’s 

prefatory comments, but the readers’ imagined expectations of the narrative bear little to 

no discernible effect upon the published texts. While the very publication of Chinese 

journals of account may have satisfied general reader curiosity, it did not necessarily 

demonstrate acquiescence to cultural expectations. In fact, journals of account construed 

themselves in a textual category released from popular critique or censorship, as was 

increasingly encouraged in journals including the Edinburgh Review. Admittedly the 

proliferation of travel narratives emerging from the Macartney Embassy satisfy less of a 

historical need for authentic documentation, which could have been appeased with a 

single authorized publication, and indulge more the demands of a greedy readership. 
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While this demand eventually manifests, as I will illustrate later in this chapter, in 

increasingly editorialized and imaginative representations, the 1790s journals of account 

acknowledge public demand for Chinese knowledge but refuse to deviate substantially 

from an “objective” account of their authors’ experiences during the Macartney Embassy. 

Significantly, journals of account do not present themselves as literary works of art. They 

are purportedly historical accounts. 

In his prefatory comments to A Narrative of the British Embassy to China, 

Anderson explicitly rejects popular demands for a fanciful account of the British 

Embassy’s adventures and instead asserts the benefit for readers in receiving honest 

accounts. Rather than creating fantastic representations, Anderson strives to “gratify 

reasonable curiosity” and, more importantly, to “enlarge the knowledge of a country so 

little known to the other nations of the globe.”8 Although the Embassy’s motives were 

implicitly imperialist in tenor, Anderson dissociates his account from this objective by 

proffering his Chinese observations as available to all curious readers, not just Britons. 

His account contributes to Chinese scholarship rather than fulfilling entertainment 

purposes. In maintaining his scholarly commitment, Anderson refrains from 

incorporating more imaginative flourishes or detours within his work. Dissociating 

himself from other travel writers, Anderson argues:  

Others, who possess a brilliant fancy, or a glowing imagination, might 
give to their description of the scenes through which this volume will 
conduct the reader, those bright colours which we see on the Chinese 
manufactures that are imported into this country, to decorate the 
apartments of elegant opulence: but my principal object is to give a strong 
and accurate out-line of the picture; and I would rather be accused of the 
dulness and tautology of truth, than risque a suspicion that I had sacrificed 
to a creative imagination. (Narrative viii-ix) 
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Anderson’s critique of other travel writers is constructed, in part, through a comparison 

with archaic representations of China, namely those found within imported Chinoiserie. 

He compares literary flourishes in travel narratives with the “bright colours” and 

associated “elegant opulence” of Chinese goods. The word “opulence,” in particular, 

emphasizes the excess that Anderson perceives in both Chinoiserie and popular travel 

writing. Anderson does not perceive himself as an artist or a portrayer of elaborate 

scenes, but rather as one who “conduct[s]” his readers through a series of experiences and 

landscapes. He deliberately resists an ekphrastic mode of representation and alternately 

proposes “a strong and accurate out-line” of the British Embassy, an outline that may 

result in the reader’s boredom but will secure the reader’s satisfaction in never being 

“intentionally deceived” (Narrative ix). Anderson establishes a contract with his readers 

to speak honestly and only when his experiences permit his exposition. He ignores the 

journalistic voice, namely that of the Edinburgh Review, that was, according to William 

Christie, “evolv[ing] an ethics and aesthetics of touring and travel writing.”9 While 

Anderson often acknowledges his inability to be completely authentic, he never 

“intentionally” depicts incidents founded on false assumptions and attempts to adhere to a 

strict tautology. 

 In seeming contrast with Anderson’s dismissal of readers’ literary and aesthetic 

expectations, George Leonard Staunton frames his two-volume Authentic Account as 

satisfying the demands, at least as concerns subject matter, of his British readership. 

Staunton admits that “the following sheets were composed in obedience to the public 

voice,” a voice that may be traced via late eighteenth-century periodicals (Authentic 

1:“Advertisement”).10 However, Staunton denies any personal investment in seeing his 
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narrative published and actually begs the public’s forgiveness for his unsophisticated, 

less-than-literary publication. Staunton requests that “his efforts … be received with 

greater allowance, than if he had come forward from the suggestions of his own mind, 

and with a consciousness of talent and literary attainments, which might enable him to 

defy the severity of criticism” (Authentic 1:“Advertisement”). Staunton’s claim to a lack 

of literary talent reveals the nascent expectations of travel literature to fall within a 

category of not only historical but also literary works, an expectation with which 

Anderson also contends. Despite these new aesthetic demands of travel narratives, 

Staunton and Anderson firmly situate their works outside these literary parameters. By 

the beginning of the nineteenth-century, Henry Brougham, the first editor of the 

Edinburgh Review, asserts that travel narratives cannot escape from literary critique and 

posits “that books of travels deserve a greater degree of attention, in proportion to their 

merits, than other works of more ordinary and easier composition.”11 This shifting 

categorization of travel writing from a historical into a literary category subject to literary 

critique further accounts for the demarcation between journals of account and imperial 

memoirs. Accordingly, regardless minor concessions to readers, Staunton’s narrative, 

decidedly evacuated of literary stakes, finds a commonality with other journals of 

account rather than imperial memoirs. 

Not only evacuated of literary stakes, journals of account are also composed 

contra developing Romantic ideologies. Anderson rejects the incorporation of ideas that 

will develop, unbeknownst to him, into the hallmarks of Romantic thought. Let us return 

to Anderson’s observation that “others, who possess a brilliant fancy, or a glowing 

imagination, might give to their description … those bright colours which we see on the 
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Chinese manufactures that are imported into this country … but my principal object is to 

give a strong and accurate out-line of the picture.” In offering an “out-line of the picture,” 

Anderson implicitly limits his text’s purpose and emphasizes its utilitarian nature by 

rejecting ekphrasis, a concept with which William Wordsworth experiments in Lyrical 

Ballads (1798). Furthermore, Anderson disavows the role of either “brilliant fancy” or 

“glowing imagination” within his travel narrative, thereby ignoring the growing 

philosophical debates concerning the distinction between fancy and imagination, debates 

developed by James Beattie, Wordsworth, and Samuel Taylor Coleridge. Anderson 

actively resists an imaginative embellishment of his Chinese experiences in favor of 

outlines whose contours resist blatant manipulation. Similarly, while Staunton engages in 

more robust discussions of Chinese art (i.e., dramatic performances, landscape painting, 

and porcelain design) that are inherently more subjective, he persistently rejects 

imaginative flourishes in favor of cultural observations that are visually apparent and, 

accordingly, less controversial. The observations presented in Anderson and Staunton’s 

texts refrain, in clear contrast with Macartney’s Observations, from extrapolating moral 

lessons or national characteristics from their myriad experiences. The general lack of 

negative moral judgment, which separates the journal of account from the imperial 

memoir, does not, however, suggest that the writers were unaware of the possible 

imperial connections and associations with the Embassy, associations that could 

influence and sway public interpretations of their reports. While Anderson and Staunton 

avoid cultural generalizations, both of their narrative representations are subject to later 

appropriation for imperial purposes. In my exploration of imperial memoirs, I will 

demonstrate how both Anderson and Staunton’s representations—particularly their 
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depictions of women, the Great Wall, religion, and art—develop into tropes as later 

writers increasingly “sacrificed [their observations] to a creative imagination.” Imperial 

memoirs rely upon imagination to shape China into a British imperial ideal, namely a 

vulnerable and, consequently, conquerable space. 

However, Anglo-Sino journals of account are emphatic in their claims to truth, 

even if this truth undermines burgeoning British imperialism. Anderson asserts 

repeatedly his account’s veracity. While Anderson’s assertions are not unique amongst 

publications emerging from the Macartney Embassy in particular nor amongst late 

eighteenth-century travel narratives in general, his methods of establishing authenticity 

are singular. First, Anderson accepts the myriad purposes of the Embassy rather than 

attempting to conceal Britain’s self-interested, imperialist, and specifically economic 

motivations, motivations that could jeopardize diplomatic success. Anderson succinctly 

states:  

An embassy to China was a new event in the diplomatic history of this 
country, and very naturally excited a general curiosity concerning it: for, 
without considering the great commercial objects it had in view, the 
universal ignorance which prevailed respecting the interior parts of that 
empire, and the consequent novelty which must be produced by any 
authentic history of it, would irresistibly attract the attention of our 
enlightened country, to the only civilised nation in the world, whose 
jealous laws forbid the intrusion of any other people. (Authentic 1:v). 

 
Despite both the recognized “diplomatic” and “commercial” impetuses behind the 

Embassy, the prevailing stimulus of Anderson’s writing is one of intellectual curiosity 

that pursues an “authentic history.” While Anderson’s statement acknowledges the 

Embassy’s primary purpose—“the great commercial objects it had in view”—his writing 

focuses on the “general curiosity” coursing through the British public for the “novelty” of 

Chinese knowledge and an “authentic history” of the Eastern Empire. Anderson seeks to 
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rectify Britain’s previous lack of scholarship and “universal ignorance” concerning 

China. Anderson concedes that one reason for continued Western ignorance stems from 

China’s “jealous laws.” However, rather than using China’s self-imposed insularity to 

unilaterally support British claims to global superiority, Anderson acknowledges the 

country’s laws as “jealous” while simultaneously perceiving its status as an “empire” and 

a “civilised nation,” attributes later avoided in other narratives representing the same 

Embassy. “Jealousy” appears in numerous narratives as a typical Chinese characteristic, 

though the word is deployed with varying connotations depending on the textual context. 

Anderson’s use of the word “jealous,” when read in context, casts China as protective of 

her culture rather than as greedily eyeing the burgeoning British Empire. Staunton 

similarly uses the word “jealous” throughout his narrative as a characterization of the 

Chinese and their attitude toward the British based on their preconceptions as established 

by the biased Portuguese and French missionaries in Beijing. Staunton asserts that “their 

[the Chinese’s] perfidious friends, the Portugalls … so beslandered them [the British] to 

the Chinese, reporting them to be rogues, thieves, beggars, and what not, that they 

became very jealous of the good meaning of the English” (Authentic 1:9). Chinese 

“jealousy” describes their protective measures, similarly exhibited in the ancient 

construction of the Great Wall, against possible foreign contamination of the Qing 

Empire. “Jealousy” proves fundamental to China’s imperial growth and, consequently, 

their dominance in East Asia.  

Anderson’s very recognition of China’s imperial status actually perpetuates an 

early eighteenth-century Sinocentric model, a model on the cusp of oblivion, wherein 

Britain assumes an economic position inferior to China. For example, Anderson 
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unabashedly includes Britain “the universal ignorance” of China. Most importantly, 

however, Anderson demonstrates his commitment to “truth” by admitting, unlike other 

Embassy members, that the diplomatic mission “failed in its object” (Narrative viii). The 

Chinese Empire successfully thwarts British attempts to establish a new imperial 

foothold. Though committed to a similar truth, Staunton takes a different approach to the 

Embassy’s failings while still refraining from a reliance upon an imperial framework. 

Staunton does not own British failure nor does he suggest that the Chinese should be 

admonished for the diplomatic snafu. Rather than place blame for Great Britain’s 

unsuccessful diplomatic negotiations with the Chinese on either of the two parties 

directly involved, Staunton establishes a backdrop of European imperial competition that 

relieves China of responsibility for the failed British Embassy while simultaneously 

relegating China to the position of political pawn within the European nations’ global 

quest for imperial gains. Staunton’s text, more so than Anderson’s, provides descriptions 

of China that may be read as Eurocentric, thereby seeding the tropes that Barrow and 

Abel utilize within their imperial memoirs. In revealing an emerging Eurocentric 

geopolitical model, Staunton creates a space, albeit unknowingly, wherein the seeds of 

imperialism can take root. 

 The figure of the elusive, confined, and physically deformed Chinese woman 

develops into a trope within nineteenth-century Anglo-Sino travel literature that connotes 

China’s self-imposed political, economic, and cultural isolation. Anderson and Staunton 

follow this developing tendency to obsess over Chinese women though not with the 

anticipated connotations. Anderson frequently observes the customs of Chinese women 

in relationship to not only Chinese men but also pre-conceived European knowledge. 
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Despite these potentially problematic juxtapositions, Anderson nonetheless resists the 

Orientalizing tendency to depict foreign women as victims in need of British-proffered 

salvation. Anderson quickly dispels European assumptions that Chinese women lack the 

freedoms afforded European women: 

The opinion, that the Chinese women are excluded from the view of 
strangers, has very little, if any, foundation, as among the immense crowd 
assembled to see the cavalcade of the English embassy, one fourth of the 
whole at least were women; a far greater proportion of that sex than is to 
be seen in any concourse of people whom curiosity assembles in our own 
country: and if the idea is founded in truth, that curiosity is a peculiar 
characteristic of the female disposition in Europe, I shall presume to say 
that, from the eagerness which we observed in the looks of the Chinese 
women as we passed by them, that the quality which has just been 
mentioned is equally prevalent among the fair ones of Asia. (Narrative 
107–8) 

 
As both Anderson’s account and Macartney’s Journal suggest, Europeans assumed that 

Chinese women were excluded from general society, especially if that society included 

foreign nationals. Anderson undercuts this assumption as having “very little, if any, 

foundation.” Instead, Anderson’s depiction elevates the social and cultural position of 

Chinese women and, accordingly, salvages them from European misconceptions, rather 

than Chinese male domination. Anderson’s rescue of Chinese women from European 

generalizations relies upon his dismantling of national hierarchies. He describes both 

British and Chinese women as possessing the “peculiar characteristic” of curiosity or 

eagerness. While Anderson’s phrasing of female curiosity as “peculiar” is certainly not 

devoid of misogynistic implications, his opinions show evidence of tempered misogyny 

that is not unilaterally inflicted upon Chinese customs. First, Anderson’s use of the word 

“eagerness” as synonymous with “curiosity” alleviates the latter word of its less positive 

connotations. Second, the similarity which Anderson establishes between British women 
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and “the fair ones of Asia” challenges twentieth-century assumptions that the female 

Other is automatically victimized in Western perspectives. The word “fair” allots Chinese 

women a degree of beauty and, perhaps more importantly, does not align them with the 

“brown” women of Hindostan whom the British had already subjugated. While Anderson 

acknowledges Chinese cultural flaws that may pertain to Chinese women, particularly 

evident in his critical observations of foot binding, he does not establish Chinese women 

as victims and, accordingly, thwarts British imperialist attacks founded upon gender 

inequalities. 

 As I have already demonstrated in Macartney’s text, the Chinese practice of foot 

binding is a prominent image throughout Anglo-Sino travel literature, an image, because 

of its inherent violence, that quickly and effortlessly develops into an imperialist trope by 

the beginning of the nineteenth century. Unsurprisingly, the practice of foot binding 

receives significant commentary within both Anderson and Staunton’s narratives but not 

in the context of imperialist discourse that readily casts foot binding as evidence of 

general Chinese barbarity. Anderson’s approach to the cultural practice is best 

characterized as inquisitive. He expresses amazement that despite the fact that “this 

extraordinary practice commences with their infancy, it is rather a matter of surprise that 

they should be able to walk at all” (Narrative 72). However, Anderson’s awe does not 

morph into an argument about either gender inequality in particular or the despotic 

Chinese nation in general. Instead, Anderson immediately follows his foot binding 

remarks with the qualification, “If we except this strange management, or rather 

mismanagement, of their feet, and their head-dress, there is very little distinction between 

the dress of the males and females” (Narrative 72). The lack of perceived distinctions 
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between male and female attire suggests that the practice of foot binding does not create 

an immediately visible gender hierarchy from which Chinese women require salvation. 

While Anderson disdainfully labels Chinese foot binding practices as “extraordinary” and 

“strange,” he refrains from extrapolating a prejudicial argument from his observations 

that would reflect upon the nation as a whole. In fact, Staunton goes further than 

Anderson in his description of foot binding and creates the obvious, yet disconcerting, 

cultural comparison between Chinese foot binding and European corsets, which 

illustrates the degree to which China is similar to accepted European practices. Staunton, 

while acknowledging the extreme violence of the Chinese practice, pointedly directs 

readers to “recollect the fashion of slender waists in England, and what pains were taken, 

and sufferings endured, to excel in that particular” (Authentic 1:425). Given this 

juxtaposition of similar Chinese and British practices, Staunton concludes that the 

“delicacy of limbs and person has, no doubt, been always coveted by the fair sex, as it has 

been the admiration of the other” (Authentic 1:425). Though clearly lacking feminist 

sensibilities, Staunton’s comments on foot binding and its similarity with corseting resist 

a tendency toward British exceptionalism. In fact, despite the physical pain and suffering 

resulting from the Chinese custom, Anderson and, to a lesser degree, Staunton focus how 

female foot binding does not unequivocally convey gross gender inequalities across 

China, at least not inequalities that are any more severe than those observed across 

British society.  

Instead, Anderson notes the similarity between male and female attire and 

behavior, an observation that serves as a marker of ostensible gender equality in China, 

an idea that later European travelers to China categorically refute. In fact, upon arriving 
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in Beijing, Anderson speaks directly to Chinese women’s freedom noting, “the women 

are not divested of a reasonable portion of their liberty, and, consequently, that the 

jealousy attributed so universally to the Chinese men, is not a predominant quality” 

(Narrative 109). Anderson shows no evidence of wishing to demonize Chinese male 

behavior. Similarly, Staunton, in an attempt to discover the historical origins of foot 

binding, dismisses assumptions that men invented foot binding as a means of effectively 

excluding women from the public sphere. Staunton conjectures:  

Had men been really bent upon confining constantly to their homes the 
females of their families, they might have effected it without cruelly 
depriving them of the physical power of motion. No such custom is known 
in Turkey or Hindostan, where women are kept in greater habits of 
retirement than in China. … Men may have silently approved, and 
indirectly encouraged it, as those of India are supposed to do that much 
more barbarous custom of widows burning themselves after the death of 
their husbands. (Authentic 1:424)  

 
Staunton’s ruminations not only affirm Anderson’s observations of Chinese gender 

equality, but also establish an implicit hierarchy of Asian countries wherein China 

assumes a position of superiority above even Britain’s colonial possession. Despite its 

being compared with other “Oriental” and “despotic” countries, China largely avoids, in 

Anderson’s delineation, being similarly categorized. Chinese women, despite foot 

binding, are allotted freedoms that far surpass their Turkish and Indian counterparts. 

Finally, Anderson and Staunton’s observations of foot binding when combined with 

Anderson’s earlier comments on Chinese laws undermine popular European 

characterizations of China as “jealous.” Again, rather than using the common denotation 

of “jealousy” that would suggest Chinese “envy,” Anderson uses “jealousy” to denote 

Chinese anxiety for the preservation of their society against foreign manipulation. 

However, Anderson uses women’s social visibility to destabilize Chinese jealousy, a 
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jealousy that might otherwise suggest cultural insecurity. By refraining from 

characterizing Chinese culture as highly misogynistic, Anderson and Staunton undercut 

normative European assumptions that all Eastern nations maintain reprehensible gender 

disparities that mark these countries as less than civilized and, consequently, in need of 

salvation. 

 Arguments contradicting popular constructions of China as politically and 

personally repressive are not confined to Anderson and Staunton’s observations of 

women. As a challenge to these derogatory assumptions, Anderson notes the seemingly 

harmonious relationship between the government and the general population as such that 

he does not “hesitate to observe, that whatever may be the defects or excellencies of the 

Chinese government, of which I am not altogether qualified to judge, the people of China 

seem to be happy and contented under it, and to enjoy as much liberty as is consistent 

with the best arrangements of civilised society” (Narrative 93–4). First, Anderson’s 

observations of political governance are validated through his overt self-awareness of his 

deficiencies, which he openly recognizes when he believes himself “not altogether 

qualified to judge.” Anderson restricts the extent of his assertions concerning topics that 

rely upon specific knowledge or expertise. Accordingly, Anderson tries to extrapolate a 

basic understanding of Chinese government from his observations of the general 

population, which Anderson believes, “among the wonders of this country the population 

is the greatest” (Narrative 82). The population is a “wonder,” a marvel, an amazement. 

He does not equate, either implicitly or explicitly, China’s large population with moral 

depravity à la Malthus, but rather deduces from his numerous observations of different 

sects of the population that the Chinese are largely “happy and contented” and enjoying 
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“as much liberty as is consistent with the best arrangements of civilized society.” 

Anderson, both here and in his prefatory comments, does not hesitate to include China 

amongst the world’s “civilised societ[ies].” While Staunton does not perceive the same 

level of contentment at all levels of Chinese society—often inflicting severe critiques 

upon certain Chinese officials serving the Emperor or the merchant community in 

Canton, he does resist labeling the nation as despotic. Based upon his observations of and 

audiences with the Qianlong Emperor, Staunton notes the “moderation and good sense of 

the present Emperor” precisely because of his “renunciation of so absurd a claim” of 

“universal monarchy,” a claim touted by his predecessors (Authentic 2:55). Like 

Anderson, Staunton expresses awe at the harmony maintained within the massive crowds 

swarming around the British Embassy. He is amazed that despite “all the ardour of 

curiosity, the people themselves preserved a great degree of decency and regularity in 

their demeanor” (Authentic 2:25). However, while Anderson’s understanding of China as 

“civilised” and Staunton’s observation of “the high degree of civilization which was 

known to pervade every rank in the country” do distinguish their perspectives from the 

majority of their contemporaries, it does not preclude either writer from identifying less 

flattering aspects of Chinese culture, aspects that do not greatly diminish the neutral tone 

of either work but do create opportunities from which subsequent writers can craft their 

critiques (Authentic 2:1). 

 Across Chinese travel narratives—both journals of account and imperial memoirs, 

the Embassy’s crossing of the Great Wall proves a momentous occasion, but one that is 

subject to considerably different representations, some of which Macartney introduced in 

his frequently oppositional Journal and Observations. Anderson’s narrative, before 
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providing his first-hand account, establishes the general context known by Embassy 

members before traveling north into Tartary: 

After breakfast we proceeded towards a spot on our journey, of which we 
had all heard or read with wonder and astonishment; which so few 
Europeans had ever seen, and which no one of our own country would 
probably ever see but ourselves: this was the great wall, the ancient 
boundary of China and Tartary, through whose portals our passage lay. 
(Narrative 130) 

 
Anderson’s pre-visit account establishes not only a lack of general knowledge, limited to 

a feeling of awe and to the historical role of the structure as a border marker, but also the 

singularity of the Embassy’s journey. Unlike subsequent narratives, about which I will 

say more shortly, Anderson’s account does not assume the continuance of the Anglo-Sino 

relationship, at least not one that would involve any substantial percentage of the British 

population, as he doubts that other Britons will share the Embassy’s experience. 

Accordingly, Anderson does not hesitate to bestow a great deal of praise upon the 

monumental edifice. In Staunton’s similar recollections, the building anticipation of 

seeing the Wall culminates in general feelings of “wonder,” “surprise, and “admiration,” 

feelings inspired primarily by the incomprehensible difficulty associated with the Wall’s 

construction (Authentic 2:179). The skill and labor needed to construct the Great Wall 

astounds Anderson, especially: 

When it is considered that this immense structure is not merely carried 
along level ground, but passes over immense rivers, where it assumes the 
form of bridges, some of which contain double rows of immense arches; 
or stretches, in the same expansive shape across deep vallies, to connect 
the mountains that form them; and that it not only descends, but also 
ascends, the steepest declivities; the ideas of its grandeur, and the active 
labour employed in constructing it, in the short space of a few years, is not 
easily grasped by the strongest imagination. (Narrative 131–2)  
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Anderson argues that the “immense structure” could not be conceived of by “the 

strongest imagination,” a description that verges on sublime associations. Anderson’s 

account focuses on the rugged terrain over which the Wall is constructed. Notably, unlike 

later narratives including Staunton’s, he does not attempt to quantify the Wall with 

measurements or descriptions that detail its military reinforcements. The Wall, a structure 

exceeding all imaginative powers, stands within Anderson’s narrative as an example of 

Chinese industry, “the active labour employed,” and Chinese artistry, “the ideas of its 

grandeur.”  

However, Anderson’s further observations of the Great Wall falling into ruin, an 

observation that serves Anderson as a marker of China’s drastic transformation during the 

150-year existence of the Qing Dynasty, provide an image that may be later construed as 

indicative of China’s failing empire. In describing the ruins of the Great Wall, Anderson 

assumes a tone of regret, but without the opportunistic voice of a British imperialist: 

But the most stupendous works of man must at length molder away, and 
since Tartary and China are become one nation, and, consequently, subject 
to the same government, the wall has lost its importance: it being no 
longer necessary for defence or security, no attention is now paid to its 
preservation; so that the time is approaching when this stupendous 
monument of persevering labour; when this unparalleled effort of national 
policy, will become an enormous length of ruins, and an awful example of 
decay: many parts of it already fallen down, and others threaten to 
encumber the plain that they were reared to defend. (Narrative 132)  

 
Anderson attributes the Wall’s future desultory state to its lost purpose. Anderson affirms 

the unity of Tartary and China into one nation; it is this very unity that Barrow’s Travels 

in China strives to undercut. Significantly, the structure has not yet been reduced to ruins 

completely. While Staunton briefly notes that the Wall is “mouldering to decay,” he 

maintains that the Wall is an edifice demonstrating great strength and architectural skill, 
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which “have preserved it entire for about two thousand years; and it appears almost as 

little liable to injury as the rocky and mountainous works which nature itself had raised 

between Tartary and China” (Authentic 2:181). Anderson and Staunton are speaking of 

an inevitable, though distant, future. In fact, Anderson regrets that the Wall is destined to 

become “an enormous length of ruins” because the Wall, as an intact and preserved 

monument, not only demonstrates Chinese “persevering labour,” but also represents an 

“unparalleled effort of national policy.” While Anderson reads the decay as inevitable 

because of the Wall’s lost significance within Chinese international relations, he does not 

deduce that this is reflective of national weakness, imperial decay, or cultural 

fragmentation. However, the ruins of the Great Wall morph into a marker of Chinese 

despotism for subsequent accounts of the same Embassy journey. 

 Though occasionally alluded to in Anderson’s text, Staunton’s observations of 

China go beyond the sources of Chinese ideology—government, religious institutions, 

education systems, and patriarchal families—and explore the artistic products of Chinese 

culture. He takes particular interest in the arts of bonsai, painting, porcelain, and drama. 

The first three of these four arts share in their attempted representations of natural 

landscape. Beginning with Du Halde’s characterization of Chinese gardens as just 

competitors with natural landscapes through to Sir William Chambers’ descriptions of the 

sublime imperial gardens that widely captured the imaginations of late eighteenth-century 

British readers including Samuel Taylor Coleridge, the relationship between Chinese art 

and Nature as a topic of interest to Europeans was already established.12 Undoubtedly 

aware of these popular discussions, Staunton provides details concerning lesser-known 
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representative arts that further elaborate both on the Chinese relationship with nature and 

on Chinese artistic abilities vis-à-vis European aesthetic standards. 

 Staunton’s description of bonsai attempts to convey amazement with Chinese 

gardening while simultaneously, though perhaps unknowingly, creating the ambiguity 

upon which the imperial memoirs will capitalize. Staunton provides a description that 

focuses on the illusion of the miniature representations: 

On several tables were placed in frames, filled with earth, dwarf pines, 
oaks, and orange trees, bearing fruit. None of them exceeded in height, 
two feet. Some of those dwarfs bore all the marks of decay from age: and 
upon the surface of the soil were interspersed small heaps of stones, 
which, in proportion to the adjoining dwarfs, might be termed rocks. 
These were honeycombed and moss-grown, as if untouched for ages, 
which served to maintain the illusion, and to give an antique appearance to 
the whole. This kind of stunted vegetation seemed to be much relished by 
the curious in China; and specimens of it were to be found in every 
considerable dwelling. To produce them formed a part of the gardener's 
skill, and was an art invented in that country. Beside the mere merit of 
overcoming a difficulty, it had that of introducing vegetables into common 
apartments, from which, their natural size must otherwise have excluded 
them. (Authentic 1:428-9) 

 
Staunton attributes the ingenuity of bonsai gardening to the Chinese, an attribution that 

establishes Chinese creative genius.13 Furthermore, ridiculous as it may sound, Staunton 

praises the Chinese for not only “the mere merit of overcoming a difficulty,” namely the 

taming of nature, but also the agricultural and possibly economic benefits of “introducing 

vegetables into common apartments, from which, their natural size must otherwise have 

excluded them.” This final characterization of bonsai as a useful and productive art 

recasts the preceding passage in a light other than superficial cultural amazement. 

Staunton immediately provides detailed directions that would allow British readers to 

duplicate the Chinese craft. Staunton’s bonsai directions are not the first manufacturing 

details that he provides within his two-volume narrative. Elsewhere, for example, he 
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details the process of Chinese lantern making. In fact, Ambassador Macartney 

encourages Captain Mackintosh, during his “way back to join his ship [the Hindostan] … 

to observe the method of manufacturing the goods he generally carried from China, 

relative to which the East India Company was desirous of receiving particular 

information” (Authentic 1:503). Staunton’s focus on the Chinese manufacture of luxury 

and artistic goods functions twofold. First, the simplification of an art into a condensed 

instruction manual diminishes the artistic component and consequently undercuts any 

Chinese artistic superiority. Second, Staunton’s narrative provides directions that would 

allow the British to reproduce any desired Chinese products without the hindrance of 

trade. Finally, through his discussion of dwarfed flora, Staunton makes a point of 

reiterating the bonsai’s illusion of antiquity. The dwarf trees show “marks of decay from 

age,” appear “as if untouched for ages,” and “give an antique appearance to the whole.” 

However, all is an illusion. Staunton’s discussion of bonsai actually alludes to on-going 

discussions of the authenticity of China’s claim to a history of over five thousand years. 

Finally, Staunton shows a final preference for natural rather than contrived beauty. In 

fact, Staunton, though in awe of bonsai’s originality, suggests that “the contrivance 

argues ingenuity and perseverance, rather than the practice does true taste, which consists 

in assisting nature in its most favourite works; not in counteracting its operations, or 

distorting its productions” (Authentic 1:431). Chinese taste in art is clearly not in accord 

with European standards. Nonetheless, Staunton’s general reluctance to impose a 

European aesthetic upon the Chinese proves Staunton’s text to be only latently 

imperialist. 
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 Throughout their journals of account, Anderson and Staunton begin to develop the 

language and terms that will shape Britons’ understanding of the Chinese Empire. Not yet 

subject to the popular demand that travel narratives function as both literary and 

historical texts, Anderson and Staunton exhibit a commitment to simple narrative 

representation. While fellow Embassy member John Barrow claims that his 1804 

imperial memoir will give the reading public an opportunity to develop their own 

understanding of China, Anderson and Staunton, by presenting unadorned representations 

of the Middle Kingdom, offer readers a greater opportunity to develop their opinions free 

of the influence of imperial rhetoric. 

 

IV.  Imaginative Flourish: Establishing Qing Despotism through Imperial Memoirs 

Despite its emergence from the same historical journey, John Barrow’s Travels in 

China differs dramatically from both Anderson’s and Staunton’s publications not only in 

the details provided or the geographical scope of his work, but also, and more 

importantly, in his assumed narrative tone.14 Throughout much of the nineteenth century 

and particularly within the Romantic period, Barrow’s account of the Macartney 

Embassy, which I designate an imperial memoir, is cited as the authoritative 

representation of the Qing Empire. Selections from Barrow’s narrative may be found in 

the Wordsworths’ commonplace books. Imaginative representations of China, based 

largely on Barrow’s publication, appear in Jane Austen’s Mansfield Park (1814), 

Wordsworth’s The Prelude (1805), and Coleridge’s Kubla Khan (1816). However, 

Barrow’s narrative, when considered in juxtaposition with prior publications, provides 

anything but the authentic account that others, by virtue of their citations and allusions, 
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credit him with producing. In fact, Barrow applies an imaginative flourish to his narrative 

that calls into question its veracity and firmly establishes its categorization within the 

travel narrative sub-genre of imperial memoirs. 

As noted in the journals of account, the established reader-author relationship 

frequently sets the tone and, consequently, establishes the narrative’s genre 

categorization. In his text’s advertisement, Barrow claims that his travel narrative 

deserves the reader’s good opinion and even deploys language that would seem to align 

his work with his predecessors’ claims of authenticity, especially those espoused by 

Staunton. However, a closer examination of Barrow’s diction reveals a fundamentally 

flawed approach to his subject. Due the advertisement’s brevity, it is worth reproducing 

in its entirety: 

The sentiments advanced in the present Work, and the point of view in 
which some of the facts are considered, being so very different from the 
almost universally received opinion, and some of them from the opinion of 
those to whose friendship the Author is particularly indebted for various 
literary communications, he thinks it right to declare, that they are the 
unbiased conclusions of his own mind, founded altogether on his own 
observations; and he trusts that the Public, in considering him alone 
responsible, will receive them with its usual candour.15 

 
Barrow proffers a text that will provide a unique perspective on the “facts” of the 

Embassy and will, accordingly, present his “unbiased conclusions.” The very logic of 

Barrow’s sentence is problematic. While claiming to examine “facts,” he simultaneously 

argues that these “facts” may be interpreted variously. He is arguing for interpretation, 

namely his interpretation, rather than an “objective” representation of factual events. 

Furthermore, since his conclusions are, by his admission, “of his own mind,” they are by 

definition biased. Since Barrow encourages readers to accept his narrative regardless of 

its challenge to the popular consensus amongst Embassy members as epitomized in 
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Staunton’s voice, Barrow is asking readers to accept with “candour” his myopic 

perspective. Barrow claims to be honest, but his honesty does not rely upon any public 

standard. Instead, Barrow garners readers’ interest through his claim to have produced an 

entirely novel representation of the first British Embassy amongst the already swelling 

mass of publications. In fact, how Barrow distinguishes his work from his predecessors, 

especially Staunton, demonstrates how his narrative functions differently from the 

journals of account.  

Barrow’s narrative, which he explicitly differentiates from Staunton’s, encourages 

and promises further British imperial expansion throughout Eastern Asia despite the 

negative outcome of the British embassy. Ironically, Barrow concludes that the 

diplomatic mission, “by shewing [sic] the character and dignity of the British nation in a 

new and splendid light, to a court and people in a great measure ignorant of them before 

… has laid an excellent foundation for great further advantages” (Travels 621–2).  One of 

the ways that Barrow negotiates around Staunton’s Authentic Account is by assuming a 

different approach that does not focus on “the views of the embassy” for “promoting the 

interests of the British nation, and supporting the dignity of the British character,” objects 

that Barrow takes for granted (Travels 2). Instead, Barrow proposes “to lay before the 

public the point of view in which he saw the Chinese empire, and the Chinese character” 

(Travels 2). While Barrow’s assertion could be likened to Anderson’s reliance upon his 

personal experiences, Barrow privileges his sight, what “he saw,” over any sustained 

interaction with the subject of his account. Barrow more often observes rather than 

interacts with Chinese nationals. Nonetheless, he assumes a direct correlation between his 

views and an understanding of national character, despite the Embassy’s highly restricted 
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glimpse into the Chinese interior—a view that would not be granted until much later in 

the nineteenth century.16 Barrow not only asserts but also displays deliberate 

(mis)readings of China, which often result in the revelation of ulterior meanings in 

Chinese actions and/or statements. Despite the kowtow kerfuffle, Barrow observes, “It 

was a flattering circumstance to the embassador to observe [the Chinese officials’ 

continued] anxiety for the favourable opinion of a nation they had now begun to think 

more highly of, and of whom, in measuring with themselves, it was not difficult to 

perceive, they felt, though too cautious to avow, the superiority” (Travels 21–2). Rather 

than read Macartney’s refusal to kowtow as a major contributing fact in the Embassy’s 

diplomatic failure, Barrow implies that Macartney’s abstention from the “degrading 

ceremony” made “a very strong impression on the minds of those about the person of his 

Imperial Majesty” that resulted in Britain’s elevation in the Chinese estimation (Travels 

21). In fact, Barrow audaciously suggests, despite a complete lack of Chinese avowal, 

that the Qing Empire had come to regard the British Empire as far superior. It is from this 

position of assumed cultural superiority that Barrow establishes a new mode of 

understanding China within an Anglocentric geopolitical model. 

Despite China’s ancient history, Barrow opens his narrative by asserting China’s 

complete lack of cultural interest with but “few works of art, few remains of ancient 

grandeur” (Travels 4). Barrow concedes “that China was civilized to a certain degree 

before most of the nations of Europe, not even Greece excepted, is a fact that will not 

admit of a doubt; but that it has continued to improve, so as still to vie with many of the 

present European states, as the missionaries would have it supposed, is not by any means 

so clear” (Travels 28–9). While Barrow acknowledges that Chinese civilization was, at 
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one time, superior to those found in Europe, he shifts his argument markedly, following 

the harsh semi-colon break, into one of negative cultural critique. His occasional praise 

for ancient Chinese culture is qualified by his assertion that contemporary China has 

succumbed to the same fate that befell the Roman empire, to which he frequently 

compares the contemporary Chinese state.17 Through this comparison, Barrow denotes 

the inevitable decay of the Chinese empire, an empire that has not been premised on a 

sense of mutual trade, especially with Western nations, but rather on a model of tribute. 

In contrast with Anderson and Staunton’s depictions, China, through Barrow’s gaze, no 

longer emblematizes stability but rather economic and cultural stasis. Accordingly, 

Barrow assumes Chinese awareness of Britain’s recent imperial ascension: “The Chinese 

are well informed of the superiority of the English over all other nations by sea; of the 

great extent of their commerce; of their vast possessions in India which they have long 

regarded with a jealous eye; and of the character and independent spirit of the nation” 

(Travels 17). The word “jealous” now assumes its more negative connotations. The 

Chinese nation is no longer simply protective, but rather envious of Britain as a 

burgeoning global power. Barrow’s ability to imagine a British presence in China, 

regardless of the Emperor’s mandates, is indicative of a general shift toward recreating 

the Chinese nation as a conquerable space pervious to British imperial expansion. 

China’s value stems entirely from its potential for imperial exploitation as a market for 

Britain’s illegal importation of opium and massive exportation of tea.18 

Throughout Barrow’s imperial memoir, differences between British and Chinese 

cultural practices often morph into examples of Chinese weakness or vulnerability, 

particularly to foreign influence. Barrow identifies instances that exemplify fundamental 
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splits within the Qing Empire. While previous accounts note the hard labor inflicted upon 

the poorest segment of the population, often at the Emperor’s behest, they simultaneously 

observed general happiness and contentment amongst the Chinese people that would 

undermine any characterization of the Chinese Empire as despotic. However, upon 

observing a practice of temporary servitude, Barrow decisively concludes, “To drag away 

from his family an honest and industrious citizen, settled in trade, and to force him into a 

service that must be tolerated in any other than a despotic government, where the subject 

knows no laws but will of the tyrant” (Travels 12). Before the Embassy’s audience with 

the Qianlong Emperor, Barrow has cast the leader as tyrannical and his government as 

despotic. In formulating this preconceived impression prior to the Embassy’s arrival at 

the imperial residence at Jehol, Barrow reveals his prejudicial opinions and demonstrates 

how he consciously creates tonal unity across his text. Although Barrow claims that his 

attitudes toward the Chinese alter throughout the Embassy’s journey, he demonstrates a 

greater investment in generating a single coherent depiction of China as nothing less than 

reprehensible. Beyond the labels Barrow uses to describe the Emperor and his 

government, he also begins to depict the Chinese Empire as highly fragmented—by 

ethnicity, by gender, and, in this case, by social status. The lower stratum of the 

population is subject to the desires of government officials, even if those desires prove 

“ruinous to [the citizen’s] concerns.” Through examples of forced labor, a lack of 

personal hygiene, and a veracious appetite often satiated with rotten food, Barrow 

establishes the massive disparity between China’s classes as evidence of a once 

prosperous empire fallen into cultural and economic ruin.  
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Barrow’s discussions of gender provide explicit examples of perceived Chinese 

immorality and, accordingly, offer the clearest moral justification for British intervention 

within Chinese affairs. Resorting to familiar imperial rhetoric to open his chapter on 

“Manners, Customs, Sentiments, and Moral Character of the People,” Barrow declares 

“as an invariable maxim, that the condition of the female part of society in any nation 

will furnish a tolerable just criterion of the degree of civilization to which that nation has 

arrived” (Travels 138). Accordingly, he concludes that “where the personal qualifications 

of the sex are the only objects of consideration, as is the case in all the despotic 

governments of Asiatic countries, tyranny, oppression, and slavery are sure to prevail” 

(Travels 139). Barrow does not exclude China from his tirade against all “Asiatic 

countries,” effectively erasing any pre-existing cultural hierarchy and replacing it with an 

Orientalized image of a homogenous Far East. Through his observations of Chinese 

women, particularly their continued practice of foot binding, Barrow argues that the 

“Chinese, if possible, have imposed on their women a greater degree of humility and 

restraint than the Greeks of old, or the Europeans in the dark ages. Not satisfied with the 

physical deprivation of the use of their limbs, they have contrived, in order to keep them 

the more confined, to make it a moral crime for a woman to be seen abroad” (Travels 

140–1). Barrow perceives these archaic restrictions on women’s lives, which reduce them 

to a role analogous to “inanimate furniture,” as inducing Chinese men’s inability to see 

their wives as compatible mates (Travels 146). Without the “mutual affection between 

the sexes,” the “unnatural crime” of men taking advantage of their “pipe-bearer[s],” 

“generally … handsome boy[s] from fourteen to eighteen years of age” becomes, 

according to Barrow, a pervasive social problem (Travels 146 and 150). Barrow’s 
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depiction of Chinese sexual depravity functions both to bolster Britons’ assumed moral 

superiority and to imply the inevitable decay of an empire riddled with vice. 

As a solution to Chinese immorality and cultural fragmentation, Barrow proposes 

a remedy that simultaneously permits Britain increased access to the historically isolated 

country. Through increased foreign contact, the Chinese may escape their currently 

“stationary” position and may aspire to their past “perfection” (Travels 355). To prove his 

theory, Barrow juxtaposes Russia and China as two countries on presumably similar 

historical trajectories. However, Barrow notes substantial improvement in Russian 

society over the last two thousand years, improvement that he does not similarly perceive 

in China. He concludes that the difference stems from the countries differing global 

positions. Whereas Russia “invites and encourages foreigners to instruct her subjects in 

arts, sciences, and manufactures,” China “from a spirit of pride and self-importance, as 

well as from jealousy, rejects and expels them” (Travels 384). While it might be possible 

to read Barrow as delineating the benefits of cultural exchange, he also affirms the 

necessity of British intervention in providing cultural instruction that China is seemingly 

unable to offer. In fact, Barrow even offers historical precedence wherein the Tartars, 

upon invading China, provided the impetus behind Chinese cultural improvement. 

Consequent to the Tartar overthrow, “astronomy was improved, [the Chinese] calendar 

was corrected, instruments for making celestial observations were introduced, and the 

direct communication between the two extremities of the empire was opened” (Travels 

441). Barrow suggests that imperial conquest offers a positive stimulus to the invaded 

country’s cultural and economic growth. In fact, Barrow has already asserted earlier in 

his narrative that China depends upon, without openly acknowledging, imported 
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knowledge. Barrow, simultaneously depicting Chinese dependency and presumptuous 

pride, suggests that “although [the Chinese] are reduced to the necessity of employing 

foreigners to regulate their calendar and keep their clocks in order, although they are in 

the habit of receiving yearly various specimens of art and ingenuity from Europe, yet 

they pertinaciously affect to consider all the nations of the earth as barbarians in 

comparison of themselves” (Travels 189). The objects upon which Barrow focuses his 

critique represent two different traits that the Chinese supposedly lack, especially when 

held to a European standard—a firm understanding of time and a degree of artistic 

originality. China lacks not only regulation, an implicit critique of a government that 

holds its nation from progress, but also the artistic prowess to be economically self-

sufficient. Critiques that establish a Eurocentric rather than a Sinocentric global power 

dynamic typify Barrow’s text as well as the imperial memoirs emerging from subsequent 

British embassies to the Middle Kingdom. 

Emerging from the second British Embassy to China, Clarke Abel’s narrative, the 

most explicitly imperialist text that I consider here, provides the trappings of authenticity: 

copious citations of historical Chinese knowledge; several maps providing agricultural, 

geological, and nautical details; and several appendices including journal entries from 

other Embassy members and translations of Chinese newspaper announcements. In fact, 

appearances would suggest categorization of Abel’s text amongst the journals of account. 

However, Abel’s manipulation of his Chinese resources and his preservation of European 

cultural standards within the Chinese context situate this travel narrative within the sub-

category of imperial memoirs and demonstrate, in part, the lasting effect of the narrative 

model established in Barrow’s Travels in China. 
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Repeatedly, Abel cites historical accounts of China, composed primarily by 

seventeenth-century Jesuit missionaries, to establish the veracity of his observations. 

Moreover, Abel’s highly anachronistic supporting evidence constructs China as an 

economically, politically, and culturally static nation and, accordingly, an empire in 

decay. Writing after the Napoleonic Wars, Abel no longer feels compelled to reject 

earlier Chinese scholarship solely on the basis of its production by French missionaries, a 

fact that influenced Macartney, Anderson, and Staunton’s accounts. In fact, Abel’s 

reliance upon these archaic texts functions twofold to establish a European alliance 

against potential colonial conquests and to support Abel’s characterization of nineteenth-

century China as nothing less than barbarian. For example, Abel relies upon the 1736 

descriptions of Jean-Baptiste Du Halde, the aforementioned Chinese authority for most of 

the eighteenth century, to corroborate his observations, particularly of national stasis. 

Abel asserts an overwhelming similarity between Chinese cities and even suggests, “A 

person who has seen one of its cities has in a good measure seen them all.”19 He supports 

his broad generalizations by citing Du Halde, who “has made the same observation, and 

was so convinced of its correctness as to give, in his History of China, only one general 

description of a Chinese city. The picture that he has drawn, although highly coloured 

with regard to beautiful temples and monuments dedicated to the brave and good, is in all 

other respects so accordant with our experience, that I give it to the readers as a very 

accurate painting.”20 Abel concedes that Du Halde’s eighteenth-century depiction is 

“highly coloured,” as typifies eighteenth-century representations of China, a quality that 

Abel believes to have disappeared from Chinese cities over the course of the eighteenth 

century. Otherwise, Abel’s numerous Du Halde quotations coupled with his personal 
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observation that Chinese cities lack any originality argues for China as culturally 

repressed and, accordingly, unable to progress—a fact implied in the myriad similarities 

which Abel readily identifies between early eighteenth- and nineteenth-century 

observations of the Qing Empire. Abel not only asserts China’s cultural stasis, but also 

utilizes Barrow’s technique of identifying cultural flaws that designate the Chinese nation 

as a vulnerable and therefore conquerable space. However, to be justified in Britain’s 

continued defiance of Chinese edicts against the opium trade, an already prosperous trade 

by the time of the Amherst Embassy, the British needed more than descriptions of 

homogenous Chinese cities or dilapidated Chinese structures. They needed to claim the 

moral high ground. 

Accordingly, Abel establishes Chinese immorality as permeating all levels of the 

Qing Empire. In particular, he proves the Chinese officials, especially those liaising 

between the Embassy and the Chinese Emperor, as despotic and deliberately antagonistic 

to the purposes of the Amherst Embassy. While a critique of Chinese officials appears 

even within the more neutral journals of account, Abel extrapolates a larger critique of 

Chinese culture from behavior exhibited by Chinese officials. Abel understands the 

Embassy’s poor treatment whilst traveling via forced march to the capital and being 

demanded, by Chinese officials, to attend upon the Emperor despite Ambassador 

Amherst’s extreme fatigue and illness as demonstrative of the Embassy’s being in “the 

hands of a despotic and capricious government.”21 However, Abel observes the effects of 

a despotic government not only in the Embassy’s treatment but also, and more pointedly, 

in the living conditions of the general population. He perceives a government so despotic 

that the average citizen is reduced to such “abject poverty” that “most of the qualities 
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which distinguish man from inferior animals” have been eradicated, save national pride.22 

Accordingly, toward the end of his Chinese narrative, Abel concludes, “Persons 

travelling in a country in which they are looked upon by the government as objects of 

jealousy, and by the people as being in all respects inferior to themselves, must have 

continually to contend with prejudices likely to defeat their attempts at forming a correct 

estimate of the inhabitants.”23 Abel has been clearly thwarted in his “attempts” at 

unbiased characterization since his depiction of the government as jealous and the people 

as arrogant leaves no remaining inhabitants whom he might judge. Both the Embassy’s 

summary expulsion from the imperial capital and the squalor observed throughout the 

Chinese empire demonstrate, according to Abel’s logic, not only the extreme 

mismanagement of internal affairs by the Jiaqing Emperor, but also the pervasive 

immorality, often exhibited in the mistreatment of foreigners, afflicting all strata of 

Chinese society. 

While journals of account observe both the negative and positive attributes of the 

local population and let first-hand experiences dictate the narrative tone, Abel’s imperial 

memoir depicts the vast majority of Chinese citizens as immoral and argues his point by 

exposing the Chinese to be xenophobic and vehemently racist. Throughout the 1790s 

publications, the narratives appear to reach a general consensus that the Chinese exhibit a 

level of hospitality uncharacteristic of Western culture. Abel’s narrative, reflective both 

of the new imperial tone established in Barrow’s memoir and of the harsh rejection of the 

Amherst Embassy by the Jiaqing Emperor, expresses a perspective that challenges all 

prior accounts of Chinese hospitality. The overwhelming character trait is one of 

curiosity that morphs into violent rejection. Abel first notes the behavior of lower class 
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servants who “expressed the greatest curiosity to obtain a sight of His Excellency, often 

attempting to open the door of his cabin, and looking much displeased at being 

prevented.”24 This incident reveals more than a curious disposition. The servants’ 

curiosity overrides any sense of propriety or respect for the ambassador. Later curiosity 

transforms into verbal abuse as a local mob presses upon the Embassy while taunting 

them with the name “foreign devils,” behavior that Abel interprets as Chinese “contempt 

of our national character.”25 A single incident represents, for Abel, a battle between 

national identities. Similarly, instances of cheating, particularly in market transactions, 

become a “species of theft” that is “practised all over the empire of China, and is not only 

tolerated but applauded, especially when foreigners are its victims.”26 The escalation of 

Abel’s isolated experiences into a characterization of the entire Chinese nation typifies 

the imaginative licenses that imperial memoirs assume. By calling attention to instances 

of antagonistic behavior, Abel affirms British moral superiority and begins to encourage 

Britons to consider alternative methods, rather than the potentially demeaning diplomatic 

embassy, for meeting the market demands—namely those of tea importation and opium 

exportation—satisfied by the Qing Empire. 

It is Abel’s characterization of Chinese arts—architecture, theater, and 

gardening—that establishes not only British cultural superiority, but also reflects the 

development of Romantic aesthetics and their use in evaluating foreign cultures. Rather 

than possessing any beauty or originality, Chinese art, through Abel’s representations, 

more often resembles manufacturing that simply replicates European designs. Despite the 

thriving trade occurring via the port of Canton, Abel argues that this success cannot be 

attributed to Chinese artistic skill:  
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A stranger having no other intercourse with the country than through the 
medium of Canton, would be led to form an inaccurate judgment both of 
the general ingenuity and luxury of its inhabitants. In looking at the 
different works in ivory, tortoise-shell, and lacquer, so minutely wrought 
that great time must have been expended in working them; and seeing 
them of forms not less calculated for utility than decoration, he might 
suppose that the interior of Chinese houses would realise the visionary 
tales of eastern authors. But if he had passed through a considerable 
portion of the empire, he would conclude, that the accumulation of the 
beautiful objects that adorn the shops of Canton, must depend upon some 
cause quite unconnected with the common habits of the people: he would 
in fact find, on a close inspection, that they are in a large proportion 
formed on European models.27 

 
According to Abel, the reason that Europeans find trade at Canton to be desirable is not 

because the Chinese are superior artisans. Instead, the Chinese have mastered the 

technique of imitation, which allows them to reproduce works in accordance with 

European standards but at a fraction of the cost. In fact, Barrow makes a similar assertion 

when describing the type of painting to be found in China. He asserts, “Every defect and 

blemish, original or accidental, they are sure to copy, being mere servile imitators, and 

not in the least feeling the force or the beauty of any specimen of arts that may come 

before them; for the same person who is one day employed in copying a beautiful 

European print, will sit down the next to a Chinese drawing replete with absurdity” 

(Travels 327). If beautiful art exists in China, the models must be European in origin. If 

sublime landscapes are observed, they are simply the product of Nature and have escaped 

the stifling influence of the Chinese artist. Even when confronted with the famed imperial 

gardens at Yuan Ming Yuan, Abel refrains from bestowing undue praise. Instead, his 

description is highly mitigated: “All the descriptions which I had ever read of the 

paradisiacal delight of Chinese Gardens occurred to my imagination; but in imagination 

only was I allowed to enjoy them. Acts of fraud, tyranny, and violence speedily effaced 
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the first rising of pleasurable emotion.”28 Through this short non-description of the 

gardens, Abel links artistic beauty and moral character, suggesting an intimate 

correlation. Furthermore, Abel’s imagined experience surpasses his actual observations, 

which demonstrates the increasing cultural value of imagination (i.e., artistic ingenuity) 

to Britons. Even the “visionary tales of eastern authors” provide more pleasing images 

than those encountered by Abel in his Chinese journeys. In short, Abel’s descriptions of 

Chinese are, or rather the lack thereof, reveal how a country’s artistic abilities designate 

its position within a developing imperial hierarchy. 

 The imperial memoirs of Barrow and Abel rely on primarily two characteristics to 

attain widespread popularity amongst British readers. No longer hindered by personal 

standards to represent the truth even if that truth proves insipid, Barrow and Abel saturate 

their texts with vivid images, often of highly distasteful Chinese customs, that capture a 

reader’s attention. Additionally, neither imperial memorialist hesitates to extrapolate 

broad cultural knowledge from their isolated set of experiences. Their observations 

falsely exemplify the entire of China. By claiming mastery over Chinese scholarship, 

Barrow and Abel offer British readers a sense of having conquered, at least at an 

intellectual level, the Qing Empire. 

 

V. Conclusion 

 In 1861, William Jardine Proudfoot, grandson to Dr. James Dinwiddie of the 

Macartney Embassy, publishes an investigation into Barrow’s 1804 travel narrative. In 

publishing his essay, Proudfoot hopes to accomplish two objects: “justice to the memory 

of the comptroller’s [Barrow’s] colleagues, on whom the rod of contumely has been laid 
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with an ill grace; and caution to commentators on China respecting the utter folly of 

adopting the Travels as an authority in any case whatever.”29 Through a highly attentive 

close reading of Barrow’s imperial memoir, Proudfoot reveals Barrow’s numerous 

factual errors, many of which Proudfoot believes to be intentional. However, more 

important than calling into question the veracity of Barrow’s work, Proudfoot reveals the 

degree to which Barrow’s text has negatively influenced the Anglo-Sino relationship that, 

by 1861, had already been strained by both the first and second Opium Wars. The 

“appearance of reality” with which Barrow imbues his text causes several generations of 

Britons to act against the Chinese based on Barrow’s “prejudices, and preconceived 

notions about China and the Chinese.”30 Proudfoot readily perceives the imperialist 

intentionality behind Barrow’s account and accordingly condemns the text believing that 

“turn to whatever subject we will, we thus find some manifestations of extravagance, 

some clashing whims, some reckless blundering, or, still worse, detested inventions, ever 

accompanying the ‘unbiased conclusions’ of the great fact collector.”31 Over half a 

century after its publication, Proudfoot exposes Barrow’s work as a predominantly 

imaginative text that, since its publication, has become intimately intertwined with 

Britain’s imperialist endeavors.  

 The late eighteenth-century transformation of travel narratives from journals of 

account into imperial memoirs is more than an interesting moment in literary 

development. These textual developments demonstrate the extent to which a purportedly 

historical travel narrative not only represents but also configures the people, events, and 

cultures that it depicts. The travel narrative, particularly its imperial manifestation, 

conjoins literature and history in such a way that the literature necessarily becomes 
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complicit in developing political discourses. Barrow’s text, despite its fictional character, 

becomes one of the defining texts of the Anglo-Sino relationship. Accordingly, the ability 

for other less historical texts to become embroiled in and have influence over 

contemporary social issues becomes a reality in the opening decades of the nineteenth 

century, a reality that my next chapter will explore.
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CHAPTER 3 
“Philological Studies of Chinese Culture” 

… in the translations of foreign novels, it is information that is sought, and not a 
correspondency of feeling. – The Quarterly Review, 18211 

 
I. On Scholarship  

In its assessment of George Thomas Staunton’s translation of A Narrative of the 

Chinese Embassy to the Khan of the Tourgouth Tartars, in the Years 1712, 13, 14, and 15 

(1821), the Quarterly Review perceives foreign literature primarily as a conveyor of 

cultural knowledge rather than as a source of entertainment. While the Quarterly’s 

characterization of foreign novels marks a positive change from eighteenth-century 

perceptions of foreign literature as frivolous texts, the review simultaneously denies 

foreign literature the aesthetic qualities increasingly valued during the Romantic era.2 

Regardless of these contradictory depictions of foreign literature, the most important 

aspect of the review is its assertion that foreign literature, even that which is temporally 

distant, provides important insight into foreign cultures within the growing purview of 

the British Empire. Whereas the preceding chapter examined British constructions of 

China that emerged from physical journeys, this chapter examines a different type of 

textual representation of China, one that assumes a philological approach.  

Similar to the previous chapter’s travel narratives, many of the texts with which 

this chapter engages emerged from Anglo-Sino contact zones. Early nineteenth-century 

Sinologists often validated their assertions through recourse to experiential knowledge, 

which they variously acquired as missionaries, diplomatic emissaries, or East India 

Company employees. This experiential knowledge, however, was finite as it was culled 

from Sinologists’ monitored exchanges with the Chinese in select coastal ports, namely 
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Canton and Macao. Sinologists, with few exceptions, did not have access to mainland 

China. Furthermore, experiential knowledge could not illuminate Chinese history, nor did 

it provide the cultural insight that Britons could manipulate for imperial purposes. In 

response to these obstacles, early Sinologists produced scholarship that integrated studies 

of Chinese literature and language with their limited empirical observations. This 

integration of philological and experiential methodologies produced a spectrum of texts 

that alternately denigrated or praised Chinese culture. On the one hand, philological 

studies allowed Sinologists to objectify China, thereby making it permeable to British 

imperialist constructions. Borrowing from Enlightenment anthropology’s principle of 

cultural relativism, Sinologists used their translations of ancient Chinese texts and their 

studies of Chinese linguistic history to enact cultural comparisons that affirmed British 

civilization’s superiority over China.3 On the other hand, Sinologists’ recovery (for 

British audiences) of China’s long-established linguistic history and literary traditions 

challenged the popular British understanding of Oriental countries as uncivilized because 

they lacked historical and literary records. Early Sinologists’ methodological synthesis, 

therefore, produced scholarship that accurately encapsulated Britons’ equivocal attitudes 

toward the Chinese in the Romantic era. 

In this chapter, I demonstrate how Sinologists’ studies strove to situate China in 

Eurocentric models of civilization, which “presupposed a condition of uncivilized origins 

and more-or-less civilized stages on the path toward the ultimate Occidental goal.”4 Early 

nineteenth-century Sinologists acknowledged the existence of Chinese civilization but 

located its apex in earlier centuries. This temporal displacement of Chinese civilization 

allowed British civilization to assume dominance in the nineteenth century. My chapter 
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traces this intellectual manipulation of China through Sinologists’ studies of Chinese 

language, literature, and religious doctrine. First, I delineate how vernacular textbooks 

used Chinese language learning as a gateway into cultural observation and critique. A 

comparative analysis of Joshua Marshman’s and Robert Morrison’s competing language 

primers reveals how Sinologists’ different methodological investments—philological 

and/or experiential—divergently shaped the scholars’ representations of China. While the 

philological approach often facilitated an Orientalist representation, the experiential 

approach often challenged such homogenizing interpretations. The texts examined here 

use both approaches in differing proportions, thereby allowing me to reveal diversity of 

early Sinologists attitudes toward the Chinese. Similarly, English translations of Chinese 

literature proved a particularly contentious ground upon which Britons’ grappled with 

their conflicting attitudes toward China. Accordingly, my second section demonstrates 

how Sinologists used Chinese literature to craft a portrait of Chinese culture as 

fascinating yet distinctly antiquated. By focusing on ancient Chinese literature (dating 

from 300 BCE to the fourteenth century), Sinologists could admire Chinese culture—

specifically ancient Chinese culture—without infringing upon nineteenth-century 

affirmations of British cultural superiority. To an even greater degree than its literature, 

China’s ancient religious practices disputed depictions of China as a despotic state 

lacking morality. As my final section asserts, British suppositions of imperial superiority 

over the Qing Empire relied upon a complete erasure of Chinese religion. Through an 

analysis of Marshman’s 1809 translation of The Works of Confucius in conjunction with 

William Milne’s 1817 translation of the Kangxi Emperor’s Sacred Edict, I identify the 

second decade of the nineteenth century as a decisive moment in Anglo-Sino relations. 
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Each section of this chapter reveals Sinologists’ complex relationships with their object 

of study. They understood China as a self-sufficient, culturally sophisticated empire 

while simultaneously imagining its subjugation to British imperial rule. The infamous 

failure of the 1816–17 British Embassy led by William Lord Amherst coupled with the 

British instigated transformation of Confucian doctrine created a space wherein the 

imperial denigration of China could commence. The failure of the Amherst Embassy was 

the tipping point that pushed Sinology toward more uniformly negative representations of 

China. 

 

II. On Language  

Beginning at the time of the Flint Affair in 1757 and ending in 1842 with the 

conclusion of the first Opium War, Chinese subjects were prohibited from teaching 

foreigners Chinese.5 Consequently, Cantonese merchants and Chinese government 

officials developed pidgin English—a language comprised of Chinese, English, and 

Portuguese that despite its imperfections substantially eased the development of Euro-

Sino relations, particularly trade. However, Britons perceived these linguistic limitations 

as a major obstacle to their ambitious economic and diplomatic endeavors in the Far East. 

As one Quarterly reviewer aptly noted, “it is not very creditable that [trade at Canton] 

should be solely conducted through the medium of a ridiculous jargon of English, which 

the Chinese find their advantage in learning.”6 Accordingly, emergent Sinologists took it 

upon themselves to learn (often in secret) and then to teach the intricacies of the Chinese 

language to their compatriots. This covert instruction became the basis for several 

published studies of Chinese language and grammar. As British relations with the 
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Chinese further disintegrated under the Jiaqing and Daoguang Emperors’ rule, British 

studies of the Chinese language manifested an increasingly imperialist tenor. Despite 

language’s seeming disconnect from sociopolitical interests, many Sinologists 

encouraged Britons to learn Chinese not merely to facilitate Anglo-Sino relations but 

rather to provide insight into Chinese culture. Ironically, the British used their knowledge 

of Chinese language against its native speakers to reinforce British imperial ideology. 

Throughout the eighteenth century, most British knowledge of China stemmed 

from seventeenth-century French Jesuit missionaries whose long-term residences in the 

Chinese imperial capital Pekin (modern-day Beijing) allowed them to produce copious 

scholarship that often praised Chinese culture.7 Because of the laudatory assessments of 

French Jesuit missionaries, seventeenth- and early eighteenth-century Europeans held 

Chinese culture in general and Chinese language in particular in high regard. In fact, 

Chinese language was causally linked with Europeans’ perception of China’s high ethical 

code. According to David Porter, Jesuit observations of the “moral fastidiousness 

demanded by a sustained and rigorous study of Chinese,” as undertaken by those Chinese 

desiring government employment, shaped European “perceptions of the language itself, 

thereby contributing to the identification of Chinese with a linguistic ideal that was often 

itself imagined in starkly moral terms.”8 Jesuit scholarship used various techniques to 

develop the link between language and morality. For example, Jesuits identified 

Mandarin Chinese as an intellectual language similar to “Latin in Europe amongst the 

learned”—a comparison that posed China as civilized rather than barbarous.9 Moreover, 

Jesuits perceived Chinese linguistic purity as indicative of China’s cultural stability: 

“[T]here is … no Language more copious than the Chinese, or that can boast of having 
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reigned three or four hundred Years in the same State in which it continues to this 

Day.”10 Early modern Europeans understood linguistic stability as metonymic for China’s 

political and cultural longevity. With the gradual development of European empires 

during the eighteenth century, the European admiration of Chinese stability gave way to 

envy. Indicative of these attitudinal shifts, early nineteenth-century Sinology began to 

question the authenticity of Jesuit scholarship. George Thomas Staunton, in justification 

of his minute study of the Chinese penal code, neatly encapsulates Sinologists’ fraught 

relationship with well-known Jesuit scholarship: “[A]lthough an intimate knowledge of 

the language of China enabled the [Jesuit] Missionaries to explore and illustrate the 

antiquities of the empire, by the perusal and translation of the obscure and disputed texts 

of its most ancient poets, historians, and philosophers, an extreme anxiety to place these 

productions in the most favourable and pleasing light, has led them, in some instances, to 

engraft so much of the European character and style upon the Chinese originals, that the 

authenticity of their versions has, however unjustly, been in those cases more than 

suspected.”11 While British Sinologists conceded that Jesuit scholarship had been 

instrumental in instigating studies of China, Britons no longer recognized these 

seventeenth-century cultural assessments as accurate or useful depictions.  

This rejection of Jesuit scholarship emerged from nineteenth-century British 

nationalist and imperialist ideas. For example, it was a matter of British nationalist pride 

that Britons develop their own repository of Chinese knowledge. In his introductory 

remarks to The Works of Confucius, Joshua Marshman states, “It has been observed by 

the late Sir W[illiam] Jones of illustrious memory, that it is to our French neighbours, we 

have been hitherto indebted for almost every effort to elucidate the language and 
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literature of China. The interests of the English nation however, no less than its literary 

honor, seem to demand that we also should use our utmost exertions in cultivating this 

department of literature.”12 Marshman conveys the urgency of studying Chinese language 

and literature as a means of furthering the “interests of the English nation.” Moreover, the 

British lack of knowledge, especially in comparison with the French, calls into question 

English “literary honor,” a source of pride for Romantic-era Britons.13 In addition to its 

national honor, Britain’s emergent imperialist endeavors in the Far East also demanded a 

revision of Jesuit scholarship. Porter aptly notes that “the generally admiring accounts of 

Jesuit missionaries and their followers gave way before considerably more hostile 

discourse of trade and diplomacy” throughout the eighteenth century.14 In addition to 

responding to the economic and diplomatic discourses described by Porter, British 

Sinologists sought to improve upon Jesuit scholarship by replacing falsely flattering 

portraits of the Chinese with seemingly neutral British ethnographies grounded in 

empirical knowledge. In his popular Travels in China (1804), John Barrow asserts that 

the Jesuits’ accounts could not be trusted because the missionaries feared the loss of the 

Chinese emperor’s favor and their consequent expulsion from China.15 By invalidating 

Jesuit accounts, British Sinologists established a need for their new studies of China, 

studies notably tinged with imperialist ideology. According to George Thomas Staunton, 

British experiential knowledge of China, acquired primarily during the first British 

Embassy, led Britons: 

… to discover that the superiority over other nations, in point of 
knowledge and of virtue, which the Chinese have long been accustomed to 
assume to themselves, and which some of their European historians have 
too readily granted them, was in great measure fallacious; their knowledge 
was perceived to be defective in those points in which we have, in Europe, 
recently made the greatest progress, and to which we are therefore 
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proportionately partial. Their virtues were found to consist more in 
ceremonial observances, than in moral duties; more in profession, than in 
practice; and their vices, when traced and discovered upon occasions 
where they were the least expected, seemed to deserve a more than 
ordinary degree of reprobation.16  
 

The gaps that Staunton here notes between words and actions create the space that British 

Sinology occupies. In short, nineteenth-century British Sinologists’ rejection of 

seventeenth-century Jesuit Sinology made possible an imperialist construction of Chinese 

culture, beginning with its language. 

In the aftermath of the first British Embassy, British attempts to develop 

economic and diplomatic relations with the Qing steadily increased. With the expansion 

of Britain’s illegal opium trade came a dramatic influx of British merchants (both 

independent of and associated with the English East India Company) to the ports of 

Macao and Canton. With this influx of Britons in the Far East came an increased need to 

improve linguistic knowledge. This demand was satisfied not by the native Chinese but 

rather by two missionaries: Joshua Marshman of the Baptist Missionary Society stationed 

in Serampore and Robert Morrison of the London Missionary Society stationed 

alternately in Canton and Macao. Marshman published his Elements of Chinese Grammar 

and Morrison his Grammar of the Chinese Language in 1814 and 1815, respectively. 

Upon first consideration, these two texts appear similarly purposed for neutral instruction 

of Britons in Chinese linguistic and grammatical minutiae. Marshman and Morrison 

present ostensibly objective language primers whose tables of contents are nearly 

interchangeable as each scholar progresses through Chinese linguistic history, 

pronunciation, and each part of speech. For the purposes of my argument, I am more 

interested in the differences between these two primers. The differences in these two 
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Sinologists’ approaches to Chinese language signal the transitory period for Anglo-Sino 

relations during the 1810s and early 1820s. The divergences amongst Sinologists’ 

estimation of Chinese culture demonstrate the nonlinear progression of Anglo-Sino 

relations toward the first Opium War. 

The motives behind Marshman’s and Morrison’s vernacular textbooks may be 

gleaned from each text’s placement within the scholar’s Sinological corpus. Marshman 

learns Chinese via translation, whereas Morrison learns Chinese so as to translate. 

Marshman’s study of Chinese grammar emerged five years after his monumental 1809 

translation of The Works of Confucius.17 Although Marshman included a brief 

“Dissertation on the Characters and Sounds of the Chinese Language” with his 

translation, he admits in the preface to his Elements that his knowledge of Chinese 

language and culture had substantially changed and improved since his earlier 

publication. Because Marshman’s linguistic knowledge emerges from his philosophical 

engagement with Confucianism, his linguistic education is grounded in ancient rather 

than modern Chinese. Conversely, Morrison’s publications follow a more linear 

progression that he himself outlines in his preface to his Grammar: “Should this attempt 

[at grammatical studies] meet with a favorable reception, it is intended to be succeeded 

by Dialogues, Chinese and English; with Miscellaneous Translations, calculated to 

facilitate the progress of the student. Also by a Dictionary of the Chinese Language.”18 

Morrison begins with the intricacies of modern Chinese before tackling Chinese literature 

or philosophy. Despite the similar impetus behind Marshman’s and Morrison’s journeys 

to Asia—to convert the heathen populations of India and China, respectively—the two 

men developed vastly different relationships with the Chinese, which I attribute largely to 
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their methodological approaches. Whereas Marshman’s studies convince him of Chinese 

barbarity and immorality, Morrison’s work leads him away from his proselytizing 

mission so much so that his legacy is as “a scholarly facilitator of cultural exchange 

between Europe and China.”19 By tracing each scholar’s intellectual development in turn, 

I narrate the demarcation in British attitudes toward the Chinese that typified the 

Romantic era.  

Early in his Elements of Chinese Grammar, Marshman admits that his text—at 

over six-hundred pages—tackles more than the grammatical intricacies of the Chinese 

language: 

It may perhaps be urged, that a language so simple as the Chinese, surely 
needed not a grammar of above three hundred pages to lay it open; to 
which it may be replied, that had the object been merely that of 
affirming things, instead of substantiating them, a far less number of pages 
would have sufficed … But when it was necessary to substantiate every 
position, it seemed desirable that this should be done by examples from 
the best writings in the language. Further, as in so great a body of 
examples, many historical facts, and allusions to the manners, customs, 
and peculiar ideas of the Chinese, are necessarily brought before the 
reader, it appeared desirable to introduce them by some brief account of 
the context, in order to render them intelligible.20 
 

I am particularly interested in the “many historical facts, and allusions to the manners, 

customs, and peculiar ideas” that Marshman delineates and how this supplementary 

material formulates a very specific depiction of Chinese language and, by extension, 

Chinese culture. Marshman casts China as an ancient, once glorious civilization that has 

failed to welcome change and progress. He achieves this representation through a 

tripartite process: a speculative tracing of linguistic origins, extensive comparisons 

between linguistic systems, and convoluted extrapolations of ethical codes from ancient 

texts. While Marshman’s often imperialist understanding of China is implicit throughout 
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his work, he himself reveals the motivating impetus behind his Elements of Chinese 

Grammar through two rhetorical questions: “And now may we not ask what there is in 

the language beside its being unknown to us, which has arrayed it in all those terrors 

hitherto associated therewith? Does not each character convey a determinate idea as 

really as the words of the western languages?”21 Marshman’s mitigation of British 

“terrors” applies not only to the language but also the culture, both of which Marshman 

construes as subjects that Britons may learn and master. By making Chinese language 

known to British readers, Marshman aims to diminish China’s power within the British 

imagination. Britain’s expanding economic interests and investments in Asia, particularly 

in Bengal of which Marshman would have been acutely aware, made Britons wary of the 

ancient and physically far-reaching Chinese empire. In fact, the Quarterly eerily reminds 

readers that “[i]t should not be forgotten that the Himalaya is now the only barrier 

between this empire [China] and ours in the east; and that we have found the means to 

pass it in more places than one.”22 Chinese language learning becomes the avenue by 

which British imperial anxieties may be alleviated. 

Marshman is fascinated by, and even speculates about, the beginnings of the 

Chinese language, despite his ultimately abortive attempts to locate a precise point of 

origin. In so doing, he simultaneously praises the language’s longevity and identifies its 

defects, defects that implicitly affirm British superiority. In alternately praising and 

critiquing Chinese, Marshman depicts China as a desirable yet conquerable territory. 

Marshman opens his contradictory account of Chinese with an examination of the written 

medium, aka. the characters. He likens Chinese characters, the most basic of which 

resemble the objects they represent, to the attempted communication of a child or an 
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illiterate traveler. Chinese originated, he conjectures, when “men wished to retain or 

convey to each other the idea of an object” and resorted “to trac[ing] in some rude 

manner an imitation or character, which might in their opinion serve to represent it, is 

evident, not only from the practice of travellers and others unacquainted with the 

principles of drawing, but even from that of children, who, in their juvenile frolics, often 

amuse themselves in thus attempting to portray objects which forcibly strike their 

attention.”23 Marshman’s characterization of the language’s origins as emerging in a 

“rude manner” similar to the “juvenile frolics” of children does not immediately suggest 

a negative depiction of Chinese. Given the language’s presumably ancient origins, 

primitive methods of construction would be expected. Marshman, though, faults the 

Chinese for their failure to progress much further beyond these ancient “rude” and 

“juvenile” origins. “Tenaciously preserved from every foreign mixture,” the Chinese 

language, Marshman laments, has “yet to obtain a system of alphabetic symbols,” a 

failure that has contributed to extreme divergences between the Chinese language’s 

written and verbal mediums.24  

Whereas sound is inherent in the written medium of alphabetic systems, sounds 

and characters are not aligned in Chinese, making communication across Chinese 

provinces (especially amongst the illiterate) nearly impossible.25 Marshman concedes that 

Chinese writing is relatively consistent across the empire, but qualifies his concession by 

claiming that this medium is predominantly used by the literati, not Chinese commoners. 

In fact, Chinese laws were made known through regular public readings that translated 

imperial Chinese into local dialects. Only amongst the Chinese literati may linguistic 

purity and consistency be found: “In a language cultivated with care for many ages, and, 
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(naturally the case where learning is the chief road to advancement), there must exist a 

certain fixed mode of expression, which is considered as the standard of style, and the 

least deviation from which, must be sensibly perceived, and regarded as uncouth and 

improper. This standard is to be found in those works which the Chinese have for so 

many ages regarded as models of style.” The Chinese literati (frequently in the employ of 

the government) have preserved the language and style across millennia. However, 

Marshman only superficially praises the Chinese; embedded in his praise of the “fixed 

mode of expression” used by the literati is a twofold critique of Chinese lack of ingenuity 

and general cultural stasis. But despite all its defects, Chinese language proves useful to 

the British imperialist. First, Chinese history shows multiple examples wherein invading 

conquerors felt “compelled … to adopt them [Chinese teachings and language] as the 

best mode of giving stability to their thrones.”26 Given Marshman’s acknowledgment that 

“the growing state of the British empire in the East [was] by no means likely to lessen,” 

Chinese language would be integral to Britain’s desired imperial expansion into the Far 

East.27 Moreover, the Chinese language’s influence could be felt throughout the 

surrounding region. Marshman even observes its “laying hold of the Sungskrit alphabetic 

system” and “constrain[ing] it to the bend its unyielding and characteristic 

peculiarities.”28 Learning Chinese, therefore, could potentially ease Britons’ economic 

and cultural exchanges not only in China but rather the entire of the Far East, particularly 

in Japan, Korea, and Malaysia.  

Nevertheless, Marshman tempers the necessity of Chinese language learning with 

a delineation of the language’s defects and overall inferiority to English that makes the 

linguistic task seem manageable and construes language learning as a service to the 
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British Empire. It is important to recognize that Marshman was not an experiential 

learner of the Chinese language. His linguistic knowledge derived primarily from 

previously published eighteenth-century vernacular textbooks, such as those of 

Theophilus Siegfried Bayer (1694–1738) and Étienne Fourmont (1683–1745).29 

Accordingly, Marshman approaches contemporary Chinese language studies through a 

historical perspective that argues for the language’s decline, regardless of the number of 

native speakers. Over the course of nearly one hundred pages, Marshman further delves 

into Chinese linguistic origins by comparing the Chinese linguistic system with other 

linguistic systems of comparable antiquity, namely Sanskrit, Hebrew, and ancient Greek. 

Despite these languages’ vast geographical distances from one another and their 

pronounced dissimilarities, they share one unifying characteristic. With the notable 

exception of Chinese, these languages were, by the early nineteenth century, essentially 

dead or, at the very least, purely literary languages. Sanskrit, most famously studied and 

translated by Sir William Jones, existed primarily as a liturgical, philosophical, and 

literary language. This was not a language of commerce or even politics. Interesting to 

Orientalists, yes. Relevant to colonial governmentality, no. Hebrew, though once a 

vibrant non-literary language, had declined in preeminence by the middle ages, its use 

restricted primarily to Jewish liturgy, rabbinic literature, intra-Jewish commerce, and 

poetry. The European revival of Hebrew had only just begun in the early nineteenth 

century, a movement that Marshman never acknowledges and was likely unaware. 

Ancient Greek needs no explanation. Classifying Chinese amongst these languages 

accomplishes three goals. First, Marshman aligns it with Sanskrit, a language associated 

since the mid-eighteenth century with Orientalism. Sanskrit was a language to be studied 
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with admiration for a culture and civilization long past. Second, he groups Chinese into a 

group of languages with intellectual interest but no immediate economic and political 

value. Marshman, through linguistic association, diminishes Chinese language’s global 

value. Finally, these are largely the languages of dead or severely diminished 

communities. Ancient Greek fell out of common use by the end of Hellenistic Period, 

often signified by Rome’s final imperial incursions into Greece. Hebrew’s usage was 

severely curtailed in the aftermath of the third Jewish-Roman War (132–136 C. E.). By 

depicting Chinese as a similarly dying language, Marshman casts China as a dying 

empire. The decline of Chinese linguistic value extends to the country’s imperial status.  

Last, but not least, Marshman’s linguistic objectives are particularly colored by 

his religious beliefs, which interfere with his seemingly objective scholarship. Learning 

Chinese would allow missionaries, such as Marshman, to accomplish two goals: to 

translate Scripture into Chinese and to read Chinese literature that reveals the 

predominant Chinese code of ethics, or rather the lack thereof. The former goal justifies 

not only the learning of Chinese in general but also the capacious nature of Marshman’s 

work. For instance, Marshman justifies his self-diagnosed “tedious” digressions into 

Chinese linguistic history and its spheres of influence by asserting that “the friends of 

mankind who regard an acquaintance with the languages of various countries as the only 

means of conveying to them the knowledge of God’s best Gift, will deem no kind of 

information wholly uninteresting, which relates to the languages, or the religious 

opinions, of nations yet ‘sitting in darkness and the shadow of death.’”30 Marshman’s 

tangential research serves primarily to confirm his preconceived notions of Chinese 

moral depravity. While Marshman provides snippets from myriad works of Chinese 
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literature to elucidate grammatical points, he focuses attention on the Ta-Hyoh (in 

modern Chinese pinyin, Da Xue, and in English, Great Learning) of Confucius, a work 

commonly regarded as the foundation of Chinese moral teachings. Upon first glance at 

the Da Xue—translated by Marshman’s son John Clark Marshman and included in its 

entirety as an appendix to Elements—it is immediately apparent that this text shares 

notable similarities with Christian doctrine. The most notable example is a passage that 

argues a principle akin to, though substantially predating, the Golden Rule: “That which 

you dislike in your superiors, do not exercise towards your inferiors; that which you hate 

in your inferiors, do not practice toward your superiors; that which is disgusting in those 

before you, do not set before those behind you; what is unpleasant in those behind you, 

do not shew to those before you; what is base in those on your right hand, do not manifest 

in your intercourse with those on your left; what is evil in those on your left, do not 

propose to those on your right hand: it is this which is meant by that line of conduct 

which squares perfectly with equity and virtue.”31 While passages such as this are 

translated, neither Marshman nor his son, despite their usual tendency to annotate 

excessively, comment upon them. Instead of recognizing the striking similarities between 

Christianity and Confucianism, the Marshmans' focus on moments of difference or of 

peculiarity that confirm Chinese ethics as imperfect, especially when juxtaposed with 

Christian doctrine. For example, Marshman—both in his Elements and his footnotes for 

the Ta-Hyoh—critiques the Chinese belief that knowledge contributes to an individual’s 

moral rectitude. According to Confucius, mental self-cultivation, rather than belief in a 

Supreme Being, shapes a person’s virtue.32 Marshman repeatedly rejects and even mocks 

the “soul behind the [Chinese] system of ethics,” which asserts that knowledge rather 
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than faith is “sufficient to renovate the mind” and cultivate virtue.33 Marshman deems not 

merely Confucian principles but rather any “system of ethics” that “excludes a holy and 

heart-searching God” as “superficial.”34 Marshman’s acquisition of Chinese allows him 

to attain a better understanding of Chinese history and culture, an understanding that 

ironically permits him to critique the same culture and to insist upon the necessity of 

Christian intervention in China.  

Following Lord Amherst’s painfully unsuccessful embassy to the Jiaqing 

Emperor from 1816–17, British animosity toward the Chinese, particularly within 

Canton, escalated exponentially. Yet Marshman’s contemporaries did not approve of his 

imperialistic Sinology. John Francis Davis, whose preeminence in Sinology was 

acknowledged by his appointment as the second governor of Hong Kong in 1844 and as 

the first president of the Royal Asiatic Society’s Hong Kong branch in 1847, vocalizes 

his disapproval of Marshman’s “scholarship” in the preface to his 1822 translation of 

three Chinese novels. In excruciating detail, Davis itemizes the defects of Marshman’s 

Elements such as his erroneous attempts to extrapolate meaning from the individual parts 

of Chinese characters and his false accusations that the compilers of the Chinese Imperial 

Dictionary altered the colloquial medium entirely—not to mention his numerous 

mistranslations. Moreover, although Davis himself was highly critical of Chinese 

culture—a topic to which I shall return in the next section of this chapter—Davis takes 

exception to Marshman’s selective research: “it is much to be regretted that Dr. 

Marshman should have adopted the measure of confining his observations and examples 

almost exclusively to the ancient books, and thus have rendered his work incomplete by 

neglecting the modern language of China.”35 Davis invalidates Sinology emerging from 
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China’s peripheries and, in particular, critiques Marshman’s Orientalist tendency to 

privilege ancient over contemporary culture. Through his critique, Davis points readers to 

another scholar’s work, namely the creation of a thorough Chinese-English dictionary 

commissioned by the East India Company. In Robert Morrison’s dictionary, Davis 

discerns “a powerful claim on the attention, not only of those who have a particular 

interest in the subject, but likewise of all such as possess minds sufficiently enlarged to 

feel a gratification in the advancements of literature and knowledge in general.”36 

Morrison’s Sinology, as corroborated by Davis’s contemporary assertions, offers a 

compelling alternative to Marshman’s armchair Sinology. 

In contrast with Marshman’s Elements, Morrison’s A Grammar of the Chinese 

Language (1815) appears the pinnacle of scholastic objectivity. One explanation of their 

differing approaches emerges from Morrison’s training as a missionary with the London 

Missionary Society under the tutelage of David Bogue. The London Missionary Society 

stressed the paramount importance of a missionary’s learning the local language before 

any successful conversions could be achieved.37 While Marshman’s introduction to 

Chinese language commenced with his translation of ancient Chinese texts, Morrison 

tackled the modern Chinese colloquial medium, particularly the Cantonese dialect, before 

engaging with Chinese literature—ancient or modern. Born out of his immediate need to 

maneuver within Cantonese society—a society generally hostile to missionaries—and his 

future desire to convert the Chinese, Morrison’s Grammar assumes a markedly practical 

tenor. In fact, Morrison considers studies, such as Marshman’s Elements, irrelevant if 

they fail to offer the practical knowledge essential to economic and diplomatic progress 

in Anglo-Sino relations. Accordingly, Grammar’s objective is “to afford practical 
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assistance to the student of Chinese” rather than any “theoretical disquisition respecting 

the nature of the language” since “[o]n this subject much has already been said; but, as 

yet, in our language, little practical assistance has been afforded to the student.”38 

Morrison is at marked variance with Marshman’s recommendation that the student of 

Chinese consult only “the best and purest works in the Chinese language” rather than 

colloquial conversations, which “can have no claim to a place in a grammar which 

professes to embrace the whole of the language.”39 Morrison’s Grammar underscores the 

necessity of working with native speakers from whom certain linguistic elements, such as 

pronunciation, must be acquired.40 For Morrison, Chinese is very much a living, 

malleable language. Even the written medium, though steeped in linguistic history, 

continues to transform: “That the character was originally hieroglyphic, is evident, from 

ancient characters which they preserve with great care: but for the sake of neatness and 

dispatch in writing, the character has undergone gradual and repeated changes, which 

have, in most cases, destroyed whatever there was of emblem in it. They still however 

keep up the idea, and in their Dictionaries often endeavour to illustrate the emblem which 

they conceive to be contained in the Character which they are defining.”41 In this 

abbreviated account of the Chinese written medium, Morrison simultaneously depicts the 

Chinese veneration for their cultural history as well as their willingness to adapt for the 

purposes of progress. Morrison illustrates the former attribute through the Chinese 

scholastic preservation of each character’s original “emblem.” The latter characteristic is 

established through the “gradual and repeated changes” made to characters “for the sake 

of neatness and dispatch in writing.” In short, Morrison depicts a vibrant language rather 

than the static, dying language of a deteriorating empire described in Marshman’s text. 
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 Despite Morrison’s seeming celebration of the Chinese language’s vitality, his 

depiction of Chinese culture is decidedly ambiguous. Although Morrison’s ambiguous 

attitudes typify early nineteenth-century British assessments of China, his inconclusive 

observations of China create space for varied perceptions—imperialist or non, Orientalist 

or non—of the Qing Empire. In his Dialogues and Detached Sentences in the Chinese 

Language (1816), Morrison demonstrates a clear willingness to communicate and engage 

with Chinese locals. His text is a collaborative effort: many of the dialogues and their 

internal stories were provided to Morrison by his Chinese tutors and acquaintances. 

Moreover, the topic selection for each dialogue—topics include “With a Tea Merchant,” 

“With a Teacher of Chinese,” and “Respecting the Seizure of a Thief”—testify to 

Morrison’s commitment to facilitate exchanges between Cantonese and European 

merchants. However the motivations instigating Morrison’s alacrity are terribly 

muddled.42 Morrison held allegiance not only to the London Missionary Society but also 

the English East India Company by whom he was employed intermittently as translator 

from 1809 until the end of the Company’s monopoly in 1834. The majority of Morrison’s 

publications were made possible through Company funding, as he himself acknowledges 

in the preface to his Dialogues and Detached Sentences.43 Morrison’s position with the 

East India Company led to his appointment as interpreter for the second British Embassy 

to China from 1816–17 led by Lord Amherst. Nevertheless, despite his value as 

translator, the Company threatened, more than once, to terminate Morrison’s employment 

based on not only his continued efforts to proselytize but also his more scholarly 

approach to Chinese culture, an approach that eventually manifested in his co-founding 

the Anglo-Chinese College at Malacca with William Milne in 1818.  
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Morrison’s multiple investments in China and its culture make an unequivocal 

reading of Dialogues and Detached Sentences unfeasible.  For example, the opening 

dialogue between a Chinese merchant and a potential customer focuses on the shop’s lack 

of merchandise because “the European ships have not yet arrived.”44 While the late 

arrival of foreign merchandise would be of concern to Canton merchants, the Eurocentric 

nature of this dialogue suggests Chinese dependence upon European trade. Such a 

sentiment would align Morrison with prevalent Company attitudes. However, the 

dialogue also exhibits subtle critiques of European affairs. The European ships’ late 

arrival, explains the merchant, may be attributed to “an unsettled state at sea; that the 

foreigners are always fighting, and hence they arrive late.”45 Morrison, in this seemingly 

innocuous line, alludes to seventeenth- and eighteenth-century perceptions of China as 

the pinnacle of political stability. By subtly mocking the geopolitical tensions that 

Europeans must navigate, the merchant suggests that the Chinese are relatively free of 

these problems and challenges. It is this indecisive depiction of Chinese culture that 

typifies Morrison’s work. 

 Regardless of its vacillating perspectives, Morrison’s provides valuable snapshots 

of contemporary Chinese culture that, though ostensibly peculiar by Western standards, 

are nonetheless presented without authorial critique. In his thirty-one dialogues and 

narratives, Morrison provides not only the vocabulary and idiomatic phrases that a 

Canton-based British traveler would find necessary but also the cultural knowledge 

needed to negotiate cross-cultural exchanges—economic, diplomatic, and philosophical. 

For British merchants, Morrison provides dialogues that enumerate the types and quality 

of Chinese tea or demonstrate the art of bargaining with Chinese tradesmen. For British 
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diplomats, he depicts the Chinese courtesies expected of visitors to either a Mandarin’s 

home or the Chinese imperial court. For the British missionary, he anticipates an initial 

conversation with a Chinese local regarding the key attributes of China’s three dominant 

religious sects—Buddhism, Taoism, and Confucianism. Some of the most insightful 

dialogues, however, are those in which Morrison addresses the general Chinese language 

learner. In the dialogue “With an Assistant in Learning the Language,” Morrison stages a 

conversation wherein the Chinese tutor recommends the books most instructive to the 

beginning student. Unlike Marshman’s reliance on ancient Chinese literature, Morrison 

recognizes the importance of both ancient and contemporary Chinese texts to a European 

education in Chinese language and culture. To this end, his Dialogues and Detached 

Sentences recommends that the student of Chinese consult not only classic texts such as 

the Da Xue but also Cao Xueqin’s Hong Lou Meng (in English, Dream of the Red 

Chamber or The Story of the Stone).46 The Da Xue, one of the classic Chinese texts 

known as the Si Shu (in English, Four Books), was composed by Confucius and his 

student Zeng Zi prior to the third century B.C.E. and forms the foundation of Confucian 

thought. The Si Shu were considered mandatory reading for Chinese intending to take the 

imperial examinations. The Story of the Stone, though today regarded as a classic Chinese 

text, could not be more different from the Da Xue. First published in 1792, with 

manuscripts circulating in the early 1760s, Story of the Stone follows the rise and fall of 

the Jia clan in early eighteenth-century Beijing. The novel quickly became the most 

popular Chinese novel of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries and continues to be 

regarded as a source of great insight into eighteenth-century Chinese culture. However, 

Story of the Stone was not translated in its entirety into English until David Hawkes’s 
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mid-1970s translation. Therefore, Morrison’s citation of this text holds twofold 

importance. First, it further attests to Morrison’s careful appreciation of contemporary 

Chinese culture. Nowhere else in Romantic-era Sinology is Story of the Stone’s cultural 

importance acknowledged, though snippets of its poetry were translated by John Francis 

Davis. This fact contributes to the secondary significance of Morrison’s reference. 

Morrison’s awareness of this text’s existence suggests that this was not an unknown piece 

of literature to China-based Sinologists. Moreover, by recommending Story of the Stone 

to Chinese learners, Morrison recognizes the text’s importance within Chinese culture 

and asserts its relevance to a European’s understanding of the culture. The question then 

arises: why did nineteenth-century Sinologists by and large ignore Story of the Stone? 

What standards were applied when selecting Chinese texts for translations? I will return 

to this line of inquiry in closing this chapter. 

 Marshman’s and Morrison’s different depictions of China emerge primarily out of 

their differing proximities to Chinese culture. Marshman’s scholarship suggests that 

Chinese culture may be deciphered through both a historical analysis of their language 

and literature as well as a cultural comparison with other ancient, preferably Oriental, 

cultures. In short, understanding the Chinese does not mandate travel to China. 

Conversely, Morrison’s scholarship insists upon empirical observations of and personal 

exchanges with contemporary Chinese so as to cultivate an informed understanding of the 

culture. Marshman and Morrison’s positional differences with respect to China mark the 

initiation of a split in Sinology into, what I term, domestic versus situated Sinology. 

Domestic or, more informally, armchair Sinology, as exemplified by Marshman, 

continued to develop throughout the 1810s and 1820s (see, for instance, William 
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Marsden’s annotated translated of The Travels of Marco Polo (1818)) but became an 

increasingly dominant mode of scholarship in the aftermath of the first Opium War, as I 

will discuss in chapter 5. Conversely, with the establishment of Morrison and Milne’s 

Anglo-Chinese College in Malacca as well as Canton’s increasing importance to British 

imperial development, Morrison’s situated or on-site Sinology became the prevalent form 

of scholarship. However, as Morrison’s early scholarship demonstrates, Sinology 

emerging from empirical observations and experiential knowledge was not free of 

attitudinal inconsistencies. As new translations of Chinese literature produced by Canton-

based British Sinologists quickly demonstrated, proximity to Chinese culture did not 

preclude the production of imperialist work. Just as Chinese language learning acted as a 

conduit to Chinese culture, translations of Chinese literature provided insight into 

Chinese ethics. In the following section, I will examine English translations of Chinese 

classical texts, novels, and dramas that established Britons’ understanding of Chinese 

(im)morality. 

 

III. On Literature 

 Translated Chinese literature of the early nineteenth century largely fulfills one 

objective: to reify Chinese culture as fascinating yet distinctly antiquated, especially 

when juxtaposed with contemporary British culture. Through a reliance on Chinese 

literature dating from 300 BCE to the fourteenth century, Sinologists craft a 

representation of China that simultaneously provides cultural insight yet firmly situates 

China’s civil development in Britain’s historical past. By affirming Chinese civilizations 

temporal lag behind Britain, Sinologists create a space wherein Chinese culture may be 
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not only examined but also praised. In short, Chinese-English literary translations 

exemplify Britons’ conflicted attitudes toward China, attitudes that vacillate between 

praise and censure. For the purposes of this chapter, I will focus primarily on the 

paratextual materials that frame these translations from a distinctly British perspective. 

The range of narratives presented—from biographies of religious leaders to lectures 

dissuading the consumption of beef, from the drama of conniving in-laws to the story of a 

dedicated scholar rewarded with two wives—though interesting, provides very narrow 

depictions of ancient Chinese culture. This section, therefore, considers how the British 

extrapolated a more comprehensive understanding of China from a selection of highly 

circumscribed texts. 

 Morrison’s Horae Sinicae: Translations from the Popular Literature of China 

(1812) presents a collection of excerpts from Chinese literature that he believes to be 

“most generally read by the people of the vast empire of China.”47 Morrison’s text was 

not, as my earlier chapters have demonstrated, the first translation of a Chinese text into 

English. However, it is one of the best literary examples of Britain’s complicated 

relationship with China in the years between the first British Embassy and the first 

Opium War. Morrison himself stood at the confluence of multiple allegiances, 

allegiances that many Britons and early Sinologists themselves held and that colored their 

perspectives of China. Due to his longstanding commitment to the London Missionary 

Society, Morrison’s Horae Sinicae annotations think through the similarities between 

Confucianism and Christianity. In fact, Morrison goes so far as to reproduce the 

seventeenth-century Jesuit methodology of synthesizing these two schools of belief. In 

accordance with his more recent association with the East India Company, however, 
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Morrison’s diction is sprinkled with characterizations of the Chinese that had become 

imperialist platitudes by 1812, a linguistic trend attributable to John Barrow. Morrison 

characterizes the Chinese as “a people so remarkable for their jealousy of foreigners,” an 

attribute exacerbated by the “prevailing want of truth in China.”48 Morrison’s negative 

depiction clearly aligns him with imperialist Sinologists, such as Barrow and Marshman. 

Yet Morrison also shows an allegiance to his experiential knowledge of China, which 

diverges from the attitudes adopted by both the London Missionary Society and the East 

India Company. By delving into classical Chinese texts, Morrison discovers the basis of 

the Chinese education system. This basis does not affirm Chinese depravity or despotism 

but rather reveals a general pursuit of virtue. In particular, Morrison’s selected texts 

demonstrate the importance of piety at all levels of Chinese society from the emperor to 

the peasant: “the emperor sacrifices to heaven and earth; governors of states to the gods 

of the country; superior officers to the five household gods; and the people sacrifice to 

their ancestors.”49 In fact, the Chinese emperor, more so than his subjects, is held to a 

higher moral standard. According to Confucian teachings: “He who has the government 

of a nation ought not to be negligent. If he oppose the reasonable wishes of his people, 

the destruction of the empire will be the consequence.”50 Rather than trying to deduce 

from this single text where Morrison’s allegiances lie, something that only becomes 

evident in the later half of his life when Morrison is essentially disowned by both the 

London Missionary Society and the East India Company, this text exhibits the numerous 

avenues through which Sinological thought could develop in the early nineteenth century. 

Published just before the second (and infamously disastrous) second British Embassy to 

China, Morrison’s text captures the undecided nature of British attitudes toward the 
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Chinese. As the remaining translated texts in this section demonstrate, post-Amherst 

Embassy literature grappled with earlier British laudations that challenged Britain’s 

increasingly imperialist aspirations in China. 

John Francis Davis was undoubtedly the most prolific of nineteenth-century 

British Sinologists. Amongst his published works are translations of Chinese plays, 

novels, and maxims; encyclopedic studies of Chinese geography and culture; and detailed 

accounts of the Opium Wars. I focus here on two of his earliest Chinese-English 

translations—Laou-Seng-Urh, or, “An Heir in his Old Age” (1817) and Chinese Novels 

(1822)—both published under John Murray’s imprint. These two texts’ paratexts place 

them in conversation with both Marshman’s and Morrison’s recent publications. In 

particular, Davis uses his scholarship to critique Marshman’s distant reading of Chinese 

culture and to affirm Canton as the site of reputable Sinology. Moreover, having been 

carefully translated and precisely framed by a longtime employee and eventual director of 

the East India Company in Canton as well as future governor of Hong Kong, these two 

texts demonstrate how Chinese literature became a conduit for British imperial 

interpretations of China. Davis’s imperialist attitudes toward China stem from his 

reliance upon nationalist rhetoric and modes of thinking. His nationalist rhetoric emerges 

in two different registers. The first is the familiar dismissal of seventeenth-century French 

Jesuit scholarship, which too readily approved of and even applauded Chinese customs. 

According to Davis, it “remained for the English to give the first correct account of a 

nation, whom they discovered to be neither perfectly wise, nor perfectly virtuous, but 

who were occasionally reduced to the necessity of flogging integrity into their 

magistrates, and valour into their generals.”51 Davis elevates Britain’s national status via 
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not only the French, whose ability to assess foreign nations is impugned, but also the 

Chinese, whose methods of maintaining virtue are cast as particularly barbarous when 

juxtaposed with British customs. Even when compared with George Thomas Staunton’s 

famous translation of the Chinese penal code—Ta Tsing Leu Lee (1809)—Davis’s 

descriptions of China’s customary punitive measures aim to shock his British readership. 

Davis’s reliance upon forms of comparative anthropology, which had only recently 

emerged as a scholarly practice in the mid-eighteenth century, constitutes the second 

register of his nationalist rhetoric. Using this anthropological methodology, Davis 

juxtaposes British and Chinese culture so as to signify Chinese civilization’s temporal lag 

behind Britain. For example, Davis compares Chinese theatrical performances with both 

Elizabethan staging customs and the popular exhibitions found at Bartholomew Fair. The 

Chinese, Davis laments, “have no scenical deception to assist the story, as in the modern 

theatres of Europe; and the odd expedients to which they are sometimes driven by the 

want of scenery are not many degrees above Nick Bottom’s ‘bush of thorns and a 

lanthorn, to disfigure or to present the person of moonshine;’ or the man with ‘some 

plaister, or some lome, or some rough cast about him, to signify wall.’”52 Through his 

allusion to mechanicals’ comical play in A Midsummer Night’s Dream, Davis implies 

that Chinese dramatic practices are similarly ridiculous. Moreover, by arguing that 

Chinese drama lacks the common accoutrements adorning “the modern theatres of 

Europe,” the translator elevates European culture through the diminution of Chinese 

culture.  

 However, unlike Sinologists such as Marshman (from whom Davis strove to 

distinguish himself), Davis critiques China based on contemporary standards rather than a 
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heavy reliance on temporal arguments that displace nineteenth-century China into 

Britain’s historical past. In fact, Davis dismisses all philological arguments—British and 

Chinese—that rely upon China’s ancient history to judge contemporary culture. Davis 

assumes a presentist stance. He observes that, “The Chinese value themselves not a little 

on the mere antiquity of their literature, and are disposed to look down with great 

contempt on the learning of all other nations.”53 Though never disputing Chinese 

literature’s ancient origins, Davis undermines “antiquity” as a basis for cultural and 

aesthetic judgments, especially judgments that reflect upon contemporary culture. 

Instead, he proposes the existence of “many excellent works of a later date, which many 

not only serve as better models of the style of the present day, but likewise convey far 

more information with regard to the present state of the Empire, and the character of the 

people … What we [Britons] now want is a little practical knowledge of Chinese 

Literature, instead of speculative dissertations on the nature of the language.”54 A rather 

transparent critique of Marshman’s reliance entirely on ancient literature, Davis proposes 

an examination of more modern texts, a proposal that he himself only somewhat follows 

by translating Yuan-dynasty texts—texts contemporaneous with Marco Polo’s famed 

account of Kublai Khan.  

Moreover, Davis’s focus on the “contemporary” does not produce a more 

forgiving depiction of Chinese culture. Instead he pronounces that his Chinese-English 

translations demonstrate that, “Chinese taste … is what most of us would pronounce vile 

and unseemly. It is regulated by principles diametrically opposite [to European 

standards]: for, with them, distortion is preferred to symmetry, and the tricks of art to the 

graces of nature; witness their small-footed women, their fat josses, their stunted garden 
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plants—and a tremendous et cetera of monsters.”55 Aside from his obviously denigratory 

diction (“fat josses” for figures of Buddha, “stunted garden plants” for the arduous art of 

bonsai), Davis’s essential critique is more than simple mockery. Davis’s aesthetic 

judgment stems from Romantic ideology, which privileges the natural over the artificial. 

Davis’s assertion that the Chinese prefer “tricks of art to the graces of nature” echoes 

Wordsworth’s, then unpublished, Prelude in which he praises the intricate beauty of the 

Chinese Imperial Gardens at Gehol only to conclude that “But lovelier far than this the 

Paradise / Where I was rear’d; in Nature’s primitive gifts / Favor’d no less, and more to 

every sense / Delicious.”56 Davis, accordingly, capitalizes upon comparative modes of 

anthropology but does so not through explicit juxtaposition but rather by holding Chinese 

culture to European aesthetic standards. So strong are Davis’s aesthetic principles that he 

uses his editorial powers as translator to omit from both Laou-Seng-Urh and his three 

Chinese Novels “a few passages … which were either grossly indecent, or insufferably 

tedious.”57 In so doing, Davis produces a translation that fits British cultural standards 

through the manipulation and consequent misrepresentation of Chinese literature. 

 And yet despite Davis’s emendation, these Chinese texts, even their Confucian-

based moral maxims, highlight the nation’s general depravity. Davis concedes several 

Chinese virtues, such as their exceptional filial piety. But Davis reads filial piety less as 

ethical virtue than political virtue. Categorizing filial piety as the practice of political 

rather than ethical virtue allows Davis to substantiate his claims that, “The general 

depravation of their [the Chinese] moral character may be attributed to their total want of 

any thing like religious feeling.”58 Despite the similarities between the Confucian notion 

of filial piety and the Biblical commandment to “honor thy father and thy mother,” Davis 
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describes filial piety as the result of a despotic government: “As the government of a 

family is well known to be the prototype of political rule among this people, the 

principles of parental authority, and of filial submission, are, as might be expected, 

carried to a most extravagant length.”59 Filial piety is not cultivated in the pursuit of 

virtue but rather coerced through penal law. By ascribing seemingly moral actions to a 

strict Chinese penal code rather than religious or philosophical belief, Davis further 

argues that Chinese morality is only superficial. Davis advises his readers to be “cautious 

… in estimating the conduct of the Chinese from their moral maxims or legal precepts: 

there is no people on earth whose practice is so much at variance with their professed 

principles.”60 This disconnect between literature/philosophy and everyday practices 

corroborates Davis’s aforementioned assertion that little may be gained from studies of 

ancient literature, which fail to reflect the general nature of the Chinese population. 

Then why translate these texts at all? Not for language instruction. Unlike the 

language primers produced by Marshman and Morrison, Davis’s translations refrain from 

providing the original Chinese text. Not for aesthetic value. Davis repeatedly marks the 

Chinese as “coarse in their [written] expressions.”61 Not for ethical import. Davis is quick 

to assert that Chinese literature “cannot pretend to much novelty as ethical discoveries, 

for the day has long been passed (if it ever was) when Europe could have looked to the 

Chinese for instruction in moral science.”62 Even Davis’s philological argument that 

Chinese-English translations’ significance “rests on their intimate connexion with 

national manners and ways of thinking” belies the fact that Davis’s translations stem 

almost exclusively from a dynasty five centuries removed.63 Davis does provide one 

possible motive behind his seemingly irrelevant translations: “The most surprising feature 
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of such translations, from the languages of remote nations, consists occasionally in the 

curious resemblance, as well of the maxims themselves, as of the modes of illustrating 

them, to what we meet with nearer home; a resemblance which is only to be accounted 

for, by the identify of human nature every where, as well as the similarity of situation, in 

which mankind all over the world are place, in respect to the motives and consequences 

of their moral actions.”64 Chinese literature, deprived even of the weight of antiquity, 

becomes a mere object of curiosity, an exotic and fascinating representation of a “remote 

nation.” Davis’s demotion of Chinese literature’s aesthetic, cultural, ethical currency, by 

extension, transforms China from the exceptional Asian nation into one of many exotic, 

“remote nation[s]” that the British organize into a Eurocentric hierarchy structured “in 

respect to the motives and consequences of [a nation’s] moral actions.” As my final 

section will demonstrate, Sinologists’ placement of China within this superimposed 

global hierarchy relied upon a complete erasure of China’s claims to Confucius’s moral 

legacy. 

 

IV. On Religion and Philosophy 

At the beginning of the Opening Ceremonies of the 2008 Summer Olympics in 

Beijing, 2,008 drummers chanted lines from the Analects of Confucius: 有朋⾃遠⽅來、

不亦樂乎? (To have friends coming from distant places—surely that is delightful?).65 In a 

ceremony that ostensibly introduced China to a global community, Confucian doctrine, 

composed nearly 2,500 years earlier, held a prominent role indicative of its centrality in 

Chinese history and culture. I begin this section with a modern example so as to illustrate 

the longstanding importance of Confucius within China and to demonstrate the 
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significance of nineteenth-century British distortions of Confucianism. Joshua 

Marshman’s 1809 translation of The Works of Confucius marks the first Chinese-English 

translation of Confucian orthodoxy. Although translations of Confucius appeared in 

Britain as early as 1704, these translations stemmed from Chinese-French translations 

completed by Jesuit missionaries. Given the unique opportunity to introduce a British 

readership to a more accurate translation of Confucius, Marshman dwarfs Confucius’s 

simple text with myriad paratextual materials that use the classical aphorisms as an 

expedient to understanding Chinese culture in general and language in particular. The 

insight gleaned from Confucius’s work does not, however, convey Confucianism’s status 

as one of China’s three major religions. Instead, Marshman uses his paratext—including 

a 100-page dissertation on the Chinese language, a nearly forty-page biography of 

Confucius, and a plethora of in-text annotations—not to demonstrate Confucius’s 

relevance to Chinese culture but rather to make Confucius useful to British diplomats, 

tradesmen, and missionaries invested in the development of Anglo-Sino relations. In so 

doing, Marshman diminishes The Works of Confucius’ status from religious dogma to 

historical and cultural handbook. Such a diminution figuratively erases China’s code of 

ethics. 

The impetus behind Marshman’s translation of Confucius may be divided into 

three aspects—linguistic, historical, and religious. First, Marshman “freely acknowledges 

… that his chief inducement to undertake the work, was, the hope of laying open to his 

countrymen the nature of the Chinese language.”66 To this end, Marshman not only 

attaches his dissertation on Chinese language (an early draft of his Elements of Chinese 

Grammar) but also dissects the Analects with annotations of single characters that 
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provide the character’s multiple connotations, possible histories of the character’s 

linguistic origins, etc. This dissection, which follows each sentence rather than each 

aphorism, detracts from the text’s content and focuses readers on the nuances of each 

Chinese character. In fact, Marshman encourages readers to use his translation as 

textbook: “Should any one, to a knowledge of the language, wish to add the ability of 

expressing his ideas in it, he has only to adopt the mode recommended by that great 

master, Sir Wm. Jones, and, turning daily a page of this work into English, turn it back 

after a short interval into Chinese.”67 Marshman’s transformation of the Analects into 

linguistic exercises holds two ramifications. First, by translating an ostensibly religious 

text (despite Marshman’s assertions to the contrary), Marshman provides future 

missionaries with the vocabulary necessary to be successful in religious conversion. 

Knowing Chinese, particularly the vocabulary associated with religious thought, will 

facilitate a conveyance of the “Holy Scriptures in their purity and excellence.”68 Second, 

and perhaps more importantly, he deters Britons from reading the Analects as a code of 

ethics akin to that promulgated by Christian doctrine. 

Marshman’s belittling of one of China’s most venerated texts goes deeper than a 

mere manipulation of the text for ulterior purposes. Accordingly, Marshman’s “Life of 

Confucius” attempts to situate the ancient sage within a precise historical context and, 

having done so, to demonstrate to what degree Chinese claims to antiquity are 

(in)accurate. Confucius, Marshman states, lived approximately four hundred years prior 

to the Christian era—a claim that is factually accurate. What is peculiar is how 

Marshman arrives at his conclusion and to what purpose he uses this information. Despite 

his antipathy toward the scholarship produced by seventeenth-century Jesuit missionaries, 
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Marshman relies upon Jean-Baptiste Du Halde’s General History of China (1736) to 

establish a basic chronology of ancient Chinese history. Rather than relying on Chinese 

accounts, Marshman resorts to European studies that he perceives as more objective since 

“few nations,” he claims, “err in curtailing their own antiquity.”69 In short, Du Halde’s 

account is presumably more accurate precisely because of its European origin. However, 

it would be erroneous to claim that Marshman ignores all Chinese sources of information. 

He does seek out a young Chinese expatriate in Serampore who had “committed to 

memory” a Chinese “elementary book,” which “contains an Abstract of the Chinese 

history, of much the same nature, perhaps, as the abstract of chronology given in our 

Spelling-books.”70 Marshman’s historical context stems entirely from seventeenth-

century scholarship and a Chinese youth’s memory of a primary school text. Why 

provide any historical context if only to rely on outdated or unreliable information? 

Significantly these two accounts situate Confucius within a historical timeline that 

“scarcely clashes at all with the chronology of the world given in the Sacred 

Scriptures.”71 By situating Confucius after the flood but before the Christian era, 

Marshman encapsulates Chinese history within Biblical history, a framing that situates 

Confucianism within and subservient to Christian world narratives.  

However, Marshman’s placement of Confucianism within a diachronic world 

history structured around a Eurocentric Christian hierarchy does not affirm 

Confucianism’s status as a religion, even a false religion. Rather, in his dedication to 

Lord Minto, Governor General of India, Marshman states that the “Original Text of this 

ancient and amiable Chinese Philosopher, is now for the first time introduced to the 

English reader, in a form which it is hoped will not only convey an idea of Chinese 
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literature, but facilitate the acquisition of that most curious and difficult language, to 

which circumstances are daily giving importance and interest.”72 Marshman labels 

Confucius a philosopher rather than the father and founder of China’s dominant religion. 

Through this single word, Marshman transforms a national religion—a religion adhered 

to by the Qing emperors, a religion whose doctrines formed the basis of Chinese 

education and the imperial exams mandated for government service—into a mere 

philosophy that “may serve to convey some idea of Chinese Manners.”73 The turn from 

religion to philosophy encourages a more superficial reading of Chinese culture. Instead 

of examining the morals undergirding Chinese society, Marshman focuses primarily on 

their external “Manners.” 

Whereas Marshman’s scholarship instigates the transformation of Confucianism 

from religion into philosophy, the work of British Protestant missionary William Milne 

further disassembles Confucian teachings. Via his 1817 translation of The Sacred Edict, 

Milne characterizes the fundamental principles of Confucian orthodoxy as “mere political 

morality” rather than the general moral philosophy advocated a decade earlier by 

Marshman.74 Before delving into Milne’s translation, The Sacred Edict needs historical 

contextualization. Even prior to Milne’s translation, the Edict posed interpretive problems 

for its intended Chinese audience. First composed in the late seventeenth-century, the 

Edict was comprised of three levels of Chinese text by the mid-eighteenth century. The 

first level, written by the Kangxi Emperor (1654–1722), contains sixteen sentences or 

maxims, each of only seven Chinese characters. Each maxim derived from Confucian 

teachings and was intended to instruct and to guide the general Chinese population to live 

virtuously. These maxims were to be read aloud in every village throughout the empire 
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bimonthly on the first and fifteenth days. Had the Edict remained such a simple text—

both in Chinese versions and Milne’s later translation—the word “sacred” would have 

been an appropriate descriptor of essentially paraphrased Confucian doctrine. However, 

the second textual level, composed by the Kangxi Emperor’s son and successor the 

Yongzheng Emperor (1678–1735) problematizes such nomenclature. The Yongzheng 

Emperor provides “amplifications” of the sixteen maxims that elaborate on the 

aphorisms’ intended meanings, provide examples of how best to follow the injunctions, 

and demonstrate the imperial ramifications of each directive’s fulfillment. The third level, 

provided by the government official Wang Youpu (1680–1761), is a detailed 

“paraphrase” of the amplification. According to Milne, the Yongzheng Emperor’s 

amplification relies upon classical structure and diction, which would not have been 

readily understood by the general population for whom the Edict was intended (SE viii). 

The paraphrase, by incorporating “numerous proverbs, quaint sayings, colloquial phrases, 

and provincialisms,” made both the Kangxi and Yongzheng Emperors’ admonitions 

relevant to an audience comprised of soldiers and common men (SE ix). Most 

importantly, both the amplifications and the paraphrases transform the original maxims 

into a vehicle for political ideology. It is this transformation with which Milne’s English 

translation and annotations are most interested. Milne chooses to translate a text that 

resembles the Confucian Analects (the Kangxi Emperor’s maxims) and yet manifests 

diametrically different voices (the Yongzheng Emperor’s amplifications and Wang 

Youpu’s paraphrases). For Milne, the Sacred Edict functions not merely as a text that 

dismantles Confucianism as religion but rather as a work that confirms British notions of 
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the Qing Empire as a seat of despotic power. Framed by Milne’s editorial hand, the Edict 

functions to dissect and critique the Chinese emperor and his empire. 

In order to critique Chinese governance, Milne needs to dissociate Confucianism 

from religious thought as well as moral philosophy, a dissociation that the Edict itself 

inadvertently achieves. Milne rejects the historical precedent, most famously enacted by 

seventeenth-century French Jesuit missionaries, to identify aspects of Confucianism 

similar to Christian doctrine. The Jesuits advocated that identifying these similarities 

would facilitate the Christian conversion of the Chinese. Milne asserts that, “To compare 

this philosophy [Confucianism], and this morality, with those of the Gospel of Jesus, 

would be like placing the dim taper in competition with the meridian sun” (SE xiv ). In 

this regard, Milne echoes Marshman’s demotion of Confucius from religious leader to 

philosophical thinker. In addition to Milne’s dismissal of Confucianism as a religion, the 

Edict appears to evacuate China of any spiritual guidance. In the Kangxi Emperor’s 

seventh maxim, he recommends, “Degrade strange religions, in order to exalt the 

orthodox doctrine” (SE 126). In the Edict’s longest amplification, the Yongzheng 

Emperor discredits two religious sects already prevalent in early eighteenth-century 

China: Fuh (Buddhism) and Taou (Taoism). The Yongzheng Emperor rejects Buddhism 

based on the licentious nature of its priests who, “will neither go to labour in the fields, 

nor buy and sell in the markets. Thus, being without food and clothing, they set to work 

and invent means of deceiving people” (SE 148). The Taoists comprise a “fanatical sect” 

more concerned with “animal spirits” than the preservation of the people (SE 136–7n* 

and 127). In rejecting these false religions or “strange dogmas,” the Yongzheng Emperor 

promises rewards. Milne argues, through his annotations, that these rewards are material 
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rather than spiritual. In fact, Milne insists that Chinese religions “throw no light on 

the eternal destinies of our nature; but leave the numerous millions who inhabit that 

country to grope in perfect darkness. None of their religions say so little about the eternal 

state, or confine man’s views so effectually to the little spot of earth on which he dwells, 

as that of Confucius” (SE 153n*). Instead, the rewards promised—usually economic 

prosperity—improve the Qing Empire. In fact, Catholicism is tolerated despite its 

“unsound and corrupt nature” because its proponents “understand astronomy, and 

are skilled in the mathematics, therefore the government employs them to correct the 

calendar” (SE 151). Religion serves the Qing Empire rather than the Empire being an 

extension of religious doctrine. 

Accordingly, Milne exceeds Marshman’s philosophical representation of 

Confucianism by casting it as serving the political ends of the emperor rather than the 

moral instruction of the people. Near the end of the seventh maxim’s paraphrase, the 

people are informed, “Our sacred ancestor, the benevolent Emperor, because of the 

corruption of the age, employed the great doctrines of virtue and rectitude alone, to lead 

on the people and reform the heart. You really ought to accord with the wishes of his 

sacred mind, and honour the true doctrine” (SE 152). The Kangxi Emperor posthumously 

assumes the position as doctrinal head; his maxims and wishes are the “true doctrine” 

guiding the people. Confucius, in turn, becomes the Chinese equivalent of Machiavelli, 

serving as the emperor’s political instructor rather than serving as spiritual leader to the 

people—a position usurped by the emperor. Milne’s introduction suggests that 

“[p]olitical government” is the “ne plus ultra” of Confucian tenets (SE xiv). Government, 
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rather than religion, is Confucianism’s “centre in which all its lines meet, and the circle 

beyond which they do not extend” (SE xiv).  

From Milne’s standpoint as a missionary, the evacuation of Confucianism of its 

religious and philosophical standpoint makes Chinese conversion a more urgent issue. In 

China, Milne finds a population “destitute of a religion that is suited to all the exigencies 

of our common nature, and fit to render every human being happy,” a destitution 

answered by the “sublime and excellent … Gospel” (SE 143n*). Yet Milne’s religious 

convictions do not justify his investment in a text that supplants Confucian doctrine with 

Chinese imperial maxims. What is Milne’s investment in demonstrating Confucianism’s 

entanglement with Qing political governance? Published by the East India Company in 

the aftermath of the abortive second British Embassy to the Jiaqing Emperor (1816–17), 

Milne’s text is embroiled in British imperial readings of China as the exemplary despotic 

state. Through the Yongzheng Emperor’s amplifications, the Chinese are encouraged to 

live virtuously for a very particular purpose, the facilitation of the emperor’s rule. Moral 

maxims typically associated with Confucian orthodoxy are reattributed to the emperor so 

as to promote the state’s, rather than the population’s, political and economic stability. In 

particularly, the key tenet of Confucian doctrine—the observance of filial piety—

becomes the basis of the emperor’s rule and the empire’s unity. 

Milne concedes that the Edict endorses a limited morality that is “very defective” 

as it was “generally enforced by motives drawn from no higher source than self-love or 

self-interest” (SE xiii–xiv). Within the context of Milne’s introduction, it is not 

immediately clear whose “self-love or self-interest” motivates the text. The individual? 

The general population? The country? The emperor? With the term “filial piety” 
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reoccurring twenty-five times throughout the Edict, a cursory reading of the Edict might 

suggest that the family unit is privileged above all else and “self-interest” is directed here. 

Filial piety, as the Yongzheng Emperor first describes it, consists of imitating one’s 

ancestors and honoring one’s parents (SE 29). The text proceeds to inculcate the 

population with a sense of responsibility in educating Chinese youth and avoiding 

disputes with one’s neighbors. However, all these practices serve a higher purpose. 

Similar to his compatriot John Francis Davis, Milne translates a text that provides a more 

complex, and less flattering, definition of filial piety. As the Yongzheng Emperor openly 

states, “His [the Kangxi Emperor’s] precise design was, by filial piety, to govern the 

empire,” not to propagate an inherently moral society (SE 29). Accordingly, Milne 

accuses the Chinese government of endorsing a moral philosophy that is “self-

interest[ed]” and, therefore, more appropriately designated as “mere political morality.” 

As early as the first British Embassy, Britons, including Aeneas Anderson and George L. 

Staunton, accused the Chinese of being overly jealous and cautious, characteristics that 

had severely curtailed foreigners’ entry into China. Milne’s translation, therefore, serves 

to confirm these suspicions. The Edict attempts to mold the Chinese population into a 

unified empire tightly structured by a social hierarchy that would facilitate Imperial rule. 

Above all, a strict adherence to filial piety maintains, what the Edict calls, “propriety,” 

which Milne defines “as signifying a certain natural fitness of things; by which an 

inversion of the laws of nature is prevented, so that the small cannot take the place of the 

great, the weak that of the strong, or the simple that of the wise; and by which persons, 

things, actions, virtues, and customs are all kept in their proper place and order; and 

honoured according to their varied importance” (SE 181–2n*). In other words, filial piety 
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maintains the perceived rigidity of the Chinese social hierarchy wherein Imperial dictates 

are held sacrosanct. The early education of youth in the Edict’s maxims, for example, 

transforms them into “useful instruments” who will accept, as the tenth maxim advocates, 

that upon their birth “a fixed occupation was appointed to each, as the radically important 

means of supporting [their] persons and families. Therefore, though there be not an 

uniformity among men; some being intelligent and others ignorant; some strong and 

others weak; yet there is not one who has not his proper work” (SE 213 and 199). By 

attending to their seemingly predestined employment, each individual “will rejoice and 

mutually enjoy the blessings of national propriety” (SE 208–9). In essence, education 

inculcates youth with a sense of filial piety that discourages any aspirations to social 

climbing and encourages self-satisfaction with their position within a social hierarchy 

that benefits the emperor. Filial piety dictates parental respect and loyalty that applies, by 

extension, to the national level. The Yongzheng Emperor styles himself as the nation’s 

parental head: “We, cherishing, and reigning over, hundreds of thousands and millions, 

have united all within the four seas into one family, and joined the myriads of the people 

together as one body” (SE 243). In producing a text that repeatedly asserts the sanctity of 

filial piety and then assuming the role of father, the Emperor makes political critiques and 

challenges immoral.  

 

V. Alternative Translations 

 Thus far, I have demonstrated how Chinese texts were rather effortlessly 

manipulated to fit British imperial perspectives. It might be concluded, since these 

arguments emerged from the translation of Chinese materials, that British interpretations 
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of Chinese culture were not as biased as I have depicted thus far. Were there, in fact, 

alternative texts available that would have resisted British distortions? I want to conclude 

this chapter by returning to Cao Xueqin’s Story of the Stone, which I briefly discussed 

earlier in this chapter, as an eighteenth-century fictional text that would have undermined 

Sinologists’ critiques of Chinese culture in general and Chinese literature in particular. 

The absence of Story of the Stone from nineteenth-century Chinese-English translations is 

curious precisely because of its extraordinary popularity amongst Chinese readers. 

According to modern translator David Hawkes, by the end of the eighteenth century 

“everyone in Peking [Beijing] was reading and talking about it, and throughout the whole 

of the nineteenth century its popularity continued to grown and spread. Old gentlemen 

nearly came to blows over the relative merits of its two heroines and every languishing 

young lady imagined herself a Dai-yu.”75  

Popularity aside, Story of the Stone exhibits literary characteristics that had a 

parallel manifestation in eighteenth-century British literature, a fact that would have 

complicated Sinologists’ dismissal of Chinese literature on aesthetic grounds. At the level 

of genre, Story of the Stone is often considered to be the first Chinese novel, a 

development in direct parallel with the eighteenth-century British formation of the novel. 

Hawkes argues that the “psychological insight and sophisticated humour,” upon which 

Story of the Stone relies, “can often delude a [modern] reader into judging it as if it were 

a modern novel,” rather than the invention of the Chinese novel that it actually was.76 

More so than its genre, Story of the Stone’s depiction of an intimate relationship between 

nature and art, particularly poetry, would have spoken directly to those Romantic 

sensibilities emerging at the end of the eighteenth century. In one of the book’s most 
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famous scenes, the young protagonist Bao-yu walks through his family’s newly 

constructed garden, providing names and poetic couplets for each prospect. According to 

the author, “[a]ll those prospects and pavilions—even the rocks and trees and flowers will 

seem somehow incomplete without that touch of poetry which only the written word can 

lend a scene."77 Cao’s observation that poetry amplifies the natural scene is akin to Percy 

Bysshe Shelley’s assertion in A Defence of Poetry that, “Poetry lifts the veil from the 

hidden beauty of the world, and makes familiar objects be as if they were not familiar; it 

reproduces all that it represents, and the impersonations clothed in its Elysian light stand 

thenceforward in the minds of those who have once contemplated them, as memorials of 

that gentle and exalted content which extends itself over all thoughts and actions with 

which it coexists.”78 Similar to Story of the Stone’s genre classification, its invocation of 

sentiments akin to Romantic ideology call into question Sinologists’ representations of 

Chinese literature as aesthetically incongruous with British literature. By focusing on 

China’s seemingly exclusive reliance upon ancient literature and its scanty production of 

“lesser” literary forms, Sinologists elide the emergence of Chinese literature capable of 

not only relaying information, as the Quarterly Review would have us believe, but also “a 

correspondency of feeling.” 

Much of Britons’ misreading or deliberate distortion of Chinese culture stems 

from culturally different attitudes toward the past and the past’s ability to aid in cultural 

progress. The Chinese regarded (and continue to regard) their past with veneration and 

attempted to maintain an intimate connection with the past through the preservation of 

their ancient language, the rigorous study of classical texts, and a strict adherence to 

Confucian doctrine. Classical educations, the Chinese believed, would reinvigorate and 
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sustain their society: “Throughout the whole empire there will be an entire uniformity of 

principle and manners; and the golden age of antiquity will re-appear, unfolding their 

renovated form before the eyes of the present age!” (SE 125). Conversely, the British 

regarded such historical reverence as an encumbrance upon civilization’s progress. 

According to the British, the Chinese failed to progress because they failed to look to the 

future in both its physical and spiritual manifestations. The British perception of the 

Chinese as culturally stagnant rather than stable may be attributed to these cultural 

discrepancies. 
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CHAPTER 4 
“Romanticism’s Paratextual Representations of China” 

“It is the desperate moment when we discover that this empire, which had seemed to us 
the sum of all wonders, is an endless, formless ruin, that corruption’s gangrene has spread 
too far to be healed by our scepter, that the triumph over enemy sovereigns has made us 
the heirs of their long undoing. Only in Marco Polo’s accounts was Kublai Khan able to 
discern, through the walls and towers destined to crumble, the tracery of a pattern so 
subtle it could escape the termites’ gnawing.”—Italo Calvino, Invisible Cities1 
 
I. The Emergence of Domestic Sinology  

Following the first British Embassy to China (1792–94) led by George Lord 

Macartney, British readers clamored for knowledge of China’s interior. However, unlike 

their Indologist counterparts, Sinologists were thwarted in their attempts to acquire 

empirical information and produce informed scholarship. Prior to the first Opium War 

(1839–42), the Chinese government regulated foreign knowledge by permitting limited 

entry into China to only Cantonese merchants and diplomatic entourages. And yet, the 

British Empire’s expansion and perpetuation depended upon the accumulation of foreign 

intelligence. As Partha Chatterjee argues, it was “the constant search after knowledge” 

that “lay at the heart of modern European civilization and what set it apart from and 

above colonized countries such as India. Indeed, it was the knowledge that the Europeans 

had acquired of the natural and social resources of India that had given them the power to 

rule over the ‘natives.’”2 The knowledge Chatterjee speaks hereof is that needed to 

establish and maintain a colony, particularly information regarding social customs that 

would ease the implementation of colonial governmentality. This knowledge depended 

upon unlimited European access to the land and people of the intended colony, access 

that the Chinese emperors repeatedly denied Westerners. China’s successful resistance to 
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British imperial incursions throughout the early nineteenth century forced aspiring 

Sinologists to develop their scholarship through less conventional methods.  

By the 1810s and 1820s, sustained academic interest in Chinese history, language, 

and culture—eventually termed Sinology—emerged as the dominant mode of Anglo-

Sino discourse. Sinology emerged not as a unified discipline but rather evolved in two 

directions. Although Sinologists in general strove to develop a better understanding of 

China, their differences in methodology and intended readership produced two 

subfields—situated and domestic Sinology—separated by their relationships with, 

attitudes toward, and appreciation of Chinese culture. As discussed in the previous 

chapter, situated Sinology—produced by Canton-based missionaries, diplomatic 

emissaries, and East India Company employees—merged scholars’ experiential 

knowledge of China with their secondary research into Chinese texts, including 

dictionaries, legislation, novellas, and religious doctrines. Despite their narrow familiarity 

with Chinese culture, situated Sinologists nevertheless attempted to produce 

representations of China that balanced firsthand observations with text-based analyses of 

Chinese culture. These complex studies represented China as a self-sufficient, culturally 

sophisticated empire while also addressing the transcultural needs and imperial desires of 

the expatriate community.  

Simultaneously, domestic Sinology emerged in response to popular British 

curiosity regarding China. Domestic Sinologists did not reside in China and therefore 

their scholarship relied entirely upon collated secondary materials. These materials 

included some contemporary studies by situated Sinologists as well as myriad materials 

stemming from the late thirteenth through the early eighteenth centuries. Rather than 
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instructing readers in the minutiae of Chinese language or legalese, domestic Sinologists 

portrayed a broad overview of Chinese history and everyday Chinese life that both 

informed and entertained readers. Compensating for Britons’ limited Chinese knowledge, 

domestic Sinologists reconfigured extant scholarship on the Orient in general and China 

in particular into seamless narratives of Chinese history and culture, thereby creating the 

illusion of Britons’ informational and imperial mastery. Rather than acknowledging their 

finite and largely antiquated knowledge of China, domestic Sinologists contended that 

new empirical data would not necessarily alter contemporary perceptions of the Qing 

Empire since China had not modernized for several hundred years. By configuring China 

as culturally stagnant, Britons mitigated China’s disquieting unknowability. By the mid-

nineteenth century, domestic Sinology emerged as the dominant form of Sinology 

precisely because its creative tenor made it amenable to more popular Orientalist readings 

of China. In the sections that follow I demonstrate how domestic Sinology, rather than 

producing new knowledge, manipulated extant scholarship into ostensibly comprehensive 

narratives of Chinese history and culture.  

My chapter begins with a consideration of Georg W. F. Hegel’s lectures on the 

philosophy of history, first collected in 1837. From Hegel, I extrapolate a view of China 

as both a subject of cultural interest and an example of an underdeveloped civilization. It 

is this perception of China—a fascinating subject of study precisely because it remained 

“exotic” rather than embracing modern civilization—that domestic Sinology documents 

through its amalgamation of disparate knowledge into published textual archives. Having 

established an intellectual overlap between Hegelian world history and British imperial 

practices of knowledge production, I move into a juxtaposition of two seemingly 
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disconnected texts: William Marsden’s 1818 annotated translation of The Travels of 

Marco Polo and Samuel Taylor Coleridge’s 1816 poetic fragment “Kubla Khan.” One of 

the earliest examples of domestic Sinology, Marsden’s edition of Marco Polo defines and 

exemplifies this scholarly mode of inquiry. Marsden manipulates anachronistic 

knowledge of China—culled primarily from seventeenth- and early eighteenth-century 

European scholarship—to annotate Polo’s thirteenth-century travelogue. Although Polo’s 

travelogue presents a Eurocentric perspective, 500-years removed—attributes that should 

discredit the text’s relevance to nineteenth-century Sinology—Marsden inserts Marco 

Polo into Sinological discourse through a complex paratext that compiles and organizes 

Britons’ limited knowledge of China into an ostensibly comprehensive cultural history. In 

so doing, Marsden aligns himself with contemporary situated Sinologists whose Chinese-

English translations similarly relied upon paratextual commentary to elucidate issues of 

language, culture, and history. Moreover, Orientalist paratexts, according to Nigel Leask, 

generally situated the British reader “in a position of epistemological power; nothing 

other than the commanding vision of imperial objectivity.”3 Accordingly, Marco Polo 

enables Marsden to construct a textual archive that establishes Britons as fully conversant 

in Chinese discourses. Through false claims to British knowledge of China and through 

the application of Enlightenment stadial theory, Marsden situates Chinese civilization as 

lagging behind Britain. Britons’ meager knowledge of China does not convey the British 

failure to penetrate the Middle Kingdom but rather bespeaks the Chinese failure to evolve 

subsequent to Polo’s travels. Though fascinating in its own right, Marsden’s Marco Polo, 

as domestic Sinology, lends additional significance to other contemporary Polo citations. 

In particular, Coleridge’s recollection of Marco Polo via Purchas’s Pilgrimage in his 
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famous “Kubla Khan” preface may be read as ancillary to his poem. I close my chapter 

with an analysis of “Kubla Khan” within both the context of Marco Polo scholarship and 

Coleridge’s larger oeuvre. Apparent in his poetry, marginalia, and notebooks, Coleridge 

perceives ancient Chinese history and modern Anglo-Sino relations as mutually 

informative. In a strategy akin to Marsden’s, Coleridge collapses China’s dynamic past 

into a static history that perceives little difference between Chinese leaders five hundred 

years removed. Through this temporal collapse, Coleridge reconstructs ancient Chinese 

history and, consequently, imagines China’s future, a future that will witness the Qing 

Empire’s collapse. Through Marsden and Coleridge, I connect domestic British Sinology 

with the imperialist work of imagining China as a knowable and consequently 

conquerable territory. 

 

II. China’s Place in Hegelian History 

Hegel’s lectures on “Reason in History” (given in 1822, 1828, and 1830) offer a 

heuristic that is useful in bridging Britain’s early attempts to acquire Chinese knowledge 

and their parallel attempts to assert an imperial relationship upon the Qing Empire. In his 

posthumously published lectures, Hegel, in delineating the gradual emergence of World 

Spirit via particular national spirits, distinguishes between oriental and occidental 

contributions to the actualization of World Spirit. For Hegel, this distinction stems from 

one of two attributes: either a nation’s self-awareness of its own contributions to world 

history; or a nation’s ability to embrace change, to find the impetus to strive toward 

absolute Freedom rather than stagnating. Hegel develops a spectrum of nations ranging 

from the barbaric (i.e., a conglomeration of people who fail to possess self-awareness) to 
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the ideal (i.e., the nation conscious of its contributions to world history and in pursuit of 

freedom). Hegel’s spectrum of nations does not progress linearly through time but rather 

maps this spectrum geographically. He provides the following trajectory “on the different 

degrees of knowledge of freedom—firstly, that of the Orientals, who knew only that One 

is free, then that of the Greek and Roman world, which knew that Some are free, and 

finally, our own [Germanic] knowledge that All men as such are free, and that man is by 

nature free.”4 Hegel—in emphasizing the words “one,” “some,” and “all”—argues that a 

nation’s level of civilization may be determined through the individual’s cognition of 

his/her contributions to the nation and, by extension, the emergence of World Spirit. In 

essence, Hegel aligns differences in national consciousness with forms of political 

governance. For example, even within this development of national consciousness from 

contemporary Orientals to ancient Greeks and Romans to modern Europeans, Hegel 

differentiates between India and China. Although both India and China serve Hegel as 

key examples of Asiatic states, he does not flatten but rather acknowledges their different 

relationships with the emerging World Spirit. 

China and India’s differences emerge primarily in each state’s relationship with 

history—namely its ability to maintain and, more importantly, desire a historical record. 

Historical record, as defined at the beginning of Hegel’s lectures, is created by “those 

nations which [have] become conscious of their inherent principle, and have become 

aware of what they are and of what their actions signify” and, therefore, excludes cultural 

byproducts such as “legends, folksongs, traditions, and poems; for legends and traditions 

are but obscure records … and are accordingly the product of nations … whose 

consciousness is still obscure” (L 12). Historical records serve as evidence of a nation’s 
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recognition that its actions produce short- and long-term ramifications on both a local and 

a global scale. Nineteenth-century India and China, though both literate cultures, differ 

because of the types of texts they produce: “It is obvious to anyone with even a 

rudimentary knowledge of the treasures of Indian literature that this country, so rich in 

spiritual achievements of a truly profound quality, nevertheless has no history. In this 

respect, it stands out in stark contrast to China, an empire which possesses a highly 

distinguished and detailed historical record going back to the earliest times” (L 136). 

While Hegel’s characterization of Indian culture is problematic, I want to focus on 

China’s depiction, which mirrors the British Romantics’ contradictory depictions of 

China as both dominant empire and vulnerable territory. If China has produced 

voluminous histories, a fact that suggests national consciousness, why does Hegel insist 

on the country’s categorization with “the Orientals” rather than “the Germanic peoples?”  

Hegel’s depiction of China’s retrograde position results from two factors: its 

misunderstanding of morality and its failure to embrace modernization. According to 

Hegel, a nation’s moral character is “closely connected with the consciousness of 

freedom,” and yet this does not preclude a nation from “attain[ing] a high degree of 

purity before any such consciousness is present” (L 144). China, Hegel admits, possesses 

a sense of pure morality, as demonstrated through the writings of Confucius. However, 

China, despite its elevated morality, is “lacking—indeed completely lacking—in the 

essential self-consciousness of the concept of freedom. The Chinese look on their moral 

rules as if they were laws of nature, positive external commandments, coercive rights and 

duties, or rules of mutual courtesy” (L 145). Morality, for Hegel, is not a concept to be 

vaunted on high, as the Chinese do, but rather becomes a reality through the will and 
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actions of the people. Hegel asserts that a nation may be deemed “moral, virtuous, and 

vigorous” only when “its actions are governed by the inner will of its spirit” (L 58). In 

fact, the nation that is “no longer aroused to activity” gradually succumbs to “natural 

death,” which “may take the form of political stagnation, or of what we call habit” (L 58–

9).  It is this notion of dynamic versus stagnant nations that informs Hegel’s concept of 

modernization. Hegel muses on the concept of historical change: 

The negative aspect of the idea of change moves us to sadness. It 
oppresses us to think that the richest forms and the finest manifestations of 
life must perish in history, and that we walk amidst the ruins of 
excellence. … Every traveller has experienced this melancholy. Who has 
stood among the ruins of Carthage, Palmyra, Persepolis or Rome without 
being moved to reflect on the transience of empires and men, to mourn the 
loss of the rich and vigorous life of bygone ages? … But the category of 
change has another, positive side to it. For out of death, new life arises. 
The Orientals have understood this idea; it is perhaps the greatest idea they 
have ever produced, and it is certainly the most sublime of their 
metaphysical doctrines. It is implicit, but with individual reference, in 
their notion of metempsychosis: but an even more celebrated example is 
the image of the Phoenix … This, however, is only an image of the East; it 
applies to the body, but not to the spirit. Its Western counterpart is the 
realization that the spirit too rises up again, not only rejuvenated but also 
enhanced and transfigured. Admittedly, it becomes divided against itself 
and destroys the form it earlier occupied, but in so doing, it rises up to a 
new stage of development. (L 32) 
 

For the nineteenth-century European traveler, ruins serve as twofold reminders of 

historical failures and of history’s constant movement toward the evolution and 

emergence of World Spirit. Accordingly, ruins serve as evidence of contemporary 

society’s growing proximity to Freedom. However, in order to learn from the ruins of 

past civilizations and connect their demise with the universal telos of history, the 

observer (i.e., a society, not a single individual) must possess self-awareness of the 

nation’s dialectic relationship with the universal and accept the necessity of change. 

Hegel admits that the notion of cyclical civilizations bears a striking similarity with the 
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Buddhist notion of reincarnation. However, he simultaneously notes an essential 

difference between the Oriental “notion of metempsychosis” and the occidental 

progression of World Spirit: the occidental view exceeds the notion of rebirth—what 

Hegel perceives as the repetition of the same soul simply cased in a different physical 

manifestation—to include change as the defining component. World Spirit is not simply 

reborn in a succession of different civilizations but rather through each manifestation is 

“a purification or elaboration of itself” that will bring society closer to Freedom’s 

actualization (L 33). For Hegel, the very essence of the “spirit in history” is “a being 

whose end is not the finished product but the activity of production” (L 33). And this, the 

dynamic attribute, is the aspect that distinguishes between the burgeoning European 

empires, particularly the British, from their deteriorating Asian counterparts, including 

India and China. 

 The Hegelian notion of world history helps reveal the importance of the imperial 

archive. For the purpose of my project, I focus here on the British imperial archive. First, 

British documentation of other countries’ development, or lack thereof, throws Britain’s 

history into sharp relief. For example, through the documentation of the Qing dynasty’s 

political stability—often more negatively construed in the Hegelian sense as “political 

stagnation”—Britain appears culturally superior by comparison. Moreover, the very 

compunction that British scholars felt to develop an imperial archive premised on 

recently acquired empirical knowledge (that I will examine via Marsden’s translation of 

Marco Polo) suggests a lack of Asian historical records, despite Hegel’s assertions to the 

contrary. The proliferation of travelogues published in the years following the first 

British Embassy to China presumes the need to provide knowledge of China where none 
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previously existed. It takes British travelers and scholars to see the whole of Chinese 

history and its past contributions, however meager in recent centuries, to the emergence 

of World Spirit. By supplanting any existing Asian historical records with a British-

constructed archive of Oriental knowledge, Britons create the illusion of mastery. It is the 

“native” internalization of this illusion, which Chatterjee aptly cites from Simonti Sen: 

The European knows more of our mountains and rivers than we do; he 
knows more of the plants that grow around us, their names, their 
properties, even the size and shapes of their leaves; he knows more of 
what is interred in the bosom of our earth; he knows more about the 
capabilities of out land; in everything he knows more than we do of our 
own country. Then he knows better how to use that knowledge for the 
benefit of men.5 
 

By the late nineteenth-century, Britons’ superior knowledge may have been readily 

accepted by colonizer and colonized alike. However, the early nineteenth century 

witnessed Britain’s development of the art of governance. As I argue in my next section, 

Romantic scholarship established, via an emerging imperial archive, the initial illusion 

that would eventually cultivate Britain’s imperial persona. 

 

III. The Travels of Marco Polo as Domestic Sinology 

Upon first consideration, William Marsden’s 1818 English translation of The 

Travels of Marco Polo seems an improbable candidate for inclusion within Britain’s 

Chinese knowledge-acquisition project. Polo’s narrative—written not only from a 

European perspective but also at a considerable temporal remove—would presumably 

contribute little to burgeoning nineteenth-century Sinology. However, as Gang Zhou 

notes, The Travels of Marco Polo has been subject to extensive revision and manipulation 

since its initial composition around 1298, so much so that, “One begins to wonder if there 
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is something in the nature of Marco Polo’s book that both invites and encourages such 

on-going emendation.”6 Through myriad annotations and emendations, Marsden mediates 

the information conveyed by Polo through a philological lens, which allows Marsden to 

impart seemingly new knowledge of China to British readers. Marsden’s methodology, 

rather than his translated text, aligns him with Sinologists. 

Marsden uses an elaborate paratext to situate Marco Polo within the complex 

terrain of Anglo-Sino relations. Furthermore, this paratext—namely an eighty-page 

preface and 1,529 chapter endnotes—provides insight into the articulation and formation 

of Sinology as an academic discipline. Early Sinology, despite modern perceptions of its 

failure to express cultural sensitivity or understanding, attempted to study Chinese culture 

from a position of intellectual rigor and objectivity. Both situated and domestic forms of 

Sinology emerged from the eighteenth-century British revival of philology. According to 

historian James Turner, philology experienced “several seismic shifts” in the mid- to late 

eighteenth century: “new ways of understanding languages, new methods of studying 

them, new approaches to history, new conceptions of the Bible and of classical antiquity, 

new modes of treating the literature and language of England itself.”7 Philological 

scholars, particularly Edward Gibbon and William Jones, served as Sinology’s 

intellectual forefathers. Marsden’s scholarship manifests this intellectual inheritance 

through his meticulous annotative practices. Gibbon’s scholarship merged two modes of 

eighteenth-century historical writing: philosophic history and philological antiquarianism. 

Turner describes the latter method as an attempt to “freeze-frame a moment in the past 

rather than explain change over time,” whereas the former method “traced large patterns 

of human progress … and spelled out their causes.”8 In narrating ancient Roman imperial 
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history, Gibbon “combined the moral vision and narrative force of philosophical history 

with philology’s insistence on critically certified documentary evidence … even though 

the certification came to Gibbon secondhand from reliable scholars.”9 Gibbon’s work 

demonstrated to Marsden (and his situated Sinologist counterparts) how philological 

practices could be used to narrate a society’s historical and cultural developments. 

Jones’s scholarship showed Marsden how philological scrutiny, especially when coupled 

with a stadial model of history, could be used to interpret foreign civilizations. Jones’s 

dissection of Sanskrit texts produced insight into Indian history and culture that 

established India’s civil development in relation to Western histories, “in effect, trying to 

add another column to those old comparative, Scaligerian chronologies that started with 

Adam.”10 Jones’s research, along with the publications of Orientalists Benjamin 

Kennicott and Charles Wilkins, produced “a new field of philologically oriented 

European scholarship … Indology,” which provided “the first wide-ranging, systematic 

studies by Europeans of an ancient literate culture” outside the Western hemisphere.11 

Through his prolific annotations, Marsden produces a similarly “systematic” study of 

China that relies upon Indologists’ foundational work. 

To this end, Marsden establishes connections, however tenuous, between a body 

of extant Orientalist scholarship and Marco Polo. For example, he annotates Polo’s 

Chinese journeys with repeated citations from Jean-Baptiste Du Halde’s General History 

of China (1736), Joseph de Guignes’s Histoire Générale des Huns, des Mongoles, des 

Turcs et des Autres Tartares Occidentaux (1756–8), Gibbon’s Decline and Fall of the 

Roman Empire (1776–88), Wilkins’s Bhaguat-geeta, or Dialogues of Kreeshna and 

Arjoon (1785), George L. Staunton’s Authentic Account of an Embassy (1797), and 
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Barrow’s Travels in China (1804). Marsden orchestrates a dialogue across disparate 

bodies of knowledge—Polo’s c.1298 manuscript, seventeenth-century French Jesuit 

Sinology, eighteenth-century French and British Oriental scholarship, and nineteenth-

century British travelogues of China—thereby producing his professedly exhaustive 

account of Chinese cultural history that affirmed British proficiency in Chinese matters. 

Following its initial publication, Marsden’s translation was reviewed positively by the 

Quarterly Review in 1819, republished in 1854, and used as the basis for several revised 

translations throughout the twentieth and twenty-first centuries, most recently a 2008 

translation published by Alfred A. Knopf. This publication record makes evident more 

than Marco Polo’s lasting popularity; it demonstrates Marsden’s ability to insert his 

particular version of Marco Polo into Orientalist scholarship. 

Therefore, Marsden’s translation of Marco Polo could more aptly be described as 

a scholarly edition of the late thirteenth-century travelogue as it assembles together 

predictable textual apparatuses—a well-researched introduction, meticulously 

documented chapter endnotes, and a comprehensive index—which reveal his philological 

rather than linguistic inclinations. However, this paratext does more than complement 

Polo’s narrative; it overwhelms and even supersedes the central text both in physical 

mass and scholastic importance. Marsden’s lengthy preface and copious chapter endnotes 

complicate the reader’s identification of a central text. The preface serves primarily two 

purposes: to situate Marco Polo within a historical context and to justify the production 

of a new annotated English edition. Marsden’s historical narrative includes a biography 

of Marco Polo and his family, an account of the travelogue’s inception and contentious 

reception, and a list of all known editions in European languages. Marsden’s justification 
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for his annotated translation emerges from this historical context. He attempts to recover 

Polo’s narrative as an authentic historical account despite its popular reception as an 

Oriental romance. By wading through the proliferation of translations, Marsden identifies 

(or so he believes) the narrative closest to Polo’s original, now lost, manuscript as 

dictated in a Pisa prison to his amanuensis Rustichello. In translating the earliest extant 

edition, Marsden extricates the text from centuries of fanciful emendation. Moreover, 

Marsden’s search for the earliest extant Marco Polo mimics eighteenth-century Biblical 

philologists’ commitment to identify the earliest New Testament books feasible, since the 

original text was acknowledged as irretrievable.12 The preface thus functions as a space 

wherein Marsden exhibits his research methodologies and asserts the intellectual stakes 

of his project. More intrusive than the preface are the endnotes. Marsden’s extensive 

notes fit precisely within the historical trend of emendation noted earlier by Gang Zhou, 

as they transform Marco Polo from an alluring Oriental tale into a work of empirical 

Oriental scholarship. In the Quarterly Review’s assessment of Marco Polo, the 

anonymous reviewer argues that Marsden’s “Notes,” rather than his translation, “are the 

most important part of the volume.”13 Through his notes, Marsden offers context for 

nearly every aspect of Polo’s travels possibly illegible to nineteenth-century readers—

from linguistics to religious practices to legal procedures to popular medieval literature. 

Akin to his preface, the endnotes highlight Marsden’s erudite research as well as his 

commitment to seeing Marco Polo included within Orientalist scholarship, specifically 

the burgeoning subfield of Sinology. 

My critical reading of Marsden’s scholarship, which the rest of this section will 

articulate, stems from the way in which he manipulates the eighteenth-century models 
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offered by Gibbon and Jones for more overtly imperialist purposes. Marsden uses 

scholastic methods well-regarded in the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries but 

applies them to an incongruous situation. First, he philologically scrutinizes a Eurocentric 

text so as to extrapolate a narrative of Chinese cultural stasis. Unlike Jones’s scholarship, 

Marsden’s object of inquiry does not emerge from the culture he wishes to understand. 

Moreover, by focusing on China’s stagnated civilization, he produces a narrative without 

narrative drive. He ironically produces a history of stasis. Second, Marsden uses 

secondhand knowledge not only to create a historical narrative, a method responsibly 

deployed by Gibbon, but also to extrapolate insight into current Chinese culture without 

the experiential knowledge upon which Jones (or other situated Orientalists) relied to 

corroborate his philological conclusions. In short, Marsden uses philology not as a guide 

to understanding China’s past but rather as a means of anachronistically decoding the 

present. 

 In addition to making Polo’s archaic text accessible to nineteenth-century readers, 

Marsden’s framing devices enact a threefold manipulation of Marco Polo’s reception. 

First, Marsden anticipates and dismantles any potential doubts concerning the narrative’s 

authenticity. Having established the veracity of Polo’s account, Marsden dissociates the 

text from its traditional genre classification as a romantic travel narrative and reclassifies 

it as an example of empirical Oriental scholarship. As a result of this genre 

transmogrification, Marsden incorporates Marco Polo into nineteenth-century Anglo-

Sino discourses. Through his reinvention of Marco Polo’s literary import, Marsden also 

reshapes perceptions of Qing-dynasty China. Marsden’s paratext demonstrates that while 

Polo’s China appears the very pinnacle of civilization, especially when placed in 
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synchronic comparison with medieval Europe, the country has since fallen into cultural 

stasis. Since China has remained remarkably unchanged since the thirteenth century, 

Polo’s historical narrative offers unexpected insight into the Eastern empire despite its 

historical isolation. Marsden, rather paradoxically, establishes this medieval Italian 

travelogue as an early contributor to British imperial archives of Chinese knowledge, 

knowledge essential to Britain’s domination within Anglo-Sino interimperial exchanges. 

Unfortunately, Marsden’s construction of the above arguments is less than logical. An 

appropriate reflection of Georgian Britain’s ambiguous geopolitical relationship with the 

Qing Empire, Marsden’s text juggles contradictory representations of China as both a 

civilized, indomitable empire and an inferior territory prime for British imperial control. 

Marsden imagines Britain’s imperial superiority over China while contending with the 

Qing Empire’s imposing physical reality. 

 Marsden’s prefatory remarks develop intellectual investment rather than mere 

curiosity in Polo’s travelogue. To begin, he acknowledges the text’s longstanding 

reception as an exotic, possibly fictional, account: “Nearly the whole of what [Polo] had 

to tell was new, and consequently strange, and no references could then be made, as in 

later times, to the corroborating experience of others, nor could he venture to appeal to 

the internal evidence of truth and consistency, where there was no exercise of enlightened 

criticism.”14 Within its medieval context, Polo’s narrative, argues Marsden, appealed to 

readers because of its “strange” insight into little known regions, the same quality that 

made the text’s authenticity suspect. Marsden does not operate under the delusion that 

Polo’s text is perfect. He openly recognizes that although Marco Polo provides 

fascinating cultural details about Asia in general and China in particular, the account 
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contains inaccuracies in dates and geographical locations. However, unlike Polo’s 

original medieval audience, Marsden claims to possess the tools of historical scholarship 

and “enlightened criticism” that permit him to “[rescue] an early and curious work from 

the imputations under which it has laboured, and [vindicate] the moral integrity of its 

ingenuous … author” (MP xxviii). By authenticating Polo as a reliable narrator, Marsden 

mitigates the text’s potentially defamatory aspects.  

 Marsden’s affirmation of Marco Polo’s authenticity has to do less with its 

reclamation from historical slander and more with defending the text against foreseeable 

nineteenth-century critiques. Marsden misrepresents medieval assumptions regarding 

travel narratives. According to Martin Gosman, Polo’s travelogue is stylistically 

traditional within the corpus of medieval travel writing. In fact, “[e]pic elements in 

documents considered as empirical and presented as such are not uncommon in medieval 

writing.”15 Polo’s chronicle was originally repudiated not because of it “strange” or 

fantastic elements but rather because of Polo’s laudatory account of the Mongols. Polo’s 

“integration in a society considered hostile to Christians, who regarded themselves as the 

final and perfect stage in the evolution of mankind, made his story unbelievable.”16 

Marsden does not need to defend Marco Polo from this form of critique since the rhetoric 

of Oriental decline and stasis was widely accepted by 1818. Instead Marsden anticipates 

that nineteenth-century readers, though eager for new knowledge of China, will demand 

the “corroborating experience of others” before accepting Marco Polo as academically 

relevant rather than as a series of entertaining tales akin to The Arabian Nights (1706, 

first English translation). Rather than assuming a defensive position, Marsden couches 

these nineteenth-century concerns within medieval fears thereby suggesting that these 
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critiques are antiquated. He panders to his readership by arguing that nineteenth-century 

research methodologies are capable of authenticating Polo’s medieval narrative 

regardless of the temporal remove. 

Marsden’s substantiation of Marco Polo functions as a steppingstone into his 

alteration of the text’s genre classification. His reclassification of Marco Polo is 

consistent with the rhetorical change in late eighteenth-century ethnographies and 

travelogues, as noted by Jonathan Lamb, from curious observation to the “more 

disciplined and disinterested approach of scientific inquiry.”17 An illustrative example 

appears in Constantin-François Volney’s preface to Travels through Syria and Egypt 

(1787), wherein Volney claims to “have endeavoured to maintain the spirit with which I 

conducted my researches into facts; that is, an impartial love of truth. I have restrained 

myself from indulging any sallies of the imagination,” being “of the opinion that travels 

belong to the department of history, and not that of romance.”18 Volney distances his 

travel writing from romance and resituates it within history by creating an ethnography 

grounded in professedly objective observations. In like fashion, Marsden expends 

considerable effort undermining Marco Polo’s historical association with romance. An 

example of Marsden’s attempt to dissociate the narrative from romance follows his 

recollection of a popular anecdote. Upon the Polos’ return to Venice, “they experienced 

the reception that attended Ulysses when he returned to Ithaca. They were not recognized 

even by their nearest relations; and especially as rumours of their death had been current 

and were confidently believed” (MP xvi). After a three-page description of the Polos’ 

Homeric return, Marsden summarily dismisses the entire story “as it betrays a mixture of 

vanity and folly quite inconsistent with the character of grave and prudent men” typically 
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attributed to the Polos (MP xix). He ascribes the fanciful “story to fertile invention of [the 

Polos’] contemporaries or perhaps the succeeding generation, who seem to have regarded 

our travellers as heroes of romance, and not unfrequently made them the subject of 

ridicule” (MP xix). Marsden denigrates the anecdote as a “fertile invention” that only first 

appeared in written form in Giovanni Battista Ramusio’s 1550 Italian edition of travel 

vignettes (MP xvi). Similar to his belief that Polo’s account may be verified only through 

modern scholarship, Marsden here dismisses the relevance of oral traditions. It is these 

oral traditions, rather than the original travelogue, that have marked Marco Polo as a 

“subject of pleasantry” or an “improbable romance” (MP xxv and xlivn*). In logic akin 

to Hegel’s lectures several years later, Marsden dismisses oral traditions as unreliable 

records that should be supplanted with empirical scholarship. Correspondingly, 

Marsden’s capacious paratext grounds Marco Polo in seemingly factual scholarship that 

will transform the travel narrative into a work of Orientalist research capable of 

augmenting “the literature of our own country [Britain]” while simultaneously creating 

an emended history of China through “reliable” British eyes (MP xxxi). 

By recovering Marco Polo from its historical obscurity and disentangling the 

travelogue from romance and unreliable folklore, Marsden situates his translation of 

Marco Polo within Britain’s emergent imperial archives regarding the Orient. In 

particular, Marsden’s paratext disconnects Marco Polo from its literary history and 

instead locates it in nineteenth-century Sinology. Marsden uses Marco Polo to make the 

Orient legible. In establishing his project’s complexity and significance, Marsden adopts 

the arguments of an unnamed Italian scholar, who asserts that a complete edition of 

Marco Polo “demands a full and precise acquaintance with the geography of the middle 
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ages; with the travels of those days; with oriental history; with the languages prevailing in 

early and modern times amongst the Tartars, the Indians, and other eastern people; with 

the manners, the natural history, and the rare productions of those countries; and at the 

same time with the Venetian dialect of Italian, as well as with the particular usages of the 

city of Venice” (MP xxvii).  Although Marsden perceives himself equal to this daunting 

archival project, he rarely consults medieval archives contemporaneous to Polo’s 

manuscript and instead privileges more recent seventeenth- and eighteenth-century 

European scholarship. Thus Marsden initiates a literary revision of Marco Polo that 

appropriates the medieval text for contemporary discourse. The Quarterly’s enthusiastic 

review tellingly credits the translator-editor with having “added … another treasure to the 

stock of oriental literature … highly meriting a place on the shelf of every library, public 

and private.”19 The Quarterly conspicuously categorizes Polo’s Travels as “oriental” not 

“European” regardless of the author’s Italian nationality. This classification stems from 

the text’s primary topic—the Orient—and, more importantly, from Marco Polo’s framing 

within Marsden’s Orientalist paratext. The Quarterly’s further recommendation that 

Marco Polo “merit[s] a place on the shelf of every library” intimates the text’s immediate 

relevance. In short, Marco Polo emerges in the early nineteenth century as a 

contemporary artifact rather than a displaced historical account. Marsden’s paratext—

particularly his endnotes—establish Marco Polo as conversant in both medieval Eurasian 

histories and nineteenth-century Anglo-Sino relations. 

Marsden not only reframes Marco Polo but also uses the travelogue to elevate the 

status of nineteenth-century Orientalists and their scholarship. Marsden operates under no 
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illusion concerning medieval Europe’s inferiority to early Yuan-dynasty China, yet he 

perceives post-Enlightenment Europe quite differently: 

But in the general advancement of knowledge, and in proportion to the 
opportunities afforded of ascertaining the real state of society and of 
physical circumstances in remote countries, and to the exercise of rational 
inquiry, which whilst it detects imposture, serves to rescue merit from 
neglect, the authenticity and importance of these travels have found 
enlightened advocates, and in modern times have been generally 
acknowledged by the most eminent historical and geographical writers. 
(MP xxv)  

 
Embedded within this broad characterization of nineteenth-century scholarship are two 

arguments that link Marsden’s annotated translation with the work of other Romantic 

Orientalists.20 First, Marsden subtly imposes a hierarchy wherein European scholarship 

and the associated methods of “rational inquiry” are supposed superior to their Asian 

counterparts. The “authenticity and importance” of Marco Polo can only be determined 

once Europeans have access to “the real state of society and of physical circumstances in 

remote countries,” where they may collect the empirical evidence needed to corroborate 

Polo’s account. The “most eminent historical and geographical writers” are of European 

nationalities and they rarely rely, at least in Marsden’s account, on Asian scholarship to 

authenticate Polo’s histories. Instead, nineteenth-century scholars combine their limited 

experiential data with preexisting, often archaic, European scholarship.21 For Marsden 

and other domestic Sinologists, Britons’ accumulated knowledge—regardless of its 

temporal origin—functioned as a key to decoding Chinese customs. For example, 

Marsden attempts to pinpoint Polo’s travel routes on contemporary British maps, even 

when Polo traverses China’s interior, an expanse not yet accessible to European travelers. 

Despite Britons’ inability, as of 1818, to map the interior regions of the Qing Empire with 

any degree of accuracy, Marsden’s notes suggest otherwise. In establishing himself and 
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his corroborating sources as authoritative voices, Marsden creates a seemingly 

comprehensive geographical portrait of the Chinese empire when, in fact, he weaves 

together finite British and European knowledge of the Chinese to generate a self-serving 

representation of China. While the British were becoming increasingly familiar with 

China, their knowledge prior to the first Opium War remained severely restricted. 

Nonetheless, Marsden’s notes for Marco Polo create the appearance of Britons’ 

intellectual command over Chinese culture, geography, and politics. 

Whereas Marsden’s first argument (in the above cited passage) diminishes 

physical distances—European scholars familiarize Asian countries through “rational 

inquiry”—his second argument constructs scholars’ temporal distance from Marco Polo 

as beneficial rather than detrimental to their appreciation of the text. In essence, Marco 

Polo bridges physical as well as temporal spaces. It is only “in modern times,” in a post-

Enlightenment era, that Marsden and other scholars can fully appreciate, understand, and 

corroborate the Oriental knowledge that Polo imparts. Marsden positions himself, a 

nineteenth-century scholar, as best able to perceive and depict the whole of the Orient’s 

historical development. He distinguishes his translation work from previous Marco Polo 

scholars by undertaking “an examination of the particular details, with the view of 

bringing them to the test of modern observation” (MP xxxix). What is striking here is 

Marsden’s authentication of a thirteenth-century text through “modern observation.” 

Marco Polo’s fantastic events are not simply compared with but rather confirmed via 

contemporary empirical knowledge. The nineteenth-century escalation in Anglo-Sino 

diplomatic and commercial exchanges, as recorded in travelogues, provides Marsden 

with just enough empirical knowledge with which to juxtapose Polo’s observations, 
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thereby creating, however problematically, an overview of Chinese civilization that has 

stagnated since the thirteenth century. While time works in favor of the European scholar, 

it is detrimental to Oriental civilizations. Marsden’s methodology reflects the popular 

sentiment expressed in Barrow’s Travels in China: “That China was civilized to a certain 

degree before most of the nations of Europe … is a fact that will not admit of a doubt; but 

that it has continued to improve so as still to vie with many of the present European states 

… is not by any means so clear.”22 In essence, Polo’s thirteenth-century China is 

relatively indistinguishable from Barrow’s eighteenth-century China. Via his paratextual 

history, Marsden argues that Chinese civilization has plateaued, even regressed, during 

the period wherein Europe witnessed the Renaissance and the Enlightenment. 

By collapsing China’s historical timeline, Marsden creates the illusion of a 

compact and simple history that Britons can both understand and master. Beginning in his 

preface’s opening pages, Marsden immediately juxtaposes thirteenth- and eighteenth-

century events thereby conveying China’s cultural stagnation and the relevance of 

contemporary Anglo-Sino exchanges to understanding China’s history. Marsden 

describes how upon “[o]bserving young Marco in the assemblage [of Venetian 

merchants], [Kublai Khan] made inquiries respecting him, and being informed that he 

was the son of Nicolo, he honoured him with his particular notice, took him under his 

protection, and gave him an appointment in his household” (MP ix). In the accompanying 

footnote, Marsden draws a comparison with an incident much more familiar to his 

readers: “It is impossible for those who have read the account of Lord Macartney’s 

Embassy not to be struck with the resemblance between this scene and that which passed 

at Jehol in 1793, when Sir George Staunton presented his son, the present Sir George 
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Thomas Staunton, to the venerable Kien Long” (MP ixn*). However, Marsden’s research 

methodologies are more complex than simple juxtaposition. He often relies upon 

contemporary scholarship and travelogues to confirm details in Polo’s account. One 

example of anachronistic authentication appears in an early chapter that records Polo’s 

observations along the southwestern edge of the Great Wall. At chapter’s end, Marsden 

provides a five-page endnote that defends Polo’s failure to describe the Great Wall, “a 

structure of such magnitude and importance, as to be classed along with those efforts of 

human labour and art, emphatically termed the Wonders of the world” (MP 230n446). In 

Polo’s defense, Marsden relies upon George L. Staunton’s assessment of the Great Wall 

during the 1792–4 British Embassy. Via George L. Staunton, Marsden argues that 

although Polo’s omission is problematic, it cannot be used to argue that the Great Wall 

did not already exist in the thirteenth century. Marsden’s investment in the Great Wall’s 

longevity stems from the imperialist desire to depict China’s cultural stagnation. 

Accordingly, Marsden cites George L. Staunton’s assertion that, “[t]he period of [the 

Wall’s] completion … is an historical fact as authentic as any of those which the annals 

of ancient kingdoms have transmitted to posterity” (MP 230n446). However, George L. 

Staunton proceeds to discuss the extensive Chinese historical records that document the 

Great Wall’s seventh-century construction. Heedless of this example, Marsden never 

cites similar Chinese records to corroborate Polo’s Travels. Instead, he relies upon 

European, particularly British, knowledge and experience to explain and authenticate 

Polo’s text. Here, Marsden relies wholly on George L. Staunton’s empirical assessment. 

Accordingly, his citations and annotations augment Britain’s commanding imperial 

persona by creating the semblance of British mastery of China’s historical record.23  
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 Marsden’s attempts to resolve intratextual contradictions, such as the Great 

Wall’s absence, provide insight into domestic Sinology’s silent mission to delineate 

China’s imperial decline. Rather than avoiding internal contradictions or challenges, 

Marsden anticipates that questions regarding Marco Polo’s authenticity may arise 

because of certain omissions that might be difficult for many nineteenth-century readers 

to excuse (MP xxvii). These omissions include Polo’s “silence with respect to that 

stupendous fabric, the Great Wall of China; the cultivation and general use of tea; [and] 

the preposterous fashion of bandaging the feet of female children in order to render them 

small and useless” (MP xxxvii). From a modern perspective, these omissions seem 

logical: either Polo never witnessed these aspects of Chinese culture or these cultural 

markers developed in the years following Polo’s journey.24 Yet providing nineteenth-

century readers with either of these conclusions would undermine Marsden’s scholarship 

as well as British imperial arguments denigrating the current status of Chinese 

civilization. If Polo’s narrative proves less than comprehensive, especially given his 

twenty-five-year interaction with the Mongols and Chinese, then Marsden’s construction 

of the text’s usefulness in decoding contemporary Anglo-Sino relations loses merit. Even 

more dangerous than the challenge to Marsden’s scholarship would be the challenge 

posed to British characterizations of the Chinese empire—especially in the aftermath of 

the abortive Amherst embassy—as weak, despotic, and culturally inadequate.25 Polo’s 

omissions could suggest that Chinese cultural achievements, including tea cultivation and 

the Great Wall’s construction, are more recent developments. Marsden argues 

emphatically against this logic. Instead, he proposes that it is precisely because of Polo’s 

great familiarity with China that these omissions exist. The Quarterly Review echoes this 
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argument, stating, “[m]anners and customs, and new and singular objects of nature and 

art, however strange for a time, become familiar from long residence, and … may well be 

supposed to escape the subsequent attention of the narrator.”26 By excusing Marco Polo’s 

flaws as a consequence of the traveler’s extensive experience rather than an indication of 

China’s subsequent development, Marsden and the Quarterly reviewer affirm China’s 

deterioration from its admirable and civilized past into cultural stasis. Rather than 

describing Marco Polo within its own historical context, Marsden’s paratext manipulates 

the medieval chronicle into conformity with prevalent nineteenth-century expectations 

and views of China. Although Marsden displays, what Larner terms, “profound sympathy 

for the Book,” this sympathy does not extend to China, regardless of Polo’s laudatory 

sentiments to the contrary.27 

To perceive these imperialist arguments, however, readers must recognize the 

rhetorical relationship between Polo’s narrative and Marsden’s paratextual citations. 

Despite Marsden’s being an Orientalist by training—having been in the employ of the 

East India Company at Fort Marlborough in Sumatra from 1770–79—the imperialist 

undertones of his translation are not readily apparent. While Marsden’s paratext certainly 

draws attention to itself by constantly interrupting Polo’s detailed account, introductions 

and endnotes can be skimmed, read separately, or even ignored. In short, Marsden’s 

annotations do not have to be read in conjunction with the primary text. Nevertheless, 

even if Marsden’s scholarly apparatuses are read in isolation without relying on Polo’s 

text as a foil, they still resonate with British imperial discourse. Inadvertent 

contradictions within Marsden’s paratext reveal his imperialist, rather than his professed 

academic, investments. In addition to the myriad purposes outlined above, Marsden uses 
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his introduction to catalog all other translations of Marco Polo into Latin, modern Italian, 

French, German, Portuguese, Spanish, Dutch, and English. Through this recitation, 

Marsden justifies the need for his emendation of Marco Polo. Within his list of English 

editions, he discusses the inclusion of Polo’s narrative in Samuel Purchas’s Pilgrimage. 

Marsden anticipates his readers’ queries: 

As it appears … that an English version from the Italian was made by 
Purchas, it may be asked why it should not have superseded the necessity 
for a new one in the present publication? To this it may be answered, that 
the language of that writer is uncouth, affected, and obsolete, that his 
translation is in many places deficient in correctness, and that he has 
paraphrased and abridged the text, as he himself acknowledges, according 
to his convenience or his fancy. “I have indeavoured’ he says ‘to give the 
truth, but have abridged some things to prevent prolixitie and tautoligie in 
this so voluminous a worke, leaving out nothing of substance but what 
elsewhere is to be found in this worke … and seeking rather the sense, 
than a stricter verball following our authour’s words and sentence.” (MP 
xxx) 
 

Marsden herein offers three critiques of Purchas’s work: its “uncouth, affected, and 

obsolete” language; its technical errors in translation; and its abridgement. While the first 

two critiques seem reasonable given Pilgrimage’s year of publication, the third critique is 

incongruous. Since Purchas’s volume includes selections from numerous travel accounts, 

it seems logical that he “paraphrased and abridged the text” to fit his publication’s 

purpose. Furthermore, Purchas, according to Marsden’s own citation, amends Polo’s 

account by removing repetition. Purchas nevertheless purports to maintain the work’s 

“sense,” even if passages have been eliminated. However, Marsden perceives Purchas’s 

methodology less favorably: Purchas translates “according to his convenience or his 

fancy.” Marsden laments that Purchas’s unjustifiably abridged version served as the 

subsequent foundation for later English editions. He concludes, therefore, that “[u]nder 

circumstances of this nature it will be admitted, that independently of the collateral object 
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of a commentary or a critical examination of the matter of the text”—work that his 

paratext bravely undertakes—“a new translation of Marco Polo’s Travels was wanting to 

the literature of our own country” (MP xxxi). 

Considering his negative evaluation of Purchas’s scholarship, Marsden’s later 

reliance on Purchas’s same text for evidentiary support within his endnotes is curious, 

even problematic. Marsden cites Purchas’s volume to corroborate Polo’s observations of 

everything from marriage practices to the construction of local habitations. Despite 

Marsden’s earlier dismissal of Purchas’s unreliable methods of reproducing ancient texts, 

Marsden nonetheless cites prolifically from Purchas’s translation of the travels of 

Flemish missionary Willielmus de Rubruquis. Marsden’s problematic dependence on 

Purchas as a source of veritable knowledge alerts us to the ulterior motives embedded 

within Marsden’s critical commentary. Within the paratext, Marsden attempts to collate 

all existing European scholarship regarding the Orient. The number of texts dedicated to 

Oriental studies, rather than the quality of these texts, demonstrates the breadth of 

Oriental scholarship produced by Europeans. Moreover, the considerable overlap in 

information shared between these publications—ironically produced because of the texts’ 

incestuous reliance upon one another—not only confirms each text’s veracity but also 

produces a seemingly cohesive and coherent depiction of the Far East. This construction 

of a legible historical and cultural narrative across Britain’s imperial archive suggests 

Britons’ successful mastery of Oriental knowledge, knowledge that may be used for 

imperial subjugation. Cumulatively, then, Marsden’s scholarship creates two historical 

narratives: one depicting Chinese civilization’s 500-year decline and one constructing the 

progressive development of British Sinology. Marsden’s Marco Polo demonstrates how 
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Anglo-Sino relations were largely understood and developed through British literature’s 

imaginative constructions of China rather than emerging from Asian archives or 

experiential knowledge. 

 

IV. Coleridge’s Invocation of Ancient China 

 While Marsden provides a compelling example of early nineteenth-century 

Sinology and its imaginative effect on Anglo-Sino relations, Marsden’s work is not 

accepted as immediately indicative of widespread British attitudes toward or knowledge 

of China. Marsden was an Orientalist by training, having been in the employ of the East 

India Company at Fort Marlborough in Sumatra from 1770–9. Therefore, his familiarity 

with the Far East well preceded Macartney’s famous embassy to the Qianlong emperor, 

which precipitated general curiosity regarding China. Prior to Sinology’s emergence, 

which the OED dates to 1816, British textual representations of China fell primarily into 

two categories: travel narratives and tangential literary references to China.28 The former 

category, though generally invested in representing China’s complexity, should not be 

aligned unilaterally with Sinology. Rather than engaging in intellectual research into 

Chinese history and culture, late eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century travel 

narratives assumed a predominantly comparative method of describing China, a method 

that, to ventriloquize Edward Said, tells us more about England than China.29 In 

concluding his Travels in China (1804), John Barrow claims that the “comparisons” 

drawn throughout his narrative of the Macartney Embassy “[assist] the reader to form in 

his own mind some idea what rank the Chinese may be considered to hold, when 

measured by the scale of European nations.”30 Furthermore, Barrow boasts not of 
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Britons’ newly acquired Chinese knowledge but of China’s new understanding of Britain. 

He asserts that “the late Embassy, by shewing the character and dignity of the British 

nation in a new and splendid light, to a court and people in a great measure ignorant of 

them before … has laid an excellent foundation for great future advantages.”31 In short, 

Barrow’s observations of China affirm Britons’ burgeoning sense of their imperial 

superiority. 

Similar comparative representations of China appear in canonical Romantic 

literature. Jane Austen’s Edmund Bertram intrudes upon Fanny Price who has secluded 

herself in Mansfield Park’s aptly named East Room. Upon observing Fanny’s books, he 

comments, “You will be taking a trip to China, I suppose. How does Lord Macartney go 

on?”32 Fanny, overly distraught by the household decision to perform a play, finds herself 

unable to read her Chinese travel narrative—most likely George L. Staunton’s An 

Authentic Account of an Embassy from the King of Great Britain to the Emperor of China 

(1797) or Barrow’s Travels in China, both of which were in circulation by Mansfield 

Park’s 1814 publication. For Fanny, “there was no reading, no China, no composure” as 

Edmund “had told her the most extraordinary, the most inconceivable, the most 

unwelcome news; and she could think of nothing else.”33 Through this fleeting Chinese 

reference, Austen insinuates the Eastern empire’s insignificance. Despite China’s 

increasing relevance to Britain’s economic and imperial concerns in Asia, Mansfield 

Park’s sudden descent into impropriety strikes Fanny as “the most extraordinary … 

news,” which merits all her attention. Austen’s casual allusion to China reinforces the 

British attitude that the Qing Empire was inferior to the British Empire. China appears 

Britain’s inferior through subtle juxtaposition, a rhetorical method that William 
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Wordsworth also deploys in the eighth book of The Prelude (1805). Wordsworth devotes 

over twenty lines to describe “that paradise of ten thousand trees, / Or Gehol’s famous 

gardens,” echoing Barrow’s account of the Qianlong emperor’s imperial grounds.34 

However, Wordsworth qualifies his praise of the Emperor’s ornately designed Chinese 

landscapes by asserting the superior beauty of Britain’s natural landscapes: “But lovelier 

far than this the paradise / Where I was reared, in Nature’s primitive gifts.”35 Via the 

Chinese landscape, Wordsworth privileges British aesthetic sensibilities. However, in 

clear excess of Wordsworth’s and Austen’s references, Coleridge’s writing appears most 

affected by China’s new place in the British imaginary as he reflects upon both Britain’s 

growing awareness of China’s very existence and the increasingly fraught relationship 

between the British and Qing empires.  

Coleridge’s awareness of burgeoning Anglo-Sino affairs may be traced through 

his marginalia, personal notebooks, and published essays (most notably in The Morning 

Post). Although Coleridge’s direct references to China are relatively scarce, his 

characterization of Far Eastern culture consistently marks Chinese culture as significantly 

inferior to European, specifically British and French, sensibilities. Coleridge identifies 

China’s inferiority through three techniques: identifying China’s lack of cultural 

sophistication, using China as an example of extreme national vice, and positioning 

China—through the deployment of what Johannes Fabian terms “typological time”—as 

temporally lagging behind Europe’s modern civilization.36 

According to his marginalia, Coleridge perceived China as culturally stunted, 

exhibiting tendencies that appear unsophisticated or even savage in comparison with 

European practices. His characterization of Chinese culture, or rather the lack thereof, 
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stems from superficial empirical knowledge as well as penetrating interpretations. In 

response to Gotthilf Heinrich von Schubert’s 1803 claim that the “musical system of the 

Chinese according to Roussier, begins at the point where the Greek system leaves off,” 

Coleridge expresses his emphatic disagreement: “!!! Did you ever happen to hear Chinese 

Music? Of all damnable Noises it is the most ridiculously damnable!”37 Though unclear 

where Coleridge might have encountered authentic Chinese music, his harsh critique does 

little more than challenge Chinese artistry. However, his characterization of Chinese 

lust/love denigrates the entire population by dissecting interpersonal relationships. In his 

1836 Worthies of Yorkshire and Lancashire, son Hartley Coleridge, in giving an account 

of Captain James Cook, details the naming of “Cannibal Bay” on the basis of the 

“anthropophagous habits of the New Zealanders.”38 Father Coleridge, prompted by his 

son’s word “anthropophagous,” provides the following tangential rumination: 

For “anthropophagous” substitute “philanthropic” in the same spirit, in 
authority, by which the French Naturalists, and Sentimentalists, and their 
Imitators in England, entitle the gratification of a congenerous Appetite at 
the consequent on obtained by the murder of more than the mere life, 
Love!—The modern fashion of this Cannibalism in England & France is 
commonly philogynic, but in Turkey & China so indifferent, as to δ or η, 
as to be truly philanthropic.39 

 
While I agree with George Whalley, editor of the Marginalia, that this passage exhibits 

Coleridge’s “usual contrast between love and lust,” I want to refocus attention onto the 

national hierarchy being constructed via Coleridge’s love/lust comparison.40 By 

juxtaposing “England & France” against “Turkey & China,” Coleridge immediately 

conveys an Occident/Orient divide. Although Coleridge’s tone (conveyed through the 

emphatic “modern”) suggests a satirical depiction of British and French behavior, the 

Turks and the Chinese are associated with the cannibalistic habits of the New Zealanders 
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through the deliberately repeated “philanthropic.” Rather than deploying “philanthropic” 

as a descriptor of benevolence, Coleridge uses the word to convey culturally 

indifference—indifference that he perceives in the lustful cannibalism of both men and 

women. Coleridge describes British and French practices as “philogynic,” thereby 

implying that lust is a purely male characteristic directed toward women. Within the 

Turkish or Chinese context, behavioral differences between men and women are 

flattened. By erasing gender differences, Coleridge does not suggest that Turkey and 

China promote gender equality but rather that lustful behavior may be exhibited in both 

men and women. As James Mill asserts in his 1817 History of British India, “[t]he 

condition of the women is one of the most remarkable circumstances in the manners of 

nations, and one of the most decisive criterions of the stage of society at which they have 

arrived. Among rude people, the women generally degraded; among civilized people, 

they are exalted.”41 By the same logic, Coleridge’s depiction of Turkish and Chinese 

women as lustful tarnishes the reputation of each of these Oriental nations. 

 While Coleridge’s apparent distaste for Chinese culture could simply reflect a 

general xenophobia, his distaste stems in part from his concern for Britain’s economic 

well-being. Although Coleridge claims—in an 1800 Morning Post article—that “[o]ur 

empire in the East is secured beyond almost the possibility of attack,” he also 

acknowledges—albeit in private notes—the economic challenges Britain faces in the 

Chinese context.42 Coleridge expresses resentment toward Chinese markets. He angers at 

China’s unwillingness to trade with Britain, preferring instead that all Chinese goods, 

most notably tea, be paid for with gold bullion. Coleridge recognizes, with dismay, “that 

the East (Hindostan, and China) is comparatively poor in Gold” and, as a consequence, 
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“India and China have been the Gulph, into which precious Metals have been carried by 

Commerce and never returned.”43 Chinese trade is a source of anxiety not only because it 

facilitates Chinese exportation without any benefit to the British economy but also 

because of China’s integral role within European nations’ competition for national and 

imperial superiority. Within Canton, the only Chinese city open to foreign trade prior to 

the first Opium War, European companies vied for trading privileges that would benefit 

their national economies. This European competition, located in a Chinese port, 

influenced how Britons traded with the Chinese. In his comments upon Wedgwood 

porcelain—famous for “perfecting” the Chinese-imported willow design—Coleridge 

recollects Wedgwood’s refusal to export his designs back to China knowing that “in 

several European states, the porcelain of the east is admitted on very easy terms, while 

the importation of English pottery is restrained by heavy imposts, amounting in many 

cases to prohibition.”44 Even though the Chinese import of Wedgwood’s porcelain would 

mitigate the problem of Britain’s bullion shortage—a problem not yet addressed through 

the illegal exportation of Bengali opium—such importation would also provide “undue 

advantage to [Britain’s] foreign rivals.”45 Exporting Wedgwood’s designs to Chine would 

grant other Europeans access to British commodities as well as manufacturing designs 

through cheaper Chinese markets. 

 Coleridge effectively masks these British anxieties instigated by Chinese 

economic practices through his persistent disparagement of Chinese culture and people. 

He deprecates myriad aspects of Chinese civilization from general behavioral traits to 

population control to religious beliefs to despotic imperial rule. For Coleridge, China 

often functions as the extreme negative example by which Europe benefits in 
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comparison. For example, in his arguments in favor of peace with France, published in 

The Morning Post at the turn of the century, Coleridge asserts that while the “French 

tolerate Atheism and Deism; the Emperor of China tolerates both, and Idolatry to boot—

and yet we send flattering Embassies to him.”46 Clearly cognizant of the 1792 British 

Embassy to the Qianlong emperor, Coleridge uses this instance of famously failed 

diplomacy to augment the logic and desirability of a rapprochement with the French. 

China, as seen by Coleridge, is no more than an “absolute despotism in which the very 

perfection of the Monarch must act to the reduction of the subject to Automatons.”47 

Coleridge perceives all levels of Chinese society as corrupt: the emperor enacts despotic 

rule (exemplified in his “wicked & foolish laws” that restrict Chinese emigration) upon 

his subjects who are in turn stripped of their mental ingenuity and individuality.48 

Accordingly, Coleridge casually and candidly refers to “the vices of the Chinese” and 

“the familiar atrocities of Hindostan & China.”49 He provides no details of these “vices” 

and “atrocities,” which suggests that he regards his opinions as commonplace. Despite his 

general denigration of China, Coleridge’s writing nevertheless reflects Britons’ 

contradictory perceptions of China as not only their cultural inferior but also a powerful 

autonomous empire comparable to their own. There are moments within Coleridge’s 

marginalia where he praises the Chinese. Notably, though, he restricts his praise to 

ancient, rather than contemporary, Chinese civilization. 

 Despite his dominant understanding of the Chinese as unethical “automatons,” 

Coleridge does not disavow China’s ancient history, a history that included the 

development of formidable cultural institutions (religious, governmental, educational, 

etc.). Rather, Coleridge’s representations of China demonstrate a simultaneous curiosity 
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in Chinese culture—evidenced in part by his one-time intention to accompany 

Wordsworth’s brother John to China—as well as his refusal to bestow unqualified praise 

upon the Chinese.50 For instance, in deploring European systems that provide education 

along classist lines, Coleridge offers Chinese education as a positive alternative: “In 

China indeed, where all are educated in National Schools, and their after rank determined 

by their talents & tendencies.”51 Similarly, Coleridge ascribes to a monotheistic 

worldview as posited by prominent Orientalists, most notably Sir William Jones. 

Accordingly, Coleridge concedes that, despite his own “virus of scepticism relatively to 

the pretensions of the Chinese and the Hindoos,” he “freely admit[s]” that “the whole 

Mythus [as found in ancient Greek literature] must be regarded as a derivative from 

Hindoo Literature.”52 Yet despite these accolades, Coleridge’s “virus of skepticism” 

infects his opinions of China. Even his aforementioned description of Chinese schools is 

followed with the dubious queries, “And yet, does the Scheme answer? Is China the 

Utopia realized?”53 Coleridge’s implied answer would be “no” in both instances. 

Coleridge reconciles inconsistent observations by manipulating China’s historical 

timeline relative to Britain’s. 

 Coleridge’s divided perspective stems from his understanding of China as a 

country that has failed to modernize by both maintaining an adherence to antiquated 

policies and traditions and failing to take up the mantle of progress. In an 1802 Morning 

Post article, Coleridge provides qualified praise of Chinese governmental practices: “If, 

in short, instead of our Percies, Russels, and Howards, we had a legion of Mandarins, 

without any of those antient internal regulations which controul the election of the 

Mandarins in China?”54 He contemplates, however fleetingly, the potential benefit of 
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England’s cultivating academic advisors (“Mandarins”) to the monarch. However, this 

advising schema would be freed of the “antient internal regulations” that continue to 

structure the Chinese imperial court. In other words, while the Chinese—in their ancient 

past—developed an admirable form of governance they have failed to modernize their 

regulations in response to the contemporary moment. China’s seeming reluctance to 

embrace progress also situates them as temporally lagging behind Europe in general and 

Britain in particular, seemingly regardless of the extensive historical documentation that 

establishes China’s longevity over Britain’s.  

China’s failure to modernize manifests in not only select instances of antiquated 

legal procedures but also general cultural practices that demonstrate China’s cultural 

stagnation. For example, in an extended marginal response to Emanuel Swedenborg’s De 

coelo et inferno, Coleridge contemplates different means of characterizing or 

representing God, including Chinese characterizations. Through this contemplation, he 

again affirms China’s inferiority via a stadial model of history. He states, “In the same 

spirit, tho’ less wisely, some of the ancient Philosophers, & the Chinese at present, 

describe the Deity as spherical—the Schoolmen as a circle whose circumenter is 

everywhere & circumference nowhere.”55 Modern editors H. J. Jackson and Whalley 

suggest that Coleridge’s knowledge of Chinese religion, though existing archival 

evidence remains inconclusive, might be traced to Barrow’s Travels in China.56 Further 

evidence for Coleridge’s familiarity with Barrow’s text may be found in his temporal 

displacement of China into Europe’s ancient past. Coleridge’s description signifies 

Chinese religious beliefs as not only inferior (“tho’ less wisely”) to European 

constructions of God’s omniscience but also highly antiquated. Via parallel structure, 
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Coleridge equates nineteenth-century China with ancient European philosophy. This 

equivalence situates Chinese civilization as lagging behind European progress. Barrow 

similarly affirms, as cited earlier in this chapter, “[t]hat China was civilized to a certain 

degree before most of the nations of Europe, not even Greece excepted, is a fact that will 

not admit of a doubt; but that it has continued to improve, so as still to vie with many of 

the present European states, as the missionaries would have it supposed, is not by any 

means so clear.”57 While Barrow acknowledges that Chinese civilization was, at one 

time, superior to those found in Europe, he shifts his argument markedly, following the 

semi-colon break, into one of negative cultural critique. Coleridge’s marginal comment, 

then, aligns him with increasingly widespread attitudes toward China: China no longer 

epitomized cultural stability, as it had for Britons throughout the eighteenth century, but 

rather remained economically and culturally stunted. By his 1817 publication of 

Biographia Literaria, Coleridge unequivocally characterizes China as “the immense 

empire … improgressive for thirty centuries.”58 Significantly, Coleridge’s temporal 

manipulation of China’s relationship to Western civilization is the dominant mechanism 

that structures “Kubla Khan: Or, A Vision in a Dream.” 

Of his entire oeuvre, Coleridge’s “Kubla Khan” remains one of his most cited and 

analyzed texts. It is also, as David Vallins aptly notes, “Coleridge’s best-known 

representation of the Orient.”59 In fact, Tim Fulford even speculates that “Kubla Khan” is 

“perhaps the most profound of all English Orientalist poem.”60 In her seminal “Kubla 

Khan” and The Fall of Jerusalem: The Mythological School in Biblical Criticism and 

Secular Literature, 1770–1880 (1975), Elinor Shaffer asserts that Coleridge presents, 

throughout his poetic fragment, “a perfectly generalized Oriental setting” that “achieved 
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for Coleridge’s poem what he admired as the chief technical virtue of The Faerie Queen: 

that it is enacted ‘truly in the land of Faery, that is, of mental space.’”61 In persuasively 

arguing for “Kubla Khan” as an imaginative reflection of Coleridge’s monotheistic 

beliefs, Shaffer occludes an examination of geographic specificity within the poem, an 

occlusion that both Fulford’s and Vallins’s descriptions of “Kubla Khan” as 

representative of “the Orient” or “all English Orientalist poems” perpetuates. Instead I 

follow Kitson’s general inclination that “Kubla Khan” participates in a specific 

“imaginative discourse about China, Tartary, and human difference in general.”62 

Especially when placed within the context of Coleridge’s other musings on China, 

“Kubla Khan” may be understood as participant within a specifically Chinese discourse 

of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries rather than representative of the 

Orient writ large. 

Beginning with Nigel Leask’s essay “Kubla Khan and Orientalism: The Road to 

Xanadu Revisited” (1998), literary scholarship on “Kubla Khan” has become 

increasingly attuned to the poem’s geographic references. With the presumable exception 

of the singing Abyssinian maid, the poem is primarily situated in northeastern China. 

Although Xanadu has assumed culturally mythic proportions due to its description in 

both the Travels of Marco Polo and Coleridge’s poem, Xanadu is not a fictional locale; 

the ruins of Xanadu (Shangdu, 上都, in contemporary pinyin and Mandarin) are today a 

UNESCO World Heritage site.63 Scholars, including Leask and Peter Kitson, have 

increasingly acknowledged the importance of Coleridge’s Chinese invocation. They 

situate “Kubla Khan” amongst other late eighteenth-century representations of China by 

reading Xanadu as a thinly veiled representation of Chinese gardens either at Yuan-Ming-
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Yuan (as discussed by Sir William Chambers) or at Gehol (as described by members of 

the first British embassy). Although I do not dispute this alignment of Coleridge’s 

Xanadu with the eighteenth-century gardens at Yuan-Ming-Yuan or Gehol, I want to 

examine the added significance of evoking this particular ancient location rather than 

Gehol, as Wordsworth does. Why Xanadu? What argument does Coleridge’s text enact 

by describing an ancient Chinese garden despite readers’ likely familiarity with the 

contemporary gardens described throughout the accounts of the 1792 British embassy?  

Within the poem’s amended 1816 preface, Coleridge draws attention to his 

Chinese reference by situating his poem’s origin in a Chinese travel narrative. Modern 

scholars, such as Leask, frequently choose to read the poem separate from the 1816 

preface—in part because their composition dates are separated by nearly twenty years.64 

Leask argues that reading the poem without the preface is “to resituate Kubla Khan in the 

intellectual climate of the late 1790s” and, consequently, allows readers “to discover a 

context of literary Orientalism rather different from that associated with the 1816 

poem.”65 While I agree with Leask’s move to reframe “Kubla Khan” within the Anglo-

Sino discourse that began to emerge in the 1790s, I believe that disconnecting the poem 

entirely from the preface elides the significance of Coleridge’s reference to Marco Polo 

via Samuel Purchas. With literary roots reaching back to Polo’s thirteenth-century 

travels, Xanadu immediately conveys a sense of China’s ancient past that Coleridge 

brings into conversation with the more immediate eighteenth- and nineteenth-century 

empirical descriptions of the Qing Empire. 

Throughout the preface to the poetic fragment, Coleridge moves between several 

temporalities from the “ancient” to the recent past to the instantaneous “moment” to the 
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desired and anticipated “tomorrow.”66 Coleridge, though, does not progress linearly 

through these temporal spaces. Instead the text fluctuates between temporalities, 

essentially blurring distinctions between history and memories, between visions and 

prophecies, between revisitations and tomorrows. Coleridge achieves this blurring 

through two techniques. First, his dictional choices include words—most notably 

“vision”—that connote multiple temporalities simultaneously. Second, the poem’s very 

self-reflexivity—regarding both its composition and literary purpose—generates a text 

that is essentially circular. As I will discuss shortly, even if an endpoint could be 

identified within the poem proper, it would be at the end of the third rather than the fourth 

stanza. Through circumspect diction and poetic self-reflexivity, Coleridge collapses time, 

thereby bringing historical, contemporary, and future images and events into immediate, 

albeit anachronistic, conversation. 

 Although the “Kubla Khan” preface appears to provide the poem’s origin story, 

Coleridge’s use of time complicates any easy identification of poetic generation. Instead, 

he obscures both the fragment’s narrative formation and its internal plot by merging 

multiple temporalities into single, isolated, and seemingly instantaneous moments. The 

poem’s alternate title, “A Vision in a Dream,” encapsulates past, present, and future 

temporal moments. The word “vision” can be used in reference to future events: 

“something which is apparently seen otherwise than by ordinary sight; esp. an appearance 

of a prophetic or mystical character, or having the nature of revelation, supernaturally 

presented to the mind either in sleep or in an abnormal state.”67 Coleridge’s invocation of 

this definition is undeniable. The poet’s vision appears during a “profound,” drug-

induced sleep wherein both “images” and “correspondent expressions” appear to his 
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mind’s eye while his “external senses” remain inert. Moreover, the poetic fragment itself 

possesses “a prophetic or mystical character”: “And ’mid this tumult Kubla heard from 

far / Ancestral voices prophesying war!” (ll. 29–30). Yet the word “vision” has the more 

immediate and present temporal connotation of “the action of seeing or fact of seeing” 

either that which is “not actually present to the eye” or with “the ordinary faculty of 

sight.”68 Both these present and future temporalities of Coleridge’s “vision” are contained 

within a dream, which by definition is a past event that is recollected later. Moreover, 

Coleridge’s text contains layers of past time. It is unclear whether the “vision” provided 

in the title is Coleridge’s dream or Kubla Khan’s received prophecy. This lack of clarity 

allows Coleridge to superimpose his immediate personal plan upon China’s distant 

historical past. Accordingly, his ostensibly simple alternate title succeeds in morphing the 

distinctions between past, present, and future events. 

 By imbuing his text with multiple temporal connotations, Coleridge creates the 

possibility for physical and spatial manipulations. These manipulations provide Coleridge 

with the opportunity to bring events into conversation that would otherwise be spatially 

or temporally distant, even incompatible. Within the preface, he repeats the phrase “at the 

moment” or “at this moment” to convey simultaneous events. In the second occurrence—

when Coleridge is called from his writing by business from Porlock—the simultaneity is 

possible, namely because the actions involve two distinct participants. However, in the 

first instance, Coleridge recounts, “In consequence of a slight indisposition, an anodyne 

had been prescribed, from the effect of which he fell asleep in his chair at the moment 

that he was reading.” Although Coleridge expresses an all-too-familiar occurrence—

falling asleep while reading—the two actions cannot logically occupy the same moment. 
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At some point, the eyes and mind stop reading so as to fall asleep. Moreover—and even 

more illogically—the act of sleep syntactically occurs before reading and without a 

temporal marker, such as “while.” Even supposing the moment of transition may not be 

immediately apparent to the participant, a logical narrative of events may be deduced, 

especially since Coleridge recounts the experience in third-person narration. 

Nevertheless, he merges these activities—sleeping and reading—so as to affect a 

disconnect within himself. Within the dream space, Coleridge is both active participant 

and inactive bystander regardless of the obvious fact that all his recollected “images” and 

“correspondent expressions” occur within the same space—his mind. Fulford usefully 

characterizes this dream space or “suspended animation” as a state wherein “the imagined 

scene of the poem becomes present to the mind like a vision, possessing outness—

seeming an external reality although projected from within.”69 Just as he reads and sleeps 

simultaneously, he both witnesses and generates Kubla Khan’s historical narrative. The 

images of Coleridge’s dream actually stem from a historical account—Marco Polo’s 

observations of Kubla Khan’s gardens at Xanadu. Coleridge’s temporal manipulations 

allow him to make Kubla Khan, a thirteenth-century Tartar ruler, relevant to nineteenth-

century British encounters with the Qing emperors. 

 According to Shaffer, Coleridge challenges not only the idea that historical 

knowledge can ever be objective but also the notion that accurate historical 

documentation is solely the vocation of historians. For Coleridge, “[i]nterpretation is 

embedded in event” and, therefore, art, rather than history, is “the instrument whereby 

empirical history is possible.”70 Art, particularly poetry, holds the potential to provide 

nuanced insight into historical events. In fact Shaffer argues that Romantic thinkers 
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argued that the “need for imaginative reconstruction of events which could not be reliably 

known in any other way led directly to the elaboration of the poet’s power to recreate.”71 

Furthermore, Coleridge’s knowledge of Oriental tales, according to Fulford, “provided a 

model of poetry that is concerned with, and itself exploits, the power of its own fictional 

world to intervene in the real world of its audience,” much as the tales of Scheherazade 

productively interrupt her “real-life” circumstances.72 Coleridge’s drug-induced 

ruminations are more than mere elaborations upon Purchas’s translation of Marco Polo. 

Coleridge’s imagination gives him greater insight into Polo’s description of Kubla 

Khan’s garden than descriptions available presumably more factual historical accounts, 

including Polo’s original narrative. Coleridge’s imagination makes him witness to 

history; he is provided, through the conduit of Polo, with empirical knowledge as images 

of Kubla Khan “[rise] up before him as things, with a parallel production of the 

correspondent expressions, without any sensation or consciousness of effort.” In short, 

Coleridge assumes the role of both poet and ideal historian. As the ideal historian, he sees 

the historical images and their verbal expressions before him without personal 

interference. As the poet, he “tak[es] his pen, ink, and paper, instantly and eagerly 

[writes] down the lines.” Through the word “instantly,” Coleridge again attempts to 

collapse time by minimizing the time elapsed between his waking and his writing. 

Additionally, Coleridge’s attempt to record “instantly” can be read as an attempt to 

preserve historical accuracy by recording his empirical observations as close to the event 

(aka., Coleridge’s dream) as possible. In attempting to preserve the images’ vitality, 

rather than creating new or additional images in retrospect, Coleridge revives ancient 
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Chinese history and brings Kubla Khan and his historical context to bear on the present, 

“to intervene in the real world of its audience.” 

 In his opening two stanzas, Coleridge provides more than an empirical description 

of Kubla Khan’s Xanadu; he constructs the Chinese landscape—and by extension the 

Chinese government—as false, even duplicitous. Coleridge uses repetition or near-

repetition to encourage readers to question China’s self-presentation. He deploys the 

same technique of simultaneity used in the preface’s origin story. Through the repetition 

of “caverns measureless” (ll. 4 and 27), Coleridge demonstrates how Chinese civilization, 

when examined closely, is a façade that masks the culture’s savagery. Coleridge’s first 

stanza depicts the seeming beauty and order that Kubla Khan “decree[s] through the 

construction of his “stately pleasure-dome” (l. 2) and the surrounding gardens enclosed 

“[w]ith walls and towers” (l. 7). Through the word “stately,” Coleridge acknowledges 

Xanadu as imposing and dignified as well as representative of the state. After all, these 

are the gardens of the ruling emperor. Moreover, Coleridge acknowledges Kubla Khan as 

being both a political and spiritual leader. Kubla Khan’s pleasure-dome is a seat of 

government located along “Alph, the sacred river” (l. 3). In short, Coleridge uses this first 

stanza to capture an observer’s initial impressions of the Chinese emperor and his 

government/religion. And yet, Coleridge moves on to examine that which is below the 

surface: the “caverns measureless to man” (l. 4). The exclamation (“But oh!” l. 12) that 

opens the second stanza conveys the observer’s shock to discover “that deep romantic 

chasm,” a place that undermines the dignified sanctity that Kubla Khan’s gardens might 

otherwise suggest. Unlike the neatly measured imperial gardens, the subterranean caverns 

are a “savage place” (l. 14) where the once sacred river inexplicably morphs into a locale 
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more associated with demonic sorcery than the sanctity of the gardens above: “as holy 

and enchanted / As e’er beneath a waning moon was haunted / by woman wailing at her 

demon-lover” (ll. 14–16). Whereas the gardens are the masculine sphere of Kubla Khan, 

the caverns are associated with feminine emotions, the “woman wailing at her demon-

lover.” Kubla Khan’s masculine control is undermined by feminine chaos; his control 

proves superficial. 

In addition to his characterization of Chinese civilization as false, Coleridge 

prophesizes China’s eventual demise by suggesting that the beautiful façade will fall. 

Within the “tumult” (ll. 28 and 29) of the haunted caverns, Kubla hears “[a]ncestral 

voices prophesying war” (l. 30). The “tumult” of the once “meandering” (l. 25) river 

becomes, for the character Kubla, representative of future war, war that culminates in a 

“sunless sea” (l. 5), a “lifeless ocean” (l. 28). Within the course of these two stanzas, 

Coleridge inverts his depiction of Xanadu and the emperor. Kubla Khan’s decrees prove 

a charade that inadequately mask China’s inevitable demise. By the end of the second 

stanza, Kubla Khan is no longer an active participant within the landscape but rather a 

passive witness subject to the fate spoken by his ancestors. His control within the first 

stanza is but a semblance. Leask reads the Xanadu gardens via William Chambers’ A 

Dissertation on Oriental Gardening (1772), which allows Leask to ascribe three 

dimensions to Chinese gardens —“the pleasing, the terrible, and the surprising.”73 Leask 

identifies all three dimensions in Coleridge’s depiction of Xanadu’s gardens and 

accordingly argues that Coleridge reads the ancient gardens through contemporary 

theories of gardening. I diverge slightly from Leask by reversing the relationship between 

China’s past and present: I propose that Coleridge invokes ancient history to help inform 
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contemporary Anglo-Sino relations. The failure of the first British embassy and all 

subsequent attempts to establish diplomatic exchanges with the Chinese encouraged the 

British public to view the Qing empire with an antagonistic eye, an attitude that would 

ultimately lead to the first Opium War in 1839. During the first British embassy’s stay at 

Yuan-Ming-Yuan (sixty years prior to its infamous destruction by British and French 

troops in the second Opium War), Barrow describes the superficial beauty of Chinese 

imperial architecture:  

These assemblages of buildings, which they dignify with the name of 
palaces, are, however, of such a nature as to be more remarkable for their 
number than for their splendour or magnificence. … The very dwelling of 
the Emperor and the grand hall in which he gives audience, when divested 
of the gilding and the gaudy colours with which they are daubed, are little 
superior, and much less solid, than the barns of a substantial English 
farmer.74 

 
Barrow’s close inspection reveals even those buildings associated with China’s highest 

political and religious offices to be cheap and decrepit. Barrow’s lengthy description of 

Yuan-Ming-Yuan’s structural and aesthetic deficiencies reflects, through analogy, 

China’s similarly alluring yet despotic government. Coleridge likewise implies that China 

has succumbed to imperial deterioration, having fallen from the famed imperial greatness 

of Kubla Khan to the Qing emperors’ tyranny, a fate that Coleridge’s dream rather than 

any contemporary empirical knowledge has made evident to him.  

To further accentuate the pretense of Kubla Khan’s gardens, Coleridge 

manipulates his citation of Purchas’s text both in his preface and the poem proper. 

However, Coleridge does not simply misremember this particular translation of Marco 

Polo’s thirteenth-century account. Coleridge’s supposed citation defies other notable 

translations of Polo’s account of Xanadu. Portrayals of Xanadu, all strikingly similar to 
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Purchas, may be found in Samuel Derrick’s Collection of Travels (1762) and Marsden’s 

Travels of Marco Polo.  

from Purchas’s Purchas his Pilgrimage (1613) 
 
“In Xaindu did Cublai Can build a stately pallace, 
encompassing sixteene miles of plaine ground 
with a wall, wherein are fertile Meddowes, 
pleasant Springs, delightful streames, and all sorts 
of beasts of chase and game, and in the middest 
thereof a sumptuous house of pleasure, which 
may be removed from place to place.”75 
 

from Derrick’s A Collection of Travels (1762) 
 
“… the city of Ciandu; here the great khan 
Cublai has built an elegant marble palace; 
which, with its precincts, occupies sixteen 
miles of ground: it joins the city walls, and 
includes fine parks filled with fallow deer, and 
rivers well stocked with fish. Here the great 
khan resides in June, July, and August; he 
takes great delight in hunting deer with 
leopards that sit on the horse’s haunch, 
whence they spring upon their prey; here he 
has good falcons and mewed hawks. In the 
middle of a large and beautiful wood, he has 
erected a place upon stately pillars gilded and 
varnished, each of them crowned with a 
golden dragon, that contributes to support the 
roof with expanded wings, his tail wreathing 
downward round the pillar; this house is easily 
taken in pieces for removal, the structure of it 
depending on 200 silken cords.”76 
 

from Marsden’s The Travels of Marco Polo 
(1818) 
 
“Departing from the city last mentioned and 
proceeding three days journey in a north-easterly 
direction, you arrive at a city named Shandu, built 
by the Grand khan, Kublai, now reigning. In this 
he caused a palace to be erected, of marble and 
other handsome stone; admirable as well for the 
elegance of its design, as for the skill displayed in 
its execution. It presents one front towards the 
interior of the city, and the other towards its wall; 
and from each extremity of the building runs 
another wall to such an extent as to enclose 
sixteen miles in circuit … Within the bounds of 
this royal park, there are rich and beautiful 
meadows, watered by many rivulets, where a 
variety of animals of the deer and goat kind are 
pastured, to serve as food for the hawks and other 
birds employed in the chase; whose mews are also 
in the grounds. … In the centre of these grounds, 
where there is a beautiful grove of trees, he has 
built a royal pavilion, supported upon a colonnade 
of handsome pillars, gilt and varnished. … The 
whole is constructed with so much ingenuity of 
contrivance, that all the parts may be taken 

from Coleridge’s “Kubla Khan” (1816) 
 
“ … in ‘Purchas’s Pilgrimage’: ‘Here the 
Khan Kubla commanded a palace to be built, 
and a stately garden thereunto: and thus ten 
miles of fertile ground were inclosed with a 
wall.’” 
 
“In Xanadu did Kubla Khan 
A stately pleasure-dome decree: 
Where Alph, the sacred river, ran 
Through caverns measureless to man 

Down to a sunless sea. 
So twice five miles of fertile ground 
With walls and towers were girdled round: 
And there were gardens bright with sinuous 
rills 
Where blossomed many an incense-bearing 
tree; 
And here were forests ancient as the hills, 
Enfolding sunny spots of greenery.” 
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asunder, removed, and again set up, at his 
majesty’s pleasure.” (MP 250–1) 
 

 
Several aspects present in these three other renditions of Xanadu do not appear in 

Coleridge’s poem. First, the size of Kubla Khan’s gardens shrinks from sixteen to ten 

miles of ground. Of course, this minor alteration might be attributed to a poetic desire to 

maintain an alliterative rhythm found throughout the first stanza: “measureless … man” 

(l. 4), “sunless sea” (l. 5), “five … fertile” (l. 6), “sunny spots” (l. 11). However, 

Coleridge’s second use of poetic license—the removal of all animals from the gardens—

compounds the significance of the gardens’ sudden diminution. Aside from Coleridge’s 

account, Kubla Khan’s palace was surrounded by “fertile Meddowes” (Purchas) that were 

rich in not only “sunny spots of greenery” (Coleridge) but also “all sorts of beast of chase 

and game” (Purchas) including “fine parks filled with fallow deer, and rivers well stocked 

with fish” (Derrick). The wildlife found in the parks surrounding Xanadu connotes 

vitality and sustainability that is conspicuously lacking in Coleridge’s poem. As Derrick’s 

description most clearly conveys, Kubla Khan built the gardens for both scenic beauty 

and sport, namely hunting. While Coleridge maintains and elaborates on the gardens’ 

aesthetic quality, he empties the park of all traces of life or activity. Coleridge’s garden is 

more akin to a landscape painting that captures a single static moment. 

Coleridge further incorporates the concept of stasis by diminishing the degree of 

separation between Kubla Khan’s pleasure-dome and the “savage” waters seething below 

the surface. In the third stanza, the tumultuous waters end in the “lifeless ocean” (l. 28) 

where the “shadow of the dome of pleasure / floated midway on the waves” (ll. 31–2). 

Through optical illusion, Coleridge is able to perceive a “sunny pleasure-dome with 

caves of ice” (l. 36). Within this single line, Coleridge not only reiterates the sentiment 
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that Kubla Khan’s imperial gardens present a false image of sunny pleasantry but also 

develops a subtle critique of Chinese civilization. Coleridge characterizes Chinese 

government—represented in the image of the Khan’s now icy pleasure dome—as frozen 

or stagnant. By the mid-1810s, representations of China increasingly fell in line with 

Barrow’s claim that “there can be do doubt they [the Chinese] were pretty much in the 

same state, regulated by the same laws, and under the same form of government as they 

now are, four hundred years before the birth of Christ, about which time their renowned 

philosopher [Confucius] flourished.”77 Coleridge, like Barrow and like Marsden, focuses 

on China’s inability to change. While he does describe the illusory icy dome as a 

“miracle of rare device” (l. 35), he immediately moves to diminish the image’s awe-

inspiring quality. Coleridge uses his final stanza to transform his and the readers’ awe 

into a state of suspicion and unease. 

The poem’s fourth stanza, curiously, is not the final stanza; the fourth stanza does 

not close the poem. The poem’s narrative—the vision that Coleridge recounts from his 

dream—ends in the third stanza. His fourth stanza functions simultaneously to step away 

from the poem and to send his readers back to the poem’s opening. Coleridge recounts a 

second vision that seems disconnected from the 1797 vision, which presumably occupies 

the preceding three stanzas. Coleridge claims that if he could remember the Abyssinian 

maid’s “symphony and song,” he would be inspired to create “that dome in air, / That 

sunny dome! those caves of ice!” (ll. 46–7). And yet, isn’t this precisely what Coleridge 

has already achieved? Hasn’t Coleridge already built this image through his poetry? 

Accordingly, the poem’s remaining seven lines advise readers how to read and respond to 

the images that Coleridge has just presented. Kubla Khan is not a ruler to respect or 
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admire but rather fear. Moreover, he is a leader who has fallen; he possesses a false 

religion. Kubla Khan, Coleridge suggests, should not even be looked upon. Cast as a 

figure of temptation, Coleridge urges readers to “close [their] eyes with holy dread” (l. 

52) as Kubla Khan “on honey-dew hath fed, / And drunk the milk of Paradise.” Kubla 

Khan is reimagined not as the impressive imperial leader and conqueror but rather as akin 

to Eve. Instead of being the instigator of man’s fall, Kubla Khan represents the beginning 

of China’s fall into the “sunless sea,” the “lifeless ocean.” By sending readers back into 

the poem with a means of interpreting the Khan, Coleridge also establishes a new 

approach to history and its creation. 

Coleridge positions himself as able, through the medium of poetic vision, to 

reinterpret historical accounts in relation to contemporary events. Coleridge implicitly 

suggests that empirical knowledge is, in itself, subjective because it requires an individual 

to record a version of reality. Accordingly, Polo’s travel narrative, as presented by 

Purchas, does not constitute an objective account of Chinese history. As Shaffer argues, 

Coleridge believed that “art, is the instrument whereby empirical history is possible.”78 

Accordingly, Shaffer redefines prophecy within the context of Coleridge’s philosophy: 

“Prophecy is no longer the prediction of actual events to come, but the renewed vision of 

the meaning of the past for the future.”79 By publishing an image of ancient China within 

the context of the highly publicized and contentious Anglo-Sino relationship of the early 

nineteenth century, Coleridge presents an argument for history’s relevance to the 

contemporary moment, especially when reinterpreted through the medium of art. 

Coleridge’s investment in producing a new history of Polo’s thirteenth-century 

journey seems anachronistic given the state of Anglo-Sino relations by the late eighteenth 
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century. However, examining the contextual moments in which Coleridge witnesses his 

historical insight reveals the significance of Coleridge’s seemingly incongruous Chinese 

references. The poem’s original composition, dated variously between 1797 and 1798, 

would have occurred in the aftermath of the first British embassy to China, which 

returned to England in 1794. Two accounts of the embassy—Aeneas Anderson’s A 

Narrative of the British Embassy to China and George L. Staunton’s An Authentic 

Account of an Embassy from the King of Great Britain to the Emperor of China—had 

already been published in 1795 and 1797, respectively. Moreover, Coleridge’s 

publication of “Kubla Khan” with the preface appended happened during the second 

British embassy to China. The first British Embassy, though welcomed warmly by the 

Qianlong emperor, failed to fulfill any of its proposed missions, namely increased trading 

ports and a permanent embassy in Beijing. The second British Embassy, unbeknownst to 

Coleridge, would prove even more disastrous with William Lord Amherst failing to 

acquire even an audience with the Jiaqing emperor. With widespread knowledge of these 

two diplomatic exchanges and the known embarrassment of the first embassy’s failure, it 

seems peculiar that Coleridge should eschew a discussion of these events in favor of an 

account of Kubla Khan’s court. What is the imperative behind recording and reimagining 

a scene some five hundred years past? I return here to my earlier query: why Xanadu? In 

1816, the gardens at Gehol (directly named in Wordsworth’s Prelude) would resonate 

more readily with a British readership. Depicted in Anderson, Staunton, and Barrow’s 

accounts of the 1792 British embassy, Gehol was immortalized for not only its elaborate 

gardens, which Barrow describes as exhibiting “all the sublimer beauties of nature,” but 

also the infamous kowtowing incident, which occurred within the walls of Gehol.80 In 
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contrast, Xanadu—its gardens and extensive palace grounds having been abandoned 

since the fifteenth century—evokes decay and ruination. While the gardens at Gehol 

embody China’s imperial strength, the ancient gardens of Xanadu are in ruins. Moreover, 

the image of Xanadu, unlike Gehol, does not remind readers of the embarrassment 

associated with the 1792 British Embassy. In drawing upon Marco Polo’s travel 

narrative, Coleridge is better able to imagine a trajectory for the great Chinese empire 

that culminates in a “lifeless ocean” (l. 28). In choosing to depict Xanadu, Coleridge 

creates a space wherein a different China, rather than the self-reliant and authoritative 

reality of the Qing Empire, might be imagined.  

 

V. Conclusion 

In this chapter’s epigraph, Italo Calvino depicts a twofold future for Kubla Khan’s 

thirteenth-century empire. On the one hand, the corrupt empire is already in a state of 

becoming “an endless, formless ruin.” On the other hand, Marco Polo’s writing preserves 

something, “the tracery of a pattern so subtle it could escape the termites’ gnawing.” 

Polo’s writing, both as represented by Calvino and as a real document, preserves the 

“tracery” of ancient Chinese history. This preservation holds the potential to topple 

nineteenth-century European assumptions of Chinese inferiority. Hegel argues that 

historical records serve as evidence of a country’s progress toward civilization. Within 

the medieval context, Polo was regarded, upon his return to Europe, less as a Venetian 

and more as a Mongol. Remember both the Homeric anecdote of Polo’s return to Venice 

as well as his text’s refusal to embrace “traditional, normative prejudices that 

characterize, for instance, the accounts of contemporary missionaries who went to 
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Asia.”81 Therefore Marco Polo’s Mongolcentric account could serve as testament to 

Chinese civilization’s existence and prosperity. By contextualizing Marco Polo within 

British Sinology, Marsden reclaims the thirteenth-century account as a work not of the 

Orient but rather concerning the Orient, as a work not of a European expatriate but rather 

a returned European. Through this reclamation, Polo’s Travels assumes a new position 

amongst coeval Orientalist scholarship that stands in awe of the Orient’s ancient 

civilizations—in this case Kublai Khan’s China—while lamenting its failure to 

modernize beyond these distant pinnacles of culture. Coleridge takes this Orientalist 

critique one step further. Through the figure of Kubla Khan, he imagines a Chinese 

historical past that already showed evidence of “corruption’s gangrene,” to borrow 

Calvino’s terminology. Coleridge not only depicts ancient China as only superficially 

sophisticated and civilized but also, through his poem’s circular structure, implies that 

China’s failures continue to reverberate into the nineteenth century. Via The Travels of 

Marco Polo, Marsden and Coleridge call into question who has access to history—

namely who has the right to record, annotate, or even write historical accounts, especially 

accounts of Oriental nations and empires. Their individual works suggest that Chinese 

history, even ancient history, is best understood and recorded by the temporally and 

physically removed European scholar. In short, nineteenth-century China is deprived of 

the right to tell its own history to those Europeans intent on imperial subjugation.
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CHAPTER 5 
“Romantic Pretexts: Victorian Literary Appropriations in Anglo-Sino Discourse” 

I. Romanticism’s Victorian Afterlife 

Over the course of the long nineteenth century, Britain’s relationship with China 

deteriorated from the high aspirations of George Lord Macartney’s proposed diplomatic 

and economic partnership during the 1792–94 British Embassy, to the ignoble treaties of 

Nanjing (1842), Bogue (1843), and Tianjin (1858) that established Britain’s imperial 

leverage over Chinese affairs. The Anglo-Chinese Wars (1839–42 and 1856–60), 

popularly known as the Opium Wars, are usually associated with Victorian, rather than 

Romantic, imperial practices. The military aggression exercised during the wars, as well 

as the treaties that concluded each conflict, typified Britain’s more hostile imperial 

practices throughout the latter half of the nineteenth century. Accordingly, the Opium 

Wars appear to be ideologically removed from the preceding Romantic era’s more 

ambiguous representations of China. Romantic literature, canonical and non, vacillated 

between understanding China as an established autonomous empire or as a desired 

conquerable territory.1 However, Romantic literature’s participation in Anglo-Sino 

discourse extended well into the nineteenth century. Although historical documentation 

suggests clear moments wherein Anglo-Sino relations were decidedly altered (e.g., the 

1842 ceding of Hong Kong Island to the British), the literary representation of British 

attitudes toward the Chinese continued to be more muddled, even in the midst of the 

Opium Wars. Romantic literature—fiction and non-fiction, poetry and prose—

experienced a revival within Chinese discourse of the 1840s and 1850s, regardless of the 

texts’ original investment in Anglo-Sino relations. Mid-nineteenth-century writers 

appropriated myriad Romantic texts by incorporating them into new reflections on 
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Anglo-Sino conflict and using them, albeit anachronistically, to develop new arguments 

favoring Britain’s imperial pursuits in China. John Barrow’s Travels in China (1804) 

undergoes such an appropriation in Thomas De Quincey’s essay “The English Mail-

Coach, or the Glory of Motion” (1849). De Quincey’s (mis)appropriation of Barrow’s 

text exemplifies the mid-century practice of assimilating Romantic writing to ulterior 

imperial purposes. 

In his popular travel narrative, Barrow records Chinese reactions to the first 

British Embassy’s gifts to the Qianlong Emperor. The gift that Barrow identifies as most 

puzzling to the Chinese is the English winter carriage. The Chinese court assumes that 

the coachman’s seat “ornamented with festoons of roses” and placed in an “elevated 

situation” must be intended for the emperor, while the inside box “could be for nobody 

but his [the Emperor’s] ladies,” an assumption that corresponded with European 

perceptions of Chinese women and their general lack of freedom within patriarchal 

Chinese society.2 Upon understanding the “correct” usage of the spaces inside and 

outside the English carriage, a shocked Chinese courtier explains that the Emperor would 

never “suffer any man to sit higher than himself, and to turn his back towards him.”3 The 

context surrounding this brief exchange—namely the description of other gifts and the 

corresponding Chinese reactions—suggests that Barrow includes this particular incident 

as representative of a general Chinese inability to comprehend Western knowledge or 

material objects, even when presented with thorough explanations. Furthermore, the 

courtier’s insistence that the Emperor maintain his physical placement above his subjects 

affirms the British supposition that the Chinese emperor was a despotic ruler. Although 

Barrow provides this anecdote as an example of China and Britain’s cultural 
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incompatibility, he does not use the carriage incident to ridicule the Chinese. Through 

empirical evidence, Barrow attempts to reveal the Chinese dearth of enlightened and 

civilized knowledge. 

Nearly fifty years later, De Quincey, in his “The English Mail-Coach,” 

appropriates the carriage anecdote from Barrow but adds significant descriptive 

flourishes. While the historical occasion remains intact, the Chinese reception of the gift 

differs dramatically. The Chinese do not immediately deem the English carriage 

inappropriate. Instead, the Emperor enthusiastically rides the carriage around the Imperial 

grounds. De Quincey describes how, “under a flourish of music and a salute of guns, 

solemnly his imperial majesty ascended his new English throne,” while the 

“contumacious coachman,” situated inside the carriage, “lengthened the checkstrings into 

a sort of jury-reins, communicating with the horses” and “drove as steadily as may be 

supposed.”4 Following his brief ride, the Emperor “descend[s] in great pomp from his 

throne, with the severest resolution never to remount it.”5 Having safely escaped the 

“disease of a broken neck,” the Emperor offers the coach “as a votive offering to the God 

Fo.”6 De Quincey elaborates upon Barrow’s description portray a cultural spectacle rather 

than a moment of cultural misunderstanding. De Quincey’s ridiculous and imaginative 

depiction of the Chinese misuse of the equipage mocks both Chinese religious practices 

and governance. De Quincey’s alteration of Barrow's account could stem from the 

historical period. Published only seven years after the first Opium War, De Quincey’s 

essay may simply reflect widespread negative attitudes toward the Chinese. The figure of 

the simultaneously ridiculous yet despotic Oriental ruler was increasingly common in 

nineteenth-century literature. The Chinese Emperor was merely the newest in a series of 
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oriental despots, who were, as John Barrell describes, “all individualised by the different 

ferocities imputed to them, but more or less identical to each other in their power to thrill 

the nursery and the theatre, and to enrage the drawing-room and the club.”7  

However, rather than understanding De Quincey’s writing as merely reflective of 

his era, I read his revision of Barrow's Romantic-era text as a deliberate move to establish 

superior British morality within the imperial context. De Quincey’s reconfiguration of 

Barrow's account exemplifies a mid-nineteenth-century trend of recycling Romantic 

writing for ulterior political purposes. British writers appropriated Romantic writing, 

particularly poetry, to support British imperial maneuvers against the Qing Empire. 

Despite massive contextual differences, Romantic poetry, in the mid-nineteenth-century, 

became an accomplice to British imperial expansion. Moreover, these Victorian 

appropriations began to shape the Romantic canon as one implicated in British 

nationalism and imperialism.8 

In this chapter, I argue that mid-century writers, by incorporating numerous in-

text and Paratextual citations of Romantic poetry, created literary repositories that 

complemented and bolstered writers’ highly subjective, imperial arguments. I begin with 

a discussion of two types of British archival projects—the collecting of material objects 

versus the textual collection of images and language—that sought to construct a 

manageable Chinese space via the London exhibition of the Chinese Collection and its 

accompanying catalog. In particular, I focus on the archiving that occurs within printed 

materials, namely the Chinese Collection’s exhibition catalog. Texts, as opposed to other 

material objects, permit the archivist greater opportunities to manipulate the cultural 

representation contained therein. Accordingly, I move into an exploration of the 
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illustrated four-volume China, in a Series of Views, Displaying the Scenery, Architecture 

and Social Habits of That Ancient Empire (1843). Defying strict genre classification, 

China, in a Series of Views combines anthropological, geographical, historical, visual, 

and literary representations of the Middle Kingdom. Through a series of engravings by 

Thomas Allom, the text illustrates “typical” Chinese scenes. Accompanying each 

engraving are both a chapter-length description written by George Newenham Wright, 

and an introductory poem or poetic excerpt that Wright’s vignette. Through their visual 

and textual descriptions, Allom and Wright depict China as a historically and culturally 

fascinating nation, the assets of which had recently come under the purview of the British 

Empire. In celebrating Britain’s recent acquisition of Hong Kong, Allom and Wright’s 

work situates China within Britain’s imperial schema. Wright’s vignettes rely heavily 

upon allusions to Romantic poetry and ideology to drive his argument. Focusing on these 

Romantic moments in Wright’s letterpress, I argue that Wright constructs China through 

an appropriated Romantic lens. This perspective allows him to express interest in Chinese 

culture while simultaneously affirming China’s new position of inferiority vis-à-vis the 

British Empire. Nevertheless, while Allom and Wright’s text bears strong markers of 

imperial thought, its tone is ostensibly objective. It does begin, nevertheless, to assert 

British moral superiority over the Chinese. However, British morality is not derived, 

necessarily, from Christian doctrine. In this chapter’s third section, I step away from my 

mid-nineteenth-century texts to define the concept of secular morality via the eighteenth-

century philosophical and political works of Adam Smith and Immanuel Kant. 

Eighteenth-century moral philosophy colored—and, in the case of De Quincey, directly 

influenced—mid-century writers’ definitions of morality. Smith’s and Kant’s 
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philosophical approaches to national morality help me to identify the moral imperative 

underlying the textual subjects of my study. Having established my definition of the 

secular moral imperative as it relates to imperialism, I move into De Quincey’s China 

essays. Beginning with his 1840 essay “The Opium and the China Question,” De 

Quincey seeks to establish Britain’s moral obligation to enact martial diplomacy with the 

Chinese. I further demonstrate how De Quincey, in his two-part essay China (1857), 

appropriates Romantic poetry to provide the moral momentum behind Britain’s military 

actions against the Qing Empire. Sidestepping the economic catalyst behind the Opium 

Wars—namely the Chinese government’s suppression of the illegal opium trade—De 

Quincey uses the poetry of William Wordsworth, Samuel Taylor Coleridge, and Robert 

Southey to provide both the ethical justification for and the motivating moral impetus 

behind Britain’s attenuation of China’s global position. Through an analysis of the 

Chinese Collection’s exhibition catalog, Allom and Wright’s visual guidebook, and De 

Quincey’s several China essays by way of Smith’s and Kant’s moral philosophies, I 

reveal Romantic literature’s relationship to the development of nineteenth-century Anglo-

Sino relations—relations that the literature does not merely reflect, but rather actively 

molds. 

 

II. Textual Archives: Collecting, Organizing, Manipulating Chinese Information  

 In 1842, the exhibition “Ten Thousand Chinese Things,” commonly known as the 

Chinese Collection, appeared to great acclaim in London’s Hyde Park Corner. The 

collection was amassed by Nathan Dunn, an American merchant who had lived in Canton 

for twelve years. When the collection traveled to London from its original location in 
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Philadelphia, William B. Langdon acted as the London curator and co-proprietor of the 

exhibition. As part of his curatorial duties, Langdon greatly enlarged Dunn’s original 

catalog of the collection to include not only a basic inventory of the collection’s objects 

but also detailed descriptions of Chinese government, history, literature, agriculture, arts, 

etc. Testimony to the popularity of both the exhibition and Langdon’s new catalog, the 

London editions of the catalog sold upwards of 300,000 copies—compared with only 

50,000 copies in Philadelphia—despite the text’s limited availability only at the 

exhibition.9 Britain’s decided victory at the end of the first Opium War—confirmed with 

the 1842 ratification of the Treaty of Nanjing—accounts, at least in part, for the 

Collection’s resounding success in London the same year. In addition, the exhibition 

afforded Britons previously exclusive insight into the Chinese nation. The exhibition 

made China accessible to domestic audiences, thereby eliminating the necessity of having 

to travel abroad to understand Chinese culture. According to Langdon, visitors to the 

Chinese Collection could experience the “Chinese World in Miniature” through their 

viewing of numerous Chinese objects.10 The Spectator corroborated Langdon’s assertion 

by proclaiming that the exhibition provided visitors with “an idea of the Chinese almost 

as complete and vivid as could be formed by a voyage to China.”11 Passing through the 

exhibition—organized predominantly into dioramas complete with mannequins—a 

visitor would confront “the living Chinese in the images before him” and would appear, 

“with a little imagination, to be moving and living among them.”12 Throughout the 

exhibition and its accompanying catalog, Langdon asserts, “a studious effort has been 

made [by collector and curator] to narrate nothing but facts … all fiction and romance 

have been carefully avoided.”13 By asserting the veracity of the collection and the 
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catalog, Langdon dissociates the exhibition from popular travel accounts, which were 

increasingly understood as falsehoods.14 Jonathan Lamb, in his Preserving the Self in the 

South Seas, 1680–1840, speaks of a rhetorical change in late eighteenth-century 

ethnographies—from curious observations to the “more disciplined and disinterested 

approach of scientific inquiry.”15 Though not explicitly scientific in his approach, 

Langdon does propose, in a manner similar to the trend noted by Lamb, that the curious 

visitor will gain facts and truth through the comprehensive collection of Chinese objects. 

The archive of material objects and the accompanying “factual” information provided in 

the catalog function pedagogically by providing “the curious observer with a means of 

uniting disparate facts into a true history, and of gathering specimens into a universal 

taxonomy.”16 The Chinese archive on display offered visitors a new perspective of “an 

[eastern] empire, vast and wonderful” and “hitherto … covered as with a veil” that 

differed considerably from the “valuable books from such pens as the Abbé du Halde, 

Lord Macartney, the editor of Lord Amherst’s Embassy, Davis, Morrison, Bridgman, 

Gutzlaff, and many other writers.”17 The Chinese Collection purportedly surpasses the 

written knowledge produced by diplomats and Romantic Sinologists alike. Precisely 

because the collection “teaches by things rather than words,” the exhibit, Langdon 

argues, is devoid of the imaginative reconstruction that characterizes travelogues.18 The 

“Ten Thousand Chinese Things” seemingly permit the British public a unique 

opportunity of encountering, firsthand, a foreign nation and constructing their own 

understanding of its people and culture. 

Nevertheless, Langdon’s textual representation of the Collection manipulates 

visitors’ personal experiences of the exhibition. The catalog situates the Collection within 
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a British imperialist project, namely the circulation and mastery of knowledge that will 

justify and make feasible British attempts to “civilize” China. Although Dunn’s motive in 

forming his Chinese Collection was relatively non-imperialist—Dunn was an outspoken 

opponent of Britain’s illegal opium trade—Langdon’s catalog explicitly perceives the 

Collection and, by extension, the Chinese nation through an imperialist lens. In effect, 

Britons-at-home have assumed a new position relative to China. While China is, of 

course, still physically distant from Britain, Britons are no longer peripheral to China, 

rather China is peripheral to the metropole. Throughout the eighteenth and early 

nineteenth-century, Britons lacked knowledge of China’s interior, thereby positioning the 

British as outside the Qing Empire. The Chinese Collection, by lifting the “veil” that had 

obscured China from the Western gaze, repositions the British above, rather than outside, 

China, thereby enabling them to survey and map the country in its entirety. Therefore, I 

diverge from an analysis of the material archives to examine the Collection’s textual 

archive. While the material archive became increasingly popular throughout the 

nineteenth century—examples range from cabinets of curiosity to the Chinese Collection 

to the 1851 Great Exhibition—the printed text increasingly assumed an archival role, as 

Langdon’s catalog demonstrates. Unlike the material archive, the textual archive permits 

a more rigorous manipulation of the objects—poems, illustrations, citations, and even 

material descriptions—contained within the book.  

While the visitor might not have been encouraged to imagine much beyond the 

Collection’s physical presentation, the catalog reader was prompted to imagine a broader 

context for the Chinese artifacts. The Collection’s catalog assumed a markedly 

descriptive and imaginative role in documenting not only the exhibit but also general 
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knowledge of the Chinese. The Chinese Collection, seen through Langdon’s catalog, 

creates a specific image of China that renders the Chinese as relatively amenable to 

British imperial influence. Take, for example, Langdon’s description of the Chinese 

mannequins, which populated the exhibition: 

The attentive observer will have noticed a remarkable sameness of feature 
and expression running through the whole collection, though all are 
accurate likenesses of originals, most of whom are now living. … Chinese 
physical nature is said to be cast … in the same mould, throughout the 
whole empire … [a]nd this characteristic sameness extends to the mind as 
well as the body. The phenomenon has been ingeniously explained by the 
author [Richard Robert Madden] of ‘Egypt and Mahommed Ali,’ who 
traces it to despotism as its primary cause; for he reasons, that the 
multitude, all reduced to the same level, urged by the same wants, engaged 
in the same pursuits, actuated by the same passions, through a long 
succession of ages, necessarily assimilate, both mentally and physically.19 
 

Langdon’s focus on the mannequins’ similarities is rather peculiar, since identical 

mannequins could simply be the result of mass manufacturing. Instead, Langdon argues 

that the mannequins are intentionally similar and, in fact, are “accurate likenesses of 

originals.” Identical mannequins convey to viewers that the Chinese are a homogenous 

population that lacks physical and, by extension, mental singularities. Physical 

homogeneity serves as the external marker of mental assimilation and incompetence. All 

Chinese share “the same worth,” “the same pursuits,” and “the same passions.” 

Langdon’s homogenous depiction functions to support British imperial practices. As 

argued by Edward Said, “ideas about the Orient drawn from Orientalism can be put to 

political use.”20 In other words, the European tendency to understand “the Orient as being 

always the same, unchanging, uniform, and radically peculiar object” allowed European 

imperialists to contain and categorize the Orient and the Oriental Other, thereby creating 

a space amenable to European imperial conquest.21 By characterizing the Chinese as 
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homogenous, the Chinese Collection suggests the ease with which Westerners might 

master comprehensive knowledge of China and her people. No longer “covered … with a 

veil”—an image that implicitly categorizes China within the broader concept of the 

Orient—China is knowable and, therefore, tractable. Casting the Chinese as a 

homogenous, therefore knowable, and therefore tractable people also diminishes any fear 

that the British had of the massive Chinese population. As James L. Hevia aptly notes, in 

1793 when “Lord Macartney arrived at the Qing court … the Qing Empire was the 

largest, wealthiest, and most populous contiguous political entity anywhere in the 

world.”22 According to Hevia, this was hardly a homogenous population:  

The Qing domain was multinational, multiethnic, and multilinguistic, 
comprising all of what had been Ming China and much, much more. 
Military campaigns from the reign of the Kangxi emperor forward 
extended Manchu dominion of the most powerful imperial formation in 
eastern Eurasia to the borders of Tsarist Russia on the north and west, and 
to the Himalayas on the south. The khanates of Inner Asia, Buddhist and 
Muslim, scattered along the old Silk Road as far west as Yarkand and 
Kashgar, were added in campaigns during the Qianlong reign.23 

 
Langdon’s assertion that “Chinese physical nature is … cast … in the same mould, 

throughout the whole empire” is not only a blatant falsehood but also an attempt to 

mitigate, if only imaginatively, the Qing Empire’s continued threats to the British Empire 

despite the first Opium War’s outcome. In her discussion of the “feminine picturesque” in 

The Rhetoric of English India (1992), Sara Suleri addresses the colonial anxiety 

prompted by foreign physiognomy. Suleri argues that “[c]ostume can be described with 

confidence; physiognomy itself, however, elicits the nervous terror of a possessor unable 

to record with any psychic stability an understanding of what he may possess.”24 Material 

items—such as the myriad objects of the Chinese Collection—may be categorized, 

itemized, and contained within the imperial framework. This containment, in turn, 
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suggests knowability. However, individual human bodies prove less knowable. For 

Langdon, the solution is to cast all Chinese, regardless of their racial and cultural 

diversity, as identical, a defiant “insist[ence] on the static readability of physicality.”25 

Langdon further demonstrates this new cultural transparency by placing the 

Chinese Collection in conversation with Madden’s 1841 Egypt and Mahommed Ali. In 

appealing to this Orientalist text, Langdon not only supports his earlier assertion that 

physical similarities across a race are mirrored in mental acuity, but also casts China as 

no different from any other despotic Oriental nation, such as Ottoman-controlled Egypt, 

that the British have encountered. Knowledge of different foreign nations is presumed 

interchangeable. To this end, John Barrell, in his analysis of De Quincey’s Oriental 

terror, asserts, “De Quincey like most other Europeans conceived of Asia beyond the 

Tigris as a place where people seemed to run into each other, to replicate each other, to 

compose one mass without divisions or features.”26 Langdon uses the mannequins to 

perpetuate this widespread notion of East Asian populations as massive, yet lacking racial 

or cultural diversity. Notably, this erasure of cultural differences across the globe is 

achieved through Langdon’s catalog not through the exhibit itself. Langdon’s mannequin 

passage reveals a distinctly textual role in visitors’ understanding of the Chinese 

Collection. It is Langdon’s text, not the exhibit, which informs visitors that the identical 

mannequins were constructed deliberately. Despite the fact that Langdon applauds the 

knowledge transferred through tangible objects, the very existence of the catalog 

undermines the objects’ ability to speak without mediation to the Collection’s visitors.  

The knowledge of China presented in the exhibit and mediated via the catalog 

establishes a moral imperative behind British interference in Chinese affairs. Langdon’s 
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textual representation of the Collection casts China as a culturally and racially stagnant 

country, so as to demonstrate the necessity of British intervention that will revitalize and 

reform the Chinese population and, by extension, the entire of the Far East. Langdon 

conceptualizes the mid-nineteenth century as a period:  

… destined to be marked … by events calculated no little to facilitate the 
onward and upward march of civilization, to penetrate with the light of 
knowledge and science, the darkest portions of the earth, to soften the 
roughness of the savage, and subdue, into something like Christianity, the 
millions and tens of millions of human beings, who have yet to experience 
the beneficent influences of a religion.27 
 

Langdon situates China in “the darkest portions of the earth,” an area implicitly in need 

of moral guidance. While Langdon’s catalog frequently maintains a religious tenor, he 

does not argue explicitly for the instigation of Christian missions to China, but rather for 

“something like Christianity”—some form of religion—to “soften the roughness of the 

savage.” China, with its “millions and tens of millions,” offers Britons an imperial 

opportunity to bestow salvation in multiple forms. However, Langdon’s use of the word 

“penetrate,” rather than “introduce” or “illuminate,” is particularly telling. The masculine 

act of penetration not only casts China and other “dark” nations as effeminate but also 

reminds readers of China’s virtual impenetrability throughout the preceding century. 

Following the first Anglo-Chinese War, Europeans were abler, though still primarily 

relegated to coastal ports, to enter and “penetrate” the Chinese mainland. With this new 

geographical access, Langdon believes that “knowledge and science” will introduce 

secular morality to “savage” Chinese. Langdon, for example, argues that the “light of 

knowledge and science” as well as religion will “facilitate the onward and upward march 

of civilization,” thereby propelling China’s stagnant and “savage” culture into modernity. 

Of course, Langdon’s understanding of the Chinese as “savage” contradicts completely 
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the preceding 140 years of Sinocentric discourse. As discussed in chapter 3, early 

nineteenth-century Sinologists produced texts that described or alluded to a system of 

Chinese morality that, though not based on Christian precepts, nevertheless existed. 

Langdon’s catalog undermines this earlier scholarship. The exhibition catalog works in 

tandem with the excess number of objects in the Collection to generate an aura of 

factuality that obscures Britain’s nascent—and therefore more tenuous—accusations of 

Chinese immorality. The burgeoning project of morally justifying British military 

actions, past and future, against the Chinese is couched in material and textual archives 

that deceptively proclaim their factuality and objectivity. 

During and immediately following the first Opium War, British publications 

concerning China manifested a perspectival change from texts published before 1839. 

Sinology texts of the earlier decades, with the exception of travel narratives, focused on a 

particular stratum of Chinese culture, as often exhibited in the annotated translation of a 

Chinese text that served to elucidate a single cultural feature. For example, John Francis 

Davis’s 1822 translation of three Chinese Novellas focuses on the development of 

Chinese proverbs through classical texts. Beginning in the 1840s, British writers, even 

those lacking any firsthand experiences in China, seemed assured of their mastery of 

diverse and wide-ranging Chinese knowledge. In 1846, Davis published his two-volume 

The Chinese: A General Description of the Empire of China and Its Inhabitants, which—

as the title conveys—attempts a comprehensive depiction of the Chinese Empire. 

However, this apparent mastery of Chinese knowledge is deceptive. Post-Opium War 

texts attempt to conceal two sources of British insecurity: the questionable motives 

behind the Anglo-Chinese Wars and the still incomplete British geographic and cultural 
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knowledge of China. Contemporary literature strove to mitigate these anxieties by 

redefining and reconstructing the very nature of Britain’s relationship with China. 

Britain’s supposedly comprehensive knowledge of China, as produced within literary 

texts, helped to mitigate moral concerns and to justify continued British impositions upon 

the Qing. In fact, Said asserts that it is a “reservoir of  … knowledge” produced by 

nineteenth-century Orientalists that was instrumental in the development and 

perpetuation of Orientalism.28 This Orientalist scholarship manifested: 

… a growing systematic knowledge in Europe about the Orient, 
knowledge reinforced by the colonial encounter as well as by the 
widespread interest in the alien and unusual, exploited by the developing 
sciences of ethnology, comparative anatomy, philology, and history; 
furthermore, to this systematic knowledge was added a sizable body of 
literature produced by novelists, poets, translations, and gifted travelers.29  

 
Within the Anglo-Sino context, the copious publications of multi-volume works masked 

the degree to which Britons continued to imagine, rather than represent China, 

particularly Chinese topography. While the 1842 Treaty of Nanjing opened additional 

port cities to British traders, it did not permit Britons unadulterated access to the interior 

of China—a provision acquired only with the 1860 ratification of the Tianjin Treaty 

following the second Opium War. While, as Said aptly observes, “[g]eography was 

essentially the material underpinning for knowledge about the Orient,” this was precisely 

the knowledge that Britons failed, for most of the nineteenth century, to obtain on the 

Qing Empire. Therefore, textual claims to have produced completely factual, much less 

comprehensive, knowledge of China are markedly incomplete representations. 

It is precisely because Post-Opium War texts feigned factuality through the 

massive accumulation of diverse knowledge that Allom and Wright’s China, in a Series 

of Views presents a genre-classification conundrum. China, in a Series of Views compiles 
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popular perceptions of China to create a purportedly comprehensive view of the Qing 

Empire. Notwithstanding the work’s orderly construction its genre remains equivocal. Its 

perspective is neither historical nor anthropological: it weaves together dissimilar 

descriptions ranging from ancient Chinese artifacts to recent military engagements. Nor 

can the text be classified amongst travelogues, such as those published by Embassy 

members in the 1790s and 1810s. China, in a Series of Views did not emerge from any 

journey. The presentation of Allom and Wright’s collection somewhat resembles travel 

guides, but since neither contributor ever traveled to China, this label would be 

erroneous. Allom’s sole qualification as illustrator stemmed from his having lived in 

Turkey where, according to Wright, his “talents were fully matured for the faithful 

delineation of Oriental scenery.”30 Diana Brooks reveals that Allom based many of his 

“original” illustrations upon the drawings of William Alexander, official artist for the 

first British Embassy to China. Allom used a process of “trac[ing] over a number of 

Alexander’s watercolours in the British Museum” and then manipulated these tracing to 

produce alternative viewpoints and supposedly new visual insight into Chinese culture.31 

Wright possessed no qualifications other than his curiosity in the subject. Despite Allom 

and Wright’s unfamiliarity with China, they utilized visual and literary approaches that 

succeeded in exuding authority, so much so that China, in a Series of Views garnered 

lasting acclaim throughout the nineteenth century as an insightful examination of Chinese 

culture.32 

Wright’s disparate chapters, though lacking a cohesive narrative, share a similar 

purpose: to reveal China’s potential contributions—both material and intellectual—to the 

British Empire. Wright provides numerous descriptions of cultural constructs, including 
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military training grounds, theater pavilions, commercial trading centers, religious 

temples, and aristocratic residences. In contrast, William Alexander’s 1797 atlas of 

Chinese views, charts, and plans—which served as a companion to George Leonard 

Staunton’s An Authentic Account of an Embassy from the King of Great Britain to the 

Emperor of China (1797)—provides engravings that represent equally China’s cultural 

and natural landscapes. By focusing on Chinese cultural constructs, rather than the 

natural environment, Wright better positions himself both to compare and to establish 

connections between Western civilizations and China. While subtler in his Chinese 

critiques than his literary successors, Wright frequently portrays these Chinese sites as 

inferior to their Western counterparts. Chinese inferiority is often marked through 

Wright’s choice of adjectives: Chinese smoking is a “disgusting amusement;” Chinese 

lanterns, unlike British modes of lighting, emit smoke whose smell is “intolerable;” and 

Chinese decorations often conceal “the deformity” of Chinese architecture (CSV 1:75–7). 

In addition to negative descriptors, Wright draws seemingly incongruous comparisons 

between contemporary China and historical (often ancient) Europe. For example, the 

home of a Mandarin appears “precisely analogous” to “the exhumed houses of Pompeii 

… in all its primitive truthfulness … and probably nearly similar habits of life, which we 

[Britons] regard with so much curiosity and wonder in the crumbling fragments of the 

buried city” (CSV 1:74). Wright’s comparison between China and Pompeii, though 

clearly anachronistic, is neither an isolated nor a unique juxtaposition in nineteenth-

century texts. Langdon’s exhibition catalog similarly comments, “It is somewhat singular 

that the dwellings of the Chinese bear a resemblance, in their plan and arrangements, to 

the remains of Roman habitations discovered at Pompeii.”33 De Quincey even equates the 
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entire “vast callous hulk” of the Chinese nation with “the crater of Vesuvius.”34 Not 

unlike the correlations drawn by Langdon and De Quincey, Wright’s analogy functions in 

a twofold manner: to elevate China as an object of intellectual curiosity while demoting 

its imperial status with respect to the British Empire. The analogy satisfies the latter 

purpose by configuring the Qing Empire as knowable and conquerable. 

Wright familiarizes China for British readers by comparing the Eastern nation 

with a more recognizable locale. By the 1840s, Pompeii was ensconced in British tours of 

the Continent as evidence in the city’s frequent inclusion in British literary texts and 

travel guides. Ingrid D. Rowland even characterizes Edward Bulwer-Lytton’s popular 

The Last Days of Pompeii (1834) as “part of the Grand Tour in its own right.”35 Pompeii 

had become a familiar facet of the cultural imagination. More importantly, Wright’s 

alignment of China with the Roman Empire places the obscure locale with familiar 

discourse on European history. Eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Britons perceived the 

Roman Empire as an imperial failure, which Wright metaphorically represents in 

Pompeii’s ruins. His alignment of the Chinese and Roman empires—which Wright 

accomplishes through repeated assertions that Chinese social habits and architecture are 

uncanny echoes of Pompeiian customs—suggests that China is similarly destined for its 

own imperial demise. By depicting nineteenth-century China as interchangeable with 

Roman Pompeii, Wright also establishes China as culturally stagnant, having “enjoyed an 

uninterrupted perpetuity of political existence for upwards of four thousand years” (CSV 

1:1).36 Yet, he also compares China with nineteenth-century Pompeii—an ancient city in 

ruins. Concisely put, China resembles both first- and nineteenth-century Pompeii. 

Through this peculiar simultaneity, China emerges not as a thriving empire, but rather as 
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an empire that, in its failure to modernize, is “crumbling.” Cultural stasis has led to 

imperial ruin, which is reinforced through Britain’s resounding military victory over the 

Qing in 1842. Wright’s portrait of China, metaphorically depicted in ruins, echoes Nigel 

Leask’s identification of the “persistent tropes of Indian landscape description” that 

“[signal] the ‘ruins of empire,’ the triumph of British liberty over oriental despotism.”37 

By depicting contemporary Chinese homes as analogous to an annihilated community in 

ruins, Wright suggests that China is already in the throes of imperial collapse. In short, 

the characterization of the Qing Empire as archaic and “crumbling” both affirms British 

imperial superiority and condones Britain’s newest imperial conquest. 

Accordingly, Wright’s description is not entirely denigratory but rather justifies 

British imperial expansion by identifying China’s imperial value. To this end, he elevates 

China’s intellectual relevance to Britons—the analogy’s aforementioned second 

purpose—by situations China within a stadial model of history.38 Wright perceives 

Chinese civilization’s temporal lag as an intellectual boon. Precisely because the Chinese 

“exemplify the manners of thousands of years back,” their culture and traditions provide 

insights into European history (CSV 1:2). Rather than simply trying to imagine Roman 

life in Pompeii, Wright proposes that a careful examination of China will reveal “the 

same description of dwelling, and probably nearly similar habits of life” practiced by the 

Romans (CSV 1:4). In Wright’s hands, China and its culture morph into a site of 

anthropological as well as archaeological interest to the British. These moments in which 

Wright marks China’s intellectual significance permeate China, in a Series of Views. It is 

within these moments that Wright often relies upon Romantic perspectives to bolster his 

descriptions. 
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The Chinese landscape serves Wright as the ideal space through which to evaluate 

China not simply as an exotic oriental locale but rather as an informally imperialized 

space within the British Empire.39 This distinction liberates Wright, allowing him to 

express occasional admiration for China as seen in his vignette on “Tung-Ting-Shan,” a 

mountain located in the Wuyi Mountains.40 This vignette begins unfavorably. While the 

Chinese “delight in the beauties” of a mountain known for “the shade of its groves, the 

verdure of its valleys, the sequestered sites of its cottages, the prominent splendour of its 

palaces, [and] the glittering radiance of its temples’ roofs,” Wright finds the popular 

landscape mutilated by these same palaces and temples (CSV 1:60–1). He expresses 

disdain for the “mixture of the sublime and ridiculous,” which Tung-Ting-Shan 

epitomizes and which also pervades “every object in the Chinese empire—their religion, 

laws, public and private customs” (CSV 1:60). However, as Wright turns away from the 

Chinese tourist destination and focuses his gaze upon more remote areas, his perspective 

changes: 

European taste will find more enjoyment in the repose of the picture to be 
seen amid the hollows of Tung-ting-shan. Undisturbed, and undisfigured 
by palaces of haughty mandarins, or shrines of idolatry placed at measured 
distances, the picturesque crests, and summits, and brows, and steeps, of 
this lone region, retain the vesture in which nature clothed them. Luxuriant 
woods wave on the loftiest cliffs, and the verdure in which each valley is 
clad presents a contrast the most striking, to the sterility of the crags that 
often overhang them. On the bank of some bright rivulet, and adjacent 
either to its entrance or its exit from a sheltered vale, a village is 
occasionally seen, in a position the most romantic that imagination can 
conjure up; and, so entire does the seclusion seem, that its peaceful 
inhabitants appear to form a separate and independent community. (CSV 
1:61) 

 
Unlike his characterization of the more popular locations of Tung-Ting-Shan, Wright 

perceives nothing ridiculous in the “picturesque crests, and summits, and brows, and 
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steeps, of this lone region.” It is significant that Wright describes this relatively 

uninhabited vista as “picturesque.” As Leask argues, the “picturesque modality” often 

depicts the landscape as “anti-utilitarian . . . even while it engage[s] in the appropriation 

and commodification” of the same physical space.41 The picturesque view creates a 

landscape void of local culture and therefore filled with the possibility for imperial gain. 

In order to cast the landscape as “anti-utilitarian,” the picturesque writer or artist would 

“skim over any features which disturbed the composure of aesthetic form,” thereby 

providing an image of “a forced repose, the sense of arrest in experience, in history, in 

narrative.”42 Wright’s Romantic picturesque creates a sense of national stasis wherein 

“traces of industry, improvement, or modernity” are erased.43 Rather than capturing 

China’s cultural or economic vibrancy, China, in a Series of Views documents the 

landscape’s vitality, which “unites the most opposing characters; the most peaceful 

dreamy scenery is rapidly succeeded by passages of sublimity” (CSV 1.61). It is toward 

this culturally empty yet naturally vital landscape that Wright directs British readers’ 

attention. 

The Chinese picturesque not only provides an image aesthetically pleasing to the 

European eye but also functions in the imperial registers outlined by Leask as well as 

Sara Suleri. Suleri describes how the “picturesque impulse . . . transmute[d] colonialism 

into a literary document, conflating British romanticism with a ready assimilation of 

exotic mysticism in order to construct a striking account of colonial hybridity.”44 Suleri’s 

and Leask’s conclusions emerge from nineteenth-century Anglo-Indian writings but 

similar practices may be identified within mid-century Anglo-Sino discourse. Wright’s 

“Tung-Ting-Shan” vignette merges British Romantic sensibilities with the Chinese 
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landscape so as to imagine a space permeable to British imperialist projects. By 

perceiving beauty in the natural vistas of China rather than in Chinese artistry (i.e., the 

Chinese-admired palaces and temples of Tung-Ting-Shan), Wright subtly undermines 

Chinese cultural productions—such as theatrical or musical performances, architecture, 

or painting—deeming them unworthy of European attention. Europeans’ interests would 

lead them to Chinese vistas that the local inhabitants fail to appreciate and that seemingly 

escape the purview of Chinese governance. Chinese and European interests, as described 

by Wright, are diametrically opposed. In Western Tung-Ting-Shan, Wright identifies a 

Chinese prospect that retains qualities of the “sublime” and the “romantic,” but is 

“undisturbed, and undisfigured” by that which Wright deems “ridiculous” (1.60). This 

vignette establishes precisely what Wright understands to be the most “ridiculous” 

components of Chinese society: their social/political classes (represented by “palaces of 

haughty mandarins”) and their religious beliefs (represented by “shrines of idolatry”).45 

The China that Wright appreciates is noticeably empty of any vestiges of Chinese culture, 

save the occasional village whose seclusion is “so entire” that it is seemingly removed 

from Qing influence. Wright isolates Tung-Ting-Shan so as to contain it within the 

British gaze. As Leask argues, “picturesque viewing represents another manner of 

enclosing and framing” British imperial lands.46 In opening his description of the valley, 

Wright describes the prospect as a “picture.” The word “picture”—as opposed to “view,” 

“landscape,” “prospect,” or “sight”—connotes a frame. The “verdure” of the valley is 

framed within Wright’s gaze. He effectively empties the land of local government as well 

as spiritual/moral guidance, making the space available to British imperial ambitions. 
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 In addition to framing his descriptions through the Romantic picturesque, Wright 

uses Romantic poetry to reinforce his imperialist perspectives. He utilizes a specifically 

“literary picturesque”: a technique that “[replaces] historical and painterly [with] literary 

associations which provide the scene with an incremental interest.”47 Wright bolsters his 

largely ill-informed commentary on China and the Chinese through allusions, direct and 

indirect, to recognizable Romantic figures. Many of these allusions are worked subtly 

into his text without any acknowledgement or effort to cite source material. In portraying 

Tung-Ting-Shan’s scenery, for instance, he describes how “the violence of the falling 

torrent[s]” of the “Yang-tze-keang and the Pei-ho” have shaped “the river’s boundary, 

caverns, picturesque promontories, detached rocks, and fertile islets” (CSV 1.60). The 

description recalls Coleridge’s representation of Kubla Khan’s gardens: “But oh! that 

deep romantic chasm which slanted / Down the green hill athwart a cedarn cavern! . . . / 

And from this chasm, with ceaseless turmoil seething, . . . / A mighty fountain momently 

was forced.”48 In both descriptions, the water violently carves out caverns of sublime 

appeal. Through indirect allusion to “Kubla Khan,” Wright capitalizes on Xanadu’s 

sublime landscape to dramatize Tung-Ting-Shan’s sublimity. He also obliquely alludes to 

Wordsworth through his repeated use of negatives to describe Western Tung-Ting-Shan 

as “[u]ndisturbed, and undisfigured by palaces of haughty mandarins.” Wright’s 

language is particularly reminiscent of Wordsworth’s The Excursion (1814) wherein the 

Wanderer observes, “the punctual stars, / While all things else are gathering to their 

homes, / Advance, and in the firmament of heaven / Glitter—but undisturbing, 

undisturbed, / As if their silent company were charged / With peaceful admonitions for 

the heart / Of all-beholding Man, earth’s thoughtful Lord.”49 Wright appears to describe 
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the landscape, yet does so through describing what the landscape is not. He finds beauty 

in a Chinese landscape void of Chinese culture. 

Wright’s literary allusions are not limited to subtle dictional maneuvers. He 

corroborates his ideas through direct citations from William Shakespeare, Jonathan Swift, 

Oliver Goldsmith, Thomas Gray, Letitia Elizabeth Landon, and Lord Byron. From 

Byron’s oeuvre, he excerpts Childe Harold’s Pilgrimage, The Siege of Corinth, and Don 

Juan. He commences the “Tung-Ting-Shan” chapter with lines from Byron’s 1823 The 

Island, or Christian and his Comrades, a four-canto poem narrating the 1789 mutiny on 

H.M.S. Bounty. Although the title suggests a historical narrative, substantial sections of 

the poem describe South Pacific landscapes. James McKusick argues that Byron’s 

recourse to the “language of nature” allows him to “[explore] the possibility of a 

discourse unfettered by the repressive values of ‘official’ British culture.”50 In line with 

McKusick’s assertions, Canto 2—from which Wright cites—explores the South Pacific 

islanders’ intimate relationship with nature. Although McKusick concludes that Byron’s 

poem is critical of Britain’s post-Enlightenment culture, he focuses primarily on Bryon’s 

critique of British national identity. In addition, I argue, imperial critiques may be 

extrapolated from Byron’s adverse depictions of Europe in general and Britain in 

particular. To accomplish this critique, Byron establishes a divide between European and 

South Pacific time. Stanza 15, hereafter quoted in its entirety, defines what Byron 

perceives to be different cultural relationships with time: 

Here, in this grotto of the wave-worn shore [of Tahiti], 
They [Tahitians and mutineers] passed the Tropic’s red meridian o’er; 
Nor long the hours—they never paused o’er time, 
Unbroken by the clock’s funereal chime, 
Which deals the daily pittance of our [Western] span, 
And points and mocks with iron laugh at man. 
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What deemed they of the future or the past? 
The present, like a tyrant, held them fast: 
Their hour-glass was the sea-sand, and the tide, 
Like her smooth billow, saw their moments glide; 
Their clock the sun, in his unbounded tower; 
They reckoned not, whose day was but an hour; 
The nightingale, their only vesper bell, 
Sung sweetly to the rose the day’s farewell; 
The broad sun set, but not with lingering sweep, 
As in the North he mellows o’er the deep, 
But fiery, bull and fierce, as if he left 
The world for ever, earth of light bereft, 
Plunged with red forehead down along the wave, 
As dives a hero headlong to his grave. 
Then rose they, looking first along the skies, 
And then for light into each other’s eyes, 
Wondering that summer showed so brief a sun, 
And asking if indeed the day were done?51 
 

Byron understands Tahiti as released from mechanical time and, instead, connected with 

natural rhythms.52 In so doing, he establishes a divide between “our” European time and 

“their” South Pacific time. European time is artificial, mechanical, and unforgiving; the 

clock’s regulatory “funereal chime . . . mocks with iron laugh” man’s mortality. 

Mechanical time is laden with connotations of death. Conversely, the islanders pulse with 

vitality; they live in the immediate “present” with the sand acting as a natural hourglass, 

the sun as clock, and the nightingale as “vesper bell.” Although the islanders are held to 

the present, as if by “a tyrant,” Byron does not depict the Tahitians as tyrannical. Instead, 

Byron’s juxtaposed descriptions mock British control and idealize the islanders’ leisurely 

pace, a pace synchronized with nature. Even the setting of the tropical sun exhibits 

vivacity in contrast with the “mellow” setting of the Northern sun. Located between the 

Equator and the Tropic of Capricorn, Tahiti witnesses a completely different sunset—

“fiery, full and fierce.” The “fiery” setting sun quickly plunges the island into a night of 

“light bereft.” It is possible to read Byron’s poem as representing the Tahitians as 
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soulless, deprived of spiritual “light.” Byron’s phrase “light bereft” coupled with the 

Tahitians’ inability to perceive “light into each other’s eyes” might suggest that these 

individuals—married, as it were, to “the present, like a tyrant”—are devoid of morality. 

Without a concept of “the future or the past,” they can have no religious beliefs, at least 

not Christian beliefs. However, the subsequent stanza erases any ambiguity by 

unilaterally applauding the islanders’ spiritual relationship with nature. 

 Byron uses his sixteenth stanza to reveal Tahitian spirituality as aligned with 

natural human tendencies, despite its seeming strangeness to a Western traveler. Nature 

and, to a lesser degree, love replace religious fervor and both prove capable of elevating 

the soul without recourse to religious doctrine. Byron opens his stanza with an invocation 

of the religious devotee whose “soul is gone before his dust to heaven” while “around 

him days and worlds are heedless driven.”53 Byron constructs a parallel argument 

wherein souls—Tahitian souls, by implication—are “[a]like uplifted” through either love 

or Nature.54 In particular, Byron finds that “Nature’s universal throne … [d]issolve[s] this 

clog and clod of clay before / Its hour, and merge[s] our soul in the great shore.”55 Nature 

releases the spiritual being from its physical confines—a process that Byron perceives as 

inevitable if individuals give themselves fully to Nature. Byron rhetorically asks, “Who 

thinks of self, when gazing on the sky?”56 Nature possesses the ability to release 

humanity from its baser actions—actions that Byron believes are encouraged by human 

society. Again, speaking rhetorically, Byron queries, “who … ever thought / In the young 

moments ere the heart is taught / Time’s lesson, of man’s baseness or his own?” Byron 

closes his stanza by returning to the construct of time, which is essentially the root of 

human immorality, “man’s baseness.” Byron links time with immorality and, thereby, 
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implicitly critiques British control, which depends upon time. Conversely, if left within 

Nature’s “woods, her wilds, her waters,” humanity would avoid the baseness instigated 

by time.  

 These ideas are not what Wright extrapolates from Byron. While Byron’s 

invocation of time serves to critique British control, Wright’s invocation of Byron’s 

natural time serves to complement his “picturesque” depiction of Tung-Ting-Shan, a 

radical contradiction of the poem’s original argument. Whereas Byron advocates for the 

spiritual importance of Nature untouched, Wright perceives the untarnished landscape as 

procurable and, moreover, functional. Nevertheless, Wright suggests an alignment 

between Byron’s Tahitian grottos and the caverns that sprinkle the Tung-Ting-Shan 

landscape. The Tahitian grotto is admittedly free from mechanical time, but Byron does 

not suggest, as a consequence, that the Tahitians are caught in a moment of cultural 

stasis. Rather, the islanders live in the present, untethered, as it were, from both the past 

and other restrictive social constructs. Whereas this temporal disconnect frees Byron’s 

islanders, Wright’s perceived disconnect between Tung-Ting Shan and dominant Chinese 

culture functions as a figurative gateway into China’s interior. He finds the natural 

landscape of Tung-Ting-Shan not only divorced from Chinese governance, but also 

trapped in a historically distant moment, a temporal maneuver similar to his Pompeii-

China analogies. Within Western Tung-Ting-Shan, Wright identifies the ruins of ancient 

dwellers: “the sacrificing mound, Meaou-kung, and the rude wall that crosses the Lin-ŭh 

ravine” (CSV 1:61). He is more curious about these ancient dwellers and the literary 

myths that emerge from the Wuyi region than he is in contemporary Chinese culture, 

which he depicts as having polluted Eastern Tung-Ting-Shan. By erasing time—via both 
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his Byron citation and his picturesque mode of viewing—Wright focuses attention on 

Western Tung-Ting-Shan’s only remaining value, specifically its “natural productions,” 

which include “a species of orange-tree,” “luxuriant pines,” “verdant bamboos,” and 

“delicate aquatic plant[s]” (CSV 1:62). Importantly, this detailed list of Tung-Ting-Shan’s 

extensive flora concludes Wright’s chapter.57 While Byron depicts Nature with an 

explicitly spiritual component, Wright depicts the natural flora as a “production,” which 

suggests its economic value rather than its aesthetic or spiritual significance. When 

Wright speaks of the “traveler, the man of taste” who could appreciate the Wuyi region, 

he invokes the mid-nineteenth-century traveler to China, likely a diplomat, merchant, or 

missionary—hardly travelers free of self-interested motives (CSV 1:61). In Wright’s 

hands, Byron becomes an unwitting imperial voice: his name, rather than his poetic 

critiques, provides Wright’s vignette with literary validation. 

 

III. Defining Morality in the Chinese Context  

In the mid-nineteenth century, Sinology began to exhibit a change from 

Romantic-era scholarship in how China and the Chinese were understood, especially on 

moral grounds. While the two texts discussed in the previous section share a similar 

structure—the textual archive—they differ in their depiction of Chinese morality. Upon 

first consideration, Langdon’s overtly religious tone might suggest a more conservative, 

or imperialist, agenda, which would deem the Chinese immoral. On the contrary, 

Langdon’s genuine examination of Chinese religion is rather reminiscent of seventeenth- 

and early eighteenth-century Jesuit scholarship and, therefore, deserves categorization 

within empirically leaning Sinology. Based upon his communication with several Jesuit 
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missionaries living in China, seventeenth-century German philosopher Gottfried Wilhelm 

Leibniz, in Novissima Sinica (1697), praised the Chinese for their general moral rectitude 

and their exemplary civil laws while simultaneously perceiving an immediate need for 

general Chinese conversion to Christianity. In fact, China’s exemplary character makes it 

a more apt site for missionary work. Leibniz asserts that “the size of the Chinese Empire 

is so great, the reputation of this wisest nation in the Orient so impressive, and its 

authority so influential an example to the rest [of Asia], that scarcely since apostolic 

times has any greater work appeared for the Christian faith to accomplish.”58 If China 

may be converted to Christianity, the rest of Asia will follow precisely because of 

China’s pre-existing authority in the region. Moreover, the Jesuits perceived the Chinese 

as relatively easy subjects of conversion; the Jesuits understood Chinese beliefs, namely 

Confucianism, as ideologically similar to Christian doctrine. Similar to their Jesuit 

predecessors, Langdon and other early nineteenth-century Sinologists strove to 

understand Chinese religion, though simultaneously recognizing it as vastly inferior to 

Christianity. From Langdon’s perspective, the Chinese, though not devoid of morals, do 

lack knowledge of religious morality. Langdon dismisses the proclaimed state religion of 

China, Confucianism, not as irrelevant but rather as primarily philosophical rather than 

religious. Langdon even admits that Confucian moral aphorisms bear a “striking 

similarity” to “the precepts found in Holy Writ.”59 However, like the Jesuits, Langdon 

uses Confucianism’s similar Christian characteristics not to redeem the Chinese but 

rather for his own proselytizing purposes. Chinese “religion” provides the Chinese with a 

general education in morality, which Christian missionaries might use to their advantage. 

Implicit in Langdon’s text is the belief that Chinese morality and, as a consequence, its 
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civilization may be augmented through religious guidance. Langdon’s perception of 

Chinese morality and his arguments in favor of missionary work are not typical of the 

mid-century. His understanding of Chinese morality aligns him with situated Sinologists 

as his missionary proposals both harken back to the Jesuits and precede the influx of 

British missionaries to China in the years following the second Opium War. Instead, from 

1839 to 1860 (i.e., the beginning of the first Opium War to the end of the second), British 

publications exhibit a markedly different understanding of Chinese (im)morality, an 

understanding surprisingly divorced from religious discourse. 

Despite eighteenth-century assessments of China as a site of exemplary morals, 

nineteenth-century Britons increasingly depicted the Qing emperors as despotic and the 

Chinese public as immoral. However, Britons perceived Chinese immorality as the 

byproduct of more than their non-Christian religious practices. In his general preface to 

China, in a Series of Views, Wright asserts, “Obstinate adherence to national customs, 

love of antiquity, and repudiation of intellectual intercourse with foreigners, have given 

moral and physical characters to this ‘teeming population,’ that render [Chinese] history 

unique, original, and extraordinary” (CSV 1:1). In other words, Wright believes that 

Chinese moral character has been defined by their upholding traditional practices, their 

admiration of the past, and their chosen intellectual isolationism—attributes that all bear 

a distinctly negative valence and oppose British cultural values. National self-

preservation had prompted Qing emperors to reject foreign knowledge and interaction to 

the perceived detriment of their society’s economic and political development. While 

ancient Chinese history was admittedly host to numerous cultural advancements, Chinese 

culture had failed, Britons believed, to progress for many centuries. Youth’s education in 
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only Chinese knowledge—and ancient knowledge at best—had created a nation 

disconnected from modern science and philosophy. China was a stagnant civilization. 

Astonishingly, despite the negative tenor of Wright’s cultural characterization and despite 

his personal religious affiliation, none of these judgments reflects upon Chinese religious 

practices. Instead, these generalizations focus primarily on Chinese government policies. 

Accordingly, within the nineteenth-century Anglo-Sino context, it is necessary to 

disconnect moral judgments from a religious context and to resituate them within the 

discourse of political philosophy.  

While many British writers in the Romantic and Victorian periods, including both 

Wright and De Quincey, ridiculed Chinese religious practices and usually perceived them 

as purely superstitious, most mid-nineteenth-century British Sinologists did not 

recommend an immediate recourse to missionary work as a means of instilling the 

Chinese with morals.60 In fact, when De Quincey applauds future missions, he 

acknowledges the missionaries’ privileged access to remote areas that “will soon multiply 

our Oriental shipping” rather than their spreading of Christianity.61 The reason behind 

British aversion to religious morality in nascent China discourses was twofold. First, 

throughout much of the eighteenth century, British knowledge of China was premised 

primarily on the publications of seventeenth-century French Jesuit missionaries residing 

in Beijing. Given the widespread British aversion, in the years following the French 

Revolution, to French culture in general and Catholicism in particular, Sinologists 

increasingly strove to distinguish their scholarship from early French Jesuitical accounts, 

which were characterized as highly subjective and falsely flattering to the Chinese. Jesuit 

scholarship continued to be consulted but with caution and skepticism. For example, 
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while the Jesuits’ translations of Chinese texts might prove useful, their interpretations of 

these texts was suspect. The Jesuits, according to the British, were obsequious guests so 

as to retain their tenuous positions within the Chinese Imperial Court, positions from 

which the Jesuits were able to proselytize covertly.62 Second, while Britons’ Christian 

beliefs served as further evidence of their assumed moral superiority, the Chinese lack of 

Christian faith was not amongst the dominant moral arguments justifying either Opium 

War. The Opium Wars were not the nineteenth-century Crusades. To demonstrate the 

irrelevance of Chinese religious beliefs to Anglo-Sino altercations, De Quincey begins 

his essay China with a laudatory description of ancient Greek morality. He asserts that 

“when morals (whether social or domestic) had no connection whatever with the National 

Religion … it followed that there could be no organ corresponding to our modern PULPIT 

(Christian or Mahometan) for teaching and illustrating the principles of morality.”63 De 

Quincey focuses, in this passage, on possible sources of moral instruction other than the 

“PULPIT.” For De Quincey, morality is not housed exclusively in religious institutions. 

Despite their temporal distance from the birth of Christianity, the Greeks possessed high 

moral standards, most prominently displayed in their tragic dramas. China’s lack of 

Christianity, therefore, does not necessarily explain its seeming lack of morality. Thus, 

for these two reasons, British texts frequently utilized more secular approaches to 

Sinology, even if these studies relied upon generalized notions of universal morality. 

 The nineteenth-century construction of morality outside the confines of religious 

studies was neither a new discourse nor endemic to either Sinology or general imperial 

studies. Since the remainder of my chapter focuses on De Quincey’s essays, it would be 

logical to examine Kant’s parameters for moral behavior between nations, especially 
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given De Quincey’s known penchant for Kantian philosophy. However, since this turn in 

moral understanding is not limited to De Quincey but extends to other writers, such as 

Wright, who were presumably less familiar with Kant, I begin with a more familiar 

British text.64 In his Theory of Moral Sentiments (1759), Adam Smith does not formulate 

the expected correlation between an individual’s spiritual wellbeing and his/her virtuous 

character. Instead, Smith provides a distinctly secular judgment of an individual’s 

character based upon how “it may affect his own happiness; and … as it may affect that 

of other people.”65 Happiness should not be understood as simply the attainment of 

pleasure, but rather “the art, the talent, and the habit or disposition of acting with the most 

perfect propriety in every possible circumstance and situation … the utmost perfection of 

all the intellectual and of all the moral virtues” (MS 253). Smith does not trace happiness 

to Christian indoctrination but rather to natural human tendencies. A virtuously happy 

individual expresses concern for his/her mental and physical wellbeing as well as concern 

for family, friends, neighbors, and—most germane to my argument—the nation. While 

Smith denounces instances of national jealousy, he also allows that a superior nation 

“ought, not only to endeavour itself to excel, but from the love of mankind, to promote, 

instead of obstructing the excellence of its neighbours” (MS 270). Of course, aiding 

foreign nations does not sanction traitors who, according to Smith, “[appear] to be of all 

villains the most detestable” (MS 269). Virtuous behavior between nations mandates a 

nuanced blend of national self-interest with universal sympathy that will temper a 

common tendency toward national envy. Countries unable to avoid the pitfall of national 

jealousy are lacking in virtue. As I demonstrate shortly, China, according to the British, 

was considered amongst the most jealous of nations. As early as Barrow's Travels in 
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China, national jealousy was a characteristic frequently attributed to the Chinese. 

Moreover, Smith’s text does, if only briefly and anecdotally, touch upon Anglo-Sino 

relations. Smith, rather famously, uses the example of China’s complete destruction as a 

means of exploring the limits of sympathy: 

Let us suppose that the great empire of China, with all its myriads of 
inhabitants, was suddenly swallowed up by an earthquake, and let us 
consider how a man of humanity in Europe, who had no sort of connexion 
with that part of the world, would be affected upon receiving intelligence 
of this dreadful calamity. He would … express very strongly his sorrow 
for the misfortune of that people, he would make many melancholy 
reflections upon the precariousness of human life, and the vanity of all the 
labours of man, which could thus be annihilated in a moment. He would 
too … if he was a man of speculation, enter into many reasonings 
concerning the effects which this disaster might produce upon the 
commerce of Europe, and the trade and business of the world in general. 
And when all this fine philosophy was over, when all these humane 
sentiments had been once fairly expressed, he would pursue his business 
or his pleasure, take his repose or his diversion, with the same ease and 
tranquility, as if no such accident had happened. (MS 157) 
 

While Smith’s example may be read as just that, an example, Smith’s depiction of a 

callously philosophical reaction of the average British citizen to China’s destruction 

actually belies nascent negative attitudes toward the Qing Empire. Moreover, although 

Smith denies British national envy of “the prosperity of China” (MS 270), he does 

express concern that a cataclysmic earthquake in China would spell disaster for “the trade 

and business of the world in general.” China’s central role, though not necessarily sought 

or cultivated by Qing officials, in global economies would eventually serve to justify 

European military actions against China, actions that would maintain China’s economic 

role and manipulate this role in favor of Western trade. Though Smith’s references to 

China were likely casual (and most likely chosen because of China’s extreme distance 

from Britain), these same references, when read alongside Smith’s definitions for 
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virtuous national behavior, may be read with imperialist undertones. In this light, Smith’s 

construction of national virtue begins to resemble burgeoning arguments in support of 

British imperial endeavors. The superior nation has a certain responsibility not only to 

assist other countries, but also to repress instances of grave immorality exhibited by 

foreign nations. Gradually, national interests supersede Christian doctrine in Smith’s 

construction of virtue. In fact, Smith goes so far as to assert, “the hero who serves his 

country successfully in foreign war gratifies the wishes of the whole nation, and is, upon 

that account, the object of universal gratitude and admiration” (MS 273). Smith collapses 

universal values—the hero receives “universal gratitude and admiration,” not simply 

national accolades—into the values of the victorious nation. The victorious nation’s 

values become the universal standards for judging character and merit. In keeping with 

Smith’s philosophical approach, Anglo-Sino writing that emerged in the 1840s and 

1850s—and therefore written in the aftermath of Britain’s military victories over China in 

the first Anglo-Chinese war—begins to exhibit moral judgments of the Chinese based 

upon British political standards. The Chinese are expected to cohere to European-

accepted practices in matters of trade and diplomacy, regardless of China’s historically 

different approaches. Further philosophical precedent for Britain’s lopsided political 

expectations may be found in Kant’s 1790s moral philosophy. 

 Upon first consideration, Smith and Kant’s understandings of human morality 

appear diametrically opposed. Smith abides by a more Lockean definition of man’s 

natural state, whereas Kant’s arguments are distinctly more Hobbesian. Whereas Smith 

understands man’s natural state as inherently honorable and good, Kant perceives man’s 

state of nature as inherently violent and fraught with the potential for war. However, 
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despite his strong Protestant beliefs, Kant, like Smith, separates his discussions of secular 

and religious morality, particularly in the context of public (i.e., state) rights and 

responsibilities. While Kant’s work in general was not widely known by Britons, a fact 

that De Quincey himself begrudgingly admits and attempts to rectify in his Blackwood’s 

Magazine essay “Kant in His Miscellaneous Essays” (1830), two of Kant’s most notable 

works on moral philosophy and international relations were available in English 

translation prior to the first Opium War. Published in 1797, The Metaphysics of Morals 

was first translated into English in 1799. De Quincey himself, in his Blackwood’s essay, 

translated Kant’s 1795 essay, “Toward Perpetual Peace: A Philosophical Sketch.” It is 

within these two texts that Kant distinguishes between secular and religious morality, 

thereby contradicting his personal religious beliefs. In fact, when seen through De 

Quincey’s lens, Kant is “an enemy of Christianity” who “denies that the moral or 

political condition of the earth, and the general face of society, have been at all improved 

by eighteen centuries of Christianity.”66 However, if civil and religious spheres are 

demarcated, how, then, are national and, by extension, international behaviors judged? 

Unlike Smith, Kant generally assumes a pacifist approach to international relations. The 

moral nation acts in accordance with a teleological progress toward global peace, an 

argument developed in both The Metaphysics of Morals and “Toward Perpetual Peace.” 

If international war proves unavoidable, Kant nevertheless argues against two common 

assumptions that often emerge at war’s end. First, he unequivocally states that “war and 

its favorable conclusion—victory—never determines right.”67 The victorious nation is 

not, by default, morally just. Second, Kant asserts that a “defeated state or its subjects do 

not lose their civil freedom through the conquest of their country, so that the state would 
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be degraded to a colony.”68 The victorious nation does not acquire punitive power over 

the defeated state, especially if this would thwart the losing country’s progress toward a 

more civil existence. Colonization violates the rights of a civil nation. Given Kant’s 

arguments in favor of pacific resolutions to international conflict, it would seem 

counterintuitive for imperialists and military advocates, such as De Quincey, to invoke 

Kant within Anglo-Sino discourse, which increasingly advocated martial diplomacy. 

However, Kant’s arguments extend only to equitable countries—usually liberal 

Republican nations of which China would not have been included—that have progressed 

beyond a state of nature. Kant creates a philosophical loophole that De Quincey utilizes 

to develop moral justification for British aggressions against the Qing. 

Kant describes countries with whom a civil nation would be morally justified, 

perhaps even obligated, to engage militarily. In effect, Kant depicts instances wherein 

war and even colonization might be permissible. Nations that have failed to progress 

beyond a state of nature—which Kant perceives as synonymous with a state of war—

threaten those nations that actively work toward a state of peace (MM 72). The 

uncivilized nation does not fit within Kant’s more cosmopolitan ideas outlined above 

and, instead, threatens peace not merely in its actions but rather in its very existence:  

[…] a person (or a people) in a mere state of nature deprives me of … 
security and harms me through this very state by existing next to me, 
although not actively (facto), nonetheless through the lawlessness of his 
state (statu iniusta), by means of which he represents a constant threat to 
me. I can thus require him that he either enter into a state of common civil 
law or remove himself from my vicinity. (PP 73n*) 

 
Following this logic, people, and by extension countries, that threaten the peace and 

security of those nations presumably abiding by “common civil laws” should be subject 

to actions that will bring them into accordance with the universal standards followed by 
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civil nations. However, the uncivil nation—often termed by Kant as the “unjust 

enemy”—is not identified, as we might suppose, on the basis of another country’s 

perceived savagery or even its despotic government (MM 53). Instead, an “unjust enemy” 

is “an enemy whose publicly expressed will (whether by word or deed) reveals a maxim 

by which, if it were made a universal rule, any condition of peace among nations would 

be impossible and, instead, a state of nature would be perpetuated” (MM 119). One way 

that “peaceful relations” are initiated and maintained among nations is through trade, 

which initiates “relationships based on mutual consent, community, and peaceful 

interactions even with remote people” (PP 88). As Michael W. Doyle notes, Kant 

positions trade under the concept of foreign hospitality, which “include[s] the right of 

access and the obligation of maintaining the opportunity for citizens to exchange goods 

and ideas.”69 While Kant does not construe trade as an obligatory component of 

international relations, he does advocate trade as an activity that propels nations toward a 

more global peace. Therefore, a country that either thwarts intellectual and material 

exchanges or violates public trade agreements would instigate a state of war. A “violation 

of public contracts” stands as a prime example of a deed that would categorize the 

offending nation as “unjust” (MM 119). Even from Kant’s eighteenth-century 

perspective, the globe was increasingly interconnected, even interdependent. Indeed, a 

small infraction against global peace was of great consequence since, according to Kant, 

the “growing prevalence of a … community among the peoples of the earth has now 

reached a point at which the violation of right at any one place on the earth is felt in all 

places” (PP 84). Following the first Opium War, China increasingly functioned as the 

fulcrum upon which global economy depended. The Treaty of Nanjing opened five new 
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ports upon which the British as well as the French and Americans capitalized. 

Consequently, the global economy relied upon China’s continued acquiescence to foreign 

trade, regardless of China’s national interests. Accordingly, if a nation—such as China—

without common civil law threatened the stability of the global community of civil 

nations—perhaps through the negation of trading agreements—it should be forced into 

compliance through thorough government reform most effectively achieved through war. 

 Kant’s arguments, though relevant to the justification of imperialism throughout 

the nineteenth century, are particularly applicable to Anglo-Sino relations. As argued by 

Britons during and after each of the Opium Wars, British military aggression against the 

Chinese could be logically and morally justified by identifying the ways in which the 

Chinese violated public rights. Soon after his imperial accession in 1820, the Daoguang 

Emperor attempted to suppress the opium trade, which had intensified greatly during his 

father’s, the Jiaqing Emperor’s, reign. Of course, British traders argued that this increase 

merely reflected the Chinese demand for opium, despite the product’s illegality. The 

Chinese government’s attempt to suppress the illegal trade culminated in the 1839 

confiscation of all foreign-possessed opium in Canton by the Imperial Commissioner Lin 

Zexu. Lin subsequently destroyed all confiscated opium, which was primarily British 

owned, by dumping it in the sea. Lin’s actions provided the British with the necessary 

justification for the first Anglo-Chinese War. With British victory achieved in 1841, the 

Chinese signed the Treaty of Nanjing, which effectively perpetuated Britain’s illegal 

opium trade. Similarly, the second Opium War was sparked by a supposed violation of 

the Treaty of Nanjing in 1856 when Canton officials impounded the British trading vessel 

Arrow on suspicion of opium smuggling. When Canton officials refused not only to 
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return immediately the ship, her crew, and all material goods contained therein, but also 

to apologize formally for the entire Arrow incident, the situation quickly escalated into 

British Parliament’s condoning war against the Chinese in early 1857. In both cases, 

Britons perceived the Chinese as threats to their “peaceful” economic and trade interests 

in East Asia. At the beginning of the second Opium War, De Quincey both recollects the 

frustrations of dealing with the Chinese during the earlier war and implies that the same 

obstacles would be encountered in the forthcoming engagement: 

Sixteen years ago it cost Great Britain an average of three pitched battles 
for the unrooting from the Chinese intellect of each separate childish 
conceit or traditional fraud, that risked, or that fettered, or that degraded 
(according to the caprice of the hour) one great commercial interest of the 
civilised earth; and slow is the growth of truth on the banks of the great 
Yang-tse-keang.70 

 
“[C]hildish” and “traditional” Chinese actions put at stake global commercial enterprise, 

thereby challenging “the civilised earth.” In particular, China’s proximity to Britain’s 

imperial holdings in Bengal heightened the despotic nation’s perceived threat to British 

security. For the British, the Chinese epitomized Kant’s “unjust enemy.” I am not 

suggesting that all British actions were impacted directly by Kant’s political philosophies. 

Nonetheless, Kant’s precepts provide a useful heuristic for reading the journalistic 

discourse that emerged during the two Anglo-Chinese Wars. 

 

IV. The Essays of Thomas De Quincey 

At the beginning of each Opium War, De Quincey published essays that 

ostensibly debated the justification of and, consequently, the necessity of British military 

involvement in Chinese affairs.71 His first essay, “The Opium and the China Question,” 

was published in the Tory-affiliated Blackwood’s Magazine in 1840 as a response to 
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Captain Charles Elliot’s surrender of £4 million of British opium stock to the Chinese 

Imperial Commissioner Lin.72 De Quincey’s subsequent two essays emerged in the 

aftermath of the Arrow incident. Published in the nonsectarian Titan in 1857, China and 

“Hints Towards an Appreciation of the Coming War in China” assessed the extent of 

British and Chinese contributions to the Arrow incident and its restive aftermath.73 

Regardless of his nonexistent first-hand knowledge of China, De Quincey asserts that he 

had carefully observed disintegrating Anglo-Sino relations from afar and by “overlooking 

the game [had] noticed some points not noticed by the combatants.”74 Upon first 

consideration, De Quincey’s assertion appears to cast an equally critical eye upon all 

“combatants”—British and Chinese. Yet, the judgmental tone of De Quincey’s writing 

quickly supplants this more generous reading. His very distance from China, he argues, 

permits him to note objectively not only the commercial value of military aggression 

against the Qing, but also, and perhaps more importantly, the necessity of war for the 

preservation of British honor and the perpetuation of the British “national practice of 

morality.”75  

De Quincey’s analyses of the Anglo-Chinese Wars were not isolated publications 

but rather were part of an active and heavily populated discourse. De Quincey’s essays 

along with the numerous other articles published contemporaneously—articles 

numbering over 150 in 1840 alone—might be read as indicative of underlying British 

guilt regarding the Opium Wars.76 However, De Quincey himself dispels this potential 

argument. Rather, he observes a general historical tendency “that always at the opening 

… of any war, there has been much and angry discussion amongst us British as to the 

equity of its origin, and the moral reasonableness of its objects.”77 This tendency, which 
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De Quincey contends is uniquely British, provides evidence in favor of, rather than 

against, Britain’s commitment to moral rectitude in any martial altercation. De Quincey 

argues that “on the Continent,” unlike in Britain, “no man ever heard a question being 

raised, or a faction being embattled, upon any demur (great or small) as to the moral 

grounds of war.”78 From De Quincey’s perspective, examining war’s morality is a strictly 

British provenance. Britain, according to De Quincey’s logic, would not declare war 

without extensive debates, which would implicitly decide in favor of “moral 

reasonableness” in action. However, while De Quincey commends and cites these 

debates, many of them parliamentary, he uses his essays to support one position, a 

position that aligns him with British imperialist actions. He attempts to foreclose further 

debates by asserting that Britain and China’s respectively moral and immoral characters 

provide adequate justification for the two Anglo-Chinese Wars. Modern scholars 

frequently discuss De Quincey’s connection with China in terms of his opium addiction, 

the Bengal-China opium trade, and the illegal trade’s negative ramifications for Anglo-

Sino relations.79 My argument diverges from this line of inquiry—a divergence that De 

Quincey himself proposes as early as 1840—and instead considers the moral argument 

that De Quincey constructs, especially through literary citations. De Quincey argues that 

focusing on only the opium trade in the first Anglo-Chinese conflict fails to elucidate the 

multiple dimensions of the Anglo-Sino relationship. He asserts that “in dismissing this 

opium part of the general question, we would wish to press upon the attention of any 

interested parties, that they should not look at the several parts of the affair as insulated 

cases, but should review the entire series as a whole.”80 By focusing on issues other than 

the opium trade, De Quincey believes that China observers will develop a more 
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comprehensive and “whole” understanding of Anglo-Sino affairs. Through his recourse 

to literature in general and Romantic poetry in particular, De Quincey develops an 

argument with broader cultural implications than the economic ramifications most 

commonly associated with Opium War discourse. 

 De Quincey’s essays seek to affirm British preeminence within the imperial 

context and, simultaneously, to construct China as an “unjust enemy”—namely a country 

that has jeopardized the peaceful global community of “civil” nations. Contemporary 

scholars frequently perceive Britain’s victory in the first Anglo-Chinese War as the 

historical marker of the Qing Empire’s decline.81 However, while Britain’s victory in the 

first Opium War unquestionably changed the Anglo-Sino relationship, Britain’s military 

success did not immediately convince the British public that British actions in China 

were morally justified. While Britain’s tea importation and opium exportation made 

continued trade with China highly desirable, Britain’s use of military force against the 

Chinese was cause for domestic debate, especially since Britain’s exportation of opium 

was illegal. De Quincey, however, expected nothing less from his fellow Britons. It is, he 

argues, a European rather than a British trait to “find ratification for the conscience” in 

martial victory.82 Accordingly, De Quincey’s essays assume the task of justifying 

Britain’s imperial relations in the Far East. De Quincey, despite British missteps 

regarding both the Elliot and the Arrow affairs, recasts British mistakes as the natural 

consequence of Chinese deception and trickery. De Quincey maintains the British 

Empire’s superiority—militarily, culturally, and morally—in the grand “scale of 

nations.”83 In military affairs, for example, he claims for Britain the “title of leader 

among terraqueous potentates,” which he argues no nation could logically challenge.84 To 
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bolster this claim, De Quincey depicts Hong Kong, a mere “pin’s point” in contrast with 

the vast Chinese Empire, as a British military and cultural stronghold, “impregnable to 

the whole embattled Orient.”85 British Hong Kong stood in stark political, economic, 

and—most importantly—moral contrast to the whole of the despotic Far East. 

In further response to British skepticism regarding the morality of mid-century 

Anglo-Sino relations, De Quincey uses his essays to illustrate not only Britain’s physical 

ability to conquer China due to the Qing’s “martial poverty” but also Britain’s moral 

obligation to dismantle completely the Chinese Empire, “which must be shattered into 

fragments before it can be usefully re-cast” into an economically productive space for 

Western trade.86 Unlike Wright’s identification of Chinese spaces pervious to British 

imperialism, De Quincey argues for the necessity of national reconstruction. By 

proposing that Britain capitalize upon its military superiority and destroy the Qing, De 

Quincey, it would seem, encourages a distinctly immoral “war of extermination … or 

subjugation,” defined by Kant as “the moral annihilation of a state (the people of which 

would either become merged in one mass with that of the conqueror or reduced to 

servitude)” (MM 117). Kant deems such an engagement impossible between two 

acknowledged nations—unless one of the nations is found to be “unjust.” Britain’s 

historical attempts to treaty with China via three diplomatic embassies in the preceding 

half-century would suggest Britain’s implicit recognition of China as a nation-state.87 

And yet, De Quincey does not understand the Opium Wars as a negation of Kant’s 

cosmopolitan worldview. De Quincey’s essays focus less on demonstrating British 

military prowess and more on proving the Chinese to be “unjust,” thereby establishing 

the (Kantian) moral justice of the Opium Wars. De Quincey establishes his essays as 
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diffusing “amongst those of the middle class, whose daily occupations leave them small 

leisure for direct personal inquiries, some sufficient materials for appreciating the justice 

of our British pretentions and attitude in our coming war with China.”88 In establishing 

the “justice” of British actions, De Quincey accuses the Chinese of two moral infractions 

that dispute China’s status as a civilized nation. First, as mentioned earlier, China 

contravened the Treaty of Nanjing, a clear “violation of public contracts” that thwarted 

peaceful global—namely British, French, and American—commerce (MM 119). Second, 

and more germane to my argument, China repeatedly attempted to blemish British honor 

and to challenge British moral superiority without provocation. It is within his attempts to 

define and distinguish British and Chinese concepts of morality that De Quincey relies 

most extensively on literary citations to buttress his essays’ central arguments. As 

Charles J. Rzepka aptly notes, “[f]or De Quincey, literary and diplomatic power were 

mutually descriptive metaphors of, respectively, personal and national legitimacy.”89 

Within his China essays, De Quincey deploys literary citations that simultaneously offer 

credibility to his position and, by extension, his support of British imperial governance 

over China. 

 Although De Quincey incorporates literary citations from multiple sources—

including Shakespeare, John Donne, and Alexander Pope—his use of Romantic poetry 

goes beyond citational support. De Quincey actively engages Romantic poetry in 

contemporary Anglo-Sino discourse.90 In their introduction to Nervous Reactions: 

Victorian Recollections of Romanticism (2004), editors Joel Faflak and Julia M. Wright 

describe the Victorian notion that “Romantic organicism informs the building of a 

healthy, productive, and coherent body politic, and animating this body is poetry as the 
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moving power of a kind of burgeoning metaphysics of Empire.”91 The version of 

Romantic poetry that persisted in the Victorian period was a “Romanticism 

sentimentalized or idealized as a force of cultural therapy organizing the properly feeling 

Victorian subject.”92 Regardless of Romantic poetry’s engagement with highly volatile 

political issues of the day—for example, the French Revolution—and its frequent 

endorsement of more radical politics, the poetry was often co-opted later in the nineteenth 

century for different and sometimes diametrically opposed political purposes, as I have 

briefly explored with Wright’s Byron epithet. As I explore here via De Quincey, 

Romantic poetry provides British subjects with the moral and intellectual vigor integral to 

the expansion and maintenance of the Empire. For De Quincey, British energy—physical 

and mental—marks a key cultural difference from the “comatose” Chinese who, with “a 

feeble brain, and also … a feeble moral energy,” are “capable of mimicry, but of no 

original creative act.”93 Conversely, the British possess “noble monuments of wisdom 

and persevering energy,” of which Britain’s “magnificent and ancient literature” is a 

prime example.94 Deviating slightly from Faflak and Wright’s connection between poetry 

and an invigorated British nation, I argue that Romantic poetry also reveals the perceived 

immorality and assumed stupefaction of Britain’s intended imperial victims. De Quincey 

appropriates Romantic poetry and makes it an active participant within his essays’ 

vitriolic denigration of China. Via Romantic poetry, he contends that military aggression 

against the Chinese will affirm British moral superiority and will permit the creation of a 

space wherein the British may initiate a civilizing mission, particularly in despotic 

Canton, a port integral to British trade. 
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 Before delving into De Quincey’s poetic citations, I want first to sketch his 

understanding of morality in the Anglo-Sino context. De Quincey’s determination of 

Chinese immorality echoes, in part, the standards for international diplomacy and 

integrity established by a consensus of nineteenth-century North Atlantic nations. In the 

1820s, the “Concert of Europe” codified the rules for diplomatic practice.95 Although De 

Quincey never cites or alludes to the “Concert of Europe,” his notions of international 

law and morality align with the beliefs of the “Concert.” James L. Hevia cites President 

John Quincey Adams as having “enunciated a North Atlantic diplomatic consensus with 

universalist pretensions, a consensus that became increasingly impatient with what it saw 

as the backward practices of the rest of the world.”96 In his 1840 address to the 

Massachusetts Historical Society, Adams argued, “in shutting out European trade and 

enclosing themselves behind high walls of exclusion, the Chinese had violated the law of 

nations that imposed a ‘moral obligation’ on countries to facilitate commercial 

intercourse.”97 The West deemed China immoral based upon its reticence to engage fully 

in global commerce. Accordingly, De Quincey’s imperialist condemnation of China, 

though markedly different from the early nineteenth-century British perception of the 

Anglo-Sino relationship is not surprising given the British Empire’s economic reliance on 

continuing the opium trade, which China was “morally obliged” to facilitate. Moreover, 

many Britons, including De Quincey, did not believe the Chinese government’s claims 

that the opium ban existed to protect the Chinese population. Instead, the ban was 

interpreted as a disingenuous attempt to protect China’s opium production, not its people. 

De Quincey goes as far as expunging British responsibility for the prevalence of Chinese 

opium addictions; instead, China was “the original tempter, inviter, hirer, clamorous 
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suborner, of that [opium] intercourse which now she denounced.”98 In short, De 

Quincey’s essays exhibit an “impatience” with China not uncommon in the political 

climate of the 1840s and 1850s. 

While De Quincey embraces the civilizing mission of Christianity in India, as 

depicted in Daniel Sanjiv Robert’s “‘Mix(ing) a Little with Alien Natures’: Biblical 

Orientalism in De Quincey” (2008), he does not recommend this evangelical approach 

within the Chinese context. Instead, he argues “in favour of a retributory and racially 

purgative direction for imperialism.”99 De Quincey’s anti-China arguments mirror the 

transformation of Anglo-Sino discourse within British Parliament. Josephine McDonagh, 

in De Quincey’s Disciplines (1994), suggests that parliamentary opposition to the first 

Opium War was “greatly diminished when the war began to be presented as a cause of 

national honour rather than as an infringement of Christian duty … the Chinese were 

guilty of an affront to British dignity, and should be taught to respect its citizens and its 

property. Such nationalist fervour united parliament behind the war, which was 

transformed into a just and honourable campaign in support of British sovereignty.”100 De 

Quincey’s essays similarly assume a twofold purpose: to affirm British national and 

imperial superiority and to position the Chinese as categorically inferior. As I mentioned 

earlier, De Quincey proffers the Greeks as exemplary models of morality. His allusion to 

a temporally distant culture provides the illusion of objectivity; Greek society seemingly 

stands outside Anglo-Sino concerns and therefore functions well as a moral exemplar. 

However, this distance conceals the nineteenth-century British investment in ancient 

Greek culture. Throughout the eighteenth and much of the nineteenth centuries, Britons 

attempted to create a national genealogy that would establish them as the cultural 
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inheritors of ancient Greek society. According to Linda Colley, British insecurities 

concerning the possible overextension of their burgeoning Empire arose in the years 

following the Empire’s monumental expansion during the Seven Years’ War.101 There 

was an underlying fear that the British Empire, if maintained primarily through military 

force rather than diplomatic negotiations and commercial trade, would be subject to the 

same decay that befell the Roman Empire, a fear further capitalized upon in Edward 

Gibbons’s popular The History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire (1776). 

Beginning as early as Barrow’s Travels in China, the Chinese are depicted as being on a 

trajectory similar to the ancient Romans, whereas the British are perceived as more akin 

to the Greeks. Whereas the British, according to De Quincey, “have the colonial instinct 

in the strongest degree,” the Chinese colonies—which extended far into Central Asia—“it 

is not to be supposed … can ever prosper, or even become other than a degraded limb of 

the Chinese state.”102 First, the Chinese had rejected British diplomatic overtures, most 

famously the Jiaqing Emperor’s refusal to receive the 1816 British Embassy led by 

William Lord Amherst. Second, De Quincey formulates his assessment of China’s lack of 

colonial gumption based on his knowledge of Greek virtue and vice as depicted in Greek 

tragedies. Through their dramas, the Greeks censured “all expressions of self-

glorification, or of arrogant disparagement applied to others.”103 A population’s perverse 

practice of “violated morals” could manifest on a national level as “shattered dynasties 

and the ruins of once-regal houses.”104 Accordingly, China, having violated treaty 

agreements and having “hitherto treated nations as too mean even to walk over,” will find 

itself subject to the same decline experienced by the Romans.105  
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De Quincey evaluates China through a comparison with not only the example 

provided within ancient Greek drama but also the words of notable Romantic poets who 

were increasingly understood by Victorians as exemplary voices of the British nation. De 

Quincey’s use of Romantic poetry is rarely accurate. In each instance of direct citation, 

De Quincey makes a significant alteration. De Quincey, in his China essay, cites three 

Romantic poets by name, but identifies his source materials for only two of the four 

works from which he (mis)quotes. His first reference to Wordsworth, which De Quincey 

admits to misremembering, very loosely draws upon The Excursion, which De Quincey 

duly footnotes. Only a few pages later, De Quincey again draws upon Wordsworth, this 

time from “Song for the Wandering Jew,” but provides neither the poet nor the poem’s 

name. De Quincey mentions Coleridge by name, but he does not identify his citations’ 

original source, “Ode to the Departing Year.” Southey receives the most direct 

acknowledgement as De Quincey names both poet and text, “The Curse of Kehama.” In 

his Fracture and Fragmentation in British Romanticism (2010), Alexander Regier 

similarly notes the numerous mis-citations littering De Quincey’s oeuvre. Regier, though, 

disconnects De Quincey’s fractured citations from discussions of plagiarism, which have 

plagued De Quincey’s reception from the nineteenth century forward. Nor, however, does 

Regier dismiss De Quincey’s mis-citations as inconsequential. Instead, these mis-

citations “[alert] us to some of the implications of the archival manipulation and 

distortion involved in citation.”106 Similarly, the purpose of my chapter is not to confront 

issues of plagiarism or mis-citation in De Quincey’s essays, but rather to demonstrate 

how he relies on his Romantic predecessors while simultaneously instilling new, 

distinctly imperialist vigor into these poetic citations. In particular, De Quincey’s 
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appropriation is integral to Britain’s ideological reconstruction of China as culturally 

inferior.  

Just as he cites Greek dramas to argue generally for the immoral empire’s 

inevitable ruin, De Quincey appropriates Southey’s poetic voice to argue specifically that 

the despotic Chinese Empire will inevitably fail. Southey’s epigraph to “The Curse of 

Kehama”—“Curses are like young chickens, they always come home to roost”—changes, 

in De Quincey’s text, to “Curses, like young fowls, come home in the evening to 

roost.”107 The exchange of “chickens” for “fowls” suggests a possible wordplay 

(fowl/foul) that complements the darkness of “evening” that has been inserted into 

Southey’s phrase. By altering the humorous tone of Southey’s epigraph, De Quincey 

positions himself to offer a new understanding of Southey’s words that supplements his 

critique of China. De Quincey interprets the citation as meaning, the “atrocious crime of 

any man towards others in his stages of power comes round upon him with vengeance in 

the darkening twilight of his evening.”108 Rather than simply interpreting Southey’s 

words as a warning—i.e., cast curses with caution as they have a tendency to rebound—

De Quincey reads a hierarchical relationship into Southey’s admonition: the individual 

who misuses and takes advantage of his power his inferiors will receive just retribution as 

his power declines. De Quincey applies this reading to Chinese actions against British 

merchants, especially those actions that challenged and defied the agreements established 

in the Treaty of Nanjing. Although De Quincey repeatedly asserts British superiority over 

the Chinese, he acknowledges that China’s massive population places the small populace 

of British traders in Chinese port cities at a distinct disadvantage, which allows the 

Chinese to treat displaced Britons as their inferiors. He prophesizes that the Chinese will 
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eventually make reparations, namely through imperial degeneration, for the unjust 

humiliation they have inflicted upon the British. China’s combined dismissal of the 

Treaty of Nanjing and irreverence for British citizens’ rights allows De Quincey to 

conclude that the Qing Empire fails to meet universally accepted standards of moral 

behavior between nations. In having “so insolently rejected [Britain] as a friend” and 

equal, China has given rise to the very “instrument of her chastisement”—the British 

Empire.109 

 Having established Chinese infractions against universal moral standards, De 

Quincey expands his argument to reveal a global consensus of China’s (im)morality. 

China’s political and economic policies negatively affect and challenge more than the 

British Empire’s stability. De Quincey recognizes that any nation has a right to enforce 

its peculiar domestic polities but only so far as it complies with “the methods of 

international justice.”110 While De Quincey never defines precisely the nebulous concept 

of “international justice,” he does identify those nations who act in compliance with this 

justice as opposed to those who remain in “total ignorance of international diplomacy.”111 

De Quincey proceeds to develop a now familiar East-West dichotomy. He unequivocally 

asserts “that no Asiatic state has ever debarbarised itself” and accordingly proposes that 

“Christendom … begin to act commensurately on the East.”112 Although his reference to 

“Christendom” could suggest Western unity premised on religious solidarity, De Quincey 

uses the term more broadly. For De Quincey, “Christendom” is evocative of a general 

intellectual and cultural vigor characteristic of Western nations rather than a strict 

adherence to Christian doctrine. For example, De Quincey describes Americans, whom 

he claims as British allies, to be “Christians—they have our British blood in their veins; 
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and they have inherited from ourselves, as children of enlightened liberty, the same 

intolerance of wrong.”113 De Quincey identifies Americans as Christians not because of 

their religious practices, but rather because of their shared moral, intellectual, and 

national genealogy. Americans and Britons share an enlightened cultural heritage. In 

linking together Western countries through a common heritage, De Quincey concludes 

that they also share a common perspective on China. Accordingly, while the British have, 

especially in the course of their past diplomatic embassies, “[stood] alone … on behalf of 

the whole western nations” against “the arrogant pretensions of the East,” the British now 

found themselves, on the eve of the second Opium War, “energetically supported by the 

United States, if not by France.”114 To consolidate his political position, De Quincey 

resorts again to literary citation. So as to reveal a unified global attitude toward China, De 

Quincey, misremembering Coleridge’s “Ode to the Departing Year,” inflicts the 

sentiment “The nations hate thee!” upon the Chinese Empire.115 In replacing Coleridge’s 

“curse” with “hate,” De Quincey makes a slight temporal shift.116 Whereas Coleridge 

deploys his words prophetically—to consider what the future British state might look like 

if it aligned itself with 1790s revolutionary France—De Quincey’s words are used to 

convey contemporary global attitudes toward the “inhuman insolence of this vilest and 

silliest amongst nations towards the whole household of man.”117 In citing from the 

prophetic stanzas of Coleridge’s poem, De Quincey also instills an image, similar to the 

image evoked through Southey’s epithet, of the Chinese Empire in ruins. Shortly after 

imagining global hatred for England—should the country succumb to revolutionary 

tendencies—Coleridge foresees England’s “predestined ruins rise.”118 By resituating 

Coleridge’s argument in the Anglo-Sino context, De Quincey argues that China’s 
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immorality, confirmed through the collective Western hatred of the Eastern nation, will 

result in the Empire’s ultimate demise and ruination. In claiming camaraderie amongst 

Christian nations against the perceived Chinese threat to “the whole household of man,” 

De Quincey justifies Western military actions against China. 

 With the imagined support of the international—albeit entirely Western—

community, De Quincey moves to reconfigure China, via Wordsworth’s poetry, as a 

space that needs, or even mandates, British intervention “to make it endurable” for both 

commercial and diplomatic purposes.119 To justify Britain’s transformation of China via 

the military diplomacy of the Opium Wars, De Quincey develops his assertions of 

Chinese immorality. He broadly argues that “Oriental powers like China” who are 

“incurably savage in the moral sense” are “incapable of a true civilization.”120 The 

perception of the Chinese as “incurably savage” works in concert with De Quincey’s 

believe that China “must be shattered into fragments before it can be usefully re-cast.” 

Chinese “savagery” cannot be cured through more pacific methods, such as evangelical 

work, but rather mandates a complete cultural reboot that, theoretically, will stimulate the 

country’s transition into a modern civilization. Through his decontextualization and 

manipulation of Wordsworth’s poetry, De Quincey hones his notion that Chinese 

immorality is linked with China’s dubitable status as a civilized nation. In China, De 

Quincey first uses Wordsworth to express a “sentiment” that De Quincey remembers 

from The Excursion: “those primal truths which, like the stars, are hung aloft, and shine 

for all alike.”121 As seen in his citations of Southey and Coleridge, both De Quincey’s 

vocabulary substitutions and his accompanying discussion of “civilization” in connection 

with this remembered sentiment misrepresent Wordsworth’s poetic expression. In the 
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fourth book of The Excursion (1814), Wordsworth describes a shepherd boy who 

“perceives, / Within himself, a measure and a rule, / Which to the Sun of Truth he can 

apply, / That shines for him, and shines for all Mankind.”122 At the level of diction, De 

Quincey changes the image of the “Sun” to that of “stars.” Although Wordsworth’s 

metaphor invokes the physical heavenly body, the phrase “Sun of Truth” could, within 

Anglo-Sino discourse, conjure images of the “Son of Heaven,” the title frequently 

ascribed to the Chinese Emperor. An invocation of the Emperor via Wordsworth could be 

detrimental to De Quincey’s imperialist agenda. Similar to his auditory play on foul/fowl 

in his mis-citation of Southey, De Quincey’s substitution of “stars” for “Sun” casts a 

degree of darkness or severity. At the level of argument, Wordsworth does not delimit 

who has access to the “Sun of Truth” or how best to encourage individuals to lead 

morally responsible lives. While De Quincey and Wordsworth would concur that “primal 

truths,” or man’s inherent inclination toward moral integrity, are available for all 

individuals, De Quincey diverges from his Romantic predecessor by arguing that 

civilization is necessary to maintain an individual’s adherence to a higher moral standard. 

China, according to De Quincey, lacks civilization, which offers individuals the 

“quickening forces” of “life … moral regeneration, and fructifying warmth.”123 Rather 

than depending upon “civilization” for “moral rejuvenation,” Wordsworth suggests that 

the shepherd finds within nature and within his imagination an “intelligence for moral 

things / Of gravest import.”124 De Quincey displaces the source of “intelligence for moral 

things” away from nature and situates it in civilization. Consequently, rather than reading 

the Chinese as lacking a civilization because they are immoral, Chinese immorality stems 

from their lack of civilization. Despite its early nineteenth-century status as a formidable 
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empire commensurate with the British Empire, China, in De Quincey’s hands is not a 

state, but rather “an inorganic mass” with “no vital parts – no organs – no heart – no 

lungs.”125 Consequently, China is more than an “unjust” and immoral enemy; China lacks 

all recognizable markers of a nation. 

 Without national status, the Chinese failure to respect British honor and to 

acknowledge British national superiority translates into an insult necessitating war—in 

particular, the second Opium War. If the Chinese fail, as De Quincey argues they had, to 

uphold the Treaty of Nanjing—particularly the supplemental Treaty of the Bogue [1843], 

which granted Britain most-favored-nation status—the “British Government [was] 

obliged to take the matter into their own hands.”126 In essence, De Quincey grants Britain 

the right to enforce “international justice” in Chinese territory. To bolster his argument, 

De Quincey turns again to Wordsworth. While De Quincey’s mis-citation of The 

Excursion might be excused by his disclaimer that he “cannot remember its [the 

sentiment’s] expression,” he does not justify his manipulation of the poetic structure in 

“Song for the Wandering Jew.”127 De Quincey quotes two stanzas verbatim, with the 

exception of one negligible article switch from “the” to “a,” and yet reverses the order in 

which the stanzas were published in the 1800 edition of Lyrical Ballads. 

from Wordsworth’s “Song for the 
Wandering Jew” 
 

De Quincey’s citation of “Song for the 
Wandering Jew 

Though almost with eagle pinion 
O’er the rocks the Chamois roam, 
Yet he has some small dominion 
Which no doubt he calls his home. 
 
If on windy days the Raven 
Gambol like a dancing skiff, 
Not the less he loves his haven 
On the bosom of the cliff.128 

If on windy days the raven 
Gambol like a dancing skiff, 
Not the less he loves his haven, 
On the bosom of a cliff. 
 
Though almost with eagle pinion 
O’er the rocks the chamois roam, 
Yet he has some small dominion 
Which no doubt he calls his home.129 
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Through his stanza transposition, De Quincey ends his citation from Wordsworth with 

the phrase “his home,” from which he launches his next critique of Chinese behavior. De 

Quincey states, “But worse off than all these—than sea-horse, raven, chamois—the 

Englishman, it seems, of Chinese ethnography has not [a home], except in crevices of 

rocks.”130 De Quincey uses Wordsworth’s poem about the internal disquietude of the poet 

to discuss Chinese resistance, regardless of existing treaty agreements, to the British 

presence in Canton, much less a permanent embassy in Beijing. By denying the British 

any permanent residence, the Chinese government forced Britons to remain itinerant. 

Moreover, De Quincey uses Wordsworth’s poem about the endless inner turmoil of the 

poet as a metaphoric representation of the Chinese assumption that the British habit of 

traveling vast distances must be indicative of Britons’ lack of a physical homeland: “the 

Chinese even in 1851, and in the council-chamber of the emperor, settled it as the most 

plausible hypothesis that the English had no territorial home, but made a shift (like some 

birds) to float upon the sea in fine weather, and in rougher seasons to run for ‘holes.’”131 

While De Quincey’s characterization of Chinese thought assumes the same comical tone 

used in “The English Mail-Coach,” he also embeds this passage with a sense of 

resentment—resentment directed at the Chinese government’s failure, even following 

defeat in the first Opium War, to recognize British strengths in both morals and imperial 

possessions. Along these same lines, De Quincey, I would argue, cites from this poem in 

part because of its title. “Song for the Wandering Jew” connects with De Quincey’s 

earlier assertion that “at present we [British subjects in China] hold equally the unsafe 

position, and the degraded position, of Jews in the middle ages.”132 The Chinese 

challenge British honor by treating the British without the deferential respect expected by 
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the “superior” nation. No Chinese, he deduces, is “aware of the advantages,” namely 

economic, “which he owes to England.”133 De Quincey decisively concludes that without 

morality, civilization, or deferential respect, the Chinese are “unmanageable except by 

war, or by menaces of war.”134 

 Given the past failures of British embassies to the Chinese Imperial Court as well 

as the seemingly inevitable diminution of treaty agreements, De Quincey proposes 

combining diplomatic and militaristic tactics, especially since “either form of approach 

taken separately would thwart our views; the purely martial form would terminate in 

hostility; the purely diplomatic would terminate in smoke.”135 In this 1840 assessment, 

De Quincey does not advocate full-blown war but rather a resolution to British 

grievances that does not simply end in “smoke.”136 By the second Opium War, De 

Quincey urges a clearer manifestation of British power in order to “place our Chinese 

establishment upon a more dignified footing.”137 The “urgent work” of asserting British 

preeminence demands “councils more deliberate, and … armaments both by land and sea 

on a far larger scale” that will effectively expose “to the whole world, … the condition of 

helpless wreck in which China had long been lying prostrate.”138 The exposure of 

Chinese vulnerability would work twofold: to demonstrate British superiority through the 

stark comparison with the “jealous” and “wicked” Chinese, and to destroy China so 

completely that it may be reformed in the desired image of the West.  

 In his final article on China, “Hints Towards an Appreciation of the Coming War 

with China,” De Quincey articulates his vision of the second Opium War’s outcome: 

Finally, it would have remained to notice the vast approaching revolution 
for the total East that will be quickened by this war, and will be ratified by 
the broad access to the Orient, soon to be laid open on one plan or other. 
… Asia will begin to rise from her ancient prostration, and, without 
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exaggeration, the beginnings of a new earth and new heavens will 
dawn.139 
 

War with China will instigate a “revolution,” though not within the East or of Eastern 

populations. Instead, this is a revolution “for the total East,” wherein the West assumes 

the role of revolutionary whose end reward is a rather perverse freedom: “broad access to 

the Orient.” Significantly, military victory over China will succeed in securing more than 

Britain’s opium trade; it will open the “total East” to the West’s myriad imperial plans. 

Once the “meagre civilisation of China” is annihilated, “then will Christendom first begin 

to act commensurately on the East.”140 While De Quincey seems to contradict his 

assertions elsewhere that an evangelical approach would be futile in China, he argues 

here for Christendom’s success only in the war’s aftermath, once China’s “incurably 

savage” character has been revolutionized through war. Asia now stands as a 

conglomerate rather than as individual nations. It is only within this fallen mass that 

Western countries can begin the god-like work of shaping the East in their image. It is to 

this cause—the rebirth of the East at the hands of an omnipotent West—that the 

Romantic poets have, through De Quincey’s allusions and mis-citations, lent their 

support. Ironically, the Victorian afterlife of Romanticism is the revival of Romantic 

poetry in political and moral alignment with the British nation. It is this political 

alignment that permits Romantic poetry’s active involvement in the intellectual and 

moral restructuring of the increasingly fraught Anglo-Sino relationship. Regardless of 

their intentionality, the Romantic poets, in De Quincey’s hands, become complicit within 

the civilizing mission that justifies British imperial expansion through armed, rather than 

purely diplomatic, endeavors. 
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